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iNTROUCTIdm

. . \ 1
_1' ' Sesame "Street isOun tgi--watclx.*- In adOition children can learn

1
Let'swhile viewing the. show

4
. Let . s 'take advantag of both `facts,. . ce . % .

/Dr--
f

;

Thist.educational package, which irelu4es the twenty-one,video
tapekasvelDas_tbiks guide, is predicated bn xhOse two concepts.
While developing the package, qie.project participants akso kept in
mind. thei.following4

'1. This _package

'however., desi

!

2. Multipleedue
-by teachers o

4 might be emid
bthe same ,students on Stveral diffeie4 occasions for .

sOwal'different purposes cannot be-wer-eMpha;ized.-.

I.

no way.supplants any curriculum.' It was,,
to supplepent any curriculum,

ional objectives for each segment were selected
the 'deaf to indicate pasons why that 64gment.
ed! ,-'That many:tf, thdksegments tight be viewed

Ae

-J iecausfe S their moti/Wtional qualities, thy- segments *on the
Mini Shows ate useful for intiOducing material and to focus

r' atfienti n. Becausepf.their 4tevity,, the segments £nd /or
the Min i Shows calAae repeatedly viewed for drijl and reiriL.

e-forcenteht.' Because'of their int,rinsic interest, they can
Occessfully be used as a culminating activity, or for review.

e

N Incaddition to tOse purposes; one must also remember that
U, ...often the same segment might be 'used' for social'studies, and

for math, and for reading and for languateetc...
77 4

3. Even Olough the Mini Shows were designed to help' childrent,
attain specific. 'ducat on ObjestAes, tk children should be
allowed to watch the Mini Shims just for enjoyment. We believe
we have an 9b1t4ation to he4 children enjoy school; besides,
the serendipity is iaorthwhile.

/

.
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User's Guide......._, .;.,

'
-..,,

I''''
When u have planned what you are ,to .each your students, refer -to

A

yo *

Appendixi'E at tTie ena of °the manual. Is., otijective a'.-are listed with'
.

...,

thesidentification of each-.of tie which might he used tor the
, 4 -\, _

v . .
attainment of that object:I:ye. (E:g., (6-4) identiTiesMini Show lib,

Segment
L ,

I.

After noting which objectaies fh 1.he'manual;are bimilar, to those.
0 ,

desirgdjer your class:, refir to the appr9priat. Mini Show(s) in this

manual. Ea.ehliini Show contains a brief\dgscription of the Mini .Show,
. V ,.

. .
.

.

its length, and a list of which ,Segments, if, any, iconin captions. For
,

d,
...:

eaqh'of-tlie segments there is a escription, specific captiions (if, any), ,

a listof general and speciftc ablectivev, necessary ite-teaching, and
. . .

,
tiaraph-ok Rdlated Activities 'and Refated Materials;

.. '
.

The Related Activities and Related n .torefer .to AppendixA
,

. . . .
and respectively .The graph simply codes the objective's'In'the segment.

, . 1

to appropriate activitied and materials: ior example, note th following,
. .

'graph extracted fro i Mini Show4/Segment 2i'

..,. r i , -------1
.

; Re ted Activities ,-1 Related' Materials
f , fiL-----/AP9mcilx. Al i'..__ lAppenclix 8):

1

. 1 W22,,i6-19/96-97 TE-2, /A9/101
. 1 Tlii, 1 -6 C.B-4,-1-8.. , A ' I ..

1

1
1 2.....: 4.. ...- - - r /

Activities 14N-19 an'cC96-97 in Appendix A-22,(Cmgrii,pive PrOcesses),.and

ActiliLtitis 1 -6 'found in Appendix A-4 (11-id Social Environment), are those:

relevant to Mini Show 4/Segment '2. Materials 45-19
.

and 101 in ApPendikI.%. , ..7.
13;,2 (Cognitive Pro'deses), as well as Materials'1-8 round in Appepdik B-4

,(The Social, Environment), aremtelevant to M i Show 4/, Segment 2.. In
,

other words the'underScored.letter and-numbe, refers to the Appendix and

>the following number(s) refer
%
to the activitieTaterials that were

.
. .., ,

selectdd'as relevant for each-Mini. Show.

The Activities and Materials that 'are included in the Manual are

.MTsatile and:can be used for many 'ajectives'other than thosefor which

:14ey are caaed. It should c..1 stressed that although they are isolated

for each objective, tjie 4cher need not restrict herself to'that prtic-
-.

ular section. .Instead, it is recommended that she review the activitieNk...
7

and materials for the needs of her particular class.

l r't)
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Appendix C is.an alphabdtical,listing of Publishera'and Distribuirs

that have been cited for all of the related materials used in Appendix B.

Appendix D "Demonstration Class"'refeis to the accompanying video-

tape in. the package and is an example of how one.4teacher,Auccessfully

used some Sesame Street segments.

For those teachers who would like to include fingerspelling in'their

curriculum, two Mini Shows - ka and 18a have fingerspelling.modifications.

included. For those schools who do not have these two. Mini "Shows,,a-copy

is available at the Research and Development.tdmplex at the' State Univer-

sity College at Buffalo.

N C)

e

These are but &ides and suggestions. Undoubtedly you dan.think' of

many more innovative uses, activities, and niaterials,related each of
o

the segments. In fact, your comments in refqrence to additions-brmodi-

fications to this manual are graciously requested.

kJ I
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These segments were selected by teachers of the deaf and the original manual was gehe-ra.ted

as a result of the 1971 summer workshop involving the following teachers: 1

<
.

,. .

NAME ' % . , ' . SCHOOL NA E SCHOOL. '
\

Ms. Phyllis Bergstrasier Rochester Ms. MaeleneMiller . lill Neck .

Ms. Eileen, Conhally . - Lexington Ms. Susan Reilly St. Francis
Sr. Katherine,Costello St. Francis Ms. Karen Singer
Mr. George Eddington Lexington Ms. Penny Sccher .Lexington

St. giseph
Y

Ms. Joan.HaHow _ St. Joseph Ms. Judy\pring 4 St. Mary's:
Ms. Laurie Holcomb . Rochester Ms. Marg ket Stahl Cleary
Ms, Arlene Kalish White Plains -Ms:-.Virgi ia Franzen , Mill Neck
Ms. Hahnah Manshel White Plains Ms. Nancy Wolf Sf. Mary's.

'0 "-:.` ..., . ; ,

Contributioris that led to the revision of the original mailual wore made the follo'wrhg teachers:

NAME SCHOOL NAME' ., . SCHOOL :_l-Nts'

\ .

i Ms'. Lee Cameron " St. Francis'

V

t

. v

Sr. Madre Costello `bleary
Ms. Joanne Enterlin Cleary Sr. Katherine\Costello
Ms:Joan Hebert Cleary Ms. Susan Ma0ello - ,

Ms. Diana Mctabe Cleary Mr. Leonard Novick
Ms. Patricia Qisen .; i Cleary Ms. Kather;he.Fschbach
Mr. Lloyd:Anderson-I Mill Neck Ms: Priscilla Hellman 4
Wfs. Patricia Finnerty; . Mill Neck Ms. Mona Lanzei - ,;''`,
Ms. Virginia Franzen Mill Neck Ms. Constanae lipmia
Ms: Ann Parker - k' Mill-Neck Ms. Therese O'Connor
Ms. Katharine Sisti ----- Mill Neck Ms. Linda Viscusi ' .
Mr. Brian Sosnowski. . Mill Neck Ms. Judith ,Embree '
Ms. Susan N./idler Mill Neck ' 4 Ms. Patricia Hart";
Ms. Elsie Herden Rochester .. Sr. ilheresa Moore.-1
Mr. Garry. LOyseri Rochestff Ms. Joan SzAwicz..
Ms. Rebecca Michalovic Rochester. (Ms:Abby Asbell ',

Ms. Michelle Nesbit Rochester Ms. Rita Delgado.,
Ms. Eleanor Sctkiten Rochester Ms. Lesley Graham' -,

Ms. wren Wissman , Rdchester Ms. Evelyn Grossi
Mr: Carl Alberico Rome Ms? Elizabeth Kelly ,
Mr. Peter Giechetti .. Rome.' ,Ms. Rosemprie Marino '
Ms. Mary. Atyce Holmes Rome Ms. Kathetyn Ritchie'
Ms. Linda Marodchi 't Rome IA. Gail Ryan , -

---,,Ms, Mary Burke c, %. F=rancis Ms. Karen Tortora a
i

0

iC

St.,Francii
St Francis,
St. Francis' .

St. JOsepta
St.' Joseph
St. Joseph
St-Joseph
St. Joieph
St. Joseph..

Mary's
t. Mary's

St. Mary's 1
St. Mary's
White Plains
White Plains_
White Plains
White Plain's'
,Wh4ePlains
White Plaips
White Plains
White Plains
vskite Plains

1_ '-

4
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." SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO, 1
N

t

4

, .
Length - 15:15 Number of Segments 4. 0 ,
General Description Includes letters segment: classifibasion exercise, problem solving (Buddy and.
Jim) segment and an environmental film "Wheels". It 4 .,,....,...
Captions - exist in Segment 1 . /

4

***
..,

,MINI SHOW 1/SEGMENT 1
t ..

. . , ,
.. i -\

d. V
1..

Description this,iegment is introduced by Gordon. Bob and a child ifi the kitcfienok4 Gordon's home.
.

"Bob folds'a one dollar bill into the shapeof a letter "W". This.is followed by a captioned cartoon
. "Wanda the Witch", and a commercial given by Kerrnt th,4 `frog on "Wl," during wh1ch the Coot6e

Monster transforms the W into other letters. naindal e Witch is then repeated; 'n very brief
captioned cartoon is included before the second commercial by Kermit:in which t e styof6arroW .

kanimated. , -. , ,v7.17
. .

, '

-Captions Wanda th e ;Witch, west,' Washingio»,,Wednksday, well,Washeub, wheel, wind, wig, worm,
walrus, water. :- -

t

`,

v.
.-;

Gerierak Objective .' v.f. . .
.." The child can recognize stIch basic symbols as letter& numbers, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols. A NI. '
o

Specific ObjectiVes
4'

,
. .w

. .

Given a set of symbols, either all. letters or all numbers, the chin knows whetherhose symbols
are used in reading orin counting. `N 1 ts

/ s..\ \
Given a printed lettersthe child can select the klen`%, ticaliletter 'from a set cif printed-letters.

Gken a verbal, label for certain letters the child can select the appropriate letter from a set of
printed letters. .

.... a .

\
Given aprinted letter the child can provide the verbal label.\ b
Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the c ild ca makeI. ``n

,up 'another word or pick another word starting with the same letter. .

.. s ., ..

Given a spolces'i letter the child can select a set of pictures'or objects beginning with that letter.

- The child will be re to form such basic symbols as letters.
t

The child can recognize and identify such basic symbols as lettdisby touch ar6ne.:
.

Necessary Ore-teaching
pre-sphool introduce letter W.

-prirriary - introduce vocabulary or a selection from the vocabtilary tot the children in Nticoraance
to their reading level. )

4.

r.
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Related Activities
_JAR! I S. .. '4

Related MatglTSi
,III141 .

A-1, 1-7/12-31/ B-1, 1-6/11-25/ .

37-47 30-39

MINI SHOW 1 /SEGMENT

Description Susan is in yard with 2 children and introduces a discrimination game in which the
children are to select the 'different" item from a group of 3 and explain why it is different. The ,
sets are (1) kittens (2) dolls (3) sneakers.

General Objective
The child can deal with Ojects and everrts in terms of certain concepts of order, classification

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and.problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out the in
appropriate object on the basis of:
-Size: Height, length
-Form: Circular, square, triangular
-Function: To ride in, to eat, etc,.
-Class: Vehicles, animals, etc.

The child can verbalize the basis for grouping and sorting.'

To group by same and different:

Related Activities
.t.frtf . 4

Related: Materials
4.,-1. , ;

- 5P-52/61-68 B-2, 59- 63/72 -75

101
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4.d 3'

MINI SHOW 1/SEGMENT 3
.. ' ,. .: .,

. . ,..
Description - In a humorous problem skit, Buddy and Jim attempt to fit largeand small pairs,
of shoes into large and smalil shoe boxes_

-1

.

General Objective . -,4

The child can deal with obje4s and events in terms'of certain concepts'of order, classification
and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses'certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving. .,

Specific Objectives

Given 2 or more pairs of objects, the child can groups the pairs apprOxirrately.

Given objecti and containers of different sizes, the child can make appropriate correspOndence.

Given a situation the child can infer probably consequent events.

Given a set of suggested solutions to`a simple problem, the child can select the most relevant,
complete or efficient.

Necessary Pre-teaching

-develop th'e concept of "pair". Teach the word "pair" receptively nd expressively.
-develop the concept of "big", "small", "too big", "too smal4 ".

Related Activities 1 Related Materials J

MINI SHOW 1/SEGMENT 4

, 53-60/77-81/
91-92

0!"

B-2, 64-71/85-87/
97

Description - Gordon and a child are sitting on the front steps talking about a wagon. The camera
focuses in on iwheel as an introduction to the film "Wheels". The camera searches out wheels in
many forms, gears inside a dock, the pcitter's wheel as well as wheels as they, have existed in trans-
portation forms throughout history.

General Objective
The ch;:u's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both i:ear and distant, about certain processes which occur in pature, abiout certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena, and about the ways in which man explores'
and exploits the natural world.



71,

4

Specific Objectives

The child can III:fent:0y automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes.and boats, and can tell where and
how each is used. ,

The child can identify wheels in man-made-objects.

Necessary Pre-teaching

-The children should be familiar with the concept of "round".

1

Related 'Activities
..: P./ e . J.

Related Materials
J. eft r .. B)

A-3, 88292/115-120 B-3,,91-97/123-128

99
a

PT tz

oet..

12
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sEsAmg STREEFANISHoW NO. 2

;

Length: 14:20 Number of Segments - 5 .

General Description - Includes a numbers segment on "3"; a. Buddy and Jim problimsolying exercise;
2 segments on animals "Kitten`;and lion Family"; and a final segment on counting 1-10.

P o Captions

MINI SHOW 2/SECAMENT 1

Description - Bert is trying to make the number, 3 but gets confused in his directions and finishes by
drawing a tree thus creating a play on vsitxdi. TWo jazz animations developing the concept of 3 and

.
the sequence 1-10 are included.- I e,

.
'General Objective ' e . /

The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters; numbers, and geometric forms, and can
perform rudimentary operations with these symbols..",
'Specific Objectives 0

-

Given a printed nurnei-al.the child,can select thOdentical printed numeral from a set.

Given a spoken clumeral between 1 and 10, the child can select the appropriate numeral from a
set of printed numerals.

. ,

Given a printed numeral between 1 and 10, the child can provide the verbal label.

Given a set of obje4tpe child can define a subset cOniaining up to 10.

The child can count to 10.

.tGiven a starting pointunder ten, the child can count,from that number'to any given higher -
number tip to ten. 0 ,

,
The chlid`wili.be able to form such nasicsymbols as numbers.

The child can eecogni e.and identify such basic symbols as numbers by touch alone.
--- ,

,

The child can recognize that the last number reached in counting is the total number in the set.

Conservation of Number_- The child can match sets of equal number regardless of configuratidn.

Numeral /Number Correspondence The child can assign the correct numeral to sets of differing
numbers. s

The child can perfoim the appropriate operations needed to balance an equation.

Necessary PrOlteaching
-Explain that puppets are trying to write the numeral three.

13 ,-
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Related Actiffities
,L642.00diti...AL

Related Materials
LE12ndix131_

A,71, 48758/62 -71/ 8-1, 40-50/55-73/
78-8776-90/98-106,

i

ct
MINI SHOW 4SEGMENT 2

t

4/

4,

Description Buddy attempteie find a safe way to caref or his money by taping it to his forehead.
conveces him that the diggy bank iscbetter but then pram the key to the bank Aide the bank,

thus still leaving BuddrwiWa probltm., v
J

.y General °big lye . . . . A .

=.-Te;ctiiliftlan deal with objectiand events in terms of certa::-. concepts,of order, clistification,and
,,,, "relationship;' he can apply certain basic reasol ting skills. and he possesses certain attitudes conducive

.,41.0 . i- 'to effective inquiry and' problem solving.
. ,

:. t* -
Specit Objectives k

: ,.
t. ..

t
. Given a situation the child can infer probable consequent events,.

.- r.
..,-t A

Gib set of suggested solutions to a simple problem, the child can select the most relevant,
. . L. -,,, complete, or efficient.

Necessary Pre-teaching
.

--Cezincept of saving money.
-Concept of a "safe place ".

P
uy

Related Activities cfielated. Materials

-2; 7'7-81/91-92 13-2, 85-87/97

71:
, ?

1.

14
ti

ts
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MINI S1 OW 2/SEGMENT 3,

Desdription - Gorc on, Boh and some children play with guinea pigs and introduce the film "Kitten"
in which t .e camera follows a playful kitten through a series of household mishaps.

General Objective
The child's con. ,. of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;-about certain in-
terdependencies which relate,various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man explores
and exploits the natural world. .

Specific Objectives
\

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape, and appearance.

The child can tell that animals arc hung things and that they need food and water to grow and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

To enjoy and to handle animals with care.

Related Activities
_LAP=
A-3; 45-67 B -3, 38-63

Related Materials

'MINI SHOW 2/SEGMENT -4

Description - The camera follows a zoo lion family including father, mother and cub, throughya period
of family interaction. r

General Objectives
The child can dull with objuct and events in terms of ceroin concerns of order, classification and

relationship;.h4can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes conducive to
effective inquiry and problem,solving.

The child's concepton of the ph ,,ical world should include.general information about natural
phenomena, both near and distant; abcut certain processes which occur in nature; about certain in-
terdependencies which relate vt.rious pdtural ohenorfiena; end about the ways. in which roan explores
and exploits the natural world.

The child can identify nimself and other familiar individuals in terms of role-defining character-
.. istics. He is familiar with forms and functions of institutions Which he may encounter. He comes to

see situations from more than one-poipt of view and begins to see the necessity, for certain social
rules, particularly those insuring justice and fair play.
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Specific Objectives

Size Relatiorphips Big/Bigger/Biggest; .Small/Smaller/Smallest; Short/Tall.
. i

Same /Different This concept underlies all of the following relational concept categories; size,
quantity, position, distance, sequence.

. , .

The child can classify a. group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape, and appearance.

The child can'tell that animals are living things, and that they need food and water to grow and live.t 4

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

Given the name of certain roles from the family, neighborhood, city or town, the child can
.r.

enumerate appropriate responsibilities.

i

1

4,

).

t

N

,

Related Activities
.t.strt -

Related Materials
.1,..-

A-2, 33-35/69-70 B -2,, 37-41/76-80
A-3, 16:63 B-3, 38-59

A-4, 1 -6 8-4, 1-8
a

MINI SHOW 2/SEGMENT 5

Description - James Earl Jones counts to 10 as t 'he numbers appear on the screen.
,

General Objective
The childcan recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a printed numeral the child can select the identical printed numeral from a set.
i

- Given a spoken numeral between 1 and 10, the child can select the appropriate numeral from a
set of printed numerats.

Given a printed numeral between 1 and 10,the child can provide the verbal label.

The child can count to 10.

The child can speei read the numbers 1-10.

Interest Level

-Pre-reading, reading readiness, reading.

i ,,
16

t
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Related ACtivities
.t,fki,..

Related Materials

A-1, 48-58/65-15

4

B-1,._, 40-50/61-6

.
et.

r

"1

V

a
f

A7
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SESAME STREET MINI-SHOW NO. 3

Length 17:12 Number of Segments 3

Seneral Description Mini Show No. 3 contains an alphabet sequence combined with concentration
on the fetter B; a Buddy and Jim problem solving activity concerned with sequence; and a segment
concerned with naming body parts and citrveloping the concept of functions of body parts.

Captioned Verse - "Jump Rope Achei" found in Segment 3.

MINI SHOW 3/SEGMENT 1 b

Description - James Earl Jones recites the alphabet as each letter appears. Kermit follows with a
.commercial on "Ei"; but is disturbed by the Cookie Monster changing the letter to "P".and."1".

GenKal Objective
The child can recognize su ch basic symbols as O tters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operation with these symbolS.

Specific Objectives
.

. v
Given a verbal label for certain letters,lpe child can select the appropriate letter 'from a set of 't
pri...ad letters.

.

Given a printed letter,the child can pr ide the verbal label.

Given a series of wqrds presented orall , all beginning with the same letter, the,child can make up
another word or pick another word starting with the same letter. : -

The child can recite the alphabet.

Relatkd Activities
1812/2escr

Related Materials
....I['. :

I

A-1," 17,24/32-36 1 B-1, 11-20/26-29

,
,

4-,

MAI SHOW 3 / SEGMENT 2 ,"-*
-,

i ` ,

; Description,- Sequencin o 4 picture stories using still photographs and Movies of the sequences.
Sequences are; sliding on a'Ading board, sand opening a present. Workshop teachers considered

,
... this an excellent tape. \ -

4- - i
General Objective .

,
.

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, Classification at id
relationship; he can apply certain basic reasonigg skills; end he possesses certain attitudes conducive to
effective inquiry and problem solving. ,

t
,

. :.,-!'
kt

:19 IS
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Specific 'Objectives

Given pictures of the earliest and latest of four eventsin a logically ordered temporal sequence, the
child can insert pictures of the intermediate events in their proper order.

The child can order a series of pictures so that they tell a logical story,.

To teach sequence.

'Necessary Pre-teaching

-Provide the child with many different experiences in sequencing objects and stories that must
be put together (ordered) in a particular sequence.

) Related Ativities
!Appendix A)

1= Related Materials
(Appendix W

A-2, 71,1.3/.82-8q B-2, 81-82/88-93

,

7 \
\

. . t
.

I
. ,

MINI SHOW 3 /SEGMENT

Description - There is rhythmical recitation of bOdy parts as a cartoon child jumps rope. This precedes
an excellent film presentation of arm and hand movement correlated to that of machine movement.
(puncher, lever, drilling, diggind). This_is eitokitstanding film..

Captioned Verse .11,110P.ROPE ACHES

Oh, rily finger
Oh, my toe
Oh my thumb
Oh, my dose
Oh, my elbow
Oh, my knee
Oh, my face
Oh, poor Ine.

(Otherwise I feel fipa)

Geperal Objectives
The child can deal with objects and events n terms of certain concepts of order, classification

and relationship, he tan apply certain basic reasoning skills, dnd he possesses certain attitudes conducive
to effectivelnquiry and problem solving.

The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural
phenomena, both near ans.1 distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain in-
terdependencies which relate various natural phenomena. and about the ways in which man. explores
and exploits the natural world.
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N.._:. .
Specific Objectives

1f

.
Body Percepts. The-child can identify and label such parts of the body as the elbow, knee, lips
and tongue.

Positional Relationships under, over, on top of, below, above, beneath, etc. .

Persistence. The child persists in his.efforts to scilr problems and 4derstand events despite

t
4

A -early failures. 1. 0 $

4 ,
, , t i --,.-

Reactiont to lack of knowledge. T e c ii exhibits no undue frustration or embarrassment when",
he must ad it to a reasonable lack of nOwledge or When he must ask questions. ,

r A-

47

i
Impulse control.' The child)nderstands that reflection 'and planning may pay off --"elOremature

,problem attack will`not. . ,.. c--'41,,
,

4 ., 'Ii

The child can identify such common fools as a h mer and saw and can tell how each is used. 4

The child can simulate the movements of common machines.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Review body and 'thew funcnops.

/

L--

i Related Activities
.4. v... . ..1

Related aterials
..tp-it... :

A - 1-5/36-40
93-95

93-100

. .
, .

13-*2', 1-5/42-4/

A-3,
98-100

8-3, 08-105

t 20
1.

it
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 4,

Length - 12 :50 NuMber of Segments 4

General Description - The four segrrients are directed toward the identification and use of forms;
the understanding of some social roles; recognition of the letter I; and introduction to some forms,
of sea life.

ti

Captions - found in Segment 1 and Segment( 2.
6

MINI SHOW 4 /SEGMENT 1 .

Description - We see the products of children playing with the.basic forms (square, rectangle) and . -

listen tolit,heir conversation. Objects they create are a tog, boat, pin wheel, arid flower.
!,4

Captions - tree/square; rectangle, boat, pin wheel, flolver,
t

, .
General Objective . , , ( )

<
,

. The child can deal with object, and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classific5tiop ,.

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills': and he possesses certain attitudeoon-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving. t at ..,, .il

/ ., ..

...
^ ,((

Specific Objectives .

. .
'The child Will be able to form such basic geometric shapes as a circle, a square, a triangle,

:,
or

rectangle.

The child can match a Or.e.,_ri abject or picture to one of a varied set'of objects or lures which,
0 is similarin form, size oNaosition,

Given a formpthe child can find its countwpart embedded in a picture or drawing. .

Labelling. Given a drawing, cut-out or object in the shape of a circle, squareOriangle, or
rectangle, the child can provide a verbal label for that shape. ) r .
Recognition. Given the verbal label, "circle", "square", "triangle", or "rectangle ", the child
can select the appropriate drawing, cut-out,or object from,a set:

The child can structure parts into's meaningful whole:
-Given a model and a selection of parts the child can select those parts which are essential
to the conttruction df the model. t ....

i k---Given,a model and an assortment of its par' diiild can arrange these parts to math''
the model.

1.
4 ,

' Same/Different. This concept underlies all of the lational concept categories;
size, quantity, position, distance, s'bquence. ,, V % - 3

4:,

Necessary Pre-teaching I- .

-Familiarity with the basic forms.

;1 .K

7

t

"ks

l
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Related Activities
Gappenc/ix A)

Related Materials
!Appendix' B)

A-1, 117-123 1 B-1, 99-103

.

At2, 6-10/13-19/__
'69-70

B-2, 6- 7/10 -19/

76-80
. '. -.

. .

s

C

MINI SHOW 4/SEGMENT 2

.pescription Children.are asked to guess the occupation of a person in a picture as the picture is
gradually uncovered., Verbatclues are also given. Each completed picture is captioned.

Captions - fireman, skin diver, astronaut, and Big Bird.

GenerarObjectives .

The child can deal with objects-and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,
and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducivesto effective inquiry and 'problem solving.

The child can identify .himietf and other familiar individuals in terms 9f role-defining charac-
teristics. He is familiar with foung and functions of institutions which he may encounter. He.comes
to see situations fro,m more than one Roirit of view, begins to see the necessity' or certain social
rules, particularly those insuring justice and fair play.

Specific Objectives

The child can structure parts nto a meaningful whole.

To formulate hypotheses on the basis of partial information.

Given the namesbf certain rolesirom the faniily3.neighborhood, city or town, the child can
enumerate appropriate responsibilities.

Necessary Pre-teaching
.

with un orms of different occupations. F-.4g., fireman - helmet.

<

Related. Activities 'Related Materiali
_AVM&

A-2, 16-19/96.:.97 15-191101
B-4 , -A --.

1

1'

$ 22
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MINI StIOW. 4/SEGMENT-3
...,

Deicription - Big Bird has trouble retrieving the animated dot .on a giant leder I:

General Objective
The Child can recognize such basic symbols as letter's, numbers, art geometr lifrns, and can

perform Rudimentary operations with these symbols. F-I

Specific Objectives

Given a printed letter, the child can select, the identical letter from a Aet of printed letterS.

Given a printed letter, the child can select its other case version from a set of printed
letters.

. .

Gillen the verbal label for certain letters, the child can seleA the appropkiate let er
froni a set of printed letters.

Given the printed letter, the child can provide the verbal label.

Related Activities
Append ix A)

4-18

Related Materials
lAapsadi2us)

B-1, 4-15

MINI SHOW 4/SEGMENT 4

Description - Gordon watches tropical fish, describes them, and nukes different names. This
is followed by a, puppet song "Octopus Garden".

General Objective ,

The child's, conception of the physical world should incfude general information about
natural phenomeda both near and distant, about certain processes which occur in nature,
about certain interdependencies which relate variouk natural phenomena, and ,apout the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can differentiate between real and imaginary.

The ichild should realize that the earth is made of land and
surface differs in various places.

water; and that the earth's
r.

The child can tell the difference bekWeen livirig and non-Iiiridg things.-
A

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they differ in size, shape;
or appearance. "

7

The child, can associate certain animals with their homes.
T,S

23
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Necessary Pre-teaching -f'
-This should be previewed.by.t e teacher-4as she may wish to expose the children to names

and pictures of fish alid animdi

I

v

I

rt

Re .ted A8tWities.,..
.0.-,.. 1 IC

Related Materials
eg ge if

A
t-2 , '42-43 B-2 48

1=6/28-30/
38-44441c.59 ,

,., .,

A-3;\ 1-7/30-33/
_/,

B-3.,
"'' '45-53/58-63
..-N ,

&IP

24
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SESAME STREET M(NI SHOW NO. 4a
.

This Mini Show is the same as No. 4, but the following modifications are included: ,

General Description - Fingerspelling inserts exist in 3 of the 4 segments. 'Captions &
fingerspelling are the same as No. 4 with' the addition of the letter 'i'. . 't

MINI SHOW 4a/SEGMENT 1

These are captioned and fingerspelled. tf

MINI SHOW 4a /SEGMENT 2
I

E?ch completed picture is captioned and fingerspelled.

MINI' SHOW 4a/SEGMENT 3

An insert of a fingerspelled 'i' appears

MINI SHOW 4a/SEGMENT 4

SAME

NOTE:

I. V s

1
Not'all of the participating schools have this Mini Show in their package. However, a

copy is available at the Research and Development Complex at the State University College
at Buffalo. . .,

,

.1

..

,

J

v

,

it

4
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 5

Length 17:15 7Vumber of Segments'- 5'

. General Desdription This shovy has segments which develops the, concept 5 in relation to a
birthday party; provides a classification exercise; an environmental film on' the sources of
common vegetables; an alphabet sequence; and a film of zoo. monkeys entitled, "Funny Face".

Captions - exist in ..Segment 2..

MINI SHOW 5/SEGMENT

Desciiption - The Sesame Street neighbors are giving Oscar the grouch a surprise birthday party.
Included in the segment are 2 different animations, developing the concept of 5 and the sequence
1 -10. ,

General Objective
The child can recognize such basic symbols ag letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

- Given a printed nurnera, the child can select the identical printed numeral from a set. ;
. 3 , ,

Given a spoken numeral between 1 and 10,the child can select the appropriate numeral from
a set of printed numerals. t ,

, .
Given a printed numeral between 1 and 10,the'child can provide the verbal label:

Given two unequal sets of objects each containing up to five members,the child can' select
a set that contains the number requested by the examiner. . .

...

Given a set of objects,the child can define a subset containing up *o 10.

The child can count to 10. ,
-

' The child cap) recognize that the last numbei= reached in counting is the total number in
the set. I

The child can match sets of equal numbers regardless of configuration.
at .,

The child can assign the correct numeral to sets of differing numbers.
"N )

The child can perform the appropriate operations needed to balance an equation.)

Necessary Pre-teaching . .

Introduce, film by telliqg ,children'tKat Oscar has a birthday and can't count to five. 4

His friends help him learn to do this. g . -

Interest Level

Pre-reacting and reading readiness.

.1



Related Activities Related Materials
(Appel?

A-1, 4C-771/89-90/

..il

B-1, 4005/72-73/
, 78-87.98-106

,

.

,,, VINI SHOW 5/SEGMEVf '2 .

-, Gordon sets up 33 groups of 4 objects each asking the viewer to find the one
object that does not 'fit, the class and explain why.

, ,

Cpptions -orange apply; 0,ir; paseball.. .

, ., . . \-.
deherafkObjective . .. . .,

The child can, deal with ol3jects and events' in terms bf,certain concepts of order,'classifi-
4"tationd, and relatioriship; he'can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and, he 'possesses?',certain
. attitudes'conducive to effective inquik,and proyerri solving.

Specific Objectives 4,

Given, four objects, three.of whiCh havean attribute in common, the child can sort out
the inappropriate object on the basis of; - a

he ?gh't, length;
circular, square, tclengul4!

-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.`;
-class: vehicles, anirrials, etc. '''

445'

The child can yerb,alize the basis :for 'grouping and sorting.

Necessary Pre-teaching '
: ,

. -Exposure to numbers, size and classification bf categories such at;\ clothing, fruits, toys,
people.

Related 2LAL_4vitie's Mate4s

A-2, 50.752/61 -62 13.-2, 59- 63/72 -73

r,

rJ
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VIOVV' 5/SEGMENT 3 ,

.Description Jennifer and a woman walk through .a vegetable garden.
carrots, and tomatoes that are growing. They are shoOin.washing the ye
them for.lunch. "
General Objective t

The child's coh.deptiop pf the physical world should include general
natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain. prbeeises which
about cartaW interdependencies which,' relate various natural phenomena;
in which man explores and explciits the' natural world.

t
Specific Objective.

20

. . ., \
-The child can .classir a group of objects as plants although they differ in size, shape,
and appearance. ..

,

/ N
.

The 'Child can tell that plants are living filings and that they require sun and water to
. grow And live.

. ,....

, 4

The child can name' some plants that/are grin and eaten by man.

hey gather corn, beets,a
getables and preparing

ink...lation, about
occur id nature;

and about the ways

,
: .

Necessary- Pre-teaching -.v.

4 ...
,....

Familiarity with vegetables concerned-lb film.'
.,

+..:'

'Related Activities' _ RelatedMaterials
F_LOAPeadixAl

A-3; 25- 29/1r -44

,_IApgendhx._BL___

.B-3,1,25=27/31-3) 7

6

MINI SklOtN 5/SEGMENT 4 /

Description James Earl Jones -recites'the.alphabet as .each letter appears on the screen.
_

General Objective
The, child can rocogttizp such \basic symbols as letters, nufnbers, and geometric forms, and

carp perform reldimentary operations, with these symbols.

V,

Specific Objectives,

Given a verbbal label for
set of printkceletters.

.>
certain letteS,the child ca'n select the appropriate letter from a

Given a printed letter, the.chifd can Orovide.the verbal label.

Given a se.ies of`Vvords presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the,,child can
make up another word or pidk another word starting with the same letter.

1,1

The cbiict can recite the aiphabt:
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Related ACtivities Related Materials
tApagadi2LAL Appendix I

z.

MINI SHOW 5/SEGMENT 5

B-1, 11-20/26-29

Description - Susan draws a face on the window pane, This is followed by ;Tunny Face"; a
film about monkeys.

General Objective
The chil nception of the ph,ysical world should include general information about

natural phenome , both near and distaht; about-certain processes which Occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classify 'a group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape,
and appearance. 4

t
The child can -tell that animals are living things and.that they need food and water
to grow and live.

The child can asssociate certain animals with their homes-.--,

The child can identify and label such partS of the body as t
tongue.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Introduction to facial features.'

rRelated Activities Related -Materials
e 18/2MOdi2LB1

, 4

A-3, 45-63/78-82 11-3 38-59/86-85

1 et

1",

elbow, knee, lips, and

I
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'ESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 6

Length 17:_39 Number of Segments

General. Description - The four segments found in this show deal with development of the
concept 4; two classification exercises one in chart form and one done by Buddy and
Jim; and an environmental film showing use of rectangular forms in our surroundings. /

c

No Captions

MINI SHOW '6/S-EGMENfi4

DescriPtiort.,- The concept 4 is developed through number animations and through practical
a:loliCation''. i.e., a chair is not useful unless if has 4 legs; a wagon does not work unless it
has 4 whels.

General Objective I
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and)

C.1.1 n perforerudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given alirinted nurperai,./the child can select the identiCal printed numeral from a set.
'5

Given- a spoken numeral between 1 and 10, the child can select the appropriate numeral
from a 'set of printed numerals.

Given a prirrieq numeral between 1 and 40," the child can 'Provide the verbal label.

The child can courrc 'to :10., 7.

Given a starting point under ten, the child can count from than number to any given
number, up to ten.

.-The child can recognize that the ran number readied in counting is the total number
in the set. , ,

Conservation of Number. The child can match sets of equal numbers regardless of
conligtkation.

1-4

L.%7

: /
jklumeral/Number Correspondence. The child can Assign the c-ikrect numeral to sets of

. ,differing numberi. F

The child can perfortn the` appropriate`' operations needed to, balance an equation.
A

.s, .- I Related Activities I Related Materials
.1 (ApoPn(fitLA 1 ,1,9912ndix Bi-

i. .

1 , 48-58/65-71/ 8-1, 4702:5703677 /

, 76-77/89-90/
98-166
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MINI SHOW 6/SEGIVIEN1

Description Susan stands ty,, hiktri :hov 1(.; four checks, curlicues, and letters G aid Z
as she sings, "0-f_x of These tiff, . .". time given for the viewer to select theobject
that is different before conic','.,. tin 1:- ekr:n

General Objective
The child can deal oblects .ffio events i, airrri di certain concepts of order, classifi-

cation, and relationship. lit. ,,in tf.,ricart la,s1;, reasoning skills, and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives -
To name forn;s and to identify characteristics of forms.

Given four objects, thee di which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out
the inappropriate object on the basis of :

-size: 'height, length;
form: circular, square, triangular;
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.;
-class: vehicles, animals, etc.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Basic categorizing using s:friple forms. Optional: exposuee to letter forms.

Related Activities Related Materials
ArPeadix_131

A-:2 11--12/50-2

MINI SHOW 6/SEGMENT 3

Description Buddy and Jail I .1y round and square lNindows to fit round and square holes
but are unsuccessful in If cu. 0T-tempts This an action version of a formboard and is
motivational for the chilli sine ne can ..ucceed whet--; Buddy anti Jim cannot.

General Objective
The child can deil, )1.)j.:cts tied events in terms of cut Lin concepts of order, classifi-

cationtland relationship. is c,-t,fin b,sic reasoning skill:,; and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to etfeTt.e inquiry and 1:!'oblern solving.

13-2
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO.

.

Length 11:44 Number of Segmels 4

Getkral Description - Thisshow contains 4 segments; 1-on the letters A & B, and one on thealphabet; a filmed close-up of a tomato; and a classification problem presented humorously.4

No Captions-

MINI SHOW .7/SfaMENT 1

Description Reinforcing Aa and Bb. aid p reyiew of the alphabet. Cartopris are interrelated
with a puppet episode to present the alphabet and the letters A and B.

General Objective'
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, ano geometric forms and

`can perform/udimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a' let of symboIs,-either all letters or all numbers, the chili! knowi Whether t)oSe
symbols are used in reading or in counting:

Given a printed letter, the child can- select the identical letter froen elk of printed letters.

-Given a printed letter, the child can select its other-case Version from a set of printed
'Afters.

Given a verbal label for certain letters,the child can select the appropriate letter from
a set of printed letters.

Given a printed Letter, the child can provide the verbal label.

Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can,make up another viord or pick another word starting with the I' same letter.

Given a spoken letterithe child can select a set of p'ictu'res or objects beginning with thatletter.

l he child can recite the alphabet.

The 'child will be able to form such basic symbols as letters.

The child will be able to recognize such. basic symbols as letters by touch alone.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Introduce vocabulary for reading group only selected for level of interest and ability
of eaci group.

t

I.

ti
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Related Activities.:E . .:
Related Materials

.4....- :

A-i, 1-47

1

1
9

B-
if

1-39
,

.*
)

.:...-

74.

MIT' SHOW 7/SEGMENT 2 `
4 .

Description Goroion and Susan exan\ine theirs hands With a magnifying glass and then . ask3 the
audience to guessIvhat is being photographed in the /film sequence that follows. At the con-
clusion, it is found to be a tomato.

General Objective
,

pi .,.,

The cliild can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-
cation",and''relatibpship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; anti he possesses certain
attitudes conduciOe to effective inqpiry and problem solving.

Specific Objective.

The child.can structurearts into a meanin ful whOle.

Necessarf Pre-teaching

Experience with magnifyjng glass.

Related Activities
ndix A)

Related Materials
00.10

B-2,A 15-19

A :

16-19

MINI SHOW 7/SEGMENT 3

e

Description - James Earl Jones recites the alphabet as each letter appears on the screen.

General Objective
1 The child can recognize such basic symbols as I'tters, numbers, and geometric forms, and

can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Air

33
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Specific Objectives

Given 4 verbal labtI for certain lettersithe child can select the appropriate letter from a
set of printed letters.

Given a printed letter, the child can provide the verbal label. A

1.-
Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can
make up another word or pick another word starting With the same letter.

o

-The child can recite the alphabet.

Related Activities

--j--104212.eac112(-'41----1---(A1212-
Related Materials ,"

4-4, 12-24/32-36 B-1, 11-20/26-29

MINI SHOW 7/SEGMENT 4

V

4

'Description - Gordon asks Ernie to put 4 spheres into 4 boxes. 1 sphere (a balloon) is too
large. Problem solution air let out of balloon, Ernie tries the, same situation on the Cookie
Monster. Cookie Monster'solution bites and breaks balloon.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts.of order, classifi-

cation,and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he pr6ssesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can soil Out
the inappropriate object on the basis of:

-size: height, length
-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: vehicles, animals

The child can suggest multiple solutions to simple problems.
Necessary Pre-teaching

Familiarity with balloons: experiment with a balloon (blow up to different sizes, let air
out, break).

Related

A-2,

Activities
cr

50-52/89-90

Related Materials
lApaga.

13-2, 59-63/96

34
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 8 -

d .
Length 18:45

,

Number' of *Foments -
1 ,. , % .. .

General Description - The segments in Mini Show No. 8 deal with a problem solving activity.
which includes a nuniber 9 commercial; 2 environmental films on machines; a *language ear'

. development of "over", "through", and "around"; and a magnified examine/1'N of hands:

No Captions

MINI SHOW 8/SEGMENT ti

Description - Gordon, teaching number 9, builds stairs with 9 boxes an' l builds walls With,
9 boxes. Two number 9 animations are included.

.A-4

C .General Objective ..-.,
The, child can recognize such basic'symbols as letters, numbers, a4 geometric forms, and ,.

can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a printed numeral, the child can select the identical printed numeral from a set.

Given a spoken numeral between 1 and 10, the child can, select the appropriate numeral
from a set of printed numerals.

Given a printed numeral between 1. and 1p,the child can provide the verbal label.

Given two unequal set& of objects each containing up to five memberilthe child can :select
a set that contains,the nurpbeF requested by the examiner:

Given a set of objects, the child can define a subset containing up to 10 items.

The child can count to 13.

The child can speech read the numbers 1-10.

The child will be able to form such basic symbols as.numbers.

The child can recogoize and identify such basic symbols as numbers by touch alone.

The child can recognize that the last number reached in counting is the total number in
the set.

Conservation of Number. The Child can match sets of equal number regardless of
configuration.

Numeral/Number Correspondence. The child can assign the correct numeral to sets of
differing numbers.

I
The child can'perform the apixopriate operations needed to balance an equation.

!

$
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' Necessary Pre-teaching
. k,
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g.punting concepts and enumerating, to. nine.

,1
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la Activities.
'Appendix. Al
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Rela ed Materials
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B,1, :.40-65168-73/
7a-87
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MINI SHOW 8/SEGMENT 2
..._-- -.

Description - cordon dein,onstrIrtes the use of a magnet with various iron materials. This
precedes a film of a magnetic ane picking up large scraps of materials. -

1

5

) t, '54 5 .
s'i .General Objective .

The child's concePtion of the physical, world shOuld include generaI4information about
natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;.
about Certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural worr.

4;

Specific Objectifies , ., i
.- .

The child can identify automobiles,-trucks, buses, airplanes; and boats, and can tell
where and hoW each 4 used. 4, ,

, .. ,.. .

The child can identit/ such common tools as aamn?er,iod saw, and can tell how each
is used. ,

i

,

,,

ti

a,

The child can simulate the movectents of common machines.

The child can identify the', es and functions of magnets.

The child can identi basic appliances such as refrigerator, record player, and stove, and
can tell how each used._

Necessary Pre-teaching

None necessary although teacher may wish to preview for her specific purposes.

4,

Related Activities
pendix Al

Related Materials
?Appendix B)

"A-3, 88-107," B-3, 91-112

.,

J

86
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MINI SHOW 8/SEGMENT 3

Description - Children, playing a game of "Foll9w the,,Leader; exemplify by their actions the
meaning of the relational words, "over", "through", nd "around".

General Objective .7.

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of ordeeclassifi-
cation, and relationship; he can'applyi certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objective

Positional Relationships - under, over, on top of, below, above, beneath, etc.

`Necessary Pre-teaching

The children should be acquainted with the words "over", "through", and "around", if
it is to be used as a language arts lesson.

C

Related Activities
PgarthifiL_____

Related Materials
4:,,,, A

A-2, 36-40 B-2, 42-46

1

..

MINI SHOW 8/SEGMENT 4

Description - Susan and Gordon examine their hands under a magnifying glass and then ask the
viewer to guess what is magnified in the following film. It is a child's hand.

General Objeccive
The.chi:d can deal with objects and events, in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-,

cation,and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills, and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objective

The child can structure parts into a meaningful whole.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Experience with magnifying glass.

Fielated Activities Related Materials
IA endix AI Appen

A -2, 16-19 B-2 , 15-19
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MINI SHOW 8/SEGMENT 5

'Description - G rdpn, Bob, 5usan, and a child watch a constructibn shovel at work. The film
sh,..wsi the digger, picking up ,and transporting .dirt from ground to truck and the means by 411

which the machine is operated by a worker.

Genera
I
Oblective

The Child's:conception of the physical world should include general information about
the datural phenomena, botil near and distapt; abzut Aertain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which if late' various nUtural phenomena; and about the ways
in which ran explores and-exploits the natural, world.

specific ObjeCtives
4 if

i

The child can identify automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, `end boats, and can tell wherdi....t
And how,each is Ued.

'A.

The child can identify such corrimon tools as a
1,

hammer and saw, and can tell .where and
;how each is used.

.
.

The child can-simulate the movements of common' machines.

The child can identify basic appliances such as refrigerator, record players, and stove, and
can tell how each is used.

1

Related Activities . Related Materials
1(A.02677dix A) .-- .__1,41212fflajAz_

A-3, 88-100/ B-3 , 91-105/
105-107 111-112

4 ft
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1

4

SESAME STREET MINI SHOW, NO. 9

Length;-12:12

General Description - Mini Show No, 4 presents
of a arc tread; ,a film explOring many means of
the lettet

-Captions - exist in Segment-

I
MINI SHOW 9 /SEGMENT "I

1

Number of Segments - 4

a, sequencing activity; a magnified examination
trapol:tation; and a group of animations of

1

. %- .. , >
..

Description ordon has 4 photibgraphs of Susan and himself during a lunch period. A child
is asked t range them in the correct order and to justify his arrangement.

General Objebtive
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-

tionland relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possessesxertain
itudes conducive to effective inqUiry and .problem solvin1.7,

. ,s. '
Specific Objectives

The child can vbalize the basis for grouping and sorting.

Given pictures of the earliest and latest 'of four events in a logically ordered temporal
sequence, the child can insert pictures of the intermediate events in their proper order.

Necessary Pre-teaching
tom.

Experience with sequencing events.

Related Activities
air-ro, 4 .t.

Related Materials
r

,

A -2, 61-62/71-73 B-2, 72-73/817-82
dr4

y.

L.,
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MINI SHOW 9 /SEGMENT 2
. '

Description Gordon and Susan examine their hands under a Magnifying glass and then invite
the viewer to determine what the object is in the following film. The film reveali it to be atire. -
General Objec.ive.

`The child can deal with objects and everts In terms of certain conceptSof order, classifi-dation, and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certainattitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving,

Specific Objective

The child can structure parts into a meaningful whole.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Experience with magnifying glass.

. Related Activities
fsf . i.

Related Materials
,;,.-1, ,

16-19 B-2, 1 -19

MINI SHOW 9 /SEGMENT 3
:r

Description - Gordon and a child sit on steps and try on different'caps While pretending todrive different types of vehicles. The film shows a boat, a train, cars, bicycles, and an air;plane. Fast paced.

General Objectives
The child's conception of the physical world should include general,information about-natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;about certain interdependenciekwhich relate various natural Phenornena; and about the waysin which man explores and exploits the natural world.

The chit can identify himself and pther familiar individuals in terms of role-definjngcharactvistics. ,He is familiar with forms,and functions of institutions which he may en-counter: He c es to see situations from inore than one point of view, begins to see thenecessity for ce ain social rules, partitu'arly those insuring justice and. fair play.

Specific Objectios

The child can identify automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, and bo'ats, and can tellhow each is used.

The child can identify such common tools as a hammer and saw, and can tell how,each is used.

Given the name of certain roles from the family ens{ neighborhood, city or town, thechild can enumerate appropriate responsibilities1
An
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Related Activities_1'. ,.: Related Materials
,,,-,. :

A-3, 88-96
176

B-3, 91-102
1-8 'A-4, B-4,

,.7., --

MINI SHOW 9/SEGMENT 4

Description ---3 cartoon presentations of. words betiining vVitb.T..

Captions - train, tractor, :toys,-TV, turtle."
. ' 1, \ .

- General Objective . ., i* ,
.

Thechild can recognize/'such basic-symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and
can perform rudimentary operations, with these symbols. ,

. ,
v.

Specific Objectives -:
-,

,
.

\.., -:-, ,

Given a set of symbols, either all letters or all numbers, the- child knows whether these ,, 4

symbols,are used in 'reading or in counting.
1 I

1

r'l

Given a printed letter, the child can select the identical letter from a set of printed letters.
: ,. . , ...,

Given a, printed letter, the child can select its other casr,version from a set of printed letters.
. . 9 W.99... 0 .

.'' 'Given a verbal label for certain letters, the child can select the appropriate letter from a set
:- of 'printed letters. ii,

. . ,.... 1
1

5

0

Given a printed letter, the child can provide the verbal label.

Given a series of, words presented Orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can
Make up another word or pick another word starting with the same letfer.

c

Necessary,Pre-teaching -

Familiarity with letters.

Rel4ed Activities_ , 'elated Materials..
.g , .., , . .

A ..1, 1--24 B-1, 1-20
d

.

z

41
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SES'Arv1E'STREET MINI SHOW NO. 10

N ,

ngth 15:10 Number of Segments : 4

.general Descr.'ption This show has 4 segments dealing with form recognition; identification of
environmental sounds; zoo films of lions, giraffes, and rhinos; and a rerun of the segmer on
environmental sounds, this time Using captions.

Captions exist 'in Segment 4
5

4

MINI .HOW 10/SEGMENT I

Descript;-)n . This. is a computerized animation of a triangle and a square which emphasizes
their physical and functional differences. ,

.
.

, Geneirlal Objective ,

The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and
can perform rudimeryttl operatk.ns with these symbols.

Specific Objective;

Given the verbal label "circle"; "square", or "triangle", the child can select the appropriate A

drawing, cutoUt or object from a set. ,

The child will be able to'form such bc geometric shapes 's a circle, a square, a triangle,
.f.Or a rectangle. \

reToe child can rer cirognize and identify such basic geometric shapes as a cle, a square, a
triangle, or a rectangle by touch alone.

,

Necessary Pre-teaching

Familiarity with a trianglk and a square. It- is--siiggested that the 'teacher view this segment
before-determining how she %Auld wish to introduce it to her group.

Related Activities
I ./

1, 112-127 p4-106

Related Materials

42

14)
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MIN! SHOW: 10/SEGMENT 2

Description - Julio hai a pairAdf "magic" glasses. When-he- is out walking, these glasses help
him find the source of the sounds he hears. This device permits a period of time for viewer
response. The sounds are repeated a 2nd time for thebenefit of the viewer.

General Objective
The child can deal wi,-) objects and events 1n terms of,certain concepts of,order, classifi-

cation and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Sped fic Objective'

Sound Identification. The child can associate given sounds with familiar objects or animals.

Necessary Pre-teaching-.
The teacher will need to explain that the children' are to listen and identify sounds that

they hear on ,the tape. The "magic" glasses might also hay be explained.

Related Actiyities Related MaturiaTi-1

MINI SHOW 10/SEGMENT, 3.

Description - These 3 films appear separately in other mini shows, Tney are bUtted tobether
hare in order for the teacher to use them in a different context. The first film but lions
presents a family of lions trying to settle down to rest, the second about giraffes shows a
group of giraffes and their movements, and the.thiid 'about rhinos shows a pair of rhinos .

displaying affection one another.

General 013),-,ctives
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about

natural phenomena, both near -and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

The child can identify- himself and other familiar individuals in terms of role-defining
characteristics. He is familiar with formt and functions, of institutions which he may en.
counter. He comes to see situations from more than one point of view, begins to see the
necessity for certain social rules, particularly those insuring justice and fair play.

43'
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Specific Objectives

The child can, classify a group of objects as animals although they may varY in size,
shape, and appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things and that they need food and rata
to grow and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes:

Given the name of certain roles from the family, neighborhood, city or town, the child
can enumerate appropriate responsibilities. .

J
6t rNecessery Pre-teaching.

Familiarity with the animals photographed in the segment.

/
Related Activities

-ti, . ..
Related Materials

,:, ,0,/k / . :

A-3,
A-4,

45-63
1-..6

B -3, 38-59
1-8B-4,

a

MINI SHOW 10/SEGMENT 4

4.

Description - Julio has a pair of "magic" glasses. When he is out walking, these glasses help
him find the source of the sounds he hears. This device permits a period of time' for viewer
response. Captioning appears when Julio first identifies the source of sound. The captions
do not appear on the second presentation. This allows the teacher an opportunity for. the
children to select the correct word or phrase which cues what she has Constructed.

captions - train, cat, fire engine, a man sawing, a man whistling.

General Objective
The child can deal with' objects and'events in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-

cation;and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certaint
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

The child can match words on the basis of common initial sounds.

Sound Identification. The child car associate given sounds with familiar objects or animals.

Necesst)ty Pre-teaching

The teacher will need to explain that the children are to listen and identify sounds they
hear on the tape. The "magic" glasses might also have to be'sxplained.

44
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 11

Length - 15:00 Number of Segments,- 4

General Description - This show contains segments which develop the concept 6; provides a
classification exercise; introduces a Bciddy and Jim prablem solving activity; and provides an

expository film of a commercial bakery.

Captions - exist in Segment 4

MINI SHOW 11/SEGMENT 1
.

c,Description - The film opens with Big _Bird counting his toes .(6 6n ach foot). This introduces

two animated cartoons developing the concept of 6.

General Objective ,

The child can recognize such Lasic syMbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and

can perform rudimentary operations v.alth these symbols.

Sppcific Objectives

Given a spoken numeral between 1 and 10, the child can select the appropriate numeral

from a set of printed numerals.
, . .

Given a printed numeral 1 and 10, the child can provide the verbal label.

Given a set of objects, the child can define a subset containing up to 10.

The child can count to .10. ,

Numeral/Number Correspondence. The child can assign the correct numeral to sets of
differing numbers.

I Related Activities Related Materials
1._,,L_____IApppridik_AL___ lAppeitclix_fli_l
i

A-1 52-58/62-71/ B-1, 44-50/55-65/____
101-104 81-84

MINI SHOW 11/SEGMENT 2

Description - Susan stands beside 2 flannel boards and sings a song, "Here is a new game you

can play". She shows 2 flannel boards, one with 3 fruit, the other with a mixture of objects.
Susan attempts to have tht:., audience choose which object belongs with the fruit; time is
allowed for viewer response. A cartoon of the use of the letter F completes the segment.

46
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General Objectives
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and

can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-
cation, and relationship;,he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given a printed letter, the child can select the identical letter from a set of printed letters.

Given at least two objects that define the basis for grouping, the child can select an addi-
tional object that goes with them on the basis of:

-size: h 'eight, length,
-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: vehicles, animals'

Necessary Pre-teaching

Some experience in categorization and exposure to names of fruits.

Related Activities
.t.,..,-/, _.

Related Materials

A-1, 4-7 B-1,

..:,-r..K_B1

4-6
A-2, 45-49 B-2, 52 -58

MINI SHOW 11/SEGMENT. 3

Description This is a humorous problem solving situation in which Buddy and Jim attempt to
make a peanutbutter and jelly sandwich. They have difficulty getting the contents on the in-
side of the sandwich.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order;ciassifi-

cation, and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problein solvin

Specific Objectives

Positional Relationships. Under, over, on top of, below, above, beneath, etc.

To place an object on the "inside" on printed or verbal command.

Given a situation the child can infer probable consequent events.

Given a set of suggested solutions to a simple problem, the child can select the most
relevant, complete, or efficient.

Persistence. The child persists in his efforts to solve problems and understand events
despite early failures.
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Specific Objectives (con't)

Cooperation. The child recognizes that in certain situations it is beneficial for two'or
more individuals to work together toward a common goal.

r Related Activities Related Materials
__Appendix A) (Appendix 8)

A -2, 36-40/44 3-2, 42-46/49-51
77-81/91-93 85-87/97-98

A-4, 7-10 3-4, 9-11

MINI SHOW 11/SEGMENT 4

O

?-
Description - A film,trip to the bakery is introduced by Susan and a child. A little boy imagines
that he helps the baker make a pie. The ingredients are captioned as each item is introduced.

Captions - butter, flour, eggs, mixing, dough, pie pan, cooked apples, oven, frosting.

General Objectives
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification.

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

The child can iden'ify himself and other familiar individuals in terms of role-defining charac-
teristics. He is familiar with forms and functions of institutions which he may encounter. 'He
comes to see situations from more than one Point of view and begins to see the necessity for
certain social rules, part!cularly those insuring justice and fair play.

Specific Objectives

Given a situation, the child can infer probable antecedent events.

Given a situation, the child can infer probable consequent events.

Generating Explanations and Solutions. Given a familiar problem, the child can provide
adequate explanations and solutions to that problem.

Evaluating Explanations and Solutions Given several possible explanations or solutions to
a problem,the child can evaluate these solutions in reality (trial and error) and in his
mind (pretesting). When presented with alternative solutions, he can select the best one.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Familiarity with baking equipment and ingredients.

Related Activities Related Materials
Aflifflnia_AL L_

A-2 74-8J/ B-2, 53-37
98 99 102-103

A-4 1-b B-4, 1-8

I7P
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 12

Length - 18:24
1

, Number of Segments - 5

General Description - The first segment of this show develops the concept of 2 as it is related
to pairs. This is followed by a Buddy and Jim segment on seesawing, a filmed segment of
apes playing, and a.segment on the form and use of the letter E. The final segment defines
and seeks out triangles as they exist in everyday surroundings. ,

No Captions

MINI SHOW 12/SEGMENT 1
7

Description - This film presents a number of birds and animals filmed in pairs and was designed'
for the purpose of developing the concept of a pair.

General Objective . . '
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometricIforms, and

can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

To identify sets of two.

0 /

Related Activities
.1,,,-, . ..I

Related Materials
.:,,,,:,, :

A
,- 94-97 B -i,B-1 76-77

t

MINI SHOW 12/SEGMENT 2

Description - Buddy and Jim have great difficulty discovering the principle by which a see-saw
operates. Their pace allows time for viewer response.

rGeneral Objective ,
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classifi-

cation, and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses, certain
attitudes conducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

.v

7 49
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Specific Objectives

Given a situation, the child can infer probable antecedent events.

Given a situation, the child can infer probable consequent events.

Given two or more events which arecausaily related, the child can place them in their
appropriate causal order.

The child can suggest multiple solutions to simple problems.

Given a set of suggested soltAions to a simple problem, the child can select the most relevant,
\ complete, or efficient.

fersistence. The child persists in his efforts to solve problems and understands events despite
early failures.

Reactions to lack of knowledge. The child exhibits no undue frustration or embarrassment
when he must admit to a reasonable lack of knowledge or when he must ask questions.

Impulse control The child understands that reflection and planning may pay off where
premature problem attack will not.

Develop sense of humOr in humorous situations. Humor in terms of: inconsistent responses,
incorrect responses, irony.

Related Activities
enclix A)

Related Materials
.,#-I . :

A-2, 74-81/88-95 B-2, 83-87/94-100
A-4, 11-12 B-4, 12-13

MINI SHOW .12/SEGM5NT 4

Description - This film shows apes engaged in play in their environment either with one
another or with swings, water, etc.

'General. Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about

natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;
abou't certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

Special Objectives

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they vary, in size, shape
and appearance.

The child can tell ,hat animals are living things, and that they need food and water
to grdw and live.

The child can associate certain'animals with their homes.

Jo enjoy.

50
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Related Activities Related Materials
ja910 .4 0'4.1

A-3, 45-63
A-4, 13-19

B-3, 38-59
B-4, 14-18

a

c

MINI SHOW 12/SEGMENT 4

Description - This animated sequence of letter Ee with soundtrack of initial and medial
is introduced by Gordon describing the shape of E and finding it in existing structures on
Sesame Street.

General Objective
The child, can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms,

and can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a printed letter, the child can select the identical letter from a set of printed letters.

Given a printed letterithe child can select its other case version from a set of printed
letter'S.

Given a verbal label for certain letters, the child can select the appropriate -letter from
set of printed letters.

The child will be able to form such baiic symbols as letters.

The child can recognize and identify such basic forms as_ letters by touch alone.

e..

Related Activities
g.. -1. .; Related Materials.Als :

A -i, 4-15/37-47 B-1,

....

A
4-13/30-9

r 51.



MINI SHOW 12/SEGMENT 5

45,

Description - Bob and Gordon show a variety of triangles and point otkt that all have 3 sides.
They then find a way in which each, of these triangles are used in the structure of an every-
day object.

Generbl Objective
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geoh-letric forms, and

can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a drawing or a cut-out of a circle, square, or triangle, the child can select a matching
drawing, cut-out, or object front a set.

4 The child will be able to form such basic geometric shapes as a circle, -a square, a triangle,
or a rectangle.

1

The child can recognize and identify such basic geometric shapes as a- circlo, a square,
a triangle, or rectangle by touch alone.

The child can recognize and find such .basic geometric form as circles, squares, triangles,
or rectangles in his environment.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Awareness of triangular shapes.

f

A-1, 10
117-127

A-3, 22-24

ed Materials I

pdlk, 5.1

B-1, 88-V/99-106

13-3, 21-24

1

52
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`SESAME ST,,RT MINI SHOW NO... 13

r

...
.Length ; 11:50

,.
.I Number of Segments 3

I i

General Description - The first segment develops the ._.e of E,, in the initial position using both
cartoons .and line presentations by Bob. Bob also uses line drawings to describe the growth
and hatching of a chick from an. egg. The second segment present Buddy and Jim in one of
their slow paced problem solving attivitio4 .This time Buddy can't enjoy his. soup because he
has chosen to use a fork. The final

tsegment
is 'a film of water in many,forms,: rain, stream,

i -, trivers, oceans, etc. ,

Captions - exist in S. ment 1

MINI'SHOW, 13/SEGMENT 1

Oescripton -,Several E words are presented vie cartoons and clay animations! Bob shows
several objects in the drugstore that begin with E; 'earmuffs, 'egg, envelopes.: The development
of a thick from an egg is portrayed in drawing.

Options - end, eagle, eel, elephant, eat, envelope_parmuff, ear, everybody, eraser, egg.

,,..i,
General Objectives '- -s.,-,-- , -° : ,

The child can recognize such basic symbols as etters, numbers; and geometric foins, and
can perform rudimentary operations with these symbols .

-,.symbols.

The child's conception of the physical 'World sh&uld include- general information about
natural phenomena, both near and distant;tabout certain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and About theaways
in which man explores and exploits the natural' world. . - r

Specific Objectiveso

Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can
make up another word or pick another word starting with the same letter.

Given a spoken letter, the child can select a set of pictures or objects beginning with
that letter.

Initial Sounds. The child can match words on the basis of Common initial sounds.

To teach sequence.,

Reproduction, r.irowth, and Development. Given pictures of various kinds of young, the
child can ten what they will be when they grow up.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Some conception of letters.

Related Activities
Appendix Al*

Related Materials
PM/ix B)

A-1, 19-31 B-1, 16 -25
A-2, 22-28/84-87 B-2, 25-30/90-93
A-3, 68-70 B-3, 64-69

e-
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MINI SHOW 13/SEGMENT ,2

Description - Buddy chooses to eat his soup with a fork .1.,c1 is unable to understand why he is not
enjoying it as much as Sinwho has chosen a spoon. Plenty of time for viewer interaction.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order,' classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning. skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving. J

Specific Objectives
A

To make associations. of tin.ro or more things by function.

Giveni:a situation,the child can infer probable consequent events.

The child can suggest multiple solutions to simple prqblems.

Given a set of suggested solutions to a simple piroblem, the child can select the most relevant,
comple/e; or efficient.

Necessary Pie- teaching

AP

sure the children understand the problem. One device would be to have them transfer a
liquid from one container to another using a fork and ispoon.

46;

Pelated Activities
endix

45-49/77-817
., 89 -92

4

Related Materials

43-2, 5,2-351/85:-87/

qt-97

4`

MINI SHOW 13/SEGMENT:\3

Description Water ,n different forms. filmed in an impl.essionistjc seuuence (lakes, rivers, ocean,
waterfall, snow, ice, rain, etc.)

General ObjeCtive
Thechild's conception of the dhysical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which Llate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives , ".

The child ould realize that the earth is made up of land and water and that the earth's
surface Jiff in val ious places. ..

..-
-- -.

Weather and Seasons. Thy. child can describe the weather and activities which are associated
with summer and winter.

tZ
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Necessary Pre-teaching

Recommend previewing by teacher. 7, ..

i

e

Related Activities Related, Materials

A-3, 1-7/83-87

$

B-3, 1r6/86-90
,.-

2

.

.

r

4,
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SESAME STREET tVIIN1 SHOW NO. 14-

Length 17:00 Number of Segments 5

General Cestfintion. In the first segment the children are given an opportunity to find embedded forms
in a picture. rhettecnd segment deals with environmental sounds. The third identifies the uses of
wheels. The fou provides a classificar exercise. The final segment presents visual inconsistencies

\ -for identiff6atiOP
4-

CaPtina exist in Segment 4

MiN IiHde 1a EN 1

Description Jenny anarch coildren look at pictures to find Jeffrey embedded in them. Animation of
Y.- Yo yo f llows.

General Objectives
The child can tecognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

thechild cart dear with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,,
and relationship, he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-

' ducive to effective inquiry-and problem solving. ,

Specific Objectives

Given a,printed letter, the child can provide the verbal label.

Given a forrtythe child can finci'its counterpart embedded in a picture or drawing.

Related Activities

A-1, 16-13
A-2, 8-10'

Related Materials
tzlogencli4.

13-1, 14-15
7

MINI SHOW 14/SEGMENT 2

Description Nurses ir, thc.: envirennithit aru associated with objects that make the noise jack hammer,
baby crying, male cuagh-ng, female sneezing, car horn, telephone ringing, typewriter. These are pre-
sented twice so that the viever may respund.

General Objective

The child can dual with ....bluets and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,.
ar.d relationphip, he _an'oppl y certain basic reasoning skills, and he possesses certain attitudes con-

. ducive to effective inquiry and, problem solving.

56
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Specific Objective
..1.;

Sound Identification. The child.can associate given sounds with, familiar objects or animals.
,,.

50

Rerated,Activities
1Appeodix Al

Related Materials
14f2pfacilx B.)

A-2, 24-27 B-2, 31-35

.
i

.

MINI SHOW 14/SEGIV1ENT 3

Description Gordon and a child are sitting on the front steps talking about a wagon. The camera
focuses in on a wheel as an introduction to the film -Wheel.s",.,The camera searches out wheels in
many forms, gears inside a clock, tVe potter's wheel as w011 as wheels as they have existed in trans-

_portation forms thro9.ghout history. ,.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur innature; about certain
interdependencies whi,:h relate varjous natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world. - ,

Specific Objeclives

The child can identify automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, and boats, and can tell where and
how each is used.

,.

/
The child can identify wheels in man-made objects.

-
Necessary, Pre-teaching

The children should be familiar with the concept of "round".

Related Activities I Related Material
______APPendi2LAL____i_OPPsndix 81

A-3, 88-92/ 1 B-"..3_, 91-97/

115-120
1

123-128

0 i

1
7/

t
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SHOW 14/SEGMENT 4

Description Susan stands wit:i a chart showing 4' geometric forms and sings "One of These Thjngs".
The viewer is, to i,hoose which one is correct. Susan verifies the correct form by pointing out that a
triangle has 3 corners and 3 sides while rectangles have 4 corners and 4 sides.

Captions triangle, rectangle.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship, he can apply certain baic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

To name forms and to identify characteristics of forms.

Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out the
inappropriate object on the batis of:

-size: height, length
-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: so ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: vehicles, animals

Necessary Pre-teaching

Gross discrimination of shapes, number concepts 1-5, and exposure to different triangle
configurations. Corner, and angle are words used in the segment.

Related Activities Related Materials
jA.netzdix AL

A -2, 1.1L-12/50.-52

pszfnclix__B)"

B-2, 8-9/59-63

MINI SHOW 14/SEGMENT 5

Description SesJi-o. St png and Jenny lobk at drawings. Big Bird comes along with 3 original
drawings with visual in..onsi.3t, ncicz,. The groyfr encourages him to take parts of these drawings and
reuse them. The resulting drawing is a selfortrait.

General Objective
The child can dual ty ttr Ohit'Ci-S and events in terms of certain concepts of order, claSsification,

and relatiohshp fie can aj.j,ly certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses &rtain attitudes con-
clUcive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given a four., r211id n find its counterpart embedded in a,picture or drawing.

The child G 'structure parts into a .neaningful t^ihole.f`

)
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Necessary Pre-teaching

Concept of parts of a'whole and acquaintance with u)es of basic environmental objects; a
television, a pipe, and a vase.

-ty

Related Activities
1 /(1.., ii

Related Materials
_j8Rzy2dthj3j__

B-2, 7/15-19A -2, 8-10/16-19

'PC
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 15

Length -,14:00 Number of Segments - 4

General Descriptiol The, 4 segments in this show are concerned with the form and use of the
letter 0 in the initial position; counting from 10-1 (this appears twice); and the production of
milk from the cow to retail store.

Captions exist in Segments 1,2, and 4.

MINI SHOW 15 /SEGMENT 1
t

Description - Jenny and a child watch a skywriter make the letter 0 preceding an 0 cartoon.
.

Captions - open

General Objective t.

The child can recoghize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can
perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a printed letter, the child cah provide the verbdl label.
I

The child will be able to form such basic symbols as latters.

Related- Activities i Related Materials
1 4psendi x A) ._I ___Ielpp_oadjx.J311____

&-L., 16-1e/37-43
1 B-1, 14q;5/30-35

..i

MINI ,SHOW 15/SEGMENT 2

Descriptioh Bob introduces a sorting activity using free foi ms rather than geometric forms. The
correct response is identified after viewer response. 'A counting rhyme on "10 Little Greeblies"
follows sequencing from 10:1. 7----k--\

Captions - vine, skate, heaven, stik, hive, floor, sea, shoe, bun.
/ '

60
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General Objectives
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,
and relationship, he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

The child can count to 10.

To use the phrase "One less than" appropriately to discrirninatr.! rhyming words.

Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out the
inappropriate object on the basis of:

;form: circular, square, triangular

Necessary Pre-teaching

Familiarization with basic Sorting of shapes. The Rhyme is included for,use with the class.

10 Little Greeblies
Clinging to a vine
I chased a fly
Ard then there were 9;
9 Little Greeblies
Riding on a skate
1 tried a trick
And then there were 8;
7 Little Gre&qies
Floating on some sticks
1 started fishing
And then there were 6;
6 Little Greeblies
Staring at a hive
1 took some honey
And then there were 5;

5 Little Greeblies
Rolling on the floor
1 bugged a mouse
And then there were
4 Little Greeblies

',Swimming out to sea
1 forgot how
And then there were 3;
2 Little Greeblies
Sitting on a bun
1 stayed too long
And then there was 1
1 Little Greeblie
Standing all alone.

4.I

Related Activities
lAppendix Al

Related Materials
_lAppearlix &_

A-1, 65-71/91-93 B-1, 61-65/74-75
A-2, 50-52 82, 59-63

9

61
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MINI SHOW 15/SEGMENT 3

Description Susan, offering /a child a glass of milk, introduces the film "Hey Cow" which shows
milk production, transportation, and packaging for retail outlets.

Generill Objective
The child's conception of the physical i.vo, Id should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant, about-certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena, and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objective'

Tfle- child can distinguish 'the environment and natural life of the city from those of the
country.

Related Activities Related Materials
--OPP007s_ A)

A -3, 17-21 B-3, 15-20

MINI SHOW 15/SEGMENT 4

Description - The Greeblies counting sequence from Segment 2 is repeated.

Captions - vine, skate, heaven, sticks, hive, floor, sea, shoe, bun.

General Objective
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numb&s, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Olgecti,,,.).s

The child can codilt to 10.

To use the phrase, "One Ic-ss than" approprritely to, discriminate rhyming words.

Necessary Pre-teaching

FamWorization with basic :,orting of shapes. Rhyme is included for use with class. (See
Mini Show 15, Seginen) 2).

Related Aerivities Related Materials
f)D.tarite< Ai_ __APP0Pdix!

/01 ...o3 61-65/74-75
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SESAMSTREET MINI SHOW NO. 16

Length 15:26 Number of Segm4nts 5

General Description The initial segment introduces a perceptual identification activity-Pete Seeger
singing and playing the banjo. The objects to be identified are rooster, cat, pig, cow, and a baby
crying. The second segment is a close up of a flower growing on an apartment house ledge., The
third segment provides a classification exercise using anirna4 as the class. The final 2 segments
deal with identification of body parts and their function - Segment 4 being a film on giraffes,
and Segment 5 being a child-size puzzle which is assembled twice.

Captions exist in Segment 3

MINI SHOW 16/SEGMENT 1

Description Auditory and visual training activity in which Pete Seeger sings a song containing sounds
made by a rooster, cat, pig, cow, and baby. As an introduction to each verse, he draws the object,
wait'ng frequently for the viewer to guess what the drawing will be.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

The child can structure party into a meaningful whole.

Sound Identification. The child can associate given sounds with familiar objects or animals.

Copying rhythms. The child can copy a rhythmic pattern.

To enjoy music.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Familiarity with sounds made by rooster, cat, pig, cow and baby.

Related Activities
lAPizella_isAL_

A-2, )6-19/24-32
13-19

Related Materials
MPS

3-2, 15-19/31-36
B-4, 14-18

63
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MINI SHOW 16/SEGMENT 2

Description Big Bird'brings Susan a flower. This leads into a close-up examination of a single flower
growing on a building ledge high above a city.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should. include general information about natural

phenomena, both rear and i4tant, about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural'phenomena; and about the ways in which man'
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can structure parts into a meaningful whole.

The child can distinguish the environment and natural life of the city from those of the
country.

The child can classify a group of objects as plants although they differ in size, shape, and
appearance.

The child can tell that plants are living things, and that they require sun and water to grow
and live.

The child can name some 61ants that are grown and eaten by man.

I Related Activities
.412atrid_12iALLtappeadi2LBJ_

Related Materials

! A-2, 16-19 B-2, 15-19
A-3, 17-21/25-29/ B-3, 15-20/25-27/

34-44 31-37 ,

MINI SHOW 16/SEGNIENT 3

Description :,asar, children to complete a Wass "animals" by selecting from a group of
4 items. The correct response is. verified and captioned.

Captions - animals

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification

and relationship, he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving..

Specific Objectives

Given at lea,t two obju..s that define the basis for grouping, the child can select an additional
object that "goes with them" on the basis of:

-size: he'ght, length
-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: animals, i.ahicles, etc.

The child can verbalize the basis for grouping and sorting

Given a set of suggested solutions to a simple problem, the child Can select the most relevant,
complete, or efficient.
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Necessary Pre-teaching

Recognition of the members of the class "animals".

Related Activities

A-2, 45-49/61-f_2/

91-92

Related Materials

8-2, 52-58/72-73/

97

V

MINI SHOW 16/SEGMENT 4

Description This is a short filmed sequence of giraffes moving about their yard. The camera focuses
on neck length, leg length and demonstrates their gait.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general ;nformation about nature!

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classify a-group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape, and
appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things and that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

The child can identify and label such parts of the body as the elbow, knee, lips, and tongue.

a

Related Activities
(Apaaix A)

Related Materials
(Appendix Bi

A-3, 45-63/78-82 B -3, 38-59/80-85
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MINI SHOW 16/SEGMENT 5

Description Two children play with a life-size puzzle of a boy. They name each body part as they
fit it in and relate it to their own body. Repetition occurs as they remove each piece.

, General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses -certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objective

The child can identify and label such parts of the body as the elbow, knee, lips and tongue.
(Body Percepts)

Related Activities
endix A)

Related Materials
(Appendix B)

1-5 B-2 , 1-5

GG



SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 17

Length - 11:43 Number oY Segments - 5

General Description The five segm6-nts in this film, deal with a nature walk through the woods; the
fuhction of a scrapyard baler; the function of arms and hands related to machines; perspectives
using rocks as VT topic; and a development of the concept 5.

Captions - exist in Segment 1; Captioned verse found in Segment 3.

MINI SHOW '17/SEGMENT 1

Description Two childrerrdiscover many,animals and plants that they have never seen before. This
is an exceptionally betiutiful film.

Captions - spider, leaf, fish, frog, turtle. (Close ups of each of these are provided.)

GenerA Objective .

/` he child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural
phenomena, both near and distant; Shout certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdepeciplencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
exptbres and exploits the natural world. *".
Specific Objectives

The child should realize that the earth is made of land and water, and that the earth's surface
differs in various places.

The child c411 identify mountains and rocks although they differ in size and shape.

The child can identify and give salient fdtts about objects seen in the sky.

The child can distinguish the environment and natural life of the city ft:om those of the country.

The child can classify a group of objects as plants although they differ in size, shape and
appearance.

The child can tell thk plants are living things, and that they require sun and water to grow
and

The child can name'some plants that are grown and_eaten by man.

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they differ in size, shape, and
appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things and that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.
N
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Specific Objutives (con't

Given pictures of various kinds of young, the child can tell what they will lie when they
grow up.

The child can identify such seeds as corn, acorn, bean and knows that after One of these has
been planted a new plant will grow.

The child can identify birth, growth, aging, and death as stages in the life process of individual
plants and animals.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Teach necessary vocabulary for reading level but film could be used in'some contexts with no
pre-teaching. Teacher shiiuld,Preview for hex own class.

r
i Related Activities
1,------taktalix Al

Related Materials
,_____Afwendix B)

B-3, 1-20/25-27/
31-59/64-79

i

1 A-3, 1-21/25-29/
. 34-63/68-77

,

MINI SHOW 17/SEGMENT 2

Description An oversized magnet picks up metal and machines press scraps into small metal blocks.
A man is photographed near the machinery so that size is made relative.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about

natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can identify automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, and boats, and can tell
where and how each is used.

The child can identify such common tools as a hammer and saw, and can tell how each
is used.

The child can simulate the movements of common machines.

The child can identify the uses and functions of magnets.

The child c,an Identify basic appliances such as refrigerator, record player, and stove, and
can tell how each is used.

Necessary Pre-teaching

None necessary although teacher may v.ish to preview for her specific purposes.

cis
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Related Activities
nd 3c A

A-3, 88-10'7'

Related Materials
lAppendix.

'B -3. 91-112

MINI SHOW 17/SEGMENT 3

Description There is rhythmical recitation of body parts asp cartoon child jumps rope. This precedes
an excellent film presentation of arm and hand movement correlated to that of machine movement.
(puncher; lever, drilling, digging): Tbisisen_o_utstanding film.

Captioried Verse_

\ \
.11.1411P ROPE ACHES

Oh, my finger
Oh. >>7y toe
017, my thumb
Oh, my nose
Oh, my elbow
Oh, thy knee
Oh, my face
Oh, poor me.

(Otherwise / feet fine)

0

General Objectives , .
,..1

The child can deal with 'objects and events in terms of pertain concepts of order, classification
and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes conducive
to effective inquiry and problem solving. .. .

1 ri... ... ,
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in natuke;o6out certain in-
terdependencies wliich.rellfe various natural phenomena; and ab,putithe ways in which man explores,
and exploits the natural

ific Objectives

Body Percepts. The child cari'identify and label such parts of the body as the elbOW, kneg, lips
and tongue.

Positinal Relationships - under, over, on top of, below, above, beneath, etc.

Persistence. The child r-rsists in his efforts to solve problems and understand events despite
early failures.

Reactions to lack of kriowl6dge. The child exhibits no undue frustration or embarrassment when
he Must admit to a reasonable lack of knowledge or when he must ask questions.

Impulse control. The child understands that reflection, and planning may pay off where premature
problem attack wilt, not.

The child can identify such common tools as a hammer and,saw and canto!! how each is used.
ti

The child caq-slmulateolte& movements of common machines.
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RelaterkActivities Related Materials
__LA/2/26C11.2L-4)._ 1 rA12aeti a j js j ig

A-2 1-5/36-40
, , 8-2

,
1-5/42-46/

9.' 98-100
A-3, J 8 -3, 98-105

MINI SHOW 17/StGMENT 4

Deso iption Filtritrip on rocks and rock tc:-mations stressing variations in size depei.or,q on
positions and the distance bet.veen camera and children. Included is a microscopic ex-it ation
of a small rock.

General Pbject ive
The -hild can deaf oith objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order,- classification,

and ridationshlp, he can apply c taro basic reasoning skills; and he assesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry androblem solving.

The ch;ld's Conception of the physical world should incle-ie general information about natural
ph'enomeria, both pear and distant, about certain processes yvhich occur in nature; shout certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits-the natural world.

Specific Obj:ctives

To match or relate a.particular view Of an_obiect with the entire object.

.7
Size 44elationships. Big, bigger, biggest; short, tall; skinny, little, etc.

Distance Relationships. Near, far away, close to, next to, etc.

The child should realize that'the earth is made of land and water and that the earth's surface
differs in various pikes.

The child an identify mountains and rocks although they differ in size and shape.

The child can identify and give salient facts about objects seen in the sky.

Related Activities Related Materials

2,,

20-21/33-35
/4

1-10

8-2

B-3,

,n-24/37-41/
47

1-L4

'
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MINI SHOW 17/SEGMENT 5

Description Two animations developing the concept of 5 are presented.

General Objective
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can

perform rudimentary operations with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a spoken numeral between 1 and 10, the child can select the appropriate numeral from
a set of printed numerals.

Given a printed numeral between 1 and 10,the child can provide the verbal label.

Given two unequal sets of objects each containing up to five members,the child can select
a set that contains the number requested by the examiner.

Given a set of objects, the child can define a subset containing up to 10.

The child can count to 10.

Related Activities
(Appendix A)

A-1 52-71,

Related Materials
(Appe 1

B-1, 44-6_

1.1
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:;ote - proce.Ala.; -,t-v,211 14nitIon olily a few of the many materials
the teicaer can use. wiLa t,o t 1_,Iss for tals oojective. Otaer easily
acces:,iole ant_' non-expeAsive materials that a child can use to formulate
letters arevfoll, str,w;,, pegboars, sponge, styrofoam)or sand
and elile morlds, A ricture of the letter or a 3-dimennional letter
given to ti child prior to tnese activities, will prove most helpful for
aim in the letters.

44. Cla:;srooyLAetivity: ::aa's Bluff".

Level - Aees 5 .And op TyLpe Individual/Croup
eiterials - 3-dimeaeional letteks; blindfold; chalk nee chalkboard.
Descriptien - Place 3 of the 3-dimensionai letters in a bag and print the
same 3 *letters on toe chalkboard. Blindfold a child ,ind hand his a letter
from 'the big. He may feel and manipulate the letter a4 way he wishes -

before putting it back in the nag. Remove the blindfold and have the child
circle the letter he felt on tne chalkboard: Add more letters later on
to make the task more difficult.

45. Classroom Activit1. "Right-hand, Left-Hand Letter Match".
Leve'l - Ages 5 and up Type - Group/individual
Materials alphaoet letters cut irom sandpaper; a set of 3-dimensional
letters.

Description - Give a chrirld one sandpaper letter and have him fuel it and
trace it with iris left wand. With his right hand, have him try and find,
by touch only, the ideAical letter as the sandpaper letter. Place only
a few 3-D 'otters In'tne bag at first.

46. Classroom Activity: "Letters Feel and Find".
Level -Ages 6 j1Ild up 'line - Individual/Group
ilaterials mystery box with a hole on top; different sized 3-dimensional
letters; chalkboard and cnalk.
Description Place a numuer of 3-dimensional letters in the box. Have
a child prillt a letter on the chalkboard while anotawr child tries to feel
and find that Jetter iu the box. Continue until all children have a turn.

47. Classroom Activity. "Touch 'n Sort ".
Level AgesG and up 'ape Group/Individual
Materials 3-dimensional letters in various sizes; blindfold.
Description To start, mix 2 letters onlv/of various sizes on the table.
Blindfold a child and have him sort the letters in their 2 respective
piles by -.0ueh aluee: As the child becomes more proficient, add more letters.

48 Game. ".;=Or
Iforai - A;;es - Individual/Group

tino,,i-H, on the floor; box of nuTals.
Descri,tfou, thooet_ a cal:C. to sic r: a numeral from the box./ He must then_

hop, etc. 'to to coi tt.°- ootiding number on n=ber line.

49
Level Ages Ype Group
ateriais a set of tener-mide nuee2rile. If for coca child, and a complete
set for the Lee:he,.
Descrie)tion - eaca numer,11 and have. nim pl ice it in front of
him. .'ae. randemiy hold ap number and say , "i would like

"this number to skip ar.sind the room, el.- CLv each enild a turn.
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MINI SHOW 18/SEGMENT 2

Description Juddy doesn't kiiov,. Iii to button his coat and Jim's instructions do not provide
him with the correct solution. The viewer has time to respond.

Ganeral Objective
The child can deal with opi.'Lts and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship, he can apph/ CUr1,1111 basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry (IN problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given a set of suggested ,olutions to a siinpie problem, the child can select the most relevant,
compiete,or efficient.

The child persists in his efforts to solve problems and understand events despite early failures.

Related Activities Related Materials

A-2 91-9'3 -2, 97-98

MINI SHOW 18/SEGMENT 3

Description Bob and a (tild Way with a live honey bear and feed it a b.anana.

Captions Honey Bear

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenorneria both near and distant, about Le,tain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependLii,,i,:s which relate various natural phenomena,, and about the ways in which mah
explores and exploits the natural world.

L

Specific Objectives

The child can ci:issify a grout) of obj,:cts as animals although they vary-in size, shape, and
appearance

The clii",1 Gin tell that unirri,ls are ant' that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can asvIciat( aniln,:,:s with their horie.

Ne,,:ssary Pre-te3ifhing

introduce the ...,n;11 1, lonka*,ou, as honey

:"
4

,
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Related Activities I Related Materials
1Andix A) (Aaaendix B)

A-3, 45-63 I B-3, 38-59

MINI SHOW 18/SEGMENT 4

Description - James Earl Jones recites the alphabet as each letter appears. Kermit follows with a
commercial on "B", but is disturbed by the Cookie Monster changing the letter to "P" and "I".

General Objective/ The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can
perform rudimentary operation with these symbols.

Specific Objectives

Given a verbal label for certain letters,the child can select the appropriate letter from a set of
printed letters.

Given a printed letter,the child can proyide the verbal label.

Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can make up
another word or pick another word starting with the same letter.

The child can recite the alphabet.

Related Activities Related Materials
JAPPQ/Klix/U.

A-1, 12- 24/32 =36 1 B-1, 11-20/26-29
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MINI SHOW 18/SEGMENT 5

Description - This is a classification exercise concluding with 2 different classes, each captioned.

Captions - clothing, animals,

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given at least two objects that define the basis for grouping, the child can select an additional
object that "goes with them" on the basis of:

-size: height, length
-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: animals, vehicles, etc.

The child can verbalize the basis for grouping and sorting.

Necessary Pre-teaching

A basic concept that there are many kinds of animals.

Related Activities ,

cr x A)

A-2, 45-49/61-62

Related

B-2,

Materials
1

52-58/72-73

Tt:
,', 10
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 18a

This Mini Show is the same at No. 18, but the following modifications are included:

General Description - Fingerspelling duplicates captions except traffic light and Honey Bear.

MINI SHOW 18a/SEGMENT 1
r

All words except traffic light are fingerspelled.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Introduce or reinforce fingerspelled vocabulary.

MINI SHOW 18a /SEGMENT 2

SAME

MINI SHOW 18a/SEGMENT 3

SAME

MINI SHOW 18a/SEGMENT 4

Letters are fingerspelled as changes occur.

MINI SHOW 18a/SEGMENT 5

Captioned and fingerspelled, c!othing, etc.

NOTE:

Not all of the participating schools have this Mini Show included in their package. However, a
cony is available at the Research and Development Complex, at the State University College at Buffalo.

14.
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 19

Length - 13:10 Number of Segments - 5

General Description - The first segment is a Buddy and Jim problem solving activity concerned with
hanging a picture. This is followed by a film about birds; a classification exercise between 2 and W;
Susan and children playing with puppies; and a film about a mischievous kitten.

Captions exist in Segment 2

MINI SHOW 19/SEGMENT 1

Description - Comedy problem solving situation determining how to hang a picture on the wall.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given a situation, the child can infer probable consequent events.

The child can suggest multiple solutions to simple problems.

Given a set of suggested solutions to a simple problem, the child can select the most relevant,
complete, or efficient.

The child can recognize that in certain situations it is beneficial for two or more individuals
to work together toward a common goal.

Related Activities Related Materials-

A-2,

A-4-,

77-81/89-92
7-10

B-2, 85-87/96-97
9-11B-4,
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MINI SHOW 19/SEGMENT 2

Description A studio shot of a great horned owl (captioned) precede film of many different
zoo birds.

Captions - great horned owl

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classify a group of objects as' animals' they vary in size, shape, ind
appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things, and that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Introduce by talking about different kinds of birds (owl, flamingo, pigeon, chicken, ostridge,
parrots, etc.). Discuss body parts - wings, beak, talons.

Related Activities
(AppendbLAL

Related Materials
(Appendix 5)

A-3, 45-63 B-3, 38-59

MINI SHOW 19/SEGMENT 3

Description A discrimination exercise is given between number 2 and letter "w". A cartoon
"W-Worm" follows.

General Objectives
The child can recognize such basic symbols as letters, numbers, and geometric forms, and can

peth m rudimentary operations with these symbols.

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,
and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving.
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Specific Objectives.

Given a set of symbols, either all letters or all numbers, the child knows whether those symbols
are used in reading or in counting.

3iven a printed letter, the child can select the identical letter from a set of printed letters.

Given a printed letter, the child can provide the nrbal label.

Given a series of words presented orally, all beginning with the same letter, the child can make
up another word or pick another word starting with the same letter.

Given a spoken letter, the child can select a set of pictures or objects beginning with that
letter.

J
Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out the
inappropriate object on the basis of:' i.

-size: height, length, 'e
.

-form: circular, square, triangular
-function: to ride in, to eat, etc.
-class: vehicles, animals

The child can verbalize the basis for grouPing and sorting.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Vocabulary: Worm, water, walrus.

Related Activities
4,..,

Related Materials
.19.9,-- .. :

A-1, 1-7/16-31

50-52/61-62
B-I, 1-6/14-25

A-2, BR, 59-63/72-73

MINI SHOW 19/SEGMENT 4

Description Susan and children pet and feed a puppy.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about tural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classi`y a group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape, and
appearance.

The child can tell that animals arc living things, and that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

To enjoy and to handle animals with care.

'i9
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Related Activities
/12lAwadix Al

A-3, 45-67

Related Materials

38-63

MINI SHOW 19/SEGMENT 5

Description - The camera folio., s a playful kitten through a series of household mishaps.

General Objective,
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain in-
terdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man explores
and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape, and appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things and that they needfood and water to grow and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

To enjoy and to handle animals with care.

1-lielated Activities Related Materials
lApp.endix_Al (Appendix 81

A-3, 45-67 8 -3, 38-63

'10

.

I
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SESAME STREET MINI SHOW NO. 20

Length -12:53 Number of Segments - 5

General Description -- The 5 segments in this shothxincleide a film on monkeys at play; a Buddy and
Jim problem solving activity on buttoning a coat;4a classification exercise; a film on a newborn
reindeer; and a nature film of a walk through the woods.

Captions exist in Segment 5

MINI SHOW 20/SEGMENT 1

Description - Susan draws a face on the window pane. This is followed by "Funny Face", a
film about monkeys.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about

natural phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and abdut the ways
in which man explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they vary in size, shape,
and appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things and that thy need food and water
to grow and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

The child can identify and label such parts of the body as the elbow, knee, lips, and
tongue.

Necessary Pre-teaching

introduction to facial features.

Related Activities I Related Materials
Appendin_Al_i_(Appendix 81

A-3, 45-63/78-82 j B73: 38-5V80-85

S



MINI SHOW 20/SEGMENT 2 15
Description - Buddy doesn't know how to button his coat and Jim's instructions do not provide
him with.the correct solution. The viewer has time to respond.

General Objective
The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,

and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; andte possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive.to effective inquiry and problem solving.

Specific Objectives

Given a set of suggested solutions to a simple problem, the child can select the most relevant,
complete or efficient..

The child persists in his efforts to solve problems and understand events despite early failures.

Related Activities
(Appendix Al

Related Materials
(Appendix al

A-2 , 91-93, B-2, 98

MINI SHOW 20/SEGMENT' 3

Description - This provides classification of objects by function. 3 objects to eAt and 1 mitten.
Correct response is shown.

General Objective .
0,,

The child can deal with objects and events in terms of certain concepts of order, classification,
and relationship; he can apply certain basic reasoning skills; and he possesses certain attitudes con-
ducive to effective inquiry and problem solving. .1 .

Specific Objectives

Given four objects, three of which have an attribute in common, the child can sort out the
inappropriate object on the basis of:

-size: height, length
-fo?m: circular, square, triangular
fu ction: to'rkle in, to eat, etc.

-ctatss: vehicle;, animals

To group by same and different.



'Necessary Pre-teaching.

Some experience with classification of food and clothing.

Related Activities 1 Related Materials. (App-11.

A-2 50-52/63-68 B-2, 59-63/74-75

MINI SHOW 20/SECtlENT 4

Description - Susan talks with a young child about a picture of a ba'by teindeer. A film of the early
life of a baby reindeer with its mother is shown.

General Objective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdependencies which relate various natural phenomena; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural world.

Specific Objectives

Reproduction, Growth and Development Given pictures of various kinds of young;the child
can tell what they will be when they are grown up.

rRelated Activities Related Materials
18Pikadix Al (Appendix B!

A-3, 68-70

MINI SHOW' 20/S EGMENT 5

B -3, 64=69

Description Two children discover many animals and plants that they have never seen before. This
is exceptionally beautiful film.

-
Captions spider, leaf, fish, frog, turtle. (Close ups of each of these are provided.)

GeneralObjective
The child's conception of the physical world should include general information about natural

phenomena, both near and distant; about certain processes which occur in nature; about certain
interdepende9cies which relate various natural 'phnomenc; and about the ways in which man
explores and exploits the natural wort:'. IS J

4
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Specific Objectives

The child should real,-te that the earth is made of land and water, and that the earth's surface
differs in various places.

The child can' identify mountainsud rocks although they differ in'size c id shape.

ilk, child can identify and give salienVacts about objects seen en the sky.

4-
The child can-distinguish the environment and natural life :-)f the cft )m those of the country.

The child can classify a group till objects as plants a(though they differ in size, shape and
appearance.

The child can tell that plants are liviq things, and that they require sun and water to grow
and live.

The child can name some plants that are grown and eaten by man.

The child can classify a group of objects as animals although they differ in size, shape, and
appearance.

The child can tell that animals are living things, and that they need food and water to grow
and live.

The child can associate certain animals with their homes.

Gwen pictures of various kinds of young, the child can tell what they will be when they
ra, 4 i p.

The chid can identify such seeds as corn, acorn, bean and knows that after one of these has
been ,nted a new r' will grow.

The rhild can identify birth, growth, aging, and death as st.ges in the life process of individual
piants and animals.

Necessary Pre-teaching

Teach necessary your )ulary for re ding level but film could be used in sorn. _ontexts with no
pre aching. Teacher sh 'rf pr-view for her own class.

1,/

Related Activities Related Materials
____.(APPerk1i2<_AL_ Jelapstidi2LBL_____I

1

:,--3, 1 11/25-29/ 13-2 1-20/25-27/----'34-63/68-77 31-59/64-79



AIPENDIX A - RELATED ACTIVITIES

A-1 Related Activities -
A -2 Related Activities -
A -3 Related Activities -
A -4 Related Activities -

q

Symbolic Representation
Cognitive Processes

The Physical Environment
The Social Environment

i
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RELATED ACTIVITIES - SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION
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Appendix A-1.1

ela eyooe. :let 1 v it/. lieon'eun".
Level Aees
;tat( rims several balloons with a separate letter of tne alpnabet and
a 'separate number froe I to 10 printed on each balloon with a magic marker.
eescrivtion i'lace ala tee blown-up balloons in a circle formed by the
class, ClQse yea eyes and say either "number" or "letter". Have a .

pick one of the \correct balloons. dave the children keep all the .

Ualleons they nave cor \ectiy identified.

2. Classroom ActivItv. Letter and Number Boxes".
Level - Ages 3 5 app. - Group
Materials - 2 empty pint milk cartons-with the top removed and.coVered,
with the letter A on cue front of one cartoon,'and the number 1 on the
front of Inc 'other carton; several 2" tagboard squares with A's and l's
on eaee one.
Descriptiee Mix all the 2" square tagboard letters and numbers together?
Have tee children sort tne letter A and the number I into their appropriate
ottrcoos.

A tation - Luis activite, can be adapted by adding more letters atd numbers
and ay classifying tnem by their appropriate letter or number groupis as
a whole, or uy their separate labels.

3. Game. "Ring Toss".
Level Ages 4-3 Tvoe Small Group
!aterT -:s ten round-top clothespins; 3 rubber jar rings;, shallow box.
Descriet io_ n Gut 1.0 holes in the box and put a clothespin in each. 1 aste
5 numbers on five separate pins and 5 letters on 5 separate pins. Have
each cnild take 3 turows with the rings. If he gets a "ringer" he must
state woeteer the pi'n he ringed is a number or a letter. The child with
tee most correct answers is the winner.

4. CLassroom Activity. "Alphabet !latch".
Lever Ages 4 --o individual

a ;'iece of tegboard ruled into 1" squares lettered from A to Z
wit:: a blank square Uelow kaCil letter. A set of one inch letter cads
with one care for ea ca letter of tee alnhapet; paste.
pescriptkoe lie\a! the child matte the letter card with the same letter
on tee 6oard auu oasle :t underneath that letter.

5. Classroom ALtiv2:tve ";.oltine Letters".
level - Ages -e-e Tvoe - Individual
;,;ater; aLs - x 3" 111,_!ex (2.1.as rift s at lea-t lour of each letter of the
aipdaoet od e.o a card,

- wit,1 t pwi'Llon of the eipnabet or the cntiv'e
;I :1 :tl' r4 idint.1:55 for thi-; ak_t ivitv. Have child

sort <,.p0r,11... ;ii Lt.;.

6. "Lett,:

Le'tte 1 5 5 Gleea
Okt ,;efres. x , p,yer circl4",; rayoi_--;

alpIlAbtzt, 1,2Ltc-S,

Doscy,ipt .1:17 let , ,, vi ,dys, ",rid in

aay c,i, yr 1",; LAIL, I 0 box and
shows it zas 4_1<t f :_aat kett,2t It. First one
to ha:,'._, a 03 .400 telt:, ',1 }1.)t. Jet t(is Atf. eoVered-li
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7. Art. "Color be Letter".
Level - Aees 7-9 -

fvpe - Individual__
___

Naterlals-e- dittoed oapeT with a simple animal., dcc., outlined on it, and
divided into.lettelea sectiOns; crayons...

DesCription Give each child a dittoed form and direct him to color all
sections with a certain,. letter, a certain color. Draw a color and letter
key on the board. Lxample: ,

,
(

rec
y6e.ifreconw

8. Classroom Activity. "Umbrellas and Raindrops".
Level - Ales 4-3 Tvpe Group
:laterials - large sheet of tagboard with an outline of an umbrella drawn

-on it.,

Description The picture of the umbr(Illa is sectioned with an tapper. case
letter of the alpnauet in any order, printed in each section. pre-cut
raindrops", eacn printed with a lower case letter, are given to the child.

The child is directeA to match and paste the lower cAse lettered raindrops
on the upper case lettered sections of the umbrella

9. Game- "Letter Concentration".
0

Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Small Group
:iaterials -26 teacnermade alphabet cards, each of upper and lower case,
letters separately printed on each card.
opsceiption Spread cards face down in several rows. Children take turns
turning over 2 cards at a time in an effort to match upper to lower case
letter cards. If the pair does not match, both cards are turned over again,
if the pair matcues, the child keeps pair he matches. The child with
tee mot pairs at th:i end of the ,matching

10. (,a ..e. "Letter-Iiatch Card Game".
Level - 403 Type - Small Group
ipterials 3" x a",teacner-made alphabet cards, each of the upper an
icier case letters aeperately printed on each card.
DescriPtion Deal out all L. cards to east{ playee. Each player,in turn
picks a cird from tool. playe on his de,,. If tile card matches (lowet case
and upper case) tne player lays it in frerrt of him. The player with the
Most maLcueS

11: Are. "Letter .

i.t ee I iee s )vpu - Individual /Group
r oaLi: ,:err ; yd donors paste; wirn ; brush,

e,Dce,criptjoa- n raLl!reu cut out tic- upper and lower ca:,t, version of
a certaiu iette: vr letters froin mac,dAines, led paste on the' Poster board.
Varatsa ertti_r penr'd°V,La completely covered wrth lettors.

12. Clas,-;roml A, "Le 10:,alar
(

l-e,,ei Aees 3-3
. _eee - Croup

nateriis olphaJeL oo uSi .111d MIK or alpaabet wup; dislker>. -pocus.
%Descr t ou - Give ease CnLid a bowl of- rroop or Lercal. The teacher will

5
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12. (Coatt_j now alou.: or lgn a certain letter. dhen the child finds the
approprintc letter, oe it.

13. Classrox, ActivitY. "Juo,,s in the Pond".
Level. - oeis j:yne Croup/Individual

picture 01 a pond or la',e; several dittool sheets with
7 or large ducks caua having a letter written on teem; scissors; paste-
Descrintion Give each child one dittoed sheet and ask alotid, or sign for
a certain letter. The children will then cut out the appropriate ducks
thht have that letter awl paste tne ducks on the pond.

14. "Alpnauingo".
L'vel Ages 5-7 Iyoe Group
'aterials - Tcaener-made t,inwo cards divided into 2), 1." square (5 rows
derosis, 5 rows d01,77) with eaoa square randomly lettered; markers; 25. letters
in a separate bag.

f)escriwti,n - Tne teacher will select letters one at a time from the bag
and say or sign what it is. if the child hAs that tter, he will cover
it witin a marker. The first child to have 5 letters 'across or 5 letters
'dot.r1 covered is tne winher.

-15 Art. "Letter ,::trill"

Level. - Ag s 5-8 TVDC t- Croup
flaterialk; many pre cut different letters; large' roll of paper; paste.
Jescriution - Spread letters on table. Call out a ee'rtain letter, one
at a time and uncoarage each child to paste that on the peter in a variety
of ways so that a creative form emerges.

16 Game. "Fish for Letter's".
Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Small Group

- bucket; cards with individually printed letters of the alphabet
and a.paper clip attached; yardstick with strinr, and magnet attached.
Description the children fish for a letter. If he can correctly
ideaLify the letter, n pulls it out of the bucket. The child with the most
letters is the winner.

17. Classroom Activity. "Letter 'loss".

o4es, Typc - Group
2u flasu oai as, each showing one letter of the alphabet.

be.seyiation - have the children sit on the floor close to You. Show a
' card and toss it to tLe first child to say the correct name of the

letter: can celleet the most cards.

18. Cime. , et ter tt e".

Level Ages f)-1 Smoll Group
Lnc q: ,o1rd circle ilvided ine 1W ,ection; with one letter

print' l I., '',",1,s; I card per player 4i.1 letter being used colored
mirker,; tti e .

Oescripti: -e ]etter is crre.Tondiug ;e, dolls, of (tide,
LLic, .01,,,r I, w,,, all tn0 oik,0 nd ;1,rker the appropriate
nember of tver must. :.0trc:ly Identify the letter ne landed
0n. If ne Lerrtin , re tiles 1 ci,ird from tin' ,orrespr'nding nil(' only
one card ..:107 ,.le J-111,!,- Lontine2 playing, in the
circle until :,;,2-nyro-il time I it li is over. Thu calid with the most
card t:- toe };one

`-0
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19. Clessroom A tl.vtcy. "Coioi Coded Word Dictionary".

Level r Ages 6-V Typc Group
Nateriaii- enact p,ipct; crayons.

pescription :lake an alpadoetical, basic sight, vocabulary dictionary out
of Large sneets of chart paper tae form of a booklet with the children.
As a sew word is introduceu, print it in your booklet under the correct
alphaoetical listit Words may be color coded, i.e., initial letter in red
and the rest of the word in biack, eic., for easier identification and
correspondence. Allow the children to use the word dictionary at any time.

20. Game. "Word hunt".
Level - Ages Type Group
Naterials - teacher-wide flash cards of familiar vocabulary words.
Description -Joe teacher puts flash cards containing words beginning with a
certain fetter (and some that don't) at different spots ground the room.
The teaener says a word and asks all the cnildren in turn to look for a
word that begins with Lit! sane letter as tae word sae mentioned.

21. Game. 'A Tisket, A Tasket Word Game".
Level Ages Tv.pe - Group

Nate__rial___s teacaer-made flash cards of familiar vocabulary words; pins.
Description - Lick child wears one card with a familiar word written on it
(each word beginning with a diftereut consonant). One child walks around
a circle aad Laps someun,_! and says the word pinaed on him. The tapped
per!_on must turn and say a different word beginning with tae same letter
he tomes on the tapper's card. if ne can do so, ne clidses the tapper and
tries to eatca him. tha child catches cite tapper, it will be his turn
to go around the room and tap someone.

22. Game. %pin a Word".
Level A,;es - Small Group
:Ihterlais - a ,teachur-mad._ game spinner in the shape of a circle with
familiar words 'for each letter qj the alphabet written around it.
Descriotion euild !pins the spinner and must orally say the word the
spinner qtoppt at andAprovide a word beginning with the same letter as
that won did. keep scoff -e to determine a winner.

23. G:17. 'aura ,ifiCt2".

10V.il_ A.,es 7 ed Group

:laterials pap ,r; nencil.
111_20:1 1,! tnis two minutes as many words

as possible tnat i..-Tin with a certain letter in a word Chit the teacher
mentions. ! the mo!;t_ words spelled correctly wins.

Variation Yr.! 71)t.i `,fords Licit hive a ,.:ertain letter in the medial

or 1 ta,.; po -'"

24. Game.

Levi.. tviw

Deseript icr. k_11:cd order to give a word for each

suoGessiw In to- Alpilbf.t. For n:..imple, 0111d #1 says an "A'

word; child itZ 'ay`; <1 ,told on thron;'n the entire alphabet. The

teacnei7 -oros tac on 'C.,. 1;. a .lord is repeated, or if

a cnild (;1.. out n.ly nave several winners.
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25. Classroom Activit':. 'A...p;la!)et Rope",

Level - Ages 5- and ee Type - Group
Materials long ;ILc ; eilp-type clothespins.
Description - Hane o eIotnesItne 1ne across the room. Glue one letter
of the nipeabet to een pia. aave Lae children clip on real objects or
pictures of tnin,s telet beein with each letter. The objects and pictures
can be change.2 every mot.. h for vocabulary building. It is also an interesting
3D decoration, fer tee seiessroom.

26. Fieldtri:). "Letrar
Level Ages 5-10 T',2e - Group
Materials paper; pencils.
Description - Go on a elle arnuad the school and/or neighborhood with each
child being respoa.,;lbLe for finding objects beginning with a certain letter
and making a list Lio.!3(.2, objeLte. Far young children the teacher can make
the list as the ,:;;;1.!r.... .e. 1i out the names of tee objects.

27. Art. "Picture Vo...nJulouv ColLaic".
- Ages 5-ID Type - Group

naterials - magazines; sci-sors glue; vernish; brush; heavy tagboard.
Deicrie5tion - dave cnileren look through the magazines and find pictures
of objects that beujn a certain letter. Have them cut and paste these
picture,; on tne ca n a randor, farhion to form a collage and varnish.

28. G.::!. "Let.--r Cu Visa A Self-Cht?ckirg Game'.
Level - s 7-9 lype - Individual/Small Group
naterials - a small l; ,x; a ',et, of cards folded in half; pictures cut from
magazines; paperci small magnet; striag; stick.
Descrintiop - A fsiing. rod" is made from string, sticK and magnet.
Pictures of object.; familiar to tee children are pasted onto small cards
whica ha %2 beta foltle-1 tn ,Ialt so that tne picture is -risible. Inside the
card, tae teacher .rLLca letter tne picture begins wite and secures the
card wit.: a paper c.b. Ail cares arc placed in a box. The child "catches"
a card with tea ii _I.,' roe ad says the letter the picture on the card
begins latta. a. :2 ! .o check if he is correct. For 2 or more
childrc.n, ah. Ii the ca'rect response has been given can be kept
as :a forr, of score Incorrect responses s'Ionld be put back into

29.

7-: 5 Tvoc - Grou,
1 , card e f sight vocabulary;

p ,;).r

s .' Tho teacher tnen says,
- 1.r li then very quietly

WIK Irou. - d h. ,-., eletere or write the name of
the onject e, - e'eee the :ate-,--keriIned tint is up the child will
ither n.du 1, , "-:eep a tally to determine
W nrc! r.
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4 30. Art. ":ly Picture Diction,,ry".

Level - Ages 6-9 Type - Individual
Xhturial construction 1,aper; scissors; paste; magazines; crayons.
Description - Fold several sheets of construction paper to form a booklet
titled, T'My Picture Dictionary". On the first page, have each child find ,

Pictures or dra- their own of words that begin with the letter "A" from the
magazines and paste them into the book. Do this for each letter of the
alphabet on each page. Older children.can label their pictures.

31 Game. "how :Lany Words".

Level Ages 8-10 Type - Group
Description One child leaves the room. The other children-decide on a letter
tnat has been studied. When the cnild returns the others tell him the
selected letter. Within a set period of time that child will say as many
objects in the room that begin with the selected letter as he can think of.
The number of words hu sawi, is his score. Each child should have a turn.

32. Classroom Activity. "Alphabet Recordings".
Level - Ages 4-o TyDo - Individual/Group
nateri,ts tape recorder.

Description - Record each of the children in the class reciting the
alpnabet. Witn each recording eliminate a letter or change the sequence
of a few letters. The students must idenuify the error or errors.

33. Classroom Activity. "Human Alphabetical Order".
Level - Ages 5-7 Ty_pe Group
llaterials large letters printed on cardboard.
Description Give a letter to each child. Have the chi,dren stand
up-and arrange themselves in alphabetical order. Repeat by changing
letters, loaviag a few letters out, setting a time limit, etc.;

34. Game. "Al2napet Antics".
Level - Ages 5-7 - Group
Description The teacher writes the alphabet on the board, Have the
children close their eyes while one child erases one letter. The others
must guesq.he missing letter.

35. Game. "::hat,s .;eNt?".

Leyel. Ay; 0-b Tine - Group
lterials f: L;11 card:; ,:ita toe lettcrs A to 2 on them; blackboard;

eoadm, N
DescrIpLi,.1 - The. telklaer koldb up a flaso :.ard with a letter on it and
the children [..,us write Ain the board the letter that- follows it. This
caa be 60.,2. 1,1 ,,om fo70.,!Li,:ion or individual competition.

fs!,), " cidtdrea 4riLc tw ieLtt:(r that comes before
tale one

36. Race. %.Aino(eet

Levul-
- Group

J)Lscri1Lii jVti e 'n,in.1,0rd int'. two TiTEETns and tae class
into Le.c,1;. 1 s tic e.linu A L i i iu iThout 10 feet
from 1-...11C baz.L (o l,e w,,:J "go", t.le from eacn team runs
to ii 1)cord ,r(1 wli L"e letter A, 1ck d s tne next child
the chal,;.. ruos t.( 1).)arc and .aritc:, IcttLr b and runs back,
and so iorta. ,a, team :jiat 1, cortec:jv 4'tctah the alphabet is

the winhei. 7 92
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37. Llass_roo-lctivke. "Whipped Cream 1-etters".
Level- Ages 4-7 Type Small Group

- whipped cream; formica table.
Destription On a clean` formica table, spread some whipped cream like
fineer paint. Have the children practice forming letters with the
waipped cream. Otaer groups of children can have their turn using
frosting or pudLing or any other variety of spreadable-type good-
licking materials.

38. Art. "Dot-to-Do' Letters"...+
Level - Ages 4-5 Type - Group
raterials teachete=made dittoes of dotted outlines of lO ldtters;
crayons.

Description - Have the children trace the dots with a crayon and fora a
letter. Later on parts of he letter could be left off to be completed
by students.

39. Art. "Plaster Letters".
Level - Ages 4-5 Type - Individual

trials teacher-made cardbo d letter molds; plaster of paris; paInt;
brushes.

Description Give each child a letter mold and help him fill it in with
plaster of paris. When dry, remove from molds and have children paint.

40. Classroom Activity. "Rope Letters".
Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Individual /Group
Naterials - rope.
Description Explore letter shapes with a rope on the floor. Try and
reproduce the letters with eyes open; eyes closed.

41. Att. "Play Dough Letters".
Level - Ages 4-6
Naterials - Play Dough; paint; brush.

Type - Individual

Desc,-lotion - have children roll ':play dough" into snake-like forms and
reproduce letter saapes. Letters can be painted after dough hardens.

42. Art. "Wiry Letters". 1
Level Ages 4-6 m Type - Individual
Naterials oi9e cleaners; s ring.
Lesexiptio!, Have children reproduce letter .shapes with pipe cleaners.
Finished letters can be nung with string around the room.

43. Art. "Sticl% Letters ".
Level AF,e9 4-o Type - individual
Naterihis dar;1 plect of construction paper; glue; popsicle sticks.
Descrir)tion each child a sheet of construction paper, some glue,
and several pop-Jicie sticks, Have the children reproduce familiar letters
with the pci,si(le sticks. U4ve them glue the finished letters on the paper
and display.

93
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Note - rhe proceiln.; -.evc:z activities liention only a few of the many materials__

th..! toic11,:r cu:i u,,e with La q . lass for tai., (-inject:lye. Other easily
accessiole and non-expeasive materiaL that a c.tild can use to formulate
letters ar,..1. toil, straws, p:ii": pegboards, sponge, styrofoamior sand

(-
and glile m(lds, etc.. A ricture of the letter pr a 3-dimennional letter
given to ti4.! child prior to these activities, will prove most helpful for
aim in formulitim., the letters.

44 C1.1;',.1-001. Activity. "tided Ian's Bluff".

Lvel Ag,,s 5 and up Individual/Group
3-dimeanional letteis; blindfold; chalk avt,1 chalkboard.

De;erip_tion - Place 3 of tau 3-dimeasionai letters in a bag and print the
stir.e 3 letters on the chalkboard. Blindfold a child and hand him a letter
from the big. lie may feel and manipulate the letter any way he wishes
before putting it back in the bag. Remove the blindfold and have the child
circle toe letter ae felt on the chalkboard: Add more letters later on
to mace the task more difficult.

45. Classroom Activity. "Right-hand, Left-Hand Letter ,'latch "._ _
Levi - Ages 3 and up Type Group/individual
Materials alphapet letters cut from sandpaper; a set of 3-dimensional
letters,

Description Give a c* .ti one sandpaper letter and have him fvel it and
trace it with nis left viand. With his right hand, have him try and find,
by touch only, the ideAlcal letter as the sandpaper letter. Place only
a few 3-0 'otters in' the bag at first.

46. Classroom Activity, "Letters Feel and Find".
Level - Ages 6 .and up ype - individual/Group
:Materials mystery box with a hole on top; different sized 3-dimensional
letters; caalkboard and cnalk,
Description Place a number of 3-dimensional letters in the box. Have
a child lett& on the chalkboard while anotiwr child tries to feel
and find that Jett.er in the box. Continue until all children have a turn.

47. Classroom Activity., "Toucn 'ii Sort".

Level - Ages 6 and up Type Group/Individual
Materiali 3-dimensional letters in various sizes; blindfold.
Dc';cri2tion - To ,,;tart, mix 2 letters only /of various sizes on the table.
Blindfold a chi hi and have him sort the letters in their 2 respective
piles by `out it alo:,o. As the child become:, more proficient, add more letters.

48. Game: "..umber Li

rel Ages Tv.pe_ - Individual/Group
larye fine,=;-N, on the floor; box of numerals.

0escri,tioe .c.),1, a chi hi to pice. a :lumvrhl from the box./ lie must then
hop, etc, to cotttc,pundin number on number line.

49 Game. ".;umoer -1tca",

Leval - Ages .

e Type 6roup
Materials - 4 set of t,,i,nor -trade hum.!Tils, I for each child, and a complete
set for the to-mer.
Descri->f ion - numeral and have nim Hace it in i'ront of
nim. randemiy hold ap a numLer and slay, "I would like
tnis number to oround the room", et,- GiVQ each child a turn.

IR 3'1
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50 1;a11,2, Mtu,icaI Cnairs",
Level - Ages 4--1 Tyne Group
Naterials - I ditterc,it numper for each child and the corresponding number
taped to a chair; marcaingrecoLd; record player.
Description Give earn clild a number and nave him march around the chairs
in a circle to tne marLniug record. Gave Luc children march around a 'few
times do tney will have plenty of time to locate the chair which corresponds
to L;,ejnumbc:r they nave. When tue music stops, the children must quickly race
to tao appropriate chatc and sit down. The last person to sit down is
eliminated, and their chair is taken out. Continue until tneir is one
winner.

51. Game. "::atcn the Saile".

Level - ages ' and up Type - S14,11: C- -p
- deck of regular playing cards.

JoJcription Place tale ,:ards face down in even rows. The child turns
over a card and must try and matcn that card to fhe identical card by
turning it over. When he does, he can keep the pair. The child with the
most cards wigs the game.
Not0 Use only a few cards at first. Gradually increase that number as
Inc proficiency increases, ithtil the whole deck of cards is being
used.

52. Classroom Activizv. "Stand Up For Numbers'''.
Level -- Ages 3-5 Type - Group-
Materials - ten cardboard squares each with a numeral on them. A
Description Give each child one card. Teacher will say, sign (or both)
a numeral, Inc child who is holding that numeral must stand and show it
to the oi.11ers.

53. Clas.-;roomActivity. "Numner Fingers/Fin r Numbers" .

Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Individual/Group
Materials - tempera paints; brush.

t

ilescrition Paint. tike numbers 1 through 10.- one number on each fingertip
of th2 child's nand. The teacher will then say or sign (or. both), "Show
me number 2", etc., and the children will hold up the appropriate finger.

54 . (Ole. ".;unhefbinv,o".

Level Ages 4 -d Type - CrouP
literials - tEiCier or student -made bingo cards with numbers randomly
p.inted on ea1/4:. squ.rc, (1.1 each card; markers; a complet, set of numbers

$in a bag for Lae te,icar,
..

scripti911 - Give each child a number bingo card, and a supply of markers,
pe tenent2r wlil randomly nay or sign, (ot both) numbers as each student
aces a mArker over the corresponding number on his oard% The first child

to have 5 uumners in a row, across or down, is the winner.

55. Art. "Foi!,,,w tao ::vr,6,rs :iystery Picture".

Level -
MateriaH, -r,v,q,; u.achel-made dittoed worksheets such as the following:

Ty2e - individual

at V

/9 I%
W

'le; ore

e
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55. (Coat' d)

Description Say or sign (or both) the children to follow directions such
as the following example. Example - "Draw a straight line from 5 to 9,
9 to b, 8 to 10, 10 to 3, 3 to 5. What is

:dote - Otner simple teacher- or student-made drawings can be made in the
same way, and can even be colored or cut -out later

56. Game, "Fishing for Numerals".
Level Age's 3-5 :ripe - Small Group
nateriais stick, string and magnet for fishing pole; separate cards cLt
in tne shape of a filth with the numerals 1-10 written on them; and a paper
clips attached to the card, placed in a box.
Description Have the child place his fishing pole in the 'box and catch
a fish. tie must correctly identify the number in order to keep his catch.
If he misses the fish must zo back in the box. The child with thevmost fish
wins.

57. Classroom Activity. "The Number Drum".
Level Ages. 4-5 Tyne - Individual/Group
Itaterials - a drum; a set of printed numerals.
Description Tne teacher will hold up one number in front of the class. One
child is chosen to correctly identify the number aloud and then bangs the
drum tne appropriate number of times.

58 Game. "Go Fish".
Level Ages 4-3 4 yype Small Group:
Materiali - a deck of playing cards, minus the jack,,, queens a 'd kings.
Descri:)tion Veal earn student seven card and spread the rem ining cards
face down in a pile, LW first child will aal; one child at a Ime if he
has a particular card taat n: hiasolf If he\does, e child
will ta,e Lae: can:, and lay IL don in front of nis for a lmatc10; and take
another turn. if Sae cnild asked doesn't have tale card, tae first child
must 'go Elsa' as Lae neAt child takes a turn. 'ine child with the most
'mntcaes' at tali: ,.rnu of t.._ ! t;;u when all tae arts, in tne pile are
exaausted, is tae wianel,

59. Art. "Cnt-out Pi,'Lnre,,ets".
Level Ages 4-0 TVD,_! - Indtviuual
Material, wtt-1 :tratrin,.,-, of unequal sets of objects;
For exampl,], 5 appie,, c'tyl.t,Liuctiou paper;
pn,it.c; crflyon,3.

Descrlotion have tm.: cut out., p.0-te, c,lor a picture\uspg a
specified numper of L.le ;amt? objeLt!,. itqa witi4 gr,ater numl-pjs of
obj,ects can be add,te aaLot on. Display c,Jmpieted piLturea.
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60. Claroell \(tivity. 'Select tie :et".
- Ages _ Tyne Individual/Croup

'ateriaL. - a caro,oard bp%; variety of up to 3 objects each in a set
quch as ..$aper 3 rubber bands, 4 butcong, 2 nails, etc.
bescrio,tioa Pi.u.o only 2 unequal sets of 'objects in the box at one time.

tic calld to sive yua the set with a certnin number of objects. in it.
Add taore sets of. objects in the box as the child becomes more proficient.

61. Clas5roy-1 Activi_tv. "Children Sets".
A-,2,1 5-6 Tyne Group

oescribt.ioa - Divide the class into _groups of different sizes. Have one
caild point to the group that;correctly identifies the number of children
you requested. )

62., Game. In the Bag".

Level 4;03 4 and up Iyne - Individual
'rateria1s -,a large papornag; 10 buttons or chips; chart paper; crayons.;
Description - h"ve each child stand behind a set line and try to throw the
buttons into Lae bag. After 10 throws he counts how many are in the bag and
how many are not. Score is-kept oh the chart paper in the following manneT.
List the ca'idreas' names in a row one column. 'Label a second column
"In the 1',u.=.1 and a third colium unissed". Record each child's score and
declare a wcInner or winners - whoever has the highest "In the Bag" count.

63. 'krt. "Sets Booklets"!
Level -°.\es 5-8 Type Individual
:interials consuct.ion pep r; crayons; passe.
descriptioa - Give each child some construction paper and have him make a
1-10 numbered booklet. Each page should be labeled or numbered, or both,
a different number. Have the children draw, cut-and paste'different .

sets of objects for cacti Vage. For example, theinumber two could contain
2 hbuses, 2 flowers, 2 circle etc. -Display the booklets around\the room
woeo completed.

64. Classroom Activity. 'inventory".
Level - Ages 6 and up ' Jae Group
:Intexials - chart pa,,er divided into two columns, 1.column labeled "what"'
at the top , toe other Lri.Oled "how many"Ccrayon. s
Uescrlption - With Ca? class, couut,up the objects in toe classroom,
such as le u, ,is, 2 71apts, A windows, 2.doors,,etc. Record on" chart paper.

65% Classroom Activity. 'Number Steppine.
Level ages ,3-) tvp,e - Individual/Group
Mnterinls 7 earuouarcf 3,-,unres with a number from 1-10 on erica square.
Descr0Aioo P11-o vpJares pu floor from 1 through 10. Have
each clitu wa Inc squ.ltes fro:II 1 to,f0 as they count aloud.

66. Clas:, room "!:.ing. and iingers".

Level - Ages , Type'- Individual/Cr6up
small cdttain rings with the nuvicrals 1-10 attached to them;

carhooard Coto'lt o a c:dL.A's 6lucJ to a block of wood so will
lcaod up.
Description - ..,11h1 take the rioi,s one at'a time and place them
on the;fineers the cutout, Ktartiog at the left and working in ninwrical
order.

4
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,.67 Classroom Aatvity. "Crescendo N'ttmk

4 .
1,4Ve1 AiielSr/,

;,. eiateria,Ls nstruction ,paper; scis
11,....2peribLion - Cuthmcrals from cons

Atl and have each aultier ge4 Consecuft
the flooewitkmasking tape. Have t
Recome.farther apart. Let%,each chil
to largest (1 ~10)., using these tiuidel

4

' 68. C1asscoom:Act tivis.4. "Knot Numbers"1,
,level Ages 3-5'''
ilatexielS - rope; blindfold-.

i-, 1 . 1 2

ers .
.

fr
Tadiyidual/Group

sors'; masking tape. . ...

uctron paper, m. nga small number
vely ",,bi g'ger, Make -2% t aide lines on ,

1-11:4,guiCelinesstart togetnjr,and gradually
drPUt the numbers.in-reTder of sAlfest "is

ines., Example -,

Type - ndiIidual/Group

ascrip tion.- 4'ie khots in a rope,: Have r14 children feell the knots ,

blindfolded and'-count how many there are, Have children take turns tying
knots % and testiftg other children. - . .k

4'
.. ,' -, .

69., Classcoom Actil:r.ty: "Clap Ten . .

1.7vei Ages .3-,6 ,' ' " . Type
Description Haile the.chIldren sit in a circle.
saying one. The .next child on the 'right will say,
in 'this clockwise fashion up" to 10, 'Number 10,14
claps. The next child starts, with one again, and
made, start again-with one. ,

_.

.

- Group

One child will start-by
two, and- arotind the .'circle -

not said.,_instead the chid
SO'OR. If a mistake -is

70. ClassroomActivit "Drum Nambers".,-. .. ,, 0%
.-

Level'- Ages .% 2:y2.d - IndiVidnal/Group
.

Materials - d rumstick. ,

0 ,.

Description - The teacher will hit the drum a certain number of times. ..
e. .T:tT chdii must watch,aisten, and countthe number of timesto them-

seliies. They must tell the vocher how many times sh4 hit'the drum by
saying and signing theknumeral, If corrt, the child may hit the drum
that number of times. . . . . .

71. Classroom Activity. -"Number'Bouncci .

.

Level - Ages 4-6
Materials - large ball.

YPL Group-/Indiviapal

Description - The child must watch and countto himself;the number of times
the teacher bounces the ball. The child with the correct answer may bounce

. 'the ball that numbell of times.

72. Classroom Activity. "Stand Up fo;,Zumbers!".
LeNrel - Ages 1-5 , - Type - Gro'up ,, .e
Material's - ten cardboard squares each with a numeral on them:

-' Description - Give each child one card. Teacher will bay, sign (or both),
a numeral. . The child who is holding that numeral must stand and show it
to the others.- /

t

tie'

.9S
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. .13

m Aetivity4 "Number FAtgerS/Finger,14bers". o
t

Type - ;,ndil:Tidual/ardup -
.3 -:Le are Agivs 4-6

.! Aa ter is '--, tempera ?paillts ; b*Kith. L
-..... ,.

.
,,o: . Des.crip on - Paint the nun bao -1 through onCnumber on .,eacir fingetip.'dof the child's hand' The teacher will then say or,sign'(or both), "Show
.- me, nuratr 2 ",' et , 4,-id the child,will hold up .the; finger., . , , .-.._

., ,:- 'i ..

I
.#74 . / Ga.*. "NumberbAo"... . * s'

\, .- . . ,

iiodert,,-=, hgt:-,--47-8* . ' .,....
6.. Iya - Group : ,,f1,4e.Ffals..,C,..teacher or 'student-made bilacb, cards with I:lathers randomly... ..

n a Ng for, theLeacher.'
Ifintd in with square, on tech Gird; markers; a complete set. of tirber4..

,
... . ,

- Deicriptioh 7 Givse. each child' a ilutiberbrngoecard, and a supply of markers... #., q . . /

- The teacherWill randOM137 say, 9r sign (or4oth), numbers'as-'each tudent: *
places ima.rker over the corresponding nurger on his card. The .first child ...c

.to- have 5 numbers in a-row, across or' down, is the winner.. ,.--, ,, t .. .

, t75. Art. "Follow the Numbers Mystery Pictore". ,, - . , 4,
Level - Ages 5-7 . 2 Tfirpe. - Individual,

- crayons; t,eacrier-made- dittoed worksheets sucfi as the
"

,

,

, sig

OVI

Before
.234: .9

_' 6

J)c\---*

...1
1( 13

na

following:

-^Description - Say or sign (dr both) the children to follow directions such
the; mystery picture. ..Example
to 8;s3 -to 10 I0 to 3", 3'to 5.

as the following
l'ilraw a straight
What is it?"

example to ebmplete
line from' 5 to 9, 9.

After

. .N I...
Note - As you will ,note, these ,activities were adapted from the objective
"(Tiven', a spoi:en numeral 'uetwe.en 1 and 10, the 'ill.d can select .the appro-
priate numeral from a set' of printed numerdistl.` Many other of the previous
activities are also_Adaptfable for this Objec;,ive. -

,., ' -

11

76. Classr22EActivity. "Numerical Order".
Level Ages 5-6 Type Individsyfal/Group
islaterials - flashcards with a number from 1-10 on each card.

1 Descrip lion_ - Take out fla.phcards An' sequence only from number 1 and up,
i.e., 1-3, 1-4, 145, etc. Choose a child and give him the rest of the

"-.shuffled cards anti have _him line them up in numeric order to 10 on the.
.chalk tray.

.` f)9
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.7'7; Game.. -"Fant-,Trin'f

,
,s ...

. . , .Level A.go 7 -12 r '. , vt,
, lType-- Small Grd.up .',

nat-erials .deck, of oplay'ng -cards, minus jacks, queens and kings. -s ' .

)-.
Des7eription -:-.Deal all t.h., cards fp.3-6. players.. First,N.aye.r must hiaVe a

lr
five. card (any suit) 'in -nick to starit game. If he toes not Have' a 5; .-
the 'first player' on tili right going cloCkviise. to have a 5 may start..
The next player, ,chl his right mvr place .another "5 down (start a PAW row-7 .if '14,:i a- diffdrent suit) ,or he may place a. 4 .or a 6 from the- bat that was
=led: ',Cards may be-placed only .by suits in proper.nitmeAcal sequence. from.' ---* V... - ,

'Ace to 10... ThE first player to. play all of his;:icaras is the winner. ..,.,..

'1

A-1.14
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. , .71. Glascsroom etivit. :"Whipped Cream Numbers".
Levi,e: -:Ages 4',e, ,- : .

. - Type - Small' Group .- , .
-. Materia. - whippAd cre- am; formica table... , '

De___Eiai'' 0-,bn. a' ,Clead 'formica, table,L spread some phip.Ped dream like ._
fingerpainty late- the. clindren praCt3sce forming numbers with the whipped'. , cretam. Other' groups -bfAchildren can **re their 4urn using frastinkor

-plas.lding or any ,other variety of spreadable1ype fgood.Acking"niaterials.,

0, ..1:

79. 'Art. "Doi:AO-Dot Numbers"..
Level - ,Ages , Type
Matertalk teacher-made dittoes of dotted 'outline's
Description - liave the children trace the dots with
number. Later on parts- of g number couldbe left'
students,. .

80. Art. "Plaster Ntimbers".
. .

Lever2lArgie:s
xla trials teactier:made

,brushes.,

1 Group- -

of numbers; crayons.,
a crayon atid form a
off tete completed by

10

Individual !

boated nut$3er maids; plpsteraf, raris; paints;
.

mold and help him fill it in- with
molds and have..qle cakdren paint:

oDe'scription.- erve each child a
plaster of payl.s.. When. dry, re

. 6.

81. ClrproomIktivity.';"ope Numbers,
Le Ages- 4,-6 I

Materials
Description Expldre number shapes with a
reproduce the'numbers.with eyes open; .eyes

Art. "Pity Dough Numbe.14".

Type - Individual/Gtroup

Lever - Ages 4-r6
Materials'- Play Dough;, pint; brush.

rep on the floor.
closed.

Try and

i
42-

e

.Type Indi,Vidual
la

`If; ."
Description - Have children roll qplay"dough" into snake-iike, forms and
reproduce number shapes. Numbers in be palate :after_,dough hardens.,

s.

83. Art. "Wiry Numbers".
Level - Ages 4-6

:'
k.

/

Materials pipe. cleaners; string.
Description kiLve children. reproduce number shapes with pipe ,cleatieis.
Finished numbers' can' be hbng with string around the room. ,

Type : Individual

Pi?

r

.. i

-
,i-
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84. . "Stick ,`,;Umbers ".

Level. -"Ages Iliac - Individual h, ,
4 'v,,,) ia. t iizri. a Is ,-- 'dark, p4,c,i.A bf-construction paper; glife ; popsicle stiat.g., .

15csctil,:t-iin T. Give each,chqd lkisheet of -construction ,p4per , soma give,. .*, k,.

a 4dAver.Iipopsic41.- stic .s. : Have the children. reproduce- familiar numbeis . ..

with tire ,popsicie eticks. iave them glue 'the 410:shed niimbers'on- phe wet
and ,display.display. ' - ,

'

.

.

,
-.

,N
'

. 'i . ., 1 ! P' 1 .., --, .NOW = The.preceding seven activities mention only a few of the many
mterial's the teacher can use. with thei classfor this objective: Other ,

easily accessible and. non-expensiye materials that. a child .can 46e to formulate
numbers are'; foil, straws, paint, pegboards., sponge, sty,rofoap%)or sand and
glue molds, etc. A picture of,, the nutaber or.i 3-dimensional number givrtn

to thee child :prio.1- to these activities will prove most helpful'for him
,

... in formulating the numbers. S . 0 ...- , 4
.

. ..
.-

.....,

35. 'Classroom Activity."Blind `Man `s Bluff":,
' > ..

Level - Ages 5 ,al up
*

Type - IndividudifUroup ,

Materials - 3 dimensipdal numbers, blindfold, chalk and-chalkboard.
.

Descriptioft 'Place '3. of the 3 dimen'Sional numbets' in a bag*od print the
same .3 numbers 9n the chalkboard. Blindfolda chiid'and-hand him a number

. from the A& HAT-0y feel and manipulate the number, any way he:wishAs
befOre"putting it 6.411:, in the 'bag. Remove the blindfold and have the child,

pcircle the be tic felt ,.On the chalkboard. Add more- numbers, la.ier on to
make the to k more difficult

"1: ,

4. - s .
86. Classroom Actimitl.: ' "Bight-H d, Left -Hand. Number 'Match".

?' Level. 7 Ages 5 and up
d-

. ,

Type .-- Group/l.ndividual
Ideterkals --numbers 'cut from sandpaper; a set /of :,' dimensional numbers. ...

Description - Give archiTd one sandpaper'number and have him feel it and
trace it with, his ielft. 'hand. With his "right hand bale him try and find,'

'f ',4,.by touch only the identical..number ap thA' sandpaper number. Place only
a fewAY-D numbei's in ,the bag at first. A ''

, ''''
''. %

\

et

g7
.

(

.Classroom Activity. "Numbers
Level - Ages- 6 and, up-

Materials - mystery bf2x with a

numbd.c.s; -chalkboard And chalk '

Feel and Fir,.d".

Type Individlial/GrouP
bele on top; different, sized 3-dimensional

DescriLtioa .Place a number of 3 dimensional numbers in the box.* Have a,
' .childpriut a nucler*on tqe.challtboardwhile anather child trfes to feel

and, 4nd.that number in the box: COntinue until all children have a turn.
-. ,..

k ZZ -

88 Classrbom itictivit, "Tiuch 'n Sort".;.:
Level - Age's 6 and up , - ,hype Gtoup4IndPoidual
Materials - 3 dimensional numbers in various sizes; andfold.
Description' - To start, mix 2 numbers only of various siga on the table.
Blindfold a child and have him sort the numbers in ttreir,2 ,respective piles
by; touch alone, As phe child becomes' mdfe. Proficient, add more numbers.

89. Art. "Nine-Mine".
,

Leve ..r, Ages 6-8 Type,- Individual
Mat ialb dine shbpds each of dififeren, colored contact paper; coAstruction

AP .

paper; .

.

this,Description Have each child pr t nine shapes of-one color. When this, is
done correctly; he raar

to
place.and peel them onto condtruttion paper and

)1
3 .

S

(

.
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89. (Cr-it'd)

mah.e a pi.ctUre or design. Other amounts of objects ca'n'4's'o be
Display completed designs.

.

S "' .,
9

4.

t
90. Clactroom Activity. "Genetic Sets -. t

'Level - Ages 6-10 ,
, \Type - Grou.i '

.
, -.

Description Have the children - in class.take turns oounOn'gvarious. gcpettc
characteristics of the chi4dren 'in the _class as xou, record what'apd how
many they are counting. For ex,ple;.children with brow4 eye, blue, eyes,
blond hair, etc. st

`` , <

91. Ga'fne.

level.Q- Ages 4 and up Type - Group
Ilaterials 1 chair less than the number of children participating; ,

marcning record; record player.
Decriptich - line up thetichairs in a row? Have the children march to the,
record. When the record stopsi, the children must race to a The
child without, a chdir is out. Remove one chair each' time a, child leave's. .4.
Play until theke is one winner.

t

0 .
92. Song:-. "10 Bottles of Pdp on the Wall".

Level,-\Ages 4 and up Type,- Group
Materials - 10 empty liottles;'the following song:

Ten Bottles Of Pop On The W a lit,

401 411.1

10° bot- ties of pop 017 the. wall,
9

I ej 4)1

bot- ties of pop on the -wall,
11

j 411 1 cl cj
chot-tles. of boo . . 'lir

------ bot-tles of you

1 jj 4i 1 t) J. 1.9) jz

one of those bottles should p-pen to fall,
one of those bottles should hap-pen to fall,

.4j. J.J] ,011 c)
.

bot -ties of pop on the fort
bottles of popon the wan P.

..'Description Teach the class the above song. Once the song is learned,

. illustrate it with the class' help by lining up 10 empty bottles and removing ,

ithem one at a time on,cue.
. ,

93. Come. "Five - Hot and Cold ".
.1.

Level - Ages 5-8 Type-- Group . °
1

Mterials - a set of 5 of the same objects; blindfold. .,..)*
,

Descciptdon - Display the set to,the'class. Blindfold one 'child and have .

anotner child choose 1 or more objects from the.set and hide it ina.vitible
_placej. Remove the blindfold from the child and have.him first look over 4

thesk-And tell you howmlny objects are missintg and how many are left:
If he COkrectly does so, he'maY hunt "tor the missing Object(s) with clues, .

(hot,or.cold) from the class. -ftoOmeans close; cold,means'faraway; Qarm
means very close, etc. _

*.:

94. Game. "Shoe Race".
Level - Ages 4 and upi Type - group

.

Description - Have children take off one shoe or .sneaker and triut ,t in a pile
in-the middle of the room.'- The teacher will Mix them up. ' On' the count. of '

three the children will race: to the pile and find his., Or her' shoe.' The

- first person tb do so, race back to his place and sit down, is the winner.

so"! 1024 ;44
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95. Game. "Old .1.1aid".

re-v --Ages '5-10 :
.._ Type 5ma1l Group , %

.
paterials - dock of cards with 3' Queens removed.__ 0

4 /-
Description -- Deal all cards to children. First child picks card 'from'
child on left': If he makes a set of 2 of the same kind, he'lmits it down
in front of him. 'Play until only the Queen is left.,

-..
if .

: , , -
, .96. Cla.sroom Activity., "Match Unsen.

,

Level- Ages 6-10 , , .. Type - Individual /Small Croup
iaterials - several bags. filled with a number of 2-identical objects .14cn;

,

b I int; fold .
.

DeseriE; Lion ,- Divide the 'class 'into small groups. Give{ -each, group a b..g.
11 of objects and a blindfold. Have each group blindfold, a c4ild and dump

the contents ofL &le bag in front of hint. The blindfRlded child must sort
the object& into Sets by touch alote. Each group can Check each other.'

. N

A-1.17

t

t

N
97. Game. 1.'Iwo Set Go" . ,

.., t
Level Ages 6-10 . . . Tyner - Small. Group
Nacerials - a supply and variety of 2'of "the same type' of objects around
tne. classroom.; paper; pencils.

''.. . 4rDescription -- DiviNie the claks into a)humber*of teams. ' Have each i m
find and record ag mai:), diffehnt sets of twdo'ogjects in the room in a
pre-determined 'amount of time. The teamlwith the 'most objects when time
' istcalled ,ts',: the4 winntr.

' C-
. _

.
,

1 , .
98. Classroom Activity. "Making Sets". ,

Level 1= Ages: $.-..5 Type - Individual/Small etvup
. .

Naterials"- small blb ks; teacher-made flashcards (each one witha few. .

' different set con ations of the numbers 1-16). -
.

Description - Hal; the eh-iidren take turns, turning up the .flashcards that'
have been'placed face down in a pile an1d duplicating that set wittniaocks.

,

Children can check each .others' *ork. .

l.
t

.... .,

'.,.. , ,

. `..99. Game. "Sets Scramble". .

. Level Ages 6-10
Materials - teacher-made sets of the numbers. 2-10 in at least 3 different*
configuratiOns drawn on cards. . For example -I A

Type - Indiyidual/Small group

t
- )11,

,10.
C

i ',,,.. .. . /- .Descrintion,-,Nik all the sets .of number configurations,. together., jfiave
. the child put -all number configurations for each number togethe'rt. Two
or more crhildren, each tifth their own set of number configuratiAts can
compete together for speed and accuracy.i4

1.00. Classroom' Activity. "Set Association".
.. i

Level - Ages .6-10 .
`.' Typ.e. - Group

Materials - '2 teacher -made` sets' of the numbers 2-10 in two different con-
fiktirations drawn on large cards:, Example - 4

,..

.
4

103
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.100. (Cont4d)

i4 Example -

.. e

k

S

0 se ./

r

Description,- Spread ont set,of'numher c9nfigurations on the.4halkbaard
tray. Mix and place the other set face dovin in a pile. Kaye one .child .

at'a'time choose a card fr'om the pile andplace it over its corresponding
I _number set on the chalkboard. .

7 . r
.., . .

'ki
- , -

.101. GasE. ."Postman". , -
-, ,

Lei
0

rd'- Ages 5-7
.

.

Type - Group" .044
Materials - flannel board; felt, numbers 110; a supply of teacher-mage felt_____
:packages. ' - A
'DesriPeion 7,:Space the felt numbers on. the flannelboard and explain,'oj
thgrchildret. that they will be postmen for an apartment building.' the
'numbers on' the flannelb;ard' tells howtohy packages'they may deliver.
Call a student -to put the appropriate number of packages that they may

.. -deliver tobtha,apartmentthe teacher points to. y . -

Note - Thisiactiyity,:can be reversed, i.e., place the packages in sets, and
have the-chi4d pntwthe eoxrect felt 'number by the corresponding set.

.

102. GaIrK. "Sdt Matching Hop". ,

Lb/et* - Uges 5-8' ' ' Type - Group
mat ials Marge teachier-made laildnated cards showing the numerals

-i,.1-1, on each card; small'er 44.rds containing' set configurations to,L,each
number such as 2 square i for the numbek2,:3 squares for thesnumher 1.

O Operintion,-, 'Spread thplarge, laiipated number cards in 4 rOw on the floor.
'Shuffle and plate the smaller number'configuratibn cards in a pile. 'Have

one child at a time playasmall numeral tonfigurati.od card from the pile
aildnoll to the corresponding laminated card on the flocit.' "Childre-can--

-
cieck each others' accuracy.

1I , k ,

103. Classroom Activity. "Punch-a-dumber". .

-Level - Ages 5-8 . Type - Indtviduai/GKoup.
Aaterials - cupcake tin with each section filled with a different amount of
not more than tenobjeces an'd completely covered with tinfoil; flashcards
/ttaa number from 1 to 16 printed on each card; pencil.

4i - pread the flashcards on the chalk pray for the class td see.
Have, one child at a time punch a hole with'the pencil'in one section of
the cupcake tin tnd count the objects. Have him point to the corresponding
number flashcard"on the chalk tray. e

a

104. 'Art. "Transriarency,Set. t
Level ,1ge4 6 and up , Type - Group/Individual
.. .

- clear tranparency in frame; markingpeus or crayons; overhead
projector. .

Jes.s.ription - Allow each child to design his ipn transparency showing a,
specific numlier of objects for any number he chooses:. Fore xtample - one'
child may draw'3 triangles and 3 flowers for the number 6. each
transparency on an overhead projector arid have the class correctly idetItify
the apptopriate numbet,for each transparency.,

104
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1:05. Classroom Activkty. "Equation Line".
.

Level - Ages '6-8 Ty '7. Group
Description - Draw a,chalk,line'on the'floor. Have one, child stand en
()he side of the chalk line and another child stand on the other side.
Write on the ,board 1 =-1-7-ali41-11ave the children say it with you and count

..... tne students using this equation. Next," have 2Children on one side and v
tkcnildren on the other side. Write on the chalkboaid,2 .. 2, I + 1 i.2, °

N: 2 = 1'+ 1, 1 + 1.= 1 + 1; as the children repeat each equation and count\
the students using this equation. Continue with more children and more
equation's as you see fit.

SneCialALlaptali22n -='The chalk line can be replacedoby a, large equal sign,
. and the children can-hold numbers instead ofc writing on the chalkboard. .

. X
, .

. 4106.
x
Clit& .room Activit "Picture JSquatisus ". ,-

Level - Ag s 6-10 .

. \
,

Type -,Group ' .....vA ,

.
n,verials -: 2 identical pictures or drawings each, 1,pictuie remaining' ,% ..

intact, the other cut in such 4 way as to show a part missing (e.g.,,a
1., Oftatily with 3 legs); maskilig taiNw : 1 . i;)

. .

Descriplkion -Jape one part of the ctit.nppictikre to the chalkbgard.followed,
by a plus,sign and a-black line. .Tape the)intact picture next t9 thg black.
line but,spparated by am equal 'sign. Underneath the picturfwiiie a'

.%

corresponding equation4 For example -
: i /

Tpble.Oith 3 legs + =__tavIe with.4 legs
:.

.

. 3 -I- d'. 4 .. 1Kt
Havea child tape the,missimg leg by the picturtcequifidn and have the 4-..

clads rc.,i1 ou what number should go inthe black linfe in the nuqbei equation.
Continue wi other pictures and number equ4,ions. 1

, I
107. Classroom Activity44/Vatch-o-Gram ShapesC.

*r. ..4.. /*
.Level - Ages 4-5 .

f

'

A 1.Isi

,

Type .- Indrvileual,
t.,

Materials - several 3 dimensional or cut out geometric shapes; several
4

different teacilpr-made Nmatch-o=grams using the same shapes. Example -%
. .

0: F.--11- ut
.

.

DesCripticim Give each child a match-o-gram and several-3JD/cut out shapes.
Have him. match and place the shapes over their corresponding shape on-Cie
match-o-gram. The shapes'could also be pasted on the match*.o-gram alle

. -.

displayed around the room.
.

,

1Q8. Clissrodm S
*.ctivity. "Surprise ,Box Shapes".

Level - Ages 4-5 ' Type - Group ..

naterials - 'a colorfully decorated 'surprise box' with a hole\on top-an
filled with different sized circles,.squares, triangles,fetc.; a large
teacner-made wall chart covered with the same sized shaped as in the box -
,colored in black; paste. .

.

Description - Have each child reach into the surprise box and pull out a ..k,,

cut-out shag*. Have him match aid !paste it to the same'size and shape
as the black cut out on the wall chart. ,

,. .

0

, ,

, ) .

% 4
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109. Art. "Cut-out Shape Creations".
Level - Agcs 5 and up Type - Individual
:iaterials - construction paper; paste; scissors.
Description - Have the children cut out circles, triangles, rectangles,
and squares out of construction paper. Have them paste these cut out shal33
on another sheet of construction paper creating designs or pictures.
Example -

110. Game. "Shapes Match".
Level - Ages Type Small Group
Materials - 3" x 5" teacher-made cards with 2 cards each of geometric shapes
sucaas circles, squares, triangles, rectangles, diamondS, hearts, etc.
Description - Pass out all cards to the group. Each child in turn will
pick a card at random frbm the player on the right matching identical shapes.
When each "match" is made,. it is laid ay in front of the child. The
first Ichild to match all the cards in hi -hand is the winner.

111. Art. 'Design Making with Shapes": --

Level -1 Ages 5-8 Type Individual
Materials -7 3 dimensional triangle, rectangle, square,tandcircle; paper;
crayons; pencils.

Description - Have child place a geometric shape on paptr and trace around
it with 'a pencil. Select another shape and place it in a new area on the
paper, or overlap the previously drawn shape. When design is completed
have the, child color the shapes with crayons.

112. Classroom Activity. "Circle the Circle"
-4..

Level '-' 1Ages 4-6 Type - Group/Group /Individual`
Materials - teacher -made dittoes with many different circular objects
randomly drawn among many other shaped objects; crayons.
Description - Have each child circle'or Ix',circular objects mit-the paper
with their crayon. Repeat this activity for triangular:objects and
square objects, etc.. . 1

113. Race. "Shapes Scramble".
Level - Ages 4-8 Type - Group
Materials - teacher-made 8" x 11" paper withita circlet square, triangle,
or rectangle drawn on it for each child.

,

Description - Give each child a piece of paper with ashape on it, face
down. Tell the class that on the count of 3 you would like everyone to
turn over his paper and have only the triangles stand up and hop. Switch
papers between activities and provide differenk tasks for each group; or
Z different tasks for, 2 groups at the. same time.,

IS
s. 106
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114. Clas0.sfoom Activity.- "Shapes Quiz".' ,

/
'' Level - Ages 5-7 .

., . Typ - Individual
7.....___,laterials - ,teacher-iade dittoes of different Sized'cireleg, squares, .4

N .t

t.triangles, and rectangles, etc.; crayOns. .. , .11 '

Description - On,the teacher's verbal iustructions,have the children colol.
,.-

a certain.shap'e,,a certain; color with their cryons.. For example, "Color
all circles red, all triangles blue, all rectangles,yellrow, and all squares

II, uen .

4 4

e

'.'.115. Race. "Sha;pes 'Relay.
it

Level - Ages 5-8 --Type - Group,
Materials - set per team of a large circle, square, triangle, and rectangle

' '.

cut-outs.
.

Description Divide.the clhss into teams and have them line up fn.rows
b.-eland a chalk line drawn approximately 10 feet away from the chalkboard.
Place a set of shapes for each team in a pile'on the chalkboard tray. On
ehe count of three the teacher will call out a shape. Th.° first member of:
each team must race to the pile and pick: the correct shape, run back and
give it to the next member. The teacher will quickly, before the child runs
baqk, call out another shape. The second child will replace the shape he
has' in his hand with the correct shape from the pile; race back and hand
it to the next member, and so on. The first team tG finish is the winner.

1

116. Game. "Fizzling'Figures".
Level - Ages 6 -8 ape- Group
materials - an assortment'of different colored rectangles, squares, circles,
and triangles. .

,,
e

DuscripLion - Give each child a.different.colored shape and ihave the ch Udren
sit with their shape il4 sight. The teacher will then call but a certain saape
and-Color and the child with that particular shape must quickly stand. The

' game is played for speed - if-the child misses, he is out.

117. Classroom Activity. "Whipped Cream Shape§".
Level - Ages 4-5 Type - Small Group
:.aterials whipped cream; formica table.
Description - On a clean, formica table, spread some whipped cream like finger
paint. Have the children practice forming. shapes with the whipped cream.
Otaer groups of children can have their turn using frosting or pudding or
any other variety of spreadable-type good licking materials.

118. Art. "Dot-to-Dot; Shapes".
Level Ages 4-5 ,.Type - Group
Materials teacher-made dittoes of dotted outlines of shapes; crayons.
Description - Have children trace the with a crayon and form a shape..
Later on parts of the shape could be left off to be completed by students.

119. Art. "Plaster Shapes".-
Level - Ages 4-5 Type - Individual
Materials - teacherwade cardboard shape molds; plaster of paris; paint; brushes.,

-Description - Give each child,a Shape mold and help him fill it in with r'
plaster of paris! When dry, remove fTOm molds and have.children paint.'

1 0 7
44
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120. Classroom Activity. "ROpe hapes".
Lri-41 - Ages '4-6

.-.
Type - Individual /Group

Materials - rOpe .
,Description - Explore shap with a rope on the floor. Try to reprodu,* the

shapes with eyes open; eye ,closed.
t,

. . \
.-

'A-1.22

.

, 121. Art. "Play Bough Shapesu . .

Level - Ages 4-'6' ,/fYpe - Individual
6

. Materials -- play dough; pai t; brush,____.-/'
----

2 Description - Have children roll 'play, dough" into snake-like forms and
reproduce shapes: Shapes an.be painted after dough 'hardens.

\ 122. Art. "'Wiry Shapes". ..s.

-i. Level- Ages 4-6 Type,- Individual 4

Materials -. pipe cleaners; string.
4 Description - Have children reproduce shapes with pipe cleaners.' Finished

shapes can be hung With 'string around the room.

123. Art. "Stick Shapes".
Level Ages 4-6 lipe - ,individual
Materials 7 dark piece of construction paper; glue; popsicic sticks.
Description - Give each child a:'sheet of constructiel paper, some,glue,
and several p4sicle sticks. Have the children reproduce familiar Shapes
with the popsicle sticks. Have_them.glue the finished-shapes on the paper
and.display.

Nota - 'Me preceding seven activities mention only a few of the many
materials the qacher can use kith the class for this objective. Other
easily accessibleand non-expensive materials that a child can use to
formulate shapes are; foil, straws, .paint, pegboards; sponge, styrofoam
or sand and glue -molds, etc.. A picture 'of the shape or a 3 ditensional
sh8pe,given,to thdchild 'prior to these activities will prove most helpful
fdr him in formulating. the shapes.

.
,

N. et,

,

.)

124. ,Classroom Activity: "Blind Man's Bluff".
Level - Ages-5 and up Type - Individual/Group
Materials - 3 dintnsional shapes; - blindfold; chalkboard; chalk.

- Place 3 of.the 3.dimensional,Shapes,in a bag and 'draw ilhe
sam e'3 sbapes on the chalkboard'. Blindfild a child and hand him a shape
from the bag. He may feel andmanipkilat% the shape any way he wishes
before putting it back in the bag. Retov%the'blindfold a d,have the child
circle the shape he felt on the chalkboard., Add-more shape later Om to

.

make the task more diffidult.

4

.125. Classroom &cavity: "Right-Hand, Lat7Han'd Shape ::atch".
Ages 5 and up Type - Group/Individual

Materials,- shapes cut from sandpaper; aset of 3 dimensional shapes.
'Description - Give a child one sandpaper shape,aad have him feel it and

I trace it' with his leift hand. With his right hand, have him try an0 Ornd,
by touch only, the identical shape-as"the sandpaper shape. Place only a
few,3-D shapes in the bag at firat,

. .

.t.

1.
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126. Classroom Activity. '."Shapes Feel and Find".
Level - Ages 6 and up Type - Individual/Group
Materials - mystery box With a hole on top; different sized 3 dimensional
shapes; chalkboard and chdlk.
Description ILPlace a number of 3 dimensional shapes in the box. Have a
child draw a shape on the chalkboard while another child tries to feel
and find that shape in the box. Continue until all_children have a turn.

127.' Classroom Activity. "Touch 'n Sort".
Level - Ages 6 and up , , Type - Group/Individual
Materials --3 dimensional shapes in various sizes; blindfold.
Description - To start, mix 2 shapes only of various sizes on the table.
Blindfold a child and have him sort the shapes in their 2 respective
piles by touch alone. As the child'bitomes-more proficient, add more
shapes.

109
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1. Art. "Hand Prints".
Level -d Ages 3-5

tippendix A- 2.1

Ire 7 Individual
Materials - finger paints; white paper; magnifying glass.
De-;crintion'- Have each child first 'immerse his hand in the finger paints
the place his oind imprint on the white paper. When the paint is dry,
allow eac. child to examine the hand pript with the magnifying, glass.

2. Classroom ActIvA, .nt's Missing".
Level - Ages 45 ..,, -

, ,
Type '-,Group: . ..

NnTe7i.als - 5" by

'7"

flasacerds with facial features on them *
Description - The teacher shows children flashcards and has them poirti
out facial featuies that are missing - eye, hair, ear, etc.

. Special Adaptation - Add hearing aid -molds. This activity can also be
used with an overhead.

3. Classroom Activity. "domposite.Pictures".
-

4. -

Level - Ages 4-7 Type - Group
Materials - stand-up mirror; china marker; small cards showing various
body parts; chalkboard4andchalk.
Description - Have each child select on dy part card and identify
that part verbally or by pointing to I s own body part. The teacher
will then draw,the child's body part on he mirror with a china marker
using the child's mirror image to trace. Have each child select and
identify a body part card and have4his body part traced until a completed
igure appears on the mirror: A key to whose parts are where can be printed
on the chalkboard. .r '

4. Classroom Activity. ."Tadtile Identification of Body Perts"1 (
Level - es 4-7, -Typed- Group
'Descrip on= Blindfold one child at a time. With one hand have him
,touch and identify the part of another child's body that he touched.

5. Classroom Activity. .4Simon Says".
.

Level - Ages' 4 -8 Type - group
Description - The children must follow the teacheT's directions. If
the teacher sags, "Almon Says, 'put your hands "crt,your head' ", or
"Simon Says, 'put your hands on your knees' ", he 64stdo it. However,
if the teacher gives any directions without first saying "Siton Says",
the child or Children who follpw.it .are out., Give each child a chance to

' be the leader.
I

:''

/
6, Game. "Dofaino /atch".

Level - Ages 4-6.
..' Type - Small Group

'Materials - teacher-made dominoes with shapes drawn on them. / '

Description - Divide the dominoes among the children plajding. One! Child
wild place a domino downland the child next to him must match either of

k
the shapes on the first child's domino. Game proceeds as for regular
dominoes. ,.., , -

'.:;.-----

,

7* 'classroom Activity. "Wallpaper Hatching,':
.

Level - Ages 5-7 . ,p 't. Type - Group /Individual
TITeTials'- 2 sections of'each wallpaper piece; scissors; glue; large
sheet of tagboard; box. ,

Ddscripliott:- Glue one/ section of

e
.each wallpaper piece on .the tagboard,

i,

r

Place the'other sections in bok.4 Have the children pick apiece of

il

.1-
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7. (Cont'd) wallpaper section andmatch it to a piece, mounted on the
tagboard.,

8. Classroom Act "What's Hiding?".
Level Ages 5-7 Type - Group/Individual "

,aterial - overhead projector; transparencies; a variety of pictures of
different objecy.

Description - Have the child, try to find the hidden object in a. transparency
with an overlay on it. Add more overlays .to increase the level of
difficulty.

1.

9. Classroom Activity. "Find the Form".
Level - Ages 5-10 Type - Group/Individual
aterials teacher-madq. pictures made from a variety of shapes, numbers

or' letters; crayon.

Description- Have the children find different shapes, numbers, or letters,
in a vadety of pictures.' Have them circle as many different forms as
they can find.

.Joie - The class cad be divided in teams or individual students can locate
niddran Corms in a competitive activity.

fo. Art. "Color-by-:;miber".
L.!vel Ages 7-10 Type - Iadividual

- teacher-made dittoes of a picture, outlined only, and sectioned
with a number (codtad to colprs) -in each section; crayons.
Description - Have the children color their pictures according to the
coloecode, i.e., 1 = red, 2 z blue, 3 =(yellow, etc. ,Have them identify.
.the completed picture. The children cagmake up their own color-by-number
pictures if they like.

11. Classroom Activity. "Hop to It.'.
Level - A,es 4-6 Type - G roup
:laterials - teacher-made separate drawings of Pcircle, square, triangle,
and rectangle - enough for each child; chalk.
Description - With the chpalk draw a large circle, square, triangle, and

(rectangle on the floor. Vass out a drawing, face down,-t-e-each child.
..On the court of 3, the child musttUrn over his card and hop to. the

middle of his corresponding shape drawn'on the floor. The first team
to hop to their corresponding shape is the winner. Kix cards and change
the format of hopping to skipping, jumping, walking backwards, etc., to
the chalk-drawn shapes.

12. Game. "Scavenger Shape Hunt".
Level Ages 7-10 Tyne - Small Group
:Literials teacher-made slips of paper with various shapes and the number
or shapes a child must find; paper; pencils.
Description - Divide thd class into teams of 3-4 childre- n each. Give
each team a slip of paper. and instruct the teams that they must find,as
many objects in the classroom,iri the form of that shape as is written
on the paper. For example; 3 circles could be a clack, a lamp, a hat,
etc. Have the children write those objects on a piece of paper. The
first team to finish with the correct objects and number of objects
is the winner.

112
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13. Art..; "Ftin With Shake".
Level -Ages 47 Type - Individual

"`"-- Materials - g.e-cut shapes'such as circles, squares, rectangles, and

"Ctit

triangles of assorted colors; paste; construction pier.
0:4peacription - PrOvide each child with a iece of

Give each child a number of every shape that he'earpidentify and have .

him hhwithiicreate a picture wt those shapes.:
4t,'

/,'"

14. Art. /"Create a Picture"."
-)Levey- Ages 5-8 Type - Individual

tioterials - a large selection of pre-cut different sized shapes; construc-
tion paper; paste.

- 4'
' .

.

Description - Mave children spread a thit4'layerof piste over the construc-
tion paper. Have each child grab a handful of pre-cut shapes and drop ,

at random on the- paper. Display finished creations around the room and
discuss the variety, of shapes each child used.

,

..15. Classroom Activity. "Classroom Design". $
..Level - Ages 5-7 D.r.m- Group ,-L - Materials -- ,separate = pictures of-different shapes ktah as; a circle, a

square., arectangle and a triadgleL chalkboard and colored chalk.
Description - NyId up,a picture of a shape and ask the chilften one at
e,time to identify that shape. .If he does so correctly, he may choose a
_colored piece of chalk and draw that shape oh the "board. Do this pntil
each child has a turn identifying the shape but adding the drawn shape
to the ones on the board. The end result will be a design Cobmpleted by
the entire class.

16. Classroom Activity. "Puzzle Match".
LeveN- Ages 4-6t Types Group/Individual

" - .

..
Materials - teacher-made 12" x,18" tagboard'pictute with a puzzle outline

''''' ..,k Al;
4drawn over the/picture; identical picture cut into puzzle pieces as.

f44.0,i.outlined on' the intact paper. .,

.... -;Ai ." ?Description - Have the children place the picture pieces in the prdr--,-,711.

...

) priate place on the intact tagboard matching the parts to the comiek.: ,,:-:-.)
. outline. ,

1'1. s . I

4.60 A17. Game. "Face Puzzle6't. \
Level - Ages 5-8

17T*

' .' '

) n .
Type - Group/ ividual.

Materials - child-made individual face drawings cut into pu lekrpieces. 1
...-.................--,.....,

P 4Description . Place 3-4 children'a disassembled puzzles on:':the tabl.t.,
.

Have the children race to see who can assemble his puzzle the fastedt. D
t.

A variation of this activity can be to mix four child5Ws pieces together , -:',,,e1

and race to sort and assemblthe puzzles.
% " %.

A.8. Classroom Activity_. "StOry Sequencing".
Level - Ages 6-10 %

Materials - chart paper; scissors.

.
Type. Group

Description - Wilte-up an e"rience chart on a curtkknt 'happening and
have the children: read it. Next, cut the story Alto .3 or, 4 strips" nd...
-have the class re-structure the strips back to their proper order. ('
Note - This is also an excellent activity for sequencing and ordering.

4 .1
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19. .Game. ."Hangman". L. k

Level - Ages, 8 ,and up Type - Group' '
Desoriptiori - Have a childthink of a word and write a dash for each
letter i the word.: The rest of the class must ask the child if his *ord
contains certain letters. If the word does, the'cfiild most write in
that letter%iP the approprirte blank. If not, the child draws a part df.
the hangman (see below). The class must guess what the word is before
the iangman is Completely drawn.

20. Classroom Activity., "Silhouettes".

Type - Group
Materials - teacher-made objects such as animals, fruits, toys, etc.,

%cut from construction Raper;.and an identical silhouette cut from black
construction paper.

Description - Place pictures of objects or. the.chalktraY, Show the class
the silhouettes of each object one at a times Have the children pick 'the
corresponding picture of the silhouette from the pictures on the chalktray.

ot
21.- Art. "Drawing From a Bird's Eye View"

Level - Ages 7-10 Type - Individual
Materials - paper; crayons.
Description Have the children look at objects such as &turtle, a desk,
a_tahlei.an, apple, etc., from above and try't45 draw what they see.
When all the children are-filliahed, let them guess what each picture is.

Level - Ages 6-10 .

I
22: ,Classroom Activity. "A.phabet Train".

Leve Ages, ft -9 . Type - /ndividual/Group
Materi is - 26 tali milk cartons with the tops cut off-And labelled with
one 14 of the alphabet oneah carton; tagboard'wheelt-fastened ont.

S., t !di withk ash par fasteners to each carton; yarn to link thearions
,

. 'together fortillmwa'erain; two, or
1
more words beginning with' each sound of

the alphabet vfitten on slips 'Of Raper. .'
1 \-:' 4escription r Have each .chit take'a slipiiiipaper pith a word on it and

put it into the alphahir-.. i -acdording. to its beginning sound. Have
'children adif",1A4-.)

'

m vocabulary words to the train.
4.

.
/

=
, /

.

ClasiroomlActivity. "The'Letter.Flowe .
.

Level - Ages 6-10 Type - Group/Individual.
.mdreria si- a large teache -made flow r of'dblistruction paper with a
suppl of separately cut p a1s; cray n; tape.

illtion - Tape the ste the flower center to the bkack-
'boa rite the lett4 "W in the center (or whatever sound you are
working On) and- ask the children-to'think-of-a-word-that-beginstvith
that letter. Let the chil write his word on kpetal and tape the petal
to the flower center.' d words until tle flower is completed.

4.,
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24. ,Classroom Activity. "Name,That Sound".
Level - Aged 5-8

0 . 'Type - Group, .
.

'

Materials =.a variety of noisemakers-such as a bell, a drum, a rattler
etc. -

.t tri tion -Have the children close their eyes as' you chooselk.noisedaker
a 'make 'a noise with it.. The children must identify the object. that was .

,used. Have the children' -take turns being the leader and choosing'an-
' -instrument. '

1

25.', Classroom Activity., "Select, a,Sound".
t ,Leveli- Ages 5-10

-(idateriare - ranguage master and 'language master-Cards.
,

Description - Haire each child imitate the found ofpan animal or a
familiar object in the, language master. After each child has had a turn,
.play ail

..

the Carefor'the
.
class and have them ,ry to guess what the

iounds
,

are.
.

.

ta'

r Type , Group/individual

26. Fieldtrip. VA Sound, 'thp".
Level -. Ages '5 and up Type 4 Group
Materials - tape record r. ,

,
,

Description r Take'a trip with t class and_tape the dgferent'sounds
.^.- you hear. In clasi play the tap and 'have

,

the,childreh. guess what'the'

.

.

.
. .

se 4nds are.

27.''Clatdroom Activity.. "Animal Soun ". ,.. -

Level - Ages 6-4 T .-..Group ,

Materials -leacher-made,animal cards with picture or name on each card;
' microphone.

. .

,

Description'- Let each child 'secretly pick aeanimal.caad. Have the
take terns using,themicrophope and ;.mitatin& the sound of the arlmdl they
picked' with a piece of.paper covering the'speakeris-lips. See who.ii the
first to guess what.animal As being imitated. '

28. Classrook Activity. "Pass the Tambourine".
C :Level -,,,Ages 5 and)up.

,

. Type - Individual/Group
Materials`- tambourine or a cereal boi filled With pumpkin seeds alidp ,

!..,

I

tightly sealed.

Descript3on = Have hwil children sit4n a eircle. Choose one Child to be
. the leader and haxellIm tape a simple pattern on the tambourine such as
2 long taps, 2 short taps, 2 long taps, etc. Have'the leader choose a
child to copy the exact pattemusJilg the tambourine If he chn do so
successfully, he becomei the leader. ,

29. ClasroomrActiviiy. "Marching Coips".
Level Ages 5 and up Type - Group
Materials - marching records; record pla e

.1:1211Lol -,Have a child lead the.reat o the class in a'march to a
favorite marching record. The leader must et a pattern for the others
to follow such as skipping for 4 beats, w king for 4 beats, sliding for
8 beats, etc. Haye the children take turps being the leader.

S. 1115
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Clapsroom Activity. 'Forward Ma
Level - Ages 6 and tip ,.

Materials - gym whistle.
Description - Have the children
at the sound of the gym whistle.
blew whistle once; ture-right
Add more ISatterns as the class p

rch",.

Type, - Group

move in various pre - determined patterns
For example, march straight ahead -

2 blasts;, turn' left - 3 blasts, etc.
rogresses. ,

A -2.6

31. Classroom Activity.'"Glass MenagKie .

Level - Ages 7 and up *z.

111114ks -8 glassesfeach.filled
a ma or scale;'8 sphonf.'
DescOption.- Pine up 8 glassed' on
to tht highest.' i4ive 8 children a or?

V

Group
different e1evel of water to form

\

e from tile lowest level of water
each and have, each one of them

Lstand behind a '90 . the 41a0s wheitl
the teacher points to it.' 'Cu, the class 44 a familiar song suck

Bells ".

Special" Variation -':Afiet, the grotp has'becOme prO'ficient inthe song,
'cue' them in the same song but in a different Aythm 'pattern. Have theeic

' tell you what's wrong.
.

. k =

;, i...

321 Classroom ACtivity.- "... .
... / S' 4 )+

;,
, , i v

.4 A

, .,-..

v.Level.- Ages 8 en , Type t- Indlyiaual/Group . ,

Materials' teaeher ditto of theLMorsb COde,,,as.followit
.., , ,,, .

%:-

....

110 -,,,

1 .- ,..

.d,
. . .

:-11 .... 0
Al ' u ...-,

'B
, Ili ''`' ',

, .1*** 1
.......PF a ,.. V . . o

\\ .

C ...... ....... .
0 . Q ' ._ ....-

D

E .

,,
e r, e A ,

Description - Giva each child a copy $f the,Morse Code and hive him learn
4'.! 'it Ort,hi3 own time. When each childbecomqs somewhat proficient, hz!veh3,m

send, y memAy or by looking at hi,,areheet,,.messages to each other. ,

S eci 1 Ada Cation - Hand squeezet4i.e.,'e short'squeeze is a dof andli
.... c

. lo/ n queeze Is a'dash, can be substituted for tapping out a messagei-..
../

3. 'Classroom Activity. "The Cyliner's".
--. ./.NY

/ .Level -'ages 4-6 Typde./Indtvidua)l/Group \

Material - cardboard tubing cut into 1/2" graduatedllieces and spray"
.040t, d / of ent copas.

. Aix - ,

t ,; ,Deecription - Have the children take turns orldervitg aduated card-
' board tubes in a, progressive row. '

Note - "'his activity can be done using identical bottles filled with
' colored water tradpated at 1/2",intervals in each bottle'and,having
;the tiRild order tjaem from the most to least amount of water.

A, ' ta

S IF
e, 1 If" ......

T.
....
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.

4
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34. Classroom Activity. "Big, Bigger, Biggest; Small.; SMaIler, Smallest".
Level - Ages 4 -6 . Type - Group '
Descriptic. - Starting with three children,, have the class arrange them
according to ite; i.e'., small, smaller, smalipst; nd big, bigger,

'biggest. Add more children as the.class becomes re proficient;

35. Classroom Activity. "Footprints".
c Level - Ages 6 and up

Materials - dark construction paper; scissors; pencil.
Description - Show children how to make a pattern of theirjoot and allow
dattrchild to trace and cut out his own feet., Measure object in and
arounethe room or distances in footst4ps: see wh6 has the"Iohgest
footprint-And whip has the shottessL . '...

36. Ga'e. "Fello4
..E

w the Leader". " .

. .
.

Level - Ages 4-6 ,

Type - Group/Individual ."

pessiii.0.on - Bui0 a maze in the classroom with the fUrnitdre'available
. .

capttalizinkon under, on top of, around, etc. gbpose a leader and have the- . X
rest of 'the tclasfl. follow him. The .maze itself c be lengtherieWand madeAtre.4
difficult. , / 4

. '4
.

Nye --Observation of coordination problems.and memaity span abilities ate'also

Type-Group/Individual'

made poss-Lre'througl! th4.s activity.

, , ,W,
.

. .7.. i37. Art. "Hand-Sewn Pouches";
,

..4,1

,- ilv7e1 Ages 5-7' Types- Individual . . \..
Materials -- precut 1.5".x 15" brOwn paper pre-punched around 3 edges with li:.'.
paper punches; yarn; crabps. , .44 ` -4- i

Description - Give"each child two pre-cut, pre- punched papers and a supply of
I

yarn., Following the teacher's example,Ohow the class how to sew (with a
simple stitch)- the pieces together. Stresg positional words in your demon-

' , stration, i.e., "over the tole'.', "under the bottom hole", etc. Sew alt.
3 edges And leave about A yir4Nof yarn at the top for a shoulder strap. Have .
the children dectrate and wear their

.

pouches. -,, . ii

Note - Thes pouches can be used for colUcting individual vAlentines,on
/

., .

1.

Valentines Day.

38. Classroom Activity. "Projected PositionAC.
level Ages 5-8
Materials - overhead projector; transparenci
Description - Present the claps with an over
such as a houge,T table, a bed, a-bhair, a
transparency such as:a balli\a cat, a bird,
in relation to those first objects. For exa
be positteeed so it is on top, below, or abo
discuss "where" the object is. \'

39. Classroom Activity. "Positional Picbuces".
Level'- Ages 5-8.
Materials - teacher -made, photos of children
such as under a table, on top of\the slide,

- words (under, over, on'top ete.) partied

e./

Type - Group.

es; colored, marking pens.
.

head projection of,various objects; v;

car, etc. Placeianother
a box, etc.,,in various positibn
mp e, aiptransparency ofa ballmnvee Cable. Have the childrImi

.'

Type - Group
,

in the class in Various positions
etc; slot chart with the positional
on it.

Description - Have the children take turns drawing falotos ztlt of a hat and
matching them to their position word'on the' slot chart.

1 4

Note - This activity can be done with a movie ca ra di Video tapli.equipmcint and .

a stop - action, switch on the projector.

7 '
44F./

4
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40. Game. hat Am I Thinking Of?". 4

Level - Ages 6-10 Type - Group
Description = Have each child think of an object in the room and keep it a
secret. In turn each child gives 3 clues as to what the object is according
to its location. He must use positional words such as "above", "below",
"across.from",'etc:, only. The other children must try to guess what the object
.is. For exampleor"I am below the ceiling", "I am above the flooir", "I am ,

across from the clock", -- answer - "flag".

41. Classroom Activity. "Near and Far Away". . ,

Level - Ages 6710 *) -ape - Group
Materials -,polaroid or movie camera; yardstick. -

Description - Takeppolaroidor moving pictures, (with a stop snitch on the
projector) of objerpts from close up or far away. With the class, measure the

% apparent size of thTobject as seen from a distance..4 Approach the object and
%measure its true size.

s 4
,Variation - Magnifying glass, binocular, telescope, or microscope, etc., can
also be used with this addivity. . .

.

42. cltEsrbblity. "Real and Imaginar) Animals".
.

:

Level,- Ages 4-7 f-

. ,

, Type - Grou0/Individua
-

..
Materials -.photographs ancrmagaiine pictures of real:nimals; drawings and
cartoons of fantasy animals (including animals that wear clothing or are
personified in'some way). .

e
Description-- Mix both types of animal pictures together in a pile and have
the children take turns drawing alicture from the pile. Have them classify
the picture'as a "rell anima or!'pretend animal".

.

.

,.'

\41 l ' .

43. Creative W4ting. "Babaganoush is Coming ".
- Level - Ages 7-110 - % .1k Jype - Group

Materials - approximately 8 large Zeet,cut out ol construction paper; masking'
tape. 1

Description - When the chiAreh Are not present, tape the footprints on the
walls and ceiling of the classrbom and write "Babaganoush is Coming" on 'the'

k

",`` board. Do so everyday for about.a week and acting just as surprised as theV \
children are when they discover Ibis. When the week is over, encourage the
children to write a Atop on who or what they think Babaganoushis.Have thim
read aloud their stories to the class before reveali4 ng who Babiganoush really is.

,

44; ClSesroom Activity - Ring. iThelOkey Poigy'; ...

Level - Ages 5 and up . Tiji}e----- ovp '1 ,

Description'-- Hake 'the class form aecircll facing the, middle.' Sing the

"Hbkey Pokey" having the childrengiut a certain body'parein the inside or
outside of the circle. ,

Spec al Adapt. "ion - As will note, this,activitY'can also be used
for identifying bcdy partS.

-,

, f - .
.

45. Classroom Acti4ity: ,PSiMilaritOn Objects". .

'Type_- Group/Individual
Materials,7 different.sets of objects that are sAMTIar in kOrm and

"function such as sandle-shod; magazine-book; per it -pen, etc, .

Peticription -.Separate'the objects into 2 groups.: Have4Re Children match
`the objects from groupA to the objects in group B.

I
.

..fLevel = Age's .4-6,

4

44,
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46. Game. ',."Bean Bag Classification Game".

Level - Ages 5-; S.
. Type - Individual/Groisp .

Materials - teacher-made wqrd cards,with pictures of animals, foodsct o hang,,
and tools; four master cards with pictures of a barn, a refrigeratorya loset,
and a tool box; a bean bag.
,Description - Randomly place all of the word cards,face down on the floor
and the 4 master cards on the chalktray. Have each child tossAs bean ',ag and
take whateveTcardhe hits. He must then classify tilt aard accordi its':
appropriate naste r card. For example, cake - refrigerator; hasiner-tool x, etc.0 . ../

.
.

47. Classroom Activity. "Oho Goes Where and Why".
LeVel - Ages 5-9 Type = Group r

Description - Group .the children in your Blass according to a Chosen-detail
such as everyone with white socks one group A:- Allow one student with
white socks to be in group B. Pick one student to,discover which student in
group B belongs with group A and tell why. Switch Off,- grouping by different
details,.1..64, color of hair, eyes, who has a belt on, clothing 001°1'4 girls,

Ys'
boys, etc. Then let children arrange the groups.

48. Game. "Function Concentration "..
,
Level a Ages 6-10

Materials - teacher-made set of cards
relationships of those objects - each

Type
.

ma- Small' Group -,

with pictures (A.-objects and functional
on a different card. For example, key-

lock, etc.

Description - Turn the cards over in even rows. The child must matChdthei
=correct object with its function in order to keep thOse cards. If be Ovet

smake a match the cards are turned over for the next child. The child With the
most cards at the,end of the game is the winner.

49. Game. "Functional Dominoes". Gt %
Level - Ages 6-10 .

. Type - Small Group
1

Materials - teacher-made set of dominoes using pictures of objects with functional
relationships such as key-lock, etc.
Description - Play as commercial game of dominoes, only matching functional
parts rather than dots.

50. Classroom Activity. "Find the One That's Different".
Level - Ages 3-5 Type - Group
Materials - a number of felt animals as well as a number of other objects; flannel
board; a large felt "X". ,

Description - Place'three felt animals and a fourth object ondthe flanne
board. Have tne children place either the large felt "X" over he different
object or correct it by replacing the wrong object with:another animal.

. /
'

51. Classroom Attiity. "Changing Categories ".
:'

4
'. ..,_..

i
Level - Ages 3-8 Type - Group
Materials - pictures of all kinds of ' 'specific category such as animals
mounte on construction paper. . .

%,.

Descrip ion - Show four pictures to the children at one time., Keep changing
the category of the animals such as 3 fat animals and 1 skinny-animal, 3
farm aninals and 1 jungle animal, 3 water Animals and 1 lz....2d animal, 3 types
of monkeys and 1 ape, etc. Have the children identify the inappropriate card

' ..,
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52. Art. What's Wrong?".
Level - Ages 6-10 Type Group/Individual.
Materials - paper; crayons.

Description - Allow each,child tothink'of and draw ,their cwt absurd situation4

where things are not used for tie proper function. For example, putting mittens
on feet, fishing with a spoon,)etc. When everyone is finished let each child
hold up his picture for discussion of what is wrong.

53. Game. "Old Maid". , ,
.

Level - Ages 4-7 Iypre - Small Group .

Materials - a commercial, deck of "Old Maid" cards or a teacher-made deck of
cards consisting of unit vocabulary or whatever group of pairs desired by the
teacher plus 1 card without a mate., . .

Description - Deal each child an equal number of cards. Each child will make
pairs of like objects with the cards dealt him by.pifking a card at random
from the player to the left ofim. The gabe procedes, counter-clockwise until
there is the one card without a mate. The gAild with the one card left.is
the loser, the childwithche most cards,.thle winner.

''54. Game. ."Domin-o'-Pair". ,,
.

Level - Ages 4-7 ,
1,\

Type - Small Group
.

- Materials - teacher-made set noes with 1 part of a pair such as areimals
on each half of the-domino. .0

...

,Disc4ption'- This is played as a regular gene of dominoes with the exception
of matching pairs rather than dots: ,

55. Game "Pair Match Concentration".
Level - Ages 5:and up Type - Small Group., ,,

) .Materialsteacher-made'deck of cards of matching pairs of objects or words.
Description - glace all cards face down on table or floor. Each child will

, turn up 2 cards in turn. If they are a pair, he-keep4 them and takes another
tim.n. If not, the cards are tuined'face down again and the next child takes
his turn. Continue until all the pairs are uncovered. The child, with thtmost
pair"... at the end of the game is the winner.

,

1,90, 4

"3-D Pairs".
letel.- Ages 7 and up Type- Individual
Materials - construction paper;_scissors; crayons.
Description -.,Gime each child a sheet of construction paper and
it in half, Have Mb draw and but a design so that part of his
attached* the fold: The,two identical forms will be attached
as,a 3-di4dsional form:

have him fold
design will be
andwill stand

-Aw.-,,

57. Classroom Activity, . "Jars and Lids".
,

:-.. ,

Level - Ages 3-5 . Type,- individual
Materials A,a variety of different-7-sized jars with their corresponding lids.
Description l- Have the child put each lid on its corresponding jars. Have
thechildren use a stop-,Watch to time 4hemselves and,compare with each other.

58. Classroom Activity.: - "Nuts and Bolts".
Level -,Ages 3-51

i *
Types Individual ,

Materials - a variety of different-sIzed nuts and corrsponding bolts.
-,

,.P

:
1 Deacri tio - Have the child-screw each nut into its corresponding bolt. This
Activity i Reif-checking. ' - ..

4 .8pecial
i-
Adaptation - Have the children predict which bolts go with which nuts

before they
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59. Classroom Activity. "Corks".
4 Level - Ages 3-5 Type - Individual

Materials - a variety of different-sized corks and nonskid chair legtips
to fit the corks. .

. .

Description - Have the child put, each cork inside its corresponding rubber
tips. After the corks have all beenbplaced'corcectly, the child can group
them according to sizes or try it blind folded.

A
. 60. Classroom Activity. "Mail My Letter".

Level - Ages 4-7 Type -'Indiv idual
Material's -various size pieces-of cardboard and matching size envelopes._.....

Description - Have each c 'hild put the correct.rards in their appropriate
envelopes. 6

't-.

. 4.61.
.

Classroom-Activity. "Classification Cut-out". , .-

Level - Ages 7-10 , Type - Individual/Group
,

Materials - old magazines; scissors. .

,',

Description - Let the children cut pictures of objects that appeal to them
out of magazines. Place all the pictures in a pile and have the children try
to group 4 or 5 pictures' together and explain the criteria they used for
grouping.

Classroom Activity. "Blue Eyes/Brown Shoes".
Level - Ages 7-10 = Type
Description - Choose one child as the leader. Have
some particular similar attribute such as blue eyes
The rest-of the clastiftust gueds what the attribute

63. Classroom Activity. "Sorting Box".
Level - Ages 3-5

- Group

him group the class by
or brown shoes, etc.
is. .

Type - Individual
Materials - large box filled with different hats, shoes, and'gloves, etc.
Description - Have the child empty the box and sort all the objects into
separate plies of the same type. ,

64. Game.' "The Same/Different Game".
Level - Ages 3-6 Type,- Individual

.

Materials.- 3" x 5" teacher-made tagboard cards with 2 objects on-each card.,
Each card will show either timilarities or differences between the two objects
such as 2 circles, a circle and a square, a triangle Sand a dog, etc./ .

,1

Description - HaVe the child sort, through the cards one i_time an decide
whether the. pictures are the "same" or "different'-':"" If theyAare the same, .

they are placed on the right side. If they are different, they are laced on
the left.: ..- .

.

./

a. //
.-4. '65. Game. "Scrambled Shapes".

,'.

Level - Ages 4-6 Type,- Individual /,
Materials'- tin foil pan with cover; any number of- large, medium and small'I-

. .

dimensional triangles, circles, and squares Of various colors.
Description - Place all the shapes in the pan and shake, scramble, and 'spill
on.the floor. The child must sort and group the same shapes together in
separatviles. ,.This activity can be timed'for speed and accuracy.
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66. Game. "Category Go Fish".

'Level - Ages 4-8 lye - Small Group
Materials teacher-made deck of approximately 2 cards with catego,ries such

as animals, vehicles, vegetables and buildings instead of numbers and suits.
Include-the name of the gategory as well as the name of ehe object op each card. ,)

. Description - Deal each child 4 cards and spread the rest of the de& of cards
. face down:in_the middle. Child must match 3 cards of same category for a

set. Game .procedes clockwise with first child asking, "Do you paveany
animals?" etc. If the child has an animal he must provide the correct name
and surrender it to the first child. If not, the first child must "Go Fish"
and selecea curd from the pile. Only 1 turn per child., The child with the
'matt cards at the end of theame is the winner.

,67. Game. "Class and Color Categorizing".
Level - Ages 5 and up Type - Individual
Materials - cut-out pictures or,drawings of many fruits and vegetables a$ well
as many other foods.
Description - Have the, child first sort the fruit and vegetables from other
food types. The fruits and vegetable pictures are then sorted by color.

a.

68.1 Project.
V

"Classification Rack".
Level'- Ages 6-10. Type - Group
Materials - oak tag; scissors; magazines; marker; coat hangers; paste.
Description - Tke children cut out pictures from magazines of members of
various categories being studied. For example: fruits - pictures of peaches,
apples, oranges,and bananas, etc. Paste the objects on the oak-tag under
the title of the category. Next, take acoat hanger,and attach the poster:
board with clothespins,. Hang in the reference corner of the room where their
,use can be easily accessible by the children.

4

69. Experiment. "Float and Sink".

Level - Ages 4-6 Type - GrOp
Materials - assorted objects that float or sink (try to include some that look
similar,but-lwave the opposite reaction such as; Ivory soup and Camay soap,:
ebony and pine wood); container with water' in it.
Description - Through trial and error deteriine with the Class whether each
_object sinks or' floats when. placed in water. Make a list of each' category
and the appropriate items under each category.

70. Classroom Activity. "Weight Boxes".

Level - Ages :3-9 Type - Individual ,

Materials - various objects of 2 sets each .of the same exact weight..
Description - Have-the child sort through the various-objects to fincthe two
of identical weight. If the r.hild has great difficulty, use a simple b4ance,
to weigh the objects.
Special Adaptation - As the child becomes proTicientihave him order the objects .

according to graduated weight.

122
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71. Classroom Activity. "Down the Hatch!".

Level -.Ages 4-6 ,
.

.

Type-- Group/Individual
MAteriars - pictures 'from magazines as follows; bowl of soup, glass of tomato

. ' juice; plate with meat, potatoes, vegetables; plate of ice cream.
Description - Have children volunteer to place on the chalktray the correct.

v. order or a several course dinner. Add more courses as the class becomes
mdre, proficient dsweli as Preparation to .cleaning up. ' --

..: 72. 'Classroom Activity. !'The 'Age ,

Level - Aget4-6
. .. % Type 4 Individual/Group

Materials - pictures df humans of various tages of development, i.e., baby,
child, teenaker, adult, senior 'Citizen. :"
Description -.Have

I
the children correctly order the pictures according to

Age, from young to old.
.

.
.
. .

73. Art. ,"Intertediate Imaginings". . .

Level a Ages,6-10 . :Type - Individual
4.

.. Ma;erAals - paper;crayons; 2 pictures related to one another. e .

, , .

Descrfption - Show thett-hdrel the,e4O pictures whicil are" related. each
other. Have each childcfelte, on twosheets of paper, two iiaginary events-
that could possibly have occurred 6etweenpicture 1 and picture 4.

, 1 .

74. ,bramatization; "Ante Stories'''. . .

Level, Age 4'rype - cup. .
- k .

. .

Description 7 Have a group of,childreei act Out the labt part of a story'sucir
' , as -44.ittle Red Riding' Hood" or "The Three Pigs". The reit'df-.the clasi

'must try and guess what happened in the beginning of the story. '%.

.^
.,

75. Art. "Pre-determining Pictures ".
, .
4 :

Level - Ages 7-10'
,

, Type - IndividUaI . IL

r
Mat

..--7

erials - books, movies or filmstrips- that follow an object in an,br4ered1---- . a
series of events, e.4., oranged - tree totabie; an apple; egvflowei, etc.
Description - Show and disdusshe objects you viewed with the children step by
'step, .Next, Show the class the appleT:-eggond flower, and:live them draw
pictures in sequence of one ofthe'objects and how itarrived.in the school.
Each chili's work can then be discussed by the group. : ::

,

76. Creative Writilig: "Once Upon a Time".
"1r " Level - Ages Vend up ' Type

, ,;
Matei4als - teacher-made dittoes of'an-original story with only_ the last
paragraph appearing on, the bottom of the ditto. '4

Description - Give eachchild a copy of the ditto and have'him,create a
beginning to the story:that ties in to your endilig. "When 'completed', have each
child, as well as the teacher, read aloud his story. Have the class decide.
on the` best beginning.

4

77. Classroom Activity. -"Inferring Outcomes".
Level,- Ages 5-8 Type - Group
.Description - Tell the children a story bdt.don't give the ending: Have children
verbally_supply the ending for you. After the class decides what is the-best
ending"among them, read the real ending and compare.'

15$
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Classroom Activity. "Pdtterns 'andiPatterning".
Level - Avis 6 -and.up,' : ,,,,/... °Type Individual .

,., - Materials -" teacher-made dittoes of such as the following: '. ,

,..--... s ?
.1;-) eid-\</ $) l'\\1.1:.f. H. *11.".

-

.?
*

t

si4
1.' 0 t

*E<'
2/

RessripOph -*Make up a regUlat pattprnkeither by. color; number, shape, or OA..
Allow theichildto decide what comes next. ihese can be from simp4... to very

1 . involved. Afterwaids$-*the children can make_up-their Own patterns for the
-Class. to folio'... ...

Y.
`---'_-

: Z. . ExperiMeht. "What :ould11aPpen If...". , .
.-

..

.. ... ,, : .
4 . : .

A ... Level - Ages 6 and .up I . '

food
< Type - GroCup

4, Matleriala -'milk;.syrup;,-Paints;' rood col'oring; paper towels; water, etc.
. .k Description In-3-.See who can guess titukt will happen when you a) put chocolate,

v. into milk, b) drop food.,coloring,on a wet paDer toWel, c) leave water
'- 'dish ior a few days 4) put ice'tnbes In thersun, e) add detergent to water

.
. and swish,j) poke a'balloon'with a pin, etc.: Have the children 'lake up their -,

. own experivnts and . present them:- to the class 'i."4#' ,
. .

. ' '- . , ,....,- , ,,` .

80. Demonstration. "Eati.rig Pun'.
)

N
, : , s ;

-Level - Ages 1,-12 - -, , Ty7ke - Group' ,,

Material - chopsticks), 'various foods.
, .

-Description - Show thefiildren how to hold the chopsticks and give each
-child a%pair.. ,Pass mild several kinds of fOod. :Discuss and write down the

.. probable cow- equences of,Auaing chopsitks for the first time. Afterwards
...point o'ut where the children correctly predicted the consequential events.

Note - If possible; video tap.e the children. trxing to eat jii.th chopsticks.
Show the_ tape and' point, out the (actions where he childrea had predicted
correctly. . The video tape can he viewed for enjoyment later o . ..

. ..,,,

/1

A

.81.' Creative Writi.ng. ".. . Ans d
\ S6--Tliey Lived Ilappily Ever 'After".. I 1 . <

ALevel -, Ages 8 and .up t.

. 'Type - Individual
Materialstl-- tee,Fher-. maq dittoes of the begihning paragraptt only of an original

r
. :- s toty written on the top of the pate. 10, . ,,

,Deseription - Give each hild a copy oi::theditto and have him' create an ending
to the 'Story that ties in to yadipbeginning. When 'Completed,. have each -child,
as 'well as'-the'tealher, 7/1# ad alOud' lis Story. Haire 'the -.class decide on they
best ending. .,,- .

,,, 4:: .., .,.. ?:-r,t
''82 arocxa Activit . ,"picture Pumpkin, Sequencing". /-'

L - 40,5-10 et.'. ""t` , Type - Group
. , 1 V .
, Mate als - pumpkin; carving knife; Polaroid camera.

.

Deser tion 1- Carys,-a pumpkin with the class. Take a picture' of each step of
the carving as well /as ,a 'picture of the pumpkin .before carving, and the' final
jack'ot 'mien). fterwards, ha* the children take turns sequencing the

,
. 2

iiprcia; Adaptat ion '- The, pictures can also be used as a basis for an ellperience

124,
.
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. 83 . Classroom Activity. "Comic SAip Zips".
.,.

Level - Ages 6 and up . Type - Group/Individual
Materials -'comic'strips from the newspaper.

e L
Description - Give eachchild a newspaper comic strip wnich has been fat into
its frames ancbmixed up. (The reading level and sophistication ofsthe children
should be considered in the chdice.) Have the children sequence the frames
so that they tell a logical and funny story.

84. Classroom Activity. "Dressing".,
Level - Ages 4 -6 f. Type -t In'avidual/Grepp
Materiels - male,and female manikins, and appropriate clothes for.each from
underweanto onter--.:ar:
Description Have a child dress a 'manikin (male,i'the Child is male', or female
if the child is female) from underwear to outerwear. Have older children
name each article of clothing. ,

- ,

85. "Race,: "Sequencing Race". .
.

Level - Ages 5-8
"

l'Pe.- Small Group
. , .

ci Materials - sequence cards or sequenced Polaroid pictures - set per team.
Description - Place all the cards at. random In'the calktray. Divide the pupils
into teams and give each team one set of cards. The fiist team to OiCk out and

,-

arrange their cards in the correct sequence wins.., ' ''4 .

., t.
.

, .

86. Art. "Story Boards",
Level - Ages '5 and up ' Type - Group/Individual
Materials - large roll of shelf paper; brushes;-paints; 'crayons; paper;,
scissors; glue.

Description0- Select a topic that the class wcitld like to depict. ROA the
sbelf Over across a bulletin board or wall and divide'it into seCtkOns with a
marker. Let each child work on:one section using any art materials available'',
When cewletedihave each child .relate his section to the class.:

87. Classroom Activity. "Round Robin":4
Level - Ages 6-10 ) Type - Group
Description - Have one child start a story and stop him after a minute or so.

--Have other children coninue the story around the room until everyone has had
a turn.

88. Project/Classroom Activity. "The 'Plant Procegs".
7

Leve,1 - Ages 7-f2 Type - Group
Materials - Poiarotd.came.4, ra;. -plant seeds; soil; pot.

'Descriptibn,- Have the children plant seed in 'a pot in class. T'ke pictures
of each step from the very beginningtO the end when the plant has sprouted.
Show the class these pictures pf themselv0;working on the proiect for a'
sequencing ActiVity and as a realization that there is usually an ok.derly.
proCess,behind the completion of a product

(

44"
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89. Dramatization. "BUying Shoes".
.

Level - Ages 4-6 - ,' Type - Group
Materials - 1, pair baby shoes; 1 pair men's shoes or very large shoes; 1 pair
ehild's shoes; chairs; costuming. ,

'Description - One child pretends to be-buying shoes while another, the shoe
salestan, offe4 to try on very large shoes, very small shoes, and finally,
the correct size shoes. Involve tie group by asking, "Are these OK?"tsetc.

90.
Classroom Activity. "I've Got a Problem".

. Lever- Ages 6-9 Type - Group
- ira-te7ials - box of play clothes and Various objects.
pescription -:The teacher will create a problem, for example, by putting
`shoes on the wrong feet or a coat on backwardi, etc. The children must first
srecognize the probleM and then tell or demonstrate a solution to her. The
Children may then use the clothes in the box to create their own problems for

. , the other children to solve.

9f- Classroom Activity. )"What Fits?".
Level - Ages 3-5 \

'.,. - Type...I Group
.

Materials - "children's and adult'ie clothin g.

Description - Present a child in lass with an infant's sweater, a large man's,
jacket,andrthe child's own coat. Hale the class determine which is the
props size. Repeat thin activity 4singkchoe9; gloves, :hatsyetc.,, S

:, ,

92. ClassroomAttivity. "The?Question/Answer Game". .

v.- .

Level'- Ages 4-6 ' --4 Typel- Individual/Group
Materials,5 Picture-cards of &, -real_life solutions for real life questions
such as a picture of the sun and the moan transwer the question, "When do you

,sleep?". 1 . .
.

Destription,- Line'the picture

-

solution cards on the chalkt rayand present the
9roblem question to'theclasv Have themselect the carrect.picture thatcaolves

i.' the pioblem.

93. FibeMOtor. "Bu4tonine.
4.

Level -1. Ages 3r5 : -", Type - Individual
Materials - child'eownsweater pr coat with buttons,
Description - Place child's sweeter dr Coat 'on table difloor and ask child to
button it correctli: Aftesr practice, thih activity can be timed to increase
skills.c.-

I ' ,I A
Note.- This procedure can also be'followed for tying a bow on shoes..7,

-94. Game. -"Amory List". ,:,

-. : r
'Leye147 Ages 8- and up' Type - GrOup/Individual

-,

Matetals - a number of common dbjecteisuChfas a crayon, a spool of thread,
a cookie, a cup, eee., placed on a tray; paper; pencils.

.11escriptioni*Ass the tray around the class And have the children 4ok lit a1).
the objects for not more that; 30.-seconus. After looking at the tray, rye children

.

must write on their pallet. as many objepts as they can rememOr. The child with
the most correct objects is the winner.

f

95. Art. "Colors" .v 4/

vt - Ages 7 andlap J i Type - Group
4

Mate ials - red,. yellow, blue/ white, black, Plai brushes; piper. 1'

-.De criptich47 The children we only given the 3,primary colors. Tell the class
that you would like them tp.paia a picture using the 3 colors they have as .

well as using purple, gteen,and orange. Have them collaborate as to a solution

19f
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95. (Cont'd)

to this problem. Display finished pictures.
Special Adaptation - Have older children make different shades of the'colors
with white and black paints.

96. Classroom Activity. "Picture Completion".
Level - Aaes 4 -7 Type - Group
Materiks - chalkboard; chalk
Description - The teacher will start by drawing an object on the board with a
part of it missing. For example, a car with a wheelimissing. The child who
correctly identifies the object and the missing part will have a turn at the
chalkboard. More than one part of an object can be missing as the group
becomes more proficient.

97. Classroom Activity. "-Cause and Effect".
Level - Ages 7-10 Type - Group'
Materials - separate pictures of cause and effect relationships.
Description - Show the class the pictures of cause and effect relationships
such as heavy cloudi-rain; children playing with matches-fire, etc. Have the
pupils match the cause with the effect and discuss their choices. Have the
class write stories and draw pictures about cause and effect relationships for
reinforcement.

98. Project. "The Pie Producers".
Level - Ages 8 and up '

. Type - Group
Materials - recipe; ingredients and utensils reluired to bake a,pie; charts
listing ingredients; recipe.

Description - Encourage the children to make a pie together on their own.
The children can deCide what kind of pie, they would like to bake, make a list
of ingredients and utensils needed, discuss directions, baking, and cleaning up.

99. Classroom Activity. "Who's Respdnsible?". 1
Level - Ages 4-6

1
Type - Group

Materials r- pictures of community helpers.
-

it

Descr tion - Line up the

and have the children point out the
helper pictureS on the chalktray. Describe'

a re onsibility of a commun
correct picture.

, .

Sppcial Adaptation - This activity can also be used for units dealing with the ',,.

community and.community helpers.
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Appendix A:* 3.1

1. Art/Field Trip. "Nature Hunt/Nature Collage".
'.Level. 4 years and older f.' Type - Grotlp

' 'Matvr\als - Paper bag (to ;collect mkterial); polyethelene bags (to
.preserve specimens); tagboard; paste. 'r.

,

Description - Takethe class to a nearby park. Encourage them to'gather
items such as leans grass, bark, rocks, twigs, ,etc. These items

. should not be too heavy,. Upon returiOng Wthe classroom, identify_,
. paste and'Iabel'these nature items onto. the tagboard to form a "Nature

Collage".

'2. '` Cfassitom Activity.' "Enviionment
. Level. Ages 7 and over .

Type - Grot.til

Materials --Magazine pictures or drawings of diffetent elements or
life found in the environment; chart paper. .

Description - Have the children find magazine pictures or make drawings
of different elements found in the environment. Place these pictures
oh'one side of a chart. Divide the tether side of the Chart into two.

tc

,
columns. Oct the top ofone column write (,.9912 and" on the top of the

'1. ' other, BAD. Discuss and label with the class what is good and what is !lad
about 77ich picture on the chart and label in the appropriate column.

,3. Classroom Activity:- ,"Land, Water ot, ,Sky'. .
,.

. .
...

Level. Ages 6-12 . .Type,-,Group
Materials - Three poster boards: one with a land picture, one'with a
water picture and one.with a picture Of the sky pAaced at the top of
each poster; an'abundant supply of animi.1"pictures from the three

., different dategarietF .... ,

.peseription - Place iwaters on chalk tray, Scramble the pictures in'.
;'' box and have the chi,ldren take turns pickjng one picture each.' Have the

# child decide whether-it's a land, *ater or animal found in.the-ikpand

,-- 4paste it on the correct poste For vocabulary- reinforcement, place the

.,

.e' '

4

child idefitifq the verbal
flames o4thf animals found in e ch picture on posters and have the

el and place,i under the correct animal
. picture. , . )

L b . N
: ' a.,

4. Classro omsactivity. '"water Wheel'
,

.

Level"- Ages 7 an over ' ' Type - Group
i. Materials - Motographs and/or magazine pictures of many water 'types

such as: puddle, shot r,. harbOropool,'fountain, brook, lake, ocean,
- bathtub, glass of water, pond, faucet, ice, eic.; labels for each picture;

large piece of tagboard cut into the shape of a 4heeland divided ,into
as many sections as,.you have different water types\of. .

Description - Place each type of picture in one of the divided sections
of the wheel and with. the class, help label each picture. The Children
can bliiti on the board gradually by adding,facts abont. wildlife; uses,
sports, etc. for each kind of water. (e.g. aterskiing in lake or

N

harbor, jellyfish in sea, etc.)

: 5., Project. "The Earth's Surface".
Level -.Age,' Type - GroUp
Ilaterials -.-A ,large very shallow box and 4...large sheet of tagboard for
a backdrop flour and water, food coloring, blue paint, paint brushes,
cotton, twigs, pebbles.
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5. (Contintled17 e
Description - Have the class work together on a model of the earth=s

' surface. Mix the flour and water to form 'play-Ough'. Assign each ,

child a certain responsi.bilkt7such.as making mountains, hollowing Crt
a mound of play dough to make a small lake surrounded by a bank,
making grooves in the play dough for a stream or brook, etc. food
coloring should be added for a more realistic effect, (i.e. blug water, .

brown mountains, etc.) Twigs can be addedfor trees and small elebbles
for rocks. With the blue paint, make a sky backdrop with cotton added
for clouds. Afterwarh, the children can add different kinds of animal
life.

6. Art: "Underwater Art".
Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Individual
Materials - Paper, crayons, blue paint, paint brushes and,wattr.
Description - Have the child draw a picture or water life such as fish,
various rocks, underwater'vegetation, etc. with dark vivid colored crwons.,
Then have the child paint over the entire picture with extra watery blue
paint. The finished picture will have an underwater effect.

.
A-3.2

7. Project. "Earth Day is Every Day".
Level - All ages Type, -"Group/Individual

Description - Plan an "Earth Day"or "Pick up titter Day" with your class.
Have them work on some advance publicity such as posters, an assembly i

program, etc. to get others involved. Your class can contentrate their
"Earth Day" around the school grounds. Be sure and stress that 'Earth
Day is Every Day'.

8. Fieldtrip. "Fieldtrip to a Science Museum".
Level - Ages 9-11 . .Type - Gropp
Description - Take the class On a trip to the local musevm to view rocks'
and rock formations. Concentrate'yOnt tour on the earth's surface, for-
mation of the earth, elements that make up the earth, different rock for-
mations of the'earth, davesit4th stalagtites and stalagmites, etc. Dis-

cuss the events of the trip in class and make an experience chart..

9. Collection. "The President's Rock Collection".
Level - Age's 6-9 Type - Individual
Materials different types of rocks.
Description - Tell' the children that they are amateur geologists anhat.
they have been asked by the President of the United States to find differ-
ent types of rocks in their neighborhood for his rock collection. Either

during sal-6bl on a field trip to the park or during,the children's sprie
time on the weekend around their neighborhood, haVe them seek outs as many
diffdrent types of rocks as they can find. Identify and label as many

, kinds of rocks as you can with the class. If there are some that you can't
,identify, take them to the museum where someone can help you. When all the
rocks have been labeled, display them in some type of showcase where the
childrencan view or touch them at any time:

10. Demonstration. "What is Erosion".
../ Level - Ages 9-11 Type - Group.

Materials - Two separate metal pans each filled with mud or sand hardened
into the shapes of mountains and hills; shower hose and tap; twigs and
small pebbles.

130
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.i Description - Have the children place the pebbles and twigs (to represent : A'trees and other vegetation) into eat'ht of the two model mountains. *Ito .1.
-one of the poxes, use the shower hose connected to a water'tap. T'ts is
to represent hard rains or high waters. Turn on the water and spray ie4
over pier mo6e1 'mountain. Ask the class to describe what happened. With
the other model mougtain, iurn on th4 fan. This is to represent high , 41
winds and hurricanes,or tornadoes. Ask the class to explain what happened:
Now'ask the Class tb think of, ways, that man can somewhat control soil
erosion (i.e. irrigation dtchep, 'reservoirs,'rotating crops, etc.) - . ,

A . , , .

,a, te oi,
. 1

1

11. .Project. ,"How We Can Stop -Erosion". .

0,
---

-Level - Ages 9-11
. Type - Small Group , . -

Deicription - Divide the class into s'.a11 groups and have them select :

science pFojects they would like to do in the field of erosion. i,:liei..,' ,

)ideas you cap give them are: models of farming with rotation ofortips,; .' ,,,,i.
,irrigation,ditChes; a model of a dam, a bulletin, board of variouitlipec iri .t :
of conservation of soil, etc. Whet the models and projects are comp;ete,, L' i X .

.display them around the room and invite other teachers, students, -patents;:-
.,

.. and community leaders to visit.
\, ' 4

P
12. Art/Meteorology. "Sky Watch at Day". .:

Level - Ages-6 -11
, Type - Group/Individua(".' )

s; ...

.

Materials Construction paper; cotton; glue. ,
< ,,Description - For several days, watch the sky during the day withA .:% ..

#,' jt.''
... children. Take note o thp,variods clouds and cloud formations 4u .

see and have the children create on construction paper with cottbn and
glue that cloud or cloud formation. Note the type of weather each :loud
is associated with. i.e. big, white, puffy clouds with dark flat
bottoms are called thunderheads-- associated with rainstorms', etc. Witn
younger chidlren, have a picture of a boy and,agirl dressed for that
type of weather underneath the appropriate clouds. With older childrer.
have them label each cloud with the correct scientific name (i.e. cumulus;
eumulo-nimbus, strato-nimbus, etc.) underneath the appropriate picture.

13. Astronomy. "Sky Watch at gight"i. Planetarium
Level - Ages 3 -11 .

,

, Type - Group/Individual' 4.

Materials - Poste.' paper; Acissors;"string; florescent paint; lashlight.
Description - For several nights at home, have the children observe the
sky. In class, discuss what they have seen such as the moon, planets,
stars, dOnstcilations, etc., end have them draw and paint what they have
seen with florescent paint on both sides of the poiter paper. Hang-these .

objects with stringifrom the ceiling, in the room. In a darkened roop,,and
with a flashlight, have the children point out and identify what they
see and tell something'about it.

,14. Astronomy/Demonstration. The Phases of The Modh.
Level - Ages 8-11

- i Type - Grot?
materials - Paper mache; black paint; string; flashlight.
Descriatkm - With the class, make,a paper mache model of the moon and
paint 14 black. Suspend it from the.beiling with a piece of string.
Darken the room and turn on your flashlight.. Tell the class that the
flashlight is representing the light given off by the sun. Shine the
light on the moon in differelt positions, i.e. straight on for a full
moon, on theleft for the last quarter, on the right for the first quarter,
no light for dark moon,zetc. Have the children identify and label the
different phases of the,mbon.

ql
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13. Asts-ronomylbqoqstratiJOA "The -Solar System ". % t
t...

L4vel - Agfs'9\,,q/ ( +/Type
.

- Group
.

)

.

Mateilals 4. Names or the nin,planets the sun each written on

A- 3. 4,

. Separate sheets opaper, pins,ande flashlight:.
, Description

.

:ChooNi ten student k to rekesent the nine)planets and cle
sun. the7ahropriate'labeAls 11..dit oh the children and have the
jehild wHo is the sun hold he flashlight to represent lighE. With the
un In the middle and statidnary and the plants spaced around the ;sun ,

order 4146'; st and taithest'fromjhe 3"un .c1'.e:',Mercury closest, and
farthest,1- .aip'thtdhildrerrygalk arr0114dtheysun to show.sevol,,Uti.o4

laveoae children ite11you which prfinettakes the longest time and :ditch
planet takes the Shprtest4.0.6'ekto re;.rolve ar4undth44sun and why. Draw'

cb4clutions wit the Aass.'
. lc!

Astronemy/Demo*eatiOn. "The Wth, the Moon and thei S u:

Levelf,AgeS 9,711
t

1 -/ Type Group
Materials - Three tags with t Earth, Sun andtMoon Written separatelv
on each tag; flashlight; pins. ry

Description, - 'Choose three.chfldrem to r4resent the sun, the moon and
the earth. .Pin die appropriate labels onthe students andhave the sun'
'hold the fl.shligHt to ,represent - night. Have tie sun Ihine,his light
directly on the earth and the moon. Havehe mbon to around (rotate/

..*
and at the same timq.,4rcle (revolve)' the edrth.. Have the earth turn
around (rotate) knd circle (revolVt) the sun. Expliin to the_tlass that
turning around is the'movement-Called rotatiop and circling is called
revolution. Discuss witifthe class Wet it * called when the edith i
in barkness on one side and what rt'it called when the earth is, .n ligh
(night and day), and ghat it is called Alien ge)can,only see half of the
moon, all of, the moon or no moon at "011- With,older children,-discussions
Could rnvolve total and partial eclipses and equinoxes, etc.

17. Fieldtrip. "N-

'Trip
to the City/A Trip to the Country".,

/4
Level - Ages 5-8 Type - Group,
Description - Take the children on a trip to' the' city.anzi-a trip to the
country. Have them take note of the different environients'associated
with each trip sitch as tall building,' paved streets for., the city and
farms and animals.fo<the countty. Create anceXperience chart together
in class giving labels to'the various items speaffsrio each environment.

'You can also create a verbal story with the younger Chiidren on their
trips. The olderchildren can compose and read their own stories about
their trips for the class.

'18. Project. "City and Country Charts".
Level -. Ages 7-9 , Type - Individual.

Materials - large .sheets of crayons'.
.

.

,,iDescription - Have each Child divide, his paper into two parts to depict ,::

the environment of the city and of the country discussed if class. On t

the top of one column haye them write'CITY and on the top ofithe other,
write COUNTRY. Have the child write and /or, draw ehe appropriate labels
that are characteristic of each environment. For example: 'CITY -
apartments, stores, streets; COUNTRY - farms, barns, wildlife and ani-
mals, etc. Science research,.vocabulary building and language can all
be involved'in this activity.
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19. Dramatization. "Let's Play Farm ".
Level Ages 5-7 Type - Group
Materials - simple costuming of farm animals and farmer or pictures
of ajarmer and each fari animal pasted on tagboard and pinned to the
,children.

Description - Play-act life on a farm with acfarmer and the farm
animals. Assign each child a role.to play and have him wear or pin on
him the appropriate costume or picture. The child should be able to
imitatethezake-- and the sound of the animal. Your own story could
develop or be developed for this role-play activity.

20. Classroom Activity.: "Ice Cream Making".
Level - Agee..6-9 Type - Group
Materials - Crank or electric ice:-.cream freezer; rock salt, crushed
ice, chopped fruit, 4avors.
Description -r Follow a recipe for ice-cream eliminating all flavoring.

* You Should have a container of cream cooked with sugar when finished.
Fill freezer Container 1/4 full with cream mixture. Pack ice and salt,'
When cream begins to turn into ice cream, add fruit or flavorings. Do
not use citrus fruit. Food coloring may be added where necessary,
Language books (dairy) or just a story about %the activity may be &ritten.
Note - Most recipe books have recipes for ice cream that can be made
in ice-cube trays if a freezer is all that is available.

21. Classroom Activity. "Butter - the old-fashioned way".
Level - Ages 4-7 Type - Group
Materials - Two wooden spools, metal bowl, spoon, salt, 1 cup leavy <cream.
Description - Put-cream and spools in jar, screw end tightly and shake
for about 20 minutes ,until butter forms. Pour into cold metal) bowl and
draw Off buttermilk,, add salt to taste.

22. Fieldtrip. "Shape Stick Walk".
Level - Ages 4-5 Type - Group
Materials - Teacher made shapes made of tagboard and mounted on popsicle
sticks or tongue depressors.

LTA (i) / /c\\

Description - Taxe the class for a walk inside and outsidg the school.
Each child ig

;
aiven a shape stick to carry with him on the walk. A$ the

child tarries it, he looks for the corresponding shape contained inc
various ways in the environment. Discuss in class the various objetts
found.

123. Art. "Shapes Collage".
Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Individual
Materials - A variety of magazines; scissors; constructionpaper;.paste.
Description - Have each child identify and cut out different geometric
shapes found in the magazines such.as: a round clock, a rectulanWar-
shaped door, etc. The child can then paste these shapes on a sheet of
construction paper to form their own individual collages.

133
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24. Cuessing
,

Game. "I'm Thinking of a Shape . . . .11

(' Level- A- ges 4-7' , . Type - Group'
Description - W-teacher looks around the room for gspecific object
in the form of a"geometric shape such as:. a rounclock, a square
bulletin board;

i
e e. She theh says to the class, e.g. "I'm thinking

of a rdUnd sha p7 n the rooilithat fells you the tine." :The children`

*
wiLl then try an guess *at they object is. The winner will then hive
a chance,to think of an' ptject. If the class has difficulty guessing
the object, other clues can be given. .%

b, Field Yrip:. Plant Bunt" N ,

ft

Level - AgeS*'4-8 '-' . ',
, . yType,- Group

:. Materials - Bags to Collect plantippecimens:
.'

DescriptioN.-- Take She class on a field Trip . to a nearby park. Have the
,cAlildren, ga4er and identify various types ofv164.1ife. Later, in'the
classoomclassify anddisplay according to pize and shape.

1

, .

264' Art, Leaf .Place MVOs".
,.%

level .-- Age;4 and up,
.f.

.
'Type,- Individual

.

Materkals - Various leavesywaxed paper; ird#; pinking shears.
Description - Have the children collect and Rring into class various '. .

". c I,
,types and colors of leaves., On a sheet of waxd'paper (about 9" x 12")

,

'have'tho arrangetheirleaf collectilon. Place another sheet of
,

waxed papei(9u x'12") over the leave y being careful not to disturb
. tile arrangement. The teacher will then, with a cool iron, iron the
twp'pieces pf:wax-ed paper ftether, and with the pinking shears, for
a moredeccarat4ve effect, pink around the edges. ,Tht finished place,
stets could be used everyday fdr snack time.

27. Art. ,"Acorn Cats ".
.

Level - Ages 5 -7 . Type - Individual
Materials - acorns': glue; yarn cut into 6" pieces; pine-cone_chips.
Description - Give each 'child ih acorn. Have them curl a piece of,,

a
yarn around their finger and then attach it with glue to the back
of the acorn forte tail. With pite cone chips, glue e s, eyes, a nose
and a mouth. Have the child make variations such .as dogs, squifreis, \t"

chipmunks, etc. with any materialNfor features they, could think of, '

28. Art. "Plant Plaque /'`.

Level - Age 9'and up
- .,

Type; - Individual
Materials - 8" xv11" pieces grcardboari,covered Other with sand-
paper or burlap; metal fasteners:, varnish; paint brms4a;*glue; an
assortment of dried plants'-such ascatikils, dock, wild flowers with
a dry nature, sumac, wheat, oats, milk'cieed pods, etc. .' ,
Deicription - Have the children collect, identify-. andbrifieinto ,

class an assortment of dry-type plant life such as the above:: Han, ,-,"
,

the children arrange and glue the p1Vnt life on tfteq, plaques., Varnish
carefully over the arrangement to preserve and to give it a glessy
appearance. Attach a metal fastener to the back of the plaques and.
display. I

1e4:
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Art. 'Wine Cone Wreathes".
29. Level - Age 9 aid 'up Type:-Individual

Materials - metal hange;s; shellac or varnish; paint brushes; 6" pieces
.

of thin wire; an assortment of pine cones; ribbon. 5

Description HaveHave the children. bring ih avadsortment of varipus p; ine
cones to cladst HaVe each child bend a metal coat hanger until it forms
a ,circle. With ',a piece of wire, tie one end on the inside of a pine.
"cone (so it doesn't show) and the other end fightly on a section of tne '
coat hanger. Continup-with the pine cones and wire-until the whole hangei
is covered with a varietyof pine `cones: EncouF,age each child to develop
his individual variation. With a paint biush, cover the pine cones with
either shellac or varnish. You may use anywhere from one to four coats
depending on the .kind of-' glossy effect you would like. -When dry, tie
a,bow at the top of the Sanger. Variations could inclOde a few chestnuts,
cranberries or a few wild flowers, etc. placed on your wreath for the effect
you wish to maintain.

Experimen; "Comparison of)gealYand Fake Fruits".
Sa,Level - Ages 5 -7 Type,- Group

Materialot - an assortment of real and fake plastic fruit.
,DescriptiOn - The teacher'will start firdt with a real apple and a
fake-apple and ask the class if they look alike to the class: Choose a
_child and have him pick up the two objeCts. Ask him if they feel the,
same or if they fiel different.' Choose another child and have,, him take
a bite from the"real apple. Have him attempt to bite into the, plastic
apple. Ask Mal why are they different? Have the class draw conclusions.
For reinforcement, mix all the fruit together and have the class choose"'
and separate real from fake by the conclusions they came to..

'31. Art/Experiment. ."Cc(parison of'Real and Class-made.;FldWers".
4 Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Group/Individual

Materials - a variety of materials such as: 'clay, play dough, construction
paper, etc.; an assortment of real flowers.
Description - Have the class construct three-dimensional flowers o ut of
an assortment of materisals. Compare with the real flowers - by touch,
smell, etc. Draw conclusions with the class.

32.tNE5periement. "Cbmparlon of Live and Stuffed Animais".
Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Group
Materials - alive animal such as a cat, a guinea pig, a rabbit, etc.;
a stuffed animal.

Description - After the class has become familiar with the live:animal,
place it on the floor All front of the class. Also, place the stuffed
animal' on,theflocir dear the animal. Have the class' watch the real,
animal for a'while.t Discuss 'with the class what the differences; are
between the living and the st,:ffed animal are. Draw conclusions with
the class.

,

33. Experiment. "Compae-iSon of Living and Non-Living Human Being s".
Level - Ages.5-7 'Type - G oup
Materials - a stethoscope,:if pbssib-4 a mannekin.
Description - The teacher will aks for two voluntees in the
Either with a Stethoscope or your ear, have one child Inten for a
heartbeat on the other child. Now have him listen for one on the'mannekin.
Have two or more children volunteer and repeat this expetiment. Draw
conclusions with the class.

0,-, 135 0
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34. Field Trip. "Trip to a Greenhouse".
Level - Age 4 and up . Type -'Group
Description --Visit a greenhouse with the class. Observe and,identifv a ,

variety of plants. Note how the plants are taken care of anal that they'
need sun and water and, in some cases, certain tem peratures, to grow and.

live.

35. Experiment. "What Do Plants Need.,to Grow?"
LaVel Ages 4-7 Type - Group
MaterVals - Four paper cups filled with soil, pumpkin seeds, two pictures
of,the sun, two pictures of _a water container with-water.
Description With the class, plant'pumpkin seeds in the four paper
cups. Explain to the class that you are going to try an'd grow each
plant differently from the other. One plant will be watered but will nave
no light, another light but no water, another no water and no light,
and the,last will have water and light. Place the appropriate pictuyes
on each plant, i.e. light but no water will have just a picture of the
sun on it, etc: (Printed labels can be used with older children.) And
place the plant in the appropriate environment. Continue the conditions
of this experiment and record what happens. Discuss with the class'the
results.

36. Project. "Classroom Terrarium".
Level - Any;level . _ Type - Group
Materials - A terrarium kit or potting soil; a bottle; seeds; long sticks
for placing seed in bottle. )
Description - Give.eaCh Child a responsibility in setting up the terrarium
such as: putting soil in the bottle, planting theseeds,,etc. After the
terrarium ha§,been planted, each child can assume part of the responsibility

' for takink care of it such as: watering the seeds, checking and report-
ing to the class if anything has grown, etc. A record or chart as to'the

?°'
plant's growth rate could be kept..

37. Project: "Growing Plants".
Level - Ages 4-7 Type - Individual .

Materials - Paper cups filled with soil,-pumpkin seeds, i water container.
Description - Have each child plant pumpkin seeds in paper Cuffs with each
child's name on his plant. Have them take care otheir own plantseach .

day. Observe plant growth and dficuss and record each day. When plants
vb are too A,ik for the containers, hove the children bring them,h6me and

replant 'outside, showing the proper process beforehand. Have children
report on plant progress at home in class.

38. Classroom Activity. "How Do Fruits & Vegetables Grow?".
Level,- Ages 4-8 Type - Group .

Materials - Large teacher-made mural showing a soil line, a tree above ,

the soil line with roots below, a vine off to one side of the mural, a
sun and a cloud On the top of the mural, teacher-made frufitS and

OL vegetables, (printed labels for older children), masking tape.
Des Option - Have the children select,a fruit or vegetable and place it
with' masking tape in its appropriate place on the mural. For example,
carrots alortite soil line, pumpkins above, apples on the tree, grapes
on the vine, etc. With older children, the appropriate printed label

Nan be placeinext to the fruit orvegetable.

39. Creative Dramatics.I "Pantomiming Plants".
Level - Ages 5-8 Type - 9 roup

Materials - Empty watering can; pictures or drawing of the sun and moon;
several separate pictures of flowers (printed labels for older- children),
pins.
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39. (Continued) .

-Descripfion -.Choose child'ren_tobeflower,.the moon, the s and the
gardener. Pin the appropriate pictures or labels on the chi ten. Give
the gardener the"watering can. Have'the children follow th teacher's

A-3:4
. its

storyliie by pantomiming what she says.
Storyline "Thecgardeners are planting the glower seeds iri the crourd. ,

(flowers curled up on floor) this morning . . . (lights on in 'room -
sun stands with arms outspread). The gardener is watering the flower sdedi

rso grow-e . . . (gardener waters flowers and slowly the f).owers
stand up .and stretch their .arms out) Now., it is almost night_ and the a,",
gardener goes home to bed . . . . (gardener leaves). The burl is fading '

away and the moon is tonging up . . . , (sun exits, moon entersYlignts
go'off) The flowers are also sleepy . . (Flowers slowly sit` down) '

Soon it's - morning (stuff' enters; moon eliits; flowers stand up;_lights'go or&
The gardener is awake' too,.hut he's late today. . . (gardyter entere).'
The flowers,seem droopy (flowers droop) But; the gardener .has his s

watering can filled with water-with . (gardener waters flowets,'
flowers stand up straight with outstretched arms)4.. And so, the flowers
will 1 e and groin "now."

t, . Ir'
:40. 'Field Trip. "A Trip' to the'Supermarket".

:
, Level - Ages 7-8 ., ,

, . .Type - Group 6 \
Description - Take the class-on a.fieldtrip to a local superlarket,
This activity' can be used in a great>tietY of ways: introductfod of
unit, culmination -crf unit, experience" to stimulate expressive'lAngualo
or a more specific purpose such as purchasing one foOdin many forms,
,i.e. a potato. =

.

41. 'Art. "Make Your Own Fruit and Vegetables".
Level - Age 5 and older. , -Type:- Individual
Materials - ClaY'Or play dough; paint;_ brushes.

: Descrfption --Have the class makd vegetable and ruit out of clay or
play dough and paint if they like. Display around the classroom. .

.: A'
.

.

'_ 42 Project. "Vegetable and Fruit Checklist:'.
. .

Lev41 io Ages' 7-9 Type, -. Individual-:,'

Materials - Teacher-made ditto with a checklist of pre- taught various
ruits and vegetables.

' 'Description - Have the children take the dittoed list home,and mark off

*atom,.

the vegetables and fruits they ,have at home,
f

43.- Project. "Vegetable Soap.
Level-- Age 5 and up a Type - Group
Matdflals - A variety of,vegetables, water (3/4 cup per student)
peppdr,.large pan,' knife, -`hot plate, cups and spoons.'
Description - Make vegetable soup with the'Plass. Clean and cut
having the class.name each vegetable;used.

44. Project, "Fruit Salad". .

Level - Ages 5 and up .
..

Mater s. -.a variety of fruit, a large
, and spoons. , ._

e,. Description - Make a fruit salad with

salt,.'

vegetables

I

Type - Group
bowli-mooden spoon, smV.1 bowls

the class. Clean and cut frUit
t

having the class.name each fruit used.

"""wik3/4 .10 /
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45. Efedtrip. "A Trip tc the Zoo ".
1.vel - Age-4 and up . Type - Group
.Descrialla Arrange a fieldtrip with the class to the zoo. Observe
tte.'various animals making note of their appearance, food they eat,
environment, habits, etc. With the children, make up an experiencey chatt in clafis4s ..

., .

.

.

.-........--"
_46, Art. ,"An'imal 11Puppets .. ,

Levei - Age 4 . Type - Individual
.

.

4 ."-"^"A"'" ' \
Hp ;riala -Pape- bags, construction paper, crayons, glue.

"- Description - Have the class make paper bag puppets of animals using
- the above materials. After4ards,,the class can make up their own

puppet show.
. ...

4-3.10

.

47._ Art., "Make Your Own Animals".( ,

Level - Ages Lr6 Type - Individual
Haterpls - A:1Jrietx of mate rials such as: clay, playdough, felt, paper
.cache, eggshells, pinta-, brushbs, picture of animals.
Description - Have children make animalsout'of any of the above materials
or any other you can think of,.raerring to pictures to get idea of ,

,,,shape and Coldr.. Have the children paint their finished product if they
like. Display animals around the classroom.

Art. "Animal Ccrlage", A

level z7-Ages 5-8 ' Type 7 Group/Individual
Materials - Large chax.t. pap magazines; varnish brush. .

4'8.

Dederiptlan - 'Ilve the ch dren cut pictures of varioua animals',from
magazines. Paste the p tUres on cardboard and brush with varnish.

,

olaer,c0.1dren, the-appropriate printed label can be placed next
edeach-picture_!

A

Ar41!.. t "Mal* a .Fish ". 4
Leyel.- Ages 5-7 Type - Individual
Materials - Newspaper; paste; scissors; paint; brushes.
Description - Give 'ach- child four 5" x 7" pieces of, newspaper and
sope-paste'. Have children paste all four pieces of newspaper together.
Now have each child draw arib%41ine of a 'fish with a hack crayon. The.
fish should be'cut out immediately) crumpled a little tp give-it
dimension," and left to dry. '''The results are similar_tocpiPsrmache.
The fish may' 'be painted and hung in mobile"- 14k-ii fashion.

SO. , Race. "Animal Relay Race ".,
.Level - Age 4 and over- Type - Group
',-Deserittion--.Divide the group into'teama..Explain to the children
that t are to race. "na at-Sktime, from the starting line to .the .010 finish line and.back. ach child then tags the next player on his team
ana(they continue racing until all t=ams are finished. Have the first
child race as kangaruos byjloppint:the rseXt child as apes or monkeys by
stooping, the,..aext child as crabs aczi crawling, etc.

0
51. Gar02. 3A1ht Animal Am I?".

-Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Group
Description - Choose a child ;to think of an animal. Havehim pantomime
his choice for the class. The winner will then have a chance to Oink
up an animal and the game continues.

lT
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52. Game. "Old Otto thZi Octopu........._

Materials - Two identical pict es or drawings of 20 animals, each

Level - Ages 4-8 . T'pe - Small GroulW

.glued on 3" x 5"pieces of cardboard with.printed labels underneath
such as: 'Harry the Horse', 'Martha, the Mouse', 'Statiley the Snail',
etc'.; one picture blued bn 3"t'5" piece of cardbuatd labeled, 'Old
Otto 'the Octopus'.

.

-.Description - This'game is plaied exactly like Old"Maici: The child
with the single unmatched'card-left is -'Old Otto the Octopui'.

.

A-3.11

53.: dame. -"Animal Concentration".
Level Ages 4-7 Type'- Small Group
Materials = Two identidalyictures or drawings of various animals each
glued on 3" x 5" pieces'of cardboard.
Description - Turn each card fare.-down on the floor. Each child, in
turn, turns two cards over: If they match, he keeps them; if they'
,don't-match, they afe turned back over in the same place. The child
with the'most cards wins.

54. Came. "Love is Hying a Classroom Rabblin.
- Ages 4-7 , Type - Grim.

Ma erials - a rabbit (or a gerbil,,etc.) preferably young so the
children can observe growth; a cage; food and water; kitty' litter ors
newspaper shreads. .
Description - With the clads, appropriate a complete program o,total
care fo'r your.classroom pet. Responsibilities such-as feeding, glean-
ing the cage, charting groWth; etc. can be shared.

55. Project. "Taking Care or Tadpoles". \s":17--)

Level - Ages 67;12 . '4-Type' -,Group
Materials fishtank or,aquitium; fish rood..'
Description - B4y tadpoled or find them yourself. Ind,Carefugy place
in an aquarium full' of water. Give each child a responsibility or take
turns-with feeding the tadpoles fish.food, changingthe-water, recording
growth, etc. When ta0oles start'to diveloplegs, get bigger, lose ' /
their tails and finally become frogs, take'a fieldtrip to a pond and turn
them loose. This activity is excellent for children learning respikt for
life and growth and develoOlent,

.

'.5'6. Project. "Start An Aquarium". ,, \
Level - Ages 6 and up .. Type - Group .

.,

Matetials - Aquarium or fishbowl; water ferns; marbles or stones _for
bottom'of bowl.; an'ass)c;ment of.tropical fish such as goldfish, black

I . mollies, guppies, etc.; ?ishfood. , .

Description - Start 4n aqtlarium with the class.-, Each child can be given
t a. responsibility dr take turns with'feeding, changing and cleaning.-the

aq arium,- charting growth or bifth,rate, or having' everybody choose-names
fo the fish. ,

,

,. J;_
57. Project. "Build sairdhousen.

Level - Ages 7 and above , Type - Group
% Materials - One small cardboard yox; straw,; leaves; twigs; birdseed.

Description - With your class, make a birdhouse from heavy box cardboard.
- .Paint it -with shellac to make the house, waterproof. Furnish it with

pieces olstraw, leaves, twigs, etc. and by drawing a picture of a bSrd'
on the inside. Place the birdhouse outside ,the window and have the

4.
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57. (Continued)

children observe theirnew neighbors. Teacher and,children can write up
their observations.

58. Art. "Animal Home Dioramas".
Level - Ages 6-9 Type - Individual
Materials - shoe Uox; clay; paint; Crayons; ,paste;. construction
paper.

Description -"Have each child create their own animal dioramas. the
appropriate animal can be made out of clay and painted and placed
inside its proper environment. Display the finished projects around'
the classrood and discuss. , .

59. C..assiOom Activity. "Where Do I Live?"
Level Ages.6-9 Type - Group .

Materials - large piece of tagboard divided in three with separate , J
labels or pictures of "The Land", "The Air", "The Sea" placed over one
column each; various pictures of animals of each category; maskiAg
Description - Have each child pick an animal at random, identify it_and

=

tape 1.1. to -itsappropriate environment. ChildTen can search magazines
for animals or draw their own animals and continue with thisactivity.,

,

60. Game. "Animals and. Their Homes Dominoes".
Level - Ages 5-7 Type - Small Group
Materials -teacher made 3" x 5" dominoes using animals and animal homes
instead of dots.

61. Game. "Animal Homes Bingo".
Level -Ages 5-8 Type - Small Group
Materials - 8 1/2" x 11" sheets of construction paper; crayons; markers; ,

E. teacher-made cards of 24 different animal homes.
Description - Have children :divide tbeir paper in 25 squares. and, with
the class, draw '24 different, animals(1 free space) in each sqaure to
resemble a Bingo card. Play like Bingo with the exception that the
teacher will hold each card with an animal's. home-up, The child will
:then mark the correct. Bingo- animal until there is a 15nner.
Note - Be sure that the children draw their animals on any square they
want. Otherwise egeryone will get Bingo at the same time.

62. Game., "Animals and their Homes Card Game".
Level - Ages 5-8 Type - Small,Group
Materials - Deck of cards with animal and home pairs, and one "joker".-
DC;aiption Play as game of Old Maid except goal is to match animal and
its home as a pair. The child with the lone card at the 6,14 of the game
is out. 'Initiate a tournament with aprize until there is one winner.

. . ,

63. Game. "Go Fish for Animals and Their Homes".

,f ,evel - Ages 5-8'. Type -"Small troup.
Materials -.Teacher-made deck of animals and animal hdies cards,as pairs.
\(For example, writethe word 'bird' on the top of the card and 'nest'
orre bottom - its corresponding card should have the word 'nest' on

...

the top of the card and 'bird' on the bottom), etc. t

Description - This. game is played exactly like 'Go Fish' with the excep-
tion of matching the proper animal to its home is counted as a pair. ,

to

Pictures)of animals with their corresponding home should be used with e 'N

.1 younger children.
f
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'64. Fieldtrip. "Visit to a Pet Shop".
Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Group
Description - Take the children, to a pet shop to see some of the
difierent animals. Help the children,te associate pets in the store
wieh pets the children migh have in their own homes. In class, dis-
cuss Some of the pet supplies one needs to care for certain kinds of
pets.

65. 'Fieldtrip. "A Trip to the SPCA".
Level Ages 5 and up ape. - Group
Description - Take the class on a fieldtrip to the SMCA. Have children
identify the various animals and observe the care given to each animal.
Older children might like to becoie involved with various adtivities
and projects-the SPCA sponsors.

66. Storytelling. "My Pet".
Level -`Age 5 and up Type - Individual
Description Encourage child'to relate to class their own story choos-
ing one of the following suggested topics: "My Pet", "How I Would Care
Fox A Pet",' "I Wish I Had a Pet ", etc. Older children can
'write their own 'theme and read to the class.

67. LroLecl. "Pet Show".
Level - Ages 6-12 . Type - Group
Description - Let dhe.dhildren have a pet show. Arrange with the
children's mothers ):o bring in the pets or a picture of their pets.
Each child can tell something about his or' her pet with a question and
answer period after each child is finished.

68. Classroom-Activiii.
. "Me - Now and Then Booklets".

Level - Ages te-5,, Type - Individual/Group
Materials - Photographs of each child in class as,a baby and at the
present time; construction paper; glue.
Description`- Individually have the baby pictdre and present picture
of the child placed side by side on construction paper folded into a
booklet titled "Me Now and Then" with the child's name. Discuss differ-

' ences in=size, motor skills, abilities, etc. Finished booklets can be
given as presents to each childrg parents.

69. Cidssroom "Baby Animals and Their Mothers ".
Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Group
Materials - various' pitures, drawings or models each of different kinds
.of adult animals and separate appropriate baby animals.
Description - Place the adult mother animals on the,chalkboard tray.
Have the .chitdren take tuts choosing a baby animal, identifying it
and pl'acing'it next to it mother.

70. Art. -"Baby - Mother. Collage ". (

Level - Ages Type - Individual/Group
Materials - licge7shdcf of tagboard; mapzines; scissors; paste.
Description => Have eaCh child'find and cut out scenes & pictures demon-
stratlng babies ow mothers in various activities. Identify each an:!.mal
and paste alt-iA pictures on the tagboard to form a collage.

, I
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71. Art. "Sesame Seeds Exclusives ".
Level - Ages 5 and over Type Individual
DescriPtion`,. Working over newspaper, have each child makeA.design
with paste on construction paper. Sprinkle sesame seed: on th papers.
After a minute or so, shake off the excess seeds to unc a'sesame
seed exclusive. Can also be used with one or a mixture o fferent
small seeds.

72. Art. "Seed Jewelry".
Level - Age 5 and above Type - Individual
Materials - a variety of seeds such as acorns, chestnuts, beans, chick
peas, etc; pipe cleaners/ (The teacher should carefully pre-punch a
hole in each of the seeds used with an ice pick).
Description - Have the children create jewelry frOm one,type or all
the types-of seeds Listed by poking.. a pipe cleaner through the hole.

Pipe cleaners can then be twisted to form rings, bracelets, cuff links,
etc. ,Older children-can use smaller seeds and a needle and thread for
...their creations.

73. Art. "Ecology Box".
Level - Age 10 and above Type -" Individual
Materials - A variety of seeds such as beans, chick peas, acorns, sesame,
etc.; 8 1/2".x 11" pieces of cardboard; popsicle sticks; 8 1/2" x 11"
pieces of heavy plastic; glue; making tape; paint or varnish; brushes;
thutbtacks.

Description - Have the'childreh (..onstruct their own 'ecology boxes'
using the above suggested materials. With popsicle sticks, divide
cardboard into as many squares as you desire and also around the entire
edge and glue sticks together for extra thickness and height. After
glue has dried, paint or varnish the inside of the boxes and the sticks
with one or many types of seed for each box and carefully fill the boxes.
Next place the plastic over the top and seal with masking tape and
thumbtacks aroung the edge. Paint or varnish the outside of the box
so the masking tape doesn't show. This treasure will,last indefinitely.

74. Project. "Raise Hatched Baby Chicks"..
Level Ages 4-10 , Type - Group
Materials - fertile eggs, incubator ,(chicubator)

Description - Based on Science Unit, hatch two fertile eggs in incubator
(chicubitor) teaching the importance of handling, feeding, caring for
animals. Record on chart paper the-progress of your project. When
chicks are burn, and at tie proper time, transfer to a classroom coop
and continue total care.

75. Fieldtrij. "A Trip to a Poultry
Level Ages 5-8
Description - Take the class on a
and identify roosters, hens, baby
and feeding and the collection of
experien'ce chart with the class.

Farm".

Typs' - Group
fieldtrip to a poultry farm. Observe
chicks, eggs, etc. as well as care
eggs. Afterwards, draw up an

76. Art. "Egg Shell Mosaic,'.

Level - Ages 5 and up Type - Individual
Materials - egg shells; glue; paint; brushes; construction paper;
paper bag.
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76. (Continued)"

Description - Have the children bring into class eggshells ;.hey have
saved over a period of time. Paint the eggshells, dry and crush inside
a paper bag. Have the children createdebigns gluing the eggshells

.,- on the construction paper. The designs will have a mosaic-type
effect and make a beautiful display.

77. Art. "My Family Tree".
Level - Age 8 and up Type - Individual
Materials - Poster paper; glud; snapshots.

'

Description - Have each child make a family tree using each individual
child's infant picture, toddler picture, current picture and pictures

-.of parentsrgrandparents., etc. Note likenesses An chart such as
"same color of hair, same height, same,color_of eyes; etc.

78. Game.
Leve - Ages 4-6 - Group

tion - B.lindfold one child?and place him in.a circle formed by
the other children. The blindfolded child then picks'a child and by:
feeling his facial features; hands, hair, etc. tries to determine who

,
it is.

"Blind Man's Bluff".

d

19. Art. "Funny Faces".
Levet - Ages 4 to ,8 Type - Individual
Materials - Large ovals or other shapes; small circles, diamonds, squarep,
ovals, rectangles, etc. precut from construction papery paste; construe-

,Lion paper.

Description - Give, each child a large shape for face. On the table
A place .pssorted smaller shapes. Have the children create funny faces

using these shapes. ,Mount on construction paperand display.

80. Classroom Activity "What's Missing?"...
Level - Ages 5-6 Type - Croup
Description - Deaw a face on'the chalkboard with the children reminding
you of,parts as you draw them on. Have a child close his eyes- "and
another child erase a part and ask; "What's missing?". Child'must say,
the correct label and then draws it on and game continues with 'two more
children. The game can be adapted later on by using an entire figure and
erasing arms, legs, etc.

81. .Art. "Walloon Faces". 4"

Level - Ages '6 -8 Type: Individual
Materials -kballoons of assorted sizes and shapes; acrylic paints;
brushes;ityring. =

.

Descriptibn - Give each child a blown-up balloon and have them identify
and paint eyes, nose, mouth, etc. in natural or funny positions. Tie a
string on the end and display around the classroom.

82. Classroom Activity.. "Labeling Parts of a Doll'.
Level '.- Ages 6-8 Tisp- Group \

Materials - doll; small printed labels of parts of the body; masking tape.
Description - Rave the children identify and label the parts of the do11)-4
body. by sticking the appropriate labels on its corresponding part.
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'83. Classroom Activity. "Season Wheel".
Level Ages 4-8 ,

Type Group
Material - large tagboard circle divided into four equal parts and
each part labeled with one name of the four seasons; magazine picture
-scissors; glue; tagboard arrow attached ,to middle of circle with a

. brass brad.

Description - Make a seasonal wheel with the above-suggested materials.
Children can cut out seasonal activity picuies and place in;the apprp-
priate section of the wheel. Chbose a'child,to spin the completed
wheel and have him recite a sentence about the season to which his arrow
is pointing, Other language development activities can be used
with thp Seasonal,,Wheel provided as motivation.

84. Classroom Activity. "Weather Chart".
Level - Ages 7:-12 Type - Group
Materials - Laminated chart divided into. columns with sepat4iate labels
such as: temperature, precipitwion, Eloud condition, etc.
Description"'- Have the children watch TV weather or read newspaper each
day. In dais fill in the weather chart with the class. LIThis'tan be
cone a daily part of the,early morning activities. Other advanced
headings such as bArometric pressure, winds, fronts, etc. can be added .

for older children,

85. Art. "Seasonal Shadow Boxes".
Level - Age 7 and over r Type - Individual
Materials - shoe boxes; clothespins; pipe cleaners; a variety of art
supplies.

Description - Let each child design and make a seasonal shadow box.
The background Should depict the season and with clothespins or pipe-
cleaners, people involved in games or activities, etc. The,figures
should be dressed appropriately for the chosen season.

86. Art., "Seasonal Collage".
Level - Ages 6-10 \ Type - Group
Materials - large poster paper,,magazines, scissors paste.
Description - Have children identify and cut out pictures of various
seasbnal activities such as swimming, skiing, tennis, baseball, etc.
Taste on large poster paper'to form a seasonal collage. Specific themes
for collages such as "Rainy Day Flint,' or "Fun in the Snow", etc-. with
appropriate activities can be developed.

87. Roleplay. "SeaSonal
Level - Ages 8-14 - Group

-Materials - Teacher-made-folded slips of paper with different seasonal
activities written on them such as;' a small boy walking through the
snow, A child floating on a raft, a tennis player, etc.
Description - Have a child choose a folded slip of paper and pantomime

' the activity written on it. The rest of the class will then try and
guess what season it is and/or what activity is beipg acted out. After
this activity has been introduced, ti.e. children can make up their own
situations.

88. Classroom Activiti. "Transportation Folder".
Level - Ages 4 -h : . ape - Individual,
Materials - Manila folder containing about ten different pictures of
ei.ch transportation vehicle._
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Description - Present the child with the folder containing die'
pictures. Ask the child to sort through them and remove only die
pictures of one transportation vehicle at a time that you ask for.
All other pictures are to remain in the folder.

89. Fieldtriu. "A Trip to the Airport".
Level - Ages. 4 -8 Type Group.
Description - Visit an airport; bus station, train terminAl.or any other
area of transportation interest and have the students observe and name
the different vehiclesIthey see. Afterward, draw up an experience
chaft with the class.' Paperjhats of the driyers of the'vehicle can
be made with younger children. Videotape all trips if possible for
further use.

90. Art. "Home-Made Trucks".
Level - Ages 4-10 Tyne - Individual
Materials - variety of art materials such as clay, paper, print,
cardboard, wood, blocks, boxes.
Description - Have children construct and design their own trucks out
of any art materials available. Other types of vehicles can also be

7( used.

91. Art Project. "The Classroom Express".
Level - Ages 4 and over Type'.- Group
Materials discarded refrigerator cartons, etc. or any large boxes
availabkaand a variety of art supplies such asIpaint, paper, crayons,
material (for curtains), tin foil (for Chrome), etc., scissors.
Description - Have the class work.together on a giant train.' Be
sure to have an engine, coal cars, caboose, etc. and as many other cars'
as desirdd. Train is no only a fun supplement'for a transportation
unit but also provides an ideal play area for children.

_92. Art. "Transportation Booklets".
Level - Ages 6-8 Type - Individual

,Materials - Scissors; pastel ere, ons; magazines; paper.
Description - Have children cut vut pictures'of different modes of .

transportation. Have them paste 'the pictures on papei, label. and then
mount into a scrapbook under appropriate headings such as: trucks, cars,
boats, etc.

93. Demonstratiou/Art. "Table Setting Placemats".
Level - Ages 4 and over Type- IndiVidual
Materials paper plate; cup; napkin; plastic fork, knife, spoon;
constnittion paper; crayons.

"Description - With the child's help in identifying the objects aid
utensils needed, demonstrate, the table setting for one person, using
these materials. After the demonstration, have the children, draw on
construction paper the proper place setting using the correct 'materials
needed, i.e:, draw a round dish, a napkin with a fork on top to the
right of the dish, etc. The finished placemats can be stored and used
at snack time.

Note - This activity can be modifi d for younger children by having
them paste pre-cut utensils and objets on their placemat rathe- than
draw them.

'
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94. Game. "Tool Clue".
Level - Ages 5-8 Type - Group:

.Materials plastic tools or pictUres ef ci6mon tools such.as;
hammer, saw, plane, ax, screw drive , vice, wrench, etc.
Description - Display pictures or tot ls on the chalkboard tray. The
child chosen to start the game will g ve the class a clue,such as,

'"I'm thinking of a tool used for pounding in nails", or "I'm thinking,
of a tool used to chop wood", etc. The child with-the correct answer'
must also pick the correct tool to become the winner. The winner
will then think of the next 1u:id]. clue'.

95. Roleplay. ;'What Tool'AM I?"
Level - Ages 5-8 Type =Group
Materials - Several teacher-made cards with pictures of a specific

on each card.
Des iftion - Choose a child to start this activity by picking up,
a card from the pile. Have him pantomime the toolhe picked for the

_class. The child who guesses the correct tool will then'have a turn.

96. Fieldtrip. "A Trip toa Construction Site".
Level - Ages-4:10 : Type - Group
Description - take the class to a construction site and Qbserve the
various tools used. Note what tool is used for what job. In class
discusS the trip in detail and workwithsthe children on various
follow-up activities such as writing themes, drawing, pictures, ex-
perience charts; etc.

*

97. Experiment. "Machine People".
Level - Ages 4-6 Type - Small Group/

. , Large Group
Materials - a small supply of sand or sawdust; paper bag,
Description Spread a thin layer of sand or sawdust over the top of a.
table. Walk over to the table with an armload of materials. 'Ask
a few of the children if they would clear off the table for you and
into the paper bag because your,hands are full. Tell theM it's all

(-right to use their hands. Observe with the rest of the class how
they do this. After the job is done, ask the class what different
hand movements the children used such as: scooping, pushing, sliding,
shoving, picking up, etc. Relate to various machines and their

aRa

functions.

. t

. Pantomime. lating Body Parts to Machines".
Level - Ages 5-8 .- Type - Group
Materials - pictures or drawings of common machines such as a bull-
dozer; a.crane, a steamshovel, a cement mixer, etc.,.,
Description - Assign each child a picture and have him pantomime that
machine. In turn, have the class relate aloud what pa'its of the
machine resemble or are similar in form or in function to the parts
of the human body.

99. Roleplay. "What "Machine am I?"
teitel - Ages -8 .. Type - Group

-Description noose a child to think of'a machine. In turn, each
child will pantomime what his machine is... The class will, then try
and guess what machine the child is imitating.

, 98
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104. Experiment. "Marshmallow Forms".
Level - Ages 5-10 Type - individual /Group
Materials - Three marshmaliowp per stpdInt.

. Description - Have the cliirldren make a lat circle,
and a flat triangle out of each' marshmallow. After
has made their shapes, have them tell you what hand
they used. Relate to -various functionl of machines.
have the children eat their work.

101: Classroom Activity. "Pick the Fruit"..
bevel - Ages 3-5 t
Materials - a cookie sheet-with an outline
inside ofthe pan; small magnetic fruit.
Description -.Have the children take turns
tree and taking it off.

% ,

a flat square
each child
movements

Afterwards,

Type - Individual
of a tree pasted on the

putting fruit on the

102. Experiment. "What Attracts a Magnet".
Level - Ages 5 -8 Type - Group
Materials - Magriet; a variety of objects - some that will attract
the magnet and some which will not; 2 boxes - one for objects
attracted by magnet, one for objects not attracted by magnets,
appropriately' labeled.

Description - Place magnetic and non-magnetic objects around the,
room. Have-children take turns holding the magnet and selecting .,,

an article that they think may be magnetic. If the object selected
is attraCtced to'tfie magnet, the child places it in the appropriate bcix;.
if it is notattracted, it is put in the other box.

103. Experiment. ."Magnets Make Work Easy".
Level - Ages 6-10 Type - Group
Materials - 2 boxes; magnet; +mottle caps; a variety of non- metallic
objects.

Description - In one box mix all objects with the bottlecaps. Choose a
child and ask him to sort out the bottlecaps and put them in the other
box. After the job complete, ask the children if there is no easier
and faster way to do this job. Present another child with a magnet and
remix all objects in the box. Ask him to repeat the task again,- only
this time with the magnet. Aftefwards, make a list with the class of
different tasks -they can think' of using magnets to make the work easier..

104. Experiment. "Magnet Bulletin Board".
'Level Ages 8-12 Type - Group/Individual
Materials - tagboard; marker.'
Description - Make a displayboard divided into thirds with, the follow-,
ing headings "Zaings Magnets Will Attract", 'Things Magnets Will Not
Attract" and "Things that Magnetism will Go Through". Have the child-
ren experiment at home with these different objects and with4a magnet
and fill in specific objects in their proper column. When chart is
fulldiscuss win Aildren the objects and yleir method of experimen-
tation, etc.

?

105. .Classroom Act iviy. "Appli.ance Chart".
Level Ages 5-8 Type - Group
Materials - pictures or drawings, of common and basic applianceS''such as
a stove, a refrigerator, a washing machine, etc.; plaste;'tagboard
divided into three sections labeled: "Appliances We Need to Clean With",

.;
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105. (Continued) 4

"Appliances We :Use Fer Cooking-and Eating" and "Appli*ces We Use
For Enjoyment ". . t

Description - Have each child pick alpicture at random. ,Have him .

identify it and tell what the appliairce is used for. Have him then
paste the object in the Correct section.,

.

106. Roleplay. ,:'Appliance Guessing.Game".
. Level - Ages 6-9 . Type - Group
'Materials - cards -with words or pictures of bSsic appliances ,such,as:
refrigerator, stove, washing machine, etc. ),

Descriptioni7 Line up card on chalktray and choose one Child to #antorarne,-----
how one of those appliances is used. The child who picks out the correct
appliance that is Ming dramatized has thf next turn.

107. Art. "Appliance Booklets".
Level - Ages 6-9 Type - Individual
Materials - magazines; scissors; paper; paste.
Description = Have chii6en search magazines for appliances. _Hait"them
cuttout and paste these pictures on paper to form booklels.

108. Fieldtrip. "A Trip Around the Neighborhood".
Level - Ages 4 and up Type - GroW
'Description - Take the clads on a fieldtrip around thq neighborhooe'

,.

and school. Have them correctly ideq5ify the different types of
buildings yOu see. In class, 4scuss whAt buIldings and places you've
seen and what these buildings-ate usedkfor. .011'.

109. Art.' "My Hpme". ...

, Levell - Ages 4 -6 ' T - IndividVal r
p'.Materials - ain%s; brushes;''paper;'crayons. , j.

Description - Have each child paint or draw a,picturtof his home.
When pictures are completed, have' each child show.hti,'Or4er picture
to the Class. 'Display'in the hall tor everyone to.see.

. . . r -4' ,1

40. Project. ,"The Model Neighborhood ".` 7 , )
Level - Ages `,8 -12 .

.
. Type - Small Grotip

.

Materials - 1-variety of materials sqh as: clay, bloLks, sticks,
stones; etc.; or peat and a Png fall of paper. .

$

Descri don,- Divide the class into small groups. Have them plan, develop.
and b :ld or paint a group mural of a miniature model' neighborhood
including a school, stores, a chUrch, hodses and other buildings found
in a'community. Display for parents, teachers and other classes to
see. -

e

111. .Guest Speaker. "Visit from A Contractor".
Level - Ages 5 and up Type Croup

azDescription - Invite a contractor to speak to the class about the
c.oNstruction of buildings and what materials are needed for construc-
tion. 0Have a question and answer period at the end of his talk.

1k2: Project. "Classroom Construction Workers".
Level.- Ages 7-10 10.571 - Small Group
Materials - clay or play dough; any type of square containers (2" k 2"
x 2" deep) to be used as a mold.

14S
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.112. (Continued) ,

a- .

(ojopescription - Divide,the crass into small groups. Give each group
me clay or play dough and a mold. Have each grouvonstruct,

any type of building they want usinkthl 2" okay squares maderfrom
the mold as a builder would use bricks. D %splay the finished products. w

..,..

N.

113. Sandplay. "Road Team". ,
.

Level - Ages 4-8 , Type - Small Group
',S _O

Materials - sand box, sand, shovels, ?.1.e'ces of woo4, blocks.
.'

Description - Have children create roadways, expreiswayst,br ges:and
. Nother man-made object's in sand.

: . . 4
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114. Field Trip. ,"Camera,TrilYmt t

, Level - Ages 5 and' up
, ype - Gray A

Materials -'a camera with plenty ?f
.

Description - Take the class. on a field* trip around the city. Observe,
and'take-pictures of,any masilmade structure such as a bridge', stieets4
etd. along with 14.,icttits of trees, flowers, 'etc. In ckaos, haye the
children 'sort out the an-made objects from the rest. Pictures can
also be used to reinforte events that took place on your trip.

Bevel Ages 4-8 . TypAl"- Group/Individtaf
Materials - Con4ruction paper cuein'the shapl of a wheel; scissors.'
paste; old magazines.
Description - Spread magazin s on thOtable and allow the Childrin
to go thr6ugh them-with the, dea of finding as. manzyheeWapthey
can. ..Have'children cut out each wheel And paste biltd"-a pied e of paper
forming a collage.;

115. Art:' "Wheel Collages".

4

116. Field Trip. "Where The WIbels-Are%
; '

Level -.Ages 5 and up . . 'Type - Group
Description - Take the class on i fieldtrip to an air terminal, railroad
yard, factory, etc. or anywhere wheels in different sizes and'functionS
can be found. Discuss in class and make up an experience chart.

1
117. Field Trip. "Wheely Walk".

Level - Ages 5-9 Tipe,.. Group
Description Have the chiAeren locate wheels; in the classroom and
keep a record by drawing pictures on a chart or writing down tile names.
Continue during the day outside the Classroom, at lunch, in gym, on the
playground, in art, in library and in the halls.

118. Research. "Wheels, Wheels, Wheels".
Level - Age 6 and up

1
Type - Individual/Group

Description - Bring the children to the Library and allow, them to
search through as malty books (walmly-picturt-bookal-AS possible, Ioak
ing for pictures of wheels in any form(s). Place a 'marker in these ,

books and when, all research is over, allow each child tolshow.and
explain his findings.

. 119. Art. "Wheeler Dealer Designs".
Level - Ages 6-9 'Type - Individual'
Materials - Cardboard boxes; short dowels; acrIlw-on bottle caps,pop-on
can tops; heavy-duty glue.

149
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119. (Continued)

Description - Have children use the materials to form any whedled
vehicle they imagine. Have each child display his or her vehicle
tothe.class and tell what it is.

120. Classroom Activity. "Why We Need Wheels".
Level - Ages 7-10 Type - Group
Descriptions - With the class, list as many things as you-can think
of that require wheels. 'Think about and discuss how their lives
would be differagt'if there were no wheels.

.r
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APPENDIX A.:4

RELATED ACTIVITIES THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
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1. ArL "Life Size Self Portraitd". -z,"

-Level,-.., es 4-6
' 'syse - Individual

Materials - sheets of paper cut into 4'1/2" x 2 1/2" pieces; poster paints;--_-__
brushes: Oricils scissors; mirror -(4111 length if possible).

is).'

pevriptiin-- Have each child lie faie up on a sheet of paper while another
child tr-sces hi entire body wit/A a pencil on Oat paper. Each child will
then cutout his qr her form .and paint what he or she looks like. Wneeded,
the child can use the mirror. When all the children have completed their
pictures, display them- arbund the room. /

2, Classroom Activity:- "Group/Self Identification".
J.evel rAges 4-6 , Type - Group
Materials - pictures of people and families-cut out of magazines; children's
photographs,-,,,d,photographs of their*faMilie%. .

. -.

-:

DescriplIm - Havy.Xhildren being in, phonographs of themselves and of their .

family. Mix all' aldren's photo ---- " with the pictures you.cut'from maga-
zines. Then-haye each child find i. :entity hip picture and each- member
of his iamily. This dttivity can be modified for younger, children by mixing
Ill. ce picture along with magaiine pictures or by -Jose mixing all of'the child-
ren in, the class's pictures together and having the thi;ld identify the
appropriate prloto of_hibselt.

3. Fieldtrip.
Level r Age 6

. Type - Group
Description Take th& class on a field trip'to a firehouse; police station;
grocery sto sr bakm-y,'etb. Afterv.rds have a class discussion on wh et
the class saw; w"1 did they_meet; whatdid these peopleAo; would they like
to do this type ot work '1..1they are older; etc.

, Je
Videotape if possible for furtl-er reference.

. - - r'-

Role P:lay. "What's MY'Occupation?".
Level - Ages 5-7 . Type - Group .

Ma'terials - paper bag filled with names of different occupations printed
on.folded pieces of paper.' ---1 t
Description - Have a child pick one name from the bag and give the,class
clucis as to the occupazioli he has chOsen. (i.e., "I wear a blue uniform
and badge', and I keep peo ple safe." - ansUli - Policeman.) The class will
'then try and' guess' what the occ4ation is. This activity' can be' modified .

fdr younger children by having the teacher whisper an occupation in the child's
oat= rather than !lave him pick a name from the bag. :

.

RolePlay. "Who Am fr-

. 1
Appenda. A-4.1

Level - Ages.7 and -over Type -'Group
Description - Have children think about and plan hOw to show the class
what they Want to be.'.Each child will then, pantomime their choice for
the'class'and have ihe'class guess who they are pretending to be. Good
choices are: baker; teacher; policeman; doctor; electrician; telephone
repairman; etc. '

Game. "Occupation C6centration".
Levi Ages 4-8 . Type - individual or Smell Group
Materials - 3" cardboard squares with a picture or draidng of objects

-lassociatedwith diffirent,person's occupations and pictured ordrawings
'of the corresponding person on.each square. ',Example - fireman,,hat and
hose; teacher, blackboard and books; construction worker, hardhat and
drill; sic.

m
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6. (Cantinued)

-Description - Place cards face down in rows on the floor. Each child
makeswill have a turn to lift two cards. If he akes a match (i.e., hArdh4

and drill to construction worker, etc.) he keels those cards. Game
1, ends when all cards are off the flOor. The child with the most cards

at the end Of the game is the winner.

"Lk
1

. Classroom Activity. "Sharing Box".
'

Level -.1)ges 4 and .over . Type - Group
Materials - a good size box (Can_be decorated by class).

'' Description - Have children bring toys orifavorite games to school
and then show the class what they have brought. After discussion,
have the child place the object in the "sharing box". During free
time, tr3, object can be enjoyed and shared by several ch4dren.

8. Demonstration. "Baking Bread".
ro

Ages 4-5 and over. Type -.-Group
Materials - hot r 11 mix; shortening; pan.'
Description - Poll ing the directions on the bread.mix box, bake
the bread with the class by.assigning each child a job such as:
greasing the pan; adding water to the mix;, kneading,the dough.; etc.

. With older children a simplebread recipe can be used.

. 9. Demonstration. "Making Peanuthutter".
Level -.Ages 4 and over 'Type"- Gri,anp
Materials blender; shelled peanuts"; oil; jelly; bread.
Description - Place peanuts iq blender and pulverize /' off May need'
to be added to make a peanutbutter consistency.' Make peanutbutter
and jelly sandwiches.1"..Each child should be given one job such as:
putting peanuts turning-on blender, etc. .

10. Game. Potap Rafe (Three-Legged Race).
Level - ,.Ages 7 -9 f , Iype - Group
'Materials - pbtato sacks or old pillov,cases.
Description DrGide the class into teams of two children each and
give each team a sack. Have one child of each team put his right
leg and ~he other child put. his left leg-in the sack. Have the teams
"hop" toward a predetermined-goal o- finish line. This activity can
be,modified by lengthening the distance or having an obstacle course,
such . , curves, etc.

.,.

11. Game. "A Funny Thins Happened To Me"
Level - Age 5 and up Type Group

#

Description W- , the class sitting in a circle, the teacher begins
with, "A Funny Thing Happened to Me". She the' relates something
hUmorous that really happened to her. She then asks for a volunteer
to relate T9 the class some humorous story that happened to him. Have
the children take turn for as long as time permits. After each story
discussions could oe held as to why the class or why the child found
his situation humorous.

12. Game. "Manfred the Mind reader ".

Level - Ages 7-10 Type - Group
Materials - Answers only to funny questions individually sealed in
envelopes.
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12. (Continued)

Description - Telling the class that she will now become 'Manfred, the
Mindreadee, the teacher will hold one envelope at a time to her head

a and give a pre-determined answer (pretending to be able to mind ead
the answer to the question). She will then open the.envelope nd read
the correct', inconsistent question. The children cad plan in mall
groups their own :Mow scheduled for a later date.

t

13. Music. "Musican In1truments ID".
Level ,Ages 5-9 - Type Group
Mate0.als - pictures or drawings' of musical instruments; records'or

tapes of what each instrument sound like; record player or tape deck.
Description Show the class a picture of a musical instrument and have
them-des4ibe it to you. Explain how it is used and play thecorres-
ponding musical sound. After each instrument has been identified,
play a record. that utilizes all of the instruments mentioned. Far rein-
forcement and review with younger children-Line up 111 the pictures on
the ,blackboard, and play a guessing game. Play a recording of a solo
instrument and haire the child'point to the picture or name the correct
instrument. For reinforcement and review with older children-Play a.

record which utilizes many instruments. Have them name or list as many
instruments that they hear.

14. Music. Fieldtrip.
Level - Ages 4-9' Type - Group
Pre'teaching - familiarity with musical instruments:
Description - Take the class on a field trip to a music store. Identify
nd label each instrument. Afterwards lead a group discussion on the trip

/Asking what the child saw and what he liked, etc. For reinfoicement ant
review, a vocabulary list of music and musical instruments can be made
or drawings.or magazine pictures of various instruments for a bulletin
board display.

- 15. "Instrumentally Yours".
Level - Ages 3-5 Type - Group
Pre-teachilla Some knowledge of musical instruments.
Description Have each child choose his favorite musical instrument and
imitate it 48 best.. as he could. Choose a familiar song such as "Old,
MacDonald" and have the class "play the song".

16. Music. "Music Break".
Level - Ages 4-8 Type Group
Materials - record player; records.
22...scrla6ah met -side a few minutes each day for'a "music break". At
that. time, the child who's turn it is/ihat day, will play his favorite
record that he brought in or lead the class in his favorite familiar

Tne teacher can have a turn too.

17. Music. "Kazoo:ZJ:J".

Level - Ages '5 :7 1 . Type - Group
Materials - kazoos, records and record player:__
Description Have the children purchase a kazpo (from a five and dime
store) and bring to class. Have them play along with their favorite records.
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.18. Music. "The Home-made, Back-porch, Kitchen Skillet, Psychedelic,
Classroom Band". a
Level -1. Ages 5-7

,

. Type - Group
Materials - Junk found anywhere with a musical quality such al..:: wash-
boards and sticks, old metal pot covers, wooden snoons, combs and
tissue paper, closed containers with stones or sand, etc.
Description - Have children bring in junk such as the above to class.
After each child ha showh the class what he'ha; brought in and what S

iC sound like, lea them in a familiar song and have them join in play-
ing their instrume ts. If the teacher is really ambitious and the class
is somewhat proficient, she could arrange and conduct a familiar song
and cue the[children by pointing when it's their turn-or turns in a
song. The children might want to decorate their instruments and make
uniforms for performances later on.

19. Music/Art. " :msical Art 7.

Level - Ages 4-7 Type - Group
Materials - Record player and an assortment.Of records such as a waltz,
polka, rhapsody, lullaby, rhumba, etc., and any type of art materials and
paper available for students.
Description EApetiment for a week or sok,during the period of time set
aside for art activities. Have the children draw, color or paint any-
thing they feel like on a piece of paper while you play a,record in the
background. Play only one kind of record a day. Group and display the
pictures around the room each day with the type of music played that
day. At the end of the week have the children tell you what picture(s)
they liked best and why, and what kind of music they liked best and why.
Note similarities, differences and patterns.,

-ty
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3-1, Related Materials - Symbolic Representation
B-2 Related Materials - Cognitive Processes

B-3 Related Materials - The Physical Environment
B-4 Related Materials - The Social Environment
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1. Film. "Alphabet Conspiracy - Pts. 1 and 2".
Level - Age's 4-7 (American Telephone and Telegraph)
Color 53 minutes 16mm film optical sound

'Description - An animated plot to destroy the alphabet and all language359)
' depicts tne science of,linguistics (from the Bell System Science Series).

A( Instructional Material., "Play.Desk".
Level - Ages 477 (Fisher-Price Co.)_
Cost - $5.99

Description - Plastic letters and numbers fit into Special places on this
desK, for easy sorting and labelling.

3. Filmstrip Sex. "Project Life - Perceptual Thinking Activities --Level
2, Set 4, No. 15".

Level - Ages 5-7 (General Electric)
Cost - '$7.00 per filmstrip.

Description - 36 frames with a series A 4 items per frame are presented.
Within each frame...one item-does not fit. 'Items are letters and numbers
only. Can also be used for grouping and sorting activities.

4. Instructional Material. 'Jumbo Alphabet".
Level - Ages 3-6 (Ideal School Supply Co.)
Description - Large letters imbedded in 12" rubber frames. The package
contains 4 set frames' containing capital letters. Some of the letters are

,side by side s..) when rembrd e latge area is open not leaving ,nly clues for
tne cuild to insert tne let-ter< The material is flexible and washable.
Can also be used for learning the,a:IphaUet as well as other letter and
alphabet activities.

5. Instructional Material. "Rubber. Stamp Alphabet".
Level - Ages 4-=6 (Lakeshore Equipment Co.)
Cost - $5.00 (lower case), $6.50 (upper case)
Description Rubber stamp letters mounted on wooden handles 3/4" high
andJappropriately labelled for easy identification. Useful for making
alphabet games, charts, and indiv ual activities.

6. Instrtictional Material: 1/4 "DLM Alphabet Cards".
Level - Ages 6-10 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Description - Contains 3 sets of cards (printed, manuscript, cursive)
containing upper and lower case letters. Useful for a variety of matching
activities and the different., sets can be used with a wide age range.

7. Kit. "Fun With Capital and Lower Case Letters".
Level - Ages 4-0) (I structo)
Cost 55.95

Description - This kit contains a wide range of alphabet activiti9A, which
are carefully sequenced. It includes a special reference chart, self-
checking puzzles, self-correcting letter matching wheels and related
worklieets.

8. Instructional Material. "Alphabet Bingo".
Level Ages 5-i (Lakeshore Equipment Co.)
Cost - $3.95
Description - This is a bingo game that combines upper and lower case letters
It is excellent for familiarization and matching of both letter cases.

1j
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9. Instructional Material. "Romper Room - 4 Way Play Chest".
Level Ages 5-7 (Special Education Materials, Inc.)
Cost - $9.00

Description - This chest has 4 sides: a felt board which will hold, feit
letters; a peg board with pegs; a magnetic board with magnetic letters:
and a_cnalkboard with chalk and eraser. Can be used for distinguishing
upper, and lower case letters, recognition of letters, and many more letter
activities.

10. Instructional Material. "Magnetic Lower Case and Upper Case Letters".
Level - AgeS 5-7 (Instructo)
Cost - $8195

Description - Plastic magnetic letters can be used for a variety of letters
and alphabet activities as well as recognition and familiarization of both
cases of letters.

11. Book. "Tne Adventures of Egbert tne Easter Egg".
Author - Armour, Richard
Level Ages 5-8 (McGraW-Hill Book Co.) (1965)
Cost - $3.95

Description: -,"The Adventures of Egbert the Easter Egg" uses many words -

-with the 'e; sound in an amusing story for primary agedtchildren. Good
for introducing letter sound's and verbal and printed letter activities.

12. Instructional Material. "Giant Alphabet Poster Cards".
Level -,Ages 6-8 - (Milton Bradley)
Cost - $4.00

Desctiption - These are extra large, easy to id4ntify poster cards, each
with a printed letter. Excellent for all letter and alphabet teacher-led
activities.

13. Instructional Material. "Tachistoscope".
Lc Ages 6-12 Oucational Development Labaatorits)
Cosi Under $10.00
Description This is a machine through which letters, numbers, words, etc.
can be flashed on a screen for exact second intervals. Excellent for visual
perception and memory and a variety of letter and alphabet activities.

14. Flashcards. "Teach Me Alphabet Letters".
Level - Ages 5-7 (Renewal Products Company) 4-----
Cost - $1.70
JVStrip_140n Alphabet flasi.cards consist of two sets of 26 cards each
of upper and lower case letters. The small letter cards have a picture on
them at, well as the letter.

15. 1.1,iruciionai Material. "Alphabet Puzzle Board".
elLev - Aes 3- (;iilton Bradley)

Co';t '?10.00

Description - This set contains 26 2" x 2" x 3/8" blocks in ayooden tray,
whica also rouiains eaca letter of the alphabet. Blocks are clear and have
a laquered finish.

0

16. FlaGhcards. "ABC Picture Flashcards".
Level - Ages 4-8 (Ed U-Cards)
Cost $1.00

Descrintion Contatps6 sets_of picture and alphabet cards. One set of
10.7
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. .
..., A . . -4, , ...
16. (Cant'd) cards has a bright and colorful,spicture. on one side and the capital

letter on the opposite side. The other set.has the identical picture as
the first set plus the small letter on one side and the whole word printed
on tne opposite side.

4

17. Instructional Material. :learn the Alpnal)et".
yLevel Ages 5-8 . ...7 (Miltdn Bradley)

Cost - $2.50

Description - Contains large white cards with full color illustrations of i
familiar objects, upper and lower case manuscript letters, and word lists'

,

with initial vowels and consonants. Directions for games and exercises
to teach object and letter recognition as well as upper and lower case
letters, alphabetical order, and spelling are included.

ti

18. Instructional Material. "Vowel Wheels".
_Level - Ages 6-8

t)
(Milton Bradley)

Cost - $3.00 .

Description - This is a drill device which provides practice in blending
sounds, word perception, and sound-syMbol. relationships. Each vowel is
presented as an isolated sound in word settings. The reverses side of card
is the vowel- consonant combinatio.s. Dises are moved to.form meaningful
words.

19. Book. "The Cat in the Hat Beginner Book Dictionary".
Author - Eastman, P.D. and Geisel, T.S.
Level - Ages 7-10 (Random House)
Cost - $3.95 --
Description A colorful and amusing 4011.1d's diCtionaty that encouray:Js
reading and beginning dictionary skills. Has words, sentences and pictures:

20. Book. "Charlie Brown Picture Dictionary".
Author Shultz,-Charles M.
Level Ages-8-10 'World Publishing Co.)
Cost .$6.95

Description Cha,:lie Brown and his gang star in this colorfull llustrated
and labelled beginners' dictionary.

r
21. Filmstrip Set. '"Aud-X ReadLness Set (AXR-3)". .

Level - Ages 4-6 (C. F. McCabe, Inc., Educational Systems)
Cost - $226.00 - fullfset.0
Description - The 29 less'ons help the child to learn to look, listen and
respond to sight-sound instructions of'the Aud-X and prepare the children
for three modes of skill and concept instruction (words, story, word study).
Builds the concept that words are seluences of letters which represent objects
or ideas and introduce functions and names of the letters in the alphabet.

22. Flashcards. "Letter Recognition Game".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Mead School Products)
Cost - $1.25
Description The are colorful flashcards containing the letters of the
alphabet with a picture and word label corresponding to that letter. Tne
letters themselves are removable with self-correcting cut-outs.

16()
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23. Instructional Material. "MatgllUms".
Level - Ages 4-7 (H-G Toys)
Description - Contains cards with 1 tters that fit in puzzle fashion to
cards with corresponding picture and word for that letter.

24. Flashcards. "Little Picture Cards ".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Scott, Foresman)
Cost $2.00

Description - Contains small cards with a colorf picture on one side as
its appropriate initial letter on '_pie other side

25. Chart. "Here We Go From A to Z".
Level - Ages 4-12 (Rapp Studios, Inc.)
Cost - $1.00

Description - A colorful alphabet walk chart containing one word and
picture for each letter of the alphabet.

26. Book. "The Animal ABC's".
Author - Walley, Dean
Level - Ages 4-7 (Hallmark Publishing Co.) (1970)
Cost - $3.50
Descrintion This lis a beautifully illustrated-book on animals and the
alpnabetT-It has moving paper mechanics and a rhyming text.

t7. Instructional Material. "Link Letters".
Level - Ages 5-7 (Milton Bradley)
Cost - $1.50

s'
Description - This is a box of one-inch letters which can be linked together
in alphabetical order.

,28. Book. "Curious George Learns the Alphabet".
Level -4Ages 5-8 (Houghton-Mifflin Co.) 4.1963)
Cost

Description -'Curious George, the monkey, makes learning the alphabet into
a game in this colorfully illustrate' Oook.

29. Book. "grian Wildsmith's ABC".
Author - Wildsmith, Brian
Level - Ages 5-8 (Watts)
Cost $3.95

(1963)

Description This is a colorfully illustrated alphabet book which can be
used not only for learning the alphabet but also 'Iv a variety of separate
letter activities.

30. Instructional Material. "Jumbo Letters and Numbers".
Level Ages 4-6 (Novo Educational Toy Co.)
Cost - $7.50

Description - Set consists of 3 1/4" upper and lower case letters and the,
numbers' 1-10 in rubber frames which can be used for tracing, manipulation
and recognitiol.
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u
31. Filmstrip Set. "Project Life - Perceptual Thinking,tIvities Level 2,

Set 3, dip. .

Level - Ages 4-6 (General Electric)
Cost - $7.00 per filmstrip
Description Each filmstrip contalins to frames with suggested letter figures
presented with 2 or 3 possible comketed figures 'below it. The child must
selected the completed figure which corresponds best with the suggested
letter figure.

K. Kit. "The Alphabet House".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Follett)
1)=.1211212 - This kit provides enrichment activities and a unique method
of introducing letter recognition and formation in the alphabet house.
Contains a teacher's guide, student activity book, alphabet story book,
creative writing games and alphabet cards.

33. Instructional Material. "Groovy Letters".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Ideal School Supply Company)
Description - Children may practice forming the letters while staying inside
the assigned grooves.

34. Instructional Material. "Write-on, Wipe-off Alphabet Fish".
Level - Ages 4-8 (R.H. Stone)',
Cost - set of 28 write-on fish and 6 18" poles and magnet bait -
Description Six-inch fish have steel eyes to attract a magnet and may be
written on and wiped clean. May be used to teach formation of letters as
well as letter names, easy words, numerals, matching shapes, and colors.

35. Instructional Material. "Alphabet Puzzle Cards".
Level - Ages 6-8 (Milton Bradley Co.)
Cost - $1.25

Description - This set contains 35 cards which can be put together to form
complete letters of the alphabet. Only matching halves can fit together.

36. Instructional Material. "Touch Teaching Aids".
. Level - Ages 4 6 (Childcraft Educational Corp.)
IsCost - set of capital and lower case letters - $11.00
Description --Sturdy alphabet cards with letters with a raised surface
for easier tactile recognition. Also designed to promote reading readiness.

37. Instructional Material. "Touch Beaded Alphabet Chart".
Level Ages 4-6 (Lakeshore Equipment Co.)
Cost - $9.93

Description - 43 x 14" alphabet board has raised beaded letters in upper
auu lower cases. Useful for kinesthetic recognition of letters.

38. Instructional Matexial. "Mor-pla Kinesthetic Alphabet and Teacher's Guide".
Level - Ages 4-6 (R. H. Stone)
Cost - set of 26 upper and lower case letters - $31.00
Descri2tion This alphabet is made of wood, 4 iaches high, 1/2 inch thick.
R.ch in manipulativenppeal and good for the tactile- oriented learner.
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'39. Instructional Material. "Kinesthetic learning,Alphabet".
Level - Ages 4-6 , (Beckley-Candy) -.

Cost. - $6.75

''Description - This is a set of -fishable, brightly colored plastic letters.
Starting points acid sequence of strokes provides kinesthetic learning.

40. Instructional Material. "Unifix Interlocking plastic Cubes and,Number-
Indicators".

Level Ages .3-5'' (Philograph Publications Ltd.),
Description - Plastic cubes and plastik piece with numeral on top, interlock'`
for self-correcting, recognition and matching of numerals and numbers activities.

,41. Instructional Material. "Giant Dominoes'!.
Level - Ages 4-7 )(Lauri Enterprises)

1Cos--r- $9.90/set.t

Description - 2!8 2-3/4" x 1/2" x 3/4" wood dominoes are in a compete set.
-) .Excellent for recognition of .numbers.

42. Instructtlanal Material. ''Craydon Number Box".
Level - Ages.5-7 -(Equipment Co.)
Cost - $2.50.

, , .r)

Description 11 1/2" x 7" x 1" sorting box has 10 compartments with numerals
printed (34 the walls, ant '3 Picture ,cards for each numeral for matching
-exe-reises. '4'

.1

43. Instructional Material.-' "The l00-:,Number Board".
Level - Ag s 6-3 k(Znvicta)
Cost,- $5. 0
Descripti - Marked grid board holds 100 plastic tablets marked 1 to 100.
Also included are 25 plain colored tablets. Can be used for counting exercises
up to 100.

44. 'Book. "A Number of Bears".
Author - Walley, Dean
Level- Ages 4-7 (Hallmark's Children's Editions) (1970)
Cost - $3.50 "-

Description -' This is a teantifully illustrated and,dolo'rful book. It has
moving parts andjpop-out pages. Numbers 1-10 are illustrated via a family
of bears.

45. Instructional Material.' '!Bingo,Game".
Level - Ages 4-8 (Hammett)
Cost - $1.00

De'scrtion - This is a bingo game with special peg spinner and wooden
markers and pegs.

46. Poster Cards. "Beginner's Number Poster Cards".
Leyel - Ages 577 (Milton Bradley)
Cost

Description - Large, 11 1/4" x 4", easy to see, poster cards with 1 number
per card offer a variety of number exercises. and activities for the children.

16 .;
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7. Kit. "We.Lear-a-ro Count".
2,.

II

17
Lowe'

.

Ages 4-8 (Instructo.Products Co.)
Cost - $6,.50

.......___ ,

Description - This kit provides picture cards with removable counters for
Ube numbers 1 to 10 and interlocking' printed numerals which are attached .

to the picture car4s. Also'included are 2 sets bf counting strips, a ten
1.\

frame, and a 100 square board. 4
,

48. Workbook. "Count and Color"..
.____,__________

Level'- Ages 5-7 (Kenworthy Educational Service).___
.-iCost - $1.25 .

teachingDbscri.Pon.ti,- This is designed to aid in teaching beginnilig number concepts,
, matching verbal babels with printed.lab

_ .

els, and:matching the number 4 o
and the word four. Also contains-large illustrations to color.

49. Charts. "Number ConZepes". 4 ,

Level - Ages 5-7 (Instructor Curriculum' Materials)
Cost - $3.71

Description - Familiar animals illustrate the, numbers 1 througn 10 with
different animals on each chart. The numbers and words are shown. The

'4 last two charts illustrate 11 through 20.

e
50. Film. "Numerals Everywhere".

,

-Level -.Ages 5-10 '' (Encyclopaedia,Britannlea Education Corp.)
Color 11 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Descrintion - This film shows the use and.concepcs of various numerals 1n
a child's environment through an ordinary shopping trip. Recognition of
symbols are especially stressed.

51. Filmstrip. "We Learn Numbers" (Part I).
Level - Ages, 4-6 (Eye Gate)
Descriptial7 This filmscript contains pictu
of numbers 1 to 5. fhe frames are colorful,

52. Filmstrip. "We Learn Numbers" (Part II).
Level Ages 5-7 (Eye Gate)
Description - These frames illustrate groups
reinforce these number concepts. A review o
provided at Lae end of this filmstrip.

Et

53. Instructional Xaterial. "Quantity Tutor".

4

res to demonstrate the concepts
meaningful; and Clear.

of items from 6 to 10 to
f the numbers41-10 is also

Level - Ages 5-7. (Child Cr@ft Education Corporation )
Cost $7.95

Description - This material aids a aild's visualization of quantities and
number operations by matching plastic pieces on verbal instruction or by
an ioentical picture of the set. Self-correcting.

54. Instructional Material "Giant Bead Stair".
Level Ages 5-7 tChild Craft Education Corporation)
Cost - $7.95
pqAELElpslop - Easy to grasp beads are t 3/4" and graded by colors from 1-5.
May be used for set recognition, matching and set completion.
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. 55. Book. "My Golden Counting Book".
Author - oore,'Lillian .

.

Level - Ages 3-6 (Western Publishing Co.) (1957) .

Cost - $1.00 ,
!,

Descriptl.on - Colorful pictures of sets 1-10 with the appropriate numeral,
included' on each page. ,,

,

-

56. Flashcards. "Number.Concept Cards'''.
Level - Ages 3-7 . (Mead. School Products) '
Cost - $2.50.

Description - These large cards with clearly defined pictures and'patterns..
are good for use for, drill'in numbers, numerals, and set telentification 1-10.

57. Kit. "Early Childhood Enrichment Units: Number Readiness'.
Level - Ages-4'7 .- (Milton Bradley)

, CoSt -1$55.00 . ,

,

Deicription - This kit provides small group learning experiences such as;,-
..

.sorting,, matching, equivalents and hon-equivalents. Includes; flannelboard's-
and cutouts,

-.-

plastic and wooden counters,"peg boards and pegs, dominoes,
abacus, manipulatives, etc.. A teacher's guide is. also included.

58. Kit. 'Match Rates".
'evai - Ages 4-7 (Creative Playthings)
07a7- $35 0
scription - This kit contains ten puzzles with numbers on the top and

° places for corresponding objects below. Useful for set,recognition
activities.

59. Instructional Material: "Pro-Po Math Blocks".
-'' 1-'Level - Ages4- (Lakeshore Equipment Co.)

Cost $6.50Iset.
Description - Set includes 58 wooden blocks engraved with numerals and
dots from 1 to 10. Each block is accurately'sized in correct proportion, to
tha number it represents. Useful for' showing ,correct proportions in numbers,
set identification and tactile learning.

. 4...

60. Film. "Structural Arithmetic".
,Level - Ages 5-$

:.(N.Y.S.' Dept. of Education) t' (1967). '.

Black/white 30.miwites .. 16mm,filoptical scan&
Description - The sequential development of the 'numerical concepe:of ten
is demonstrated by Margaret 'Stein through counting and pattern boards. _

...-- . ...

61. _. ____________________1s/tructional Mat_____erial. "Footsteps'to*Numbers":.
C6vel - Ages 3-6 - (Dick Blick)
Cost - $8.0U/se 1L

..t.
, 4 .

.....S.lat.i0n. - 10 washable, crepe rubber non-skid footsteps in bright yellow,
with ear_ to see large blacknumerals and dots. Each footstdp is 11 1/2" x
4 1/4:' x 3/16" thick. This material helps to develop the understanding,of
concrete and a6strabt number concepts, 7,,eftand,right, sequencing; M9tor
skills and coordination, and counting from 1 to10. ,

"91
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le,tructional Material. "Counting Frame".
Level Aees 3-7

Ce;t1- $3.69

ees(_rietion - This is a counting frame or abacus with rows of colored beads
Leat tne cnild can count with as he moves the beads `.cross.

l'(Playskool)

8-1.9'-

a

(O. Kccord. 'Dancing NumerafS".
ve.1 - Ages 4*-e,

Cost - 5.7.95
......

Description - This 33 1/3 longplaying record has counting in order from 1-10
anu also counting, in reverse order.

'
,,

64. Inctrueteelull Material. "DLM Counting Cubicles or Color Inch Cubes".
Lev; i - Ades 4e6Z (DeveDpmeutal Learning Materials)
Cost - $)-.50 per box

Descripti29:- These are one ,inch cubes made of finished hardwood. They come
14 <ix ptrimaryeolors, 16 cubes each ofIred, yellow, blue, green, range,
and ?urple. .

(Ed, Activ.)

65. leetructional Material. "Stepping Stones".'
* Level Agcs 5-7 (Child Craft Education Corp.)
Cost - 56.95

Description - This set contains ten 8" squares made of highly wear-resistant
material, No`: -skid squares need not be fastened to the floor. Provides
concrete dxperiencLs in math concepts.

66. Kit. "Modern Mathematics Kindergarten Kit".
Level - Ages 4 -f (Milton Bradley)
Cost.- under $10.00

k2scriptton .2 This kit consists of a number of flannel board shapes such as
trees and stars, etc., and flannel numbers 1-10. Can be used for counting
as well as set identification ectivitees.

. 1-te%ri_p. "Numbers for Beginners".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
elescrIktion This filmstrip contains arithmetic or counting problems via

'animated cartoons. Many are merely counting exercises, others ask "what
comdt befd"re or after". etc.

Note - Retommended previewing by teachers. The teacher might have to
clarify'Wnatfeach fraMe is asking the chile to do.

clnstructioual Material. "Jumbo Letters and Numbers".
Level - Ages 47o (Novo Educational Toy Co.)

For cenststs of 3 1/4" numbers 1-10, and upper and lower case,
letters in rubber frames which can be used for tracing, manipulation and
recognI.Lion.-

. Film. "Megic .umoers".
Level - Ages 5-6 (Sterling Educational Films) (1968)
Color ;0 minutes. itimm film optical sound
Descreiptkon Tnis film illustrrtes the formation of th numbers 1-10 and
the relationseip between a number, its meaning, and its name.
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70'. Instructional Material. "Canned Shapes and Numerals".
Level - Ages 3-5 (Ed-U-Cards)
Cost $2.00

Description - Children can match, identify and recall numbers as well as
shapes. Brightly colored, velour backed numerals and,,shape help children
develop Power of observation, investigation,and discovery through sigut
and touch senses.

71. instructional Mater.,al. "Self-Correcting Number Tray".
Level - Ages 5-7 (J.A. Preston Corp.)
Cost - $4.50

Description - Plastic colored squares with raised numbers and holes wnich
fit on the appropriate number of pegs. Although it can be used for matching
numbers and sets, it is excellent foi touch recognition of numbers.

72. Captioned Film. "Adldition for Beginners".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Captioned Films for the Deaf)

4 Descri.Qt.ion - A review of the concept of sets, numbers and numerals is
followed by symbols of addition and the use of the number line in addition.

73. Instructional Material. "Number-Numeral Triple Tiles".
Level - Ages 6-8 (Milton Bradley)
Cost - $10.00

Description - A pegboard and pegs allows the child to place the correct
amount of pegs in the holes in the tile to match verbal or printed numerals.

74 Record. "Fingergames",
Author Matsushita, >,arjorie
Level - Ages 3-5 (Ed. Activities) (1965)
Description This is a 33 1/3 long playing rhyming record that small
children will enjoy singing along with. It not only provides music enjoy-
ment but helps teach Omple mathematical concepts through the use of rhyme
and fingerplay activity.

75. Book. "Fun with Rhymes".
Author - Frost, Marie__
Level - Ages 3-5 (Cooke) (1967)
Description - This is a collection of short and sin ,e rhymes, some of
which deal wLth number concepts. It is a good introduction to counting,
additions and subtraction for the preschooler.

76. Book. "Two Little Trains".
Author Brown, Margaret Wise
Level - Ages 3-5 (W R. Scott, Inc.) (1954)
Description - A colorCully illustrated story with a syncopated and rhyming
text about two trains and their adventures on the tracks.

77. Book. "Two is a Team".
Author Beim, Lorraine and Beim, Jerrold
Level - aces 4-6 (Harcourt, Brace and rld, Inc.) (1945)
Description - This is an amusing story of 2 little boys who are best friends
and the adventure they had with the 2 little coasters they made. There are
many objects of '2' that the child can count while the story is being read.

frr _167
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78, Picture Cards. "Counting Picture Cards".
Level - Ages 4-6 (Delielopmental Learning Materials)
Cost - $1.25

Description - There are 5 sets of colorful and easy to handle cards,-
with each set containing 1 to 6 colorful items. These cards can be used
for matching equal sets of items.

79. ,Instructional Material. "How Many Apples Counting Blocks".
Level - Ages 5-7 (Special Education Materials, Inc.)
Cost - $13.50

Description - The set consists of 21 blocks made out of fiberboard. Each
block has nine numerals, the written label, and pictures on both sides in
contrasting colors:

80. Instructional Materiel. "Number Puzzle".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Cost - $3.95

Description - Jigsaw pieces fit together in a 9 5/8" square insert. The
object is to match numeral with correct group of spots on center pike
then position "pie slices" with mating quantities of common objects.

81. Instructional Material. "Number Group Recognition Caine".
Level - Ages 4-6 (Constructive Playthings)
Cosl - $1.75

Description - Child learns to recognize numbers indifferent forms by
matching cards of different sets of numbers that represent his number.

82. Instructional Material. "Number Counting Game".
Level - Ages 4-6 (Ed-U-Cards)
Cost - $1.50

Description - These are colorful number cards, 1-10, matching concept cards
and heavy plastic markers for self-correcting. Useful for a variety of
number activities as well as set identification.

83. Film. "Numbers in Our Lives".
Level - Ages 3-8 (BM' Educational Media)
Color 9 minutes 16mM film optical sound -

Descripti-on - This film focuses on many of the ways in which numbers and
their names are used by the members in the community, such as counting,
measuring, playing games, etc.' .

84. Instructional. Material. "Count and Match". .

Level Ages 6-C (R.H, Stone Products)
Cost - $5.50

.,

Description - This is a 2 piece, self-correcting jisaw puzzle with the
numerals 1-10 and groups of objects silk-screened on birch.

85. Instructional. Material. "Plastic Numbers Set".
Level - Ages 6-8 (Educational Teaching Aids)
Cost - $2.75
Description - Dots on plastic, see-through cards for numbers 1-10 allow
the child to match 2 card combinations to fit over the correct answer card.
This self-correcting material is excellent for beginning equations.

16s
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86. Instructional Material. "The Equation Balance".-.
Level - Ages 6-10 (Special Educational Maeerials, Inc.)
Cost - $23
Descriotic_ This is a wooden balance 25" x 12". It also includes weights
waich are placed on the balance to visually show equality and inequality.
An excellent introduction to balancing equations.

87. Instructional Material. "Link Numbers".
Level - Ages 6-10 (Milton Bradley) t
Cost - $1.50

Description - This is an arithmetic' aid that provides an, interesting method
for building number facts and play number games as well as balancing simple
equations. It consists of die-cut numbers that link together.

88. Instructional Material. "Fit-a-Shape".
Level - Ages 3-6 (Mead School Products)
Cost - $4.50

Description - Twp sets of basic geometric shapes fit into a pair of
8" x 11 3/4" frames. One set of shapes matches frame for color association.
All 3/16'1. thick in 3 colors.

89. Instructional Material. "Shapes Lotto ".
Level - Ages 3-6 , (Playskool)
Cost - $26.00

Description - Players match wood tiles in 6 geometric shapes to the same
shapes on.the lotto bbardsi Some boards have shapes imbedded in illustrations.

90. Instructional Material., 'Shape Discs".
Leve - Ages 3 -8 (Mead School Products)
Cost - $4.50

-t-

Descri ion - There are 32 ,2 3/4" diameter discs which contain a single,
fit-i square, diamond,-riangle or circle. All are 3/16" thick rubber
sh s in eight bright colors.

91 Instructional Material. 'Shift Shapes".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Little ,:envy Publications)
Cost - $4.95
Description Contains.a design guide, 21" x 2-7" vinyl backgrbund board, and
50 3" multi-colored vinyl shapes (circles, triangles, squares and rectangles).
Children may learn shapes and colors as well as create pictures. May also
be drawn on with crayon and wiped clean.

92 Instructroaal Material. "Reading Shape Set".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Cl ildcraft Education Corp.)
Cost -
Description' Large dominoe, inscribed with common geometrical shapes.
Set includes seve:al games instructions. Excellent for shape discrimination
activities.

93. Instr ,ctioh:t1 ":Lagnetic Basic Forms Board''.
Level - :1ges 4-7 (Child (uidance Toys)
Cost - $4.93
Description This contains magnetic pieces in different shapes, sizes and
colors, which cah be put'together to create a train, a house, etc., or used
alone for recognitgon orfic geometric shapes.
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94. Instructional Material. "Polytarge.t ".
Level - Ages 4-10 '(Special Education Materials, Inc.)
Cost -. $18.00

Description - This is a versatile,bean bag and ring toss target game.
The top section is a circrtmstad triangle on a pendulum which swings back
and forth. The More force, the higher the swing. The bottom section nas '-
geometric openings with big bright, colored hinged doors behind the triangle
and Square. Objects ere. thrown either through openings or up against doors
which react to different weights and momentum.
Special Utilization Can be. placed on a desk for tactile exploration.
Also helps develop perceptual motor and cognitive skills.

95. Instructional Material. "Shape Up".
.Level - Ages 5-8 (Childcraft Educatioi Corp.)
Cost - $4.95

Description -"This game is played _with .board and shape up cards (cards
showing geometric shape). Other materials and play activities are included
to.help children learn reading, writing, and visual perception skills.

96. Film. "Magic Shapes".
,

.Level - kes 5-10 (Sterling Educational Films) (1968)
Color / 10 minutes 16mm film optical sound

,.

Description - This Minds good for reinforcement of basic shapes such as
circle, square, triangle, and rectangle, and for readiness in reading,

,

writing or arithmetic. Also included are the diamond and the cross.

97. Instructional Material. "Shape'Stamps":
,Level - Ages 6-9 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Cost $9.Q0

description - This contains twelve different rubber stamp shapes with the
top labeled so the child can see which shape he is using. Can be used for
a variety of activities.

98. Instructional Material. "Match Patch".
Level - Ages 6-12 (Pla-Mor)
Cost - $.39

Description - This is a deck of playing cards containing 36 different pictures
to match with 4 key cards. Objects are illustrated colorfully with charac-
teristic shapes outlined in black. Oval, squares, rectangles, circles and
triangles are represented with 8 examples of each.

99. Kit. "Geometric Models".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Milton Bradley)
Cost - $4.00

_Description - Over 100 yellow, 8 inch transparent plastic tunes with flexible
joiners to aid in teaching the construction of geometric figures.

100. Instructional Material. "Magnetic Basic Form Board".
Level - Ages 5.L.9 (Child Guidance Toys, Inc.)
Description - This 'r:It coi,ta1ns a sizeable magnetic board With several
magnetic Ilinpc5 in acrZ:,:(1 :,14,s 1.1 colors. Around the border are se eral
model forms that the child can use an example for making these forms.
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101. Instructional naterihl. "Geoboard".
Level - Ages 5-12 (Cuisennaire Co. of America, Inc.)
Description Two different ,geoboards are mounted on opposite sides. On
One side are 25 pegs evenly spaced in a)rectangular shape while the other
side has 12 evenly spaced pegs in the fOrm of a circle. These geoboards
are designed to be used separately with different colored rubber bands for
aiding in the formation of various shapes and designs. Suggestions for the
formation of different shapes are included.

102e Kit. "Perceptual Concept Series".
Level --Ages 6-3 (The Instructo Publications, Inc.)
Description - This kit contains 3 charts containing very clear shapes such
as circles, Squares, triangles, rectangles, ovals, diamonds and 2 charts
sip ing assorted shapes. The child looks at each chart and attempts to
see how each shape is formed. Included in the kit are master sheets for
each chart. The teacher can ditto these sheets and allow each child to
copy the basic shapes and even be able to find these shapes in his environ-
meht.

103. Book. "CreaLinE; With Paper".
Author Johnsoa, Pauline
Level - Ages 8 and up
Cost - $4.95

(University of Washington Press) (1966)

Description - s is an excellent book on creating objects, decorations,,
etc. from paper. It contains complete and easily-followed diagrams and
instructions.

104. Instructional Material. "Canned Shapes and Numerals".
Level - Ages 3-5 (Ed-U-Cards)
Cost - $2.00

Description - Children can match, ide4tify and recall shapes as well as
numerals. Brightly colored, velour backed shapes and numerals help child
develop powers of observation, investigation and discovery through sight
and touch senses. r

105. Instructional ta.terial. "Shape-o".
Level - Ages 3-6 (Dart IndustrieS, Inc.)
Descqption - This is a ball-shaped toy with ten geometric shapes cut out
all around ii.. and the 10 solid shapes are stored inside. Can be used not
only for matching shapes to cut-outs, but also for touch identification
activities;

106. Instructional`Material. "Parquetry Design Blocks".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Milton Bradley)
Cost - $4.00

Description - 8(wood easy to handle blocks in squares, triangles and diamonds
shapes. Excellent for kinesthetic activities.
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Appendix 82.1

1. Dolls. "Dressy Bessy and Dapper Dan".
Level - Ages 3-5 (Milton Bradley Co.)
Cost - 20" doll - $10.25; 10" doll = $11.00/pair.

Description - Child can learn to button, zip, snap, etc. with clothing on
the dolls as well as identifying and labelling body parts.

2. Kit. "Peabody Language Development Kit, Level P".
Level - Ages 3-6 (American Guidance Service, Inc.)
Cost - $150 for basic kit.

Description - The kit contains 2 intact manikins and one that is dis-
assembled. It also contains color forms for parts of face and a set of
cards denoting facial expressions.

3. Flannel Board Kit. "my Face and Body".
Level - Ages 4-7 (F.L. Hammetts Co.)
Cost - $4.95

Description - Colorful and easy to identify flannel board,kit. Includes
the different face parts such as eyes, nose, mouth, etc. as well as the
different parts of the body.

4. Book, "The Wonder orHands".
4

Author - Baer, Edith c7
Level - Ages 5-8 (Parents Magazine Press) (1970)
Cost $3,5
Description - This book shows us, via beautiful and clear pbotgraphs, the
many things we do with our hands.

5., Instructional Material. "Stand-up Mirror".
Level - All Ages (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Cost - $19.95
Description Free-standing 16" x 48" mirror. Image is distortion free.
Taere are aluminum-plated steel legs with rubber non-slip feet. May be ,

used to help identify body parts.

6. Instructional laterial. "Let's Go Fishing Game".
Level - Ages 4-6 4r (Mead Educational Services)
Cost - $9.95

Description - A fishing pole with a magnet on the end encourages the child
to carefully look at the picture on each fish. The child i4 then asked
to fish for that picture.

7. Magazine. "Children's Digest Magazine - 'Finding Objects in Pictures' "'.
Level Ages 6-12 (Children's Digest Magazine)
Description This magazine has a sec-ion that has a picture which containc
a smaller picture embedded within it.

8. Instructional Material. "Figure Craft".
Level - Ages 4-7 (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Cost $5.95

bescrip.tion 2001unbreaKable, brightly' colored pieces in assorted sizes and
shapes. The snap-together principle used in this manipulative structural
set makes it possible to-join pieces anywhere along their rim. Provides
unlimited scope for free forms as well as conventional forms and designs.

/
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9. Art Material. "Parquetry Paper".
Level Ages 4 and up (Hammetts)
Cost - $.50/sheet,
Description - Colored gummed papers in various forms such as circles, squares,
etc., can be used for identification and matching activities as well as
art and design activities.

10. Instructional Material. "Duffel Bag o' Blocks".
Level Ages 3-5 (Playskool)
Cost - $5.29
Description This is a set of 120 wooden blocks in various sizes, shapes,
and color. Can be used for a variety of labelling, sorting, and classification
activities, and others.

11. Instructional Haterial. "Color Cubes and Design Sheets".'
Level - Ages 3-8 (Playskool)
Description Includes cubes and design sheets which can either be copied
or used to make your own designs.

12. 'Instructional Material. "Attribute Block Class Set".
Level - Ages 4-3 (Invicta)
Cost $16.50

Description - Set,of,polypropylene blocks in 5 shapes and 2 thicknesses,
3 colors for a total Of 60 pieces. Storage tray included. Can be used for
shape identification and classification among many other activities.

13. Filmstrip. "Developing Elementary Concepts - Set I",
Level Ages 4-8 (Eye Gate)
Description This filmstrip "A Circle is Never a Square" is designed to
insure the fact that the child understands this concept as a common base for
sound understanding and communication. The first part is an amusing situation
graphically demonstrating the meaning of the concept. In the second half,
one of the characters from the situation re-explains briefly the meaning of
the concept employed.

14. Instructional Material. "Attribute Blocks and Logic Sheet".
Level -- Ages 4-8 (Invicta)
Cost ',i10.90/sheets, $16.53 /blocks.

Description - Contains a set of 60 polypropylene blocks in 5 geometric shapes,
2 thicknesses, 3 colors and 2 sizes 12 Variations of each shape. large
size 4 x 4. Instructions and storage tray included.

15. Instructional Material. "Puzzle Cubes"._
Level - A7.es 3-6 (Moad School Products)
Cost - $4.93

Description - This kit consists of 24 cubes, each 1 1/8" x 1 1/8", which fit
together to form an object. This material is good for developing visual
discrimination and perception, eye and hand coordination, and problem
solving, while challenging organizational ability.

16. Instructi4Flal Material. "halves and Whole".
Level Ages 4-6 (Developmental Learning naterial)
Description - These are cards containing pictures of people, food, trees, houses,
and animals. The cards are cuc in half - must be fitted together to make a
complete match.
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17. Puzzle. "Cubasco Puzzle Blocs" (1M°3-6910).
Level - Ages 4-6 (Mead EdUcational Services)
Description 7 This puzzle is made of durable plastic with a four sided picture
of various circus performers. The child must put together all of the parts
to form a whole performer.

18. Instructional Material. "Bits Of Wood".
Level - Ages 4 and up (R.H. Stone)
Cost - $5.50 t
Description Every piece of plywood is cleanly die-cut, smooth and ready to
be glued without sanding. A lasting material. Large and small pieces - no
two are the same - all sizes and shapes. Can be used for collages, instruc-
tion, pictoral designs, sorting, matching,and counting.

19. Instructional Material. '"Whole-Part-Whole".
Level - Ages 5-10 (R.H. Stone)
Cost - $13.50

Description - 25 wood right isosceles4triangles; 12 13/16" x 12 13/16"
inlay board. 3 sets cue cards, instructions. Becomes more complex as
children gain experience recognizing equivalents and identity.

20. Instructional Material. "Swivel Magnifier". -

Level_ - Ages 4)and.up (Dick Blick)
Cost S8.90
Description 3 3/4" wide angle lens in study wood support 11" high.
Locks firmly at desired angle's by fightening easy-grip wooden side knobs.

21. Instructional Material. "Giant Magnifier".
Level - Ages 4 add up (R.H. Stone)
Cost - $15.00

Descries Lion - Wide angle 5" magnifying lens, always in fociis;.tripod legs
detach to store flat. 11" high.

22. Instructional Material. "Lift-up Puzzle Games 7 Guess Whose Series".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Lakeshore Curriculum Materials)
Cost - $2.25/set.

Description - This set contains 10 4 1/2" x 3 1/2" folded cards. The "Guess
Whose" series asks children to guess the animal while seeing only a part,
such as feet, tail,or ear.

23. Book. "Spectacles".
Autsor - Raskin, Ellen A.
Level - Ages 5-10 (Atheneum) (1968)
Cost $3.50

Description This is a story of a little girl who needs glasses and won't
admit it. ac book shows pictures of her perception of objects with and
witsout her glasses.

24. p.ogazinePoster. "Take a Close Look" (2/73, Vol. 1, No. 4).
Level - Ages 6-13 (Learning Magazine)
Description - Lie poster includes 10 photographs of magnified objects that
tse children arc familiar with. Some objects included are; hair, tongue,,
grass, clothsetc. The Csildren must determine which picture goes with the
appropriate familiar object. The answers are given in .mall print upside
down at the bottom of the poster.

1."15
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25. Flannel Aid. "Beginning Sounds".
Level - Ages 4-8 (Milton Bradley)
Cost $4.30

description This flannel aid contains 21 sets o 3 pictures each. Provides
a different beginning consonant sound with its corresponding picture.

26. Instructional Material. "Carnival of
%
Beginning Sounds".

Level - Ages 5-8 (Instructo)
Cost - $5.95
Description - These cards provide meaningful practice in phonetic analysis.
These can be used with beginners or in corrective reading. The children
complete 1L) card games matching pictures by beginning sound.

27. Poster Cards. "Vowel-Links".
Level - Ages 5-10 (Milton Bradley)
Cost $4.00
Description These poster cards are designed to give practice in the identifi-
cation of vowel sounds. Each card is a full color illustration and a picture-
word with one or.two missing letters ,that are either a single or double
vowel. Child must identify missing part to pronounce word correctly.

28. Puzzles. ."Match the Sounds".
Level_ - Ages 6-9 (Lakeshore Curr. Materials)
Cost - $7.50
Description Series of color-coded picture and letter cards on a puz,,le
board. Can be used for group or individual activities.

29. Instructional Material. "Go-No Cards".
Level - Ages 6 and up (Go-No Products, Inc.)
Description - Each box of cards deals with a different initial, medial or
final consonant sound. Each set contains a number of pairs of cards with
pictures representative of that particular sound.
Special Utilization - Can use the cards to play Go Fish, Old Maid/or Concentration.

30. Instructional Material. "Phonics Bingo .

Level Ages 7-10 (Lakeshore Curr. Materials)
Cost - $6.00
Description This letter-word game uses cards with animal pictures on one
side and their names on the reverse side. Contains 40 game cards, 400
markers, 26 call-out cards with 9 letters on each card,

31. Book. "Indoor Noise Book".
Author - Brown, Margaret Wise
Level Ages 3-6 (rarper and Row) (1942)

Cost - $3.95
Description - This is a simple little picture story book about a dog named
'nuffin' anti all Lift noises he heard one day when he stayed in the house.

32. Book. "Siflihhnh...BANG; a Whispering Book".
Author - Brown, nargaret Wise
Level - Ages 3-6 (Harper and Row) (1943)

Cost $3.95
Description - Tnis is a colorful picture story book about a town where there
were oo sounds until one 'day when a little boy came to the town and made quite
a commotion. Sound effects are cued through topography - i.e., whispers are

in little type, and bangs,the largest. rib
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33. Book. "Lobule, Growl, Grunt".
Author - Spier, Peter
Level - Ages 3-6 (Doubleday) (1971)
Cost $4.95
Description This is a cute book that has nothing more than pictures of many
animals and what they say. The illustrations are brightly colored and

.

attractive. Children will enjoy imitating animal sounds.

34. Book. "What uo the Animals Say?".
Author - Skaar, Grace
Level Ages 3-6 (Young Scott Books) (1968)
Cost - $4.50
Description This book is about the different things that many animals say.
Included are chicken, cow, cat, dog, horse,'duck,,mouse, Ionkey, and
children. Children will enjoy imitating the sounds of these animals.

35. Filmstrip Set. "Sight and Sound Discovery Trips".
Level Ages 5-8 (Eye Gate)
Cost set of 8 color filmstrips, 4 records, 30 student activity books, 1 tune
book with record, teacher's manual $94.00
Description This filmstrip set will enable the class to take a field trip
to the woods, farm, zoo, sea, circus, home1around the towniand the city, without
ever having to leave the classroom.

36. Record Set. "Rhythmic Stunts for tne Classroom".
Level - Ages 4-3 (Learning Arts)
Cost 3 45, rpm records and teacher's guide - $6.00
Description - An assortment of hops, skips,,. jumps are described in this 'record
set. Activities included are; bird hop, leap frog, inch worm, and many more.

37. Instructioonl "L:itty in the Kegs".
Level - Ages 3-5 (Child Guidance Toys)
descril-,lion 4 plastic barrels which fit inside each other illustrates the
concept of big and little for young children.

38. Instructional laterial. "Sponge Balls".
Level Ages 3-6 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Cost $.90/each (small), $1.60/each (large).
Descrintion - Balls are made of soft foam and come rn various colors.
Diameters are 4" and 6 3/8" respectively. May be usedNfor visual and motor
skills as well as size relationships.

39. Filmstrip. ,"What's Big and What's Little".
Level Ages 4-6 (Troll Associates)
Cost - $7.00
Deserintion This filmstrip explores relationships between big and little.
Young cuilareil .arc! encouraged to think, observe, and make their own comparisons.

40. Filmstrip. "Developing Elementary Concepts - Set (1X305B).
Level - Ages 4-3 (Eye Gate) (1974)
Description - T4is filmstrip, "Smaller than Large and Larger tha'n Small", is
designeu to insure the fact that the child understands this concept as a common
base for sound understanding and communication. The first part is an amusing
situation graphically demonstrating the meaning of the concept. In the second
half, one of the eiaracters from the situation re- explains briefly the meaninot
of the concept explored.

1"
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41. Instructional Material. "Size Sequencing Cards".
Level. - Ages 5-7 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Cost- $2.50
Description Each pack contains a colorful set of 30, 4" x 4" cards presenting
5 different drawings each in 6 graduated sizes. Accompanying these are 30
caption cards also in 6 graduated sizes. The objects presented are; a frog,
a bell, a guitar, a bench, and a key.

42. Poster Cards. "Positions in Space".
Level_ - Ages 3-6 (Beckley-Cardy)
Cost $5.30

Description - These poster cards portray 15 space relationship concepts
using, appealing illustrations of elephants in easily undertood situations.
Concepts shows are; up-down, in-out, over-under, behind-in front of, on -off,
open-closed, left-right, and between. Words are printed in large, easy-to-
read type.

43. Filmstrips. "Primary Concepts 1 - Over-Under-On".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Educational Reading Services)
Cost - set of 2 filmstrips and record - $19.00
Description Charming photography captures everyday world of children as it
helps the child master concepts that .are basic to pre-reading activities.

44. Cnart. "Chart of Positions".
Level - Ages 5-3 (Scott, Foresman)
Cost Free.

Description This is a small chart with elves situated in various positions
in a house. Each position is labelled.

45. Instructional Material. "Spatial,Yelationship Picture Cards".
Level Ages 6-8 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Cost - $1.25

Description - There are 5 sets of 6, 23"/W" x 4 1/2" color pictures each,
Lac.; set dempustrates six positions - on, under, left; right, in front of,
and behind.

, -
1"1

46. Instructional Material. "Positional Words and Picturas".
Level Ages 6-10 (ChildcraTt Lducation Corp.)
Cost - $7.50

Description7 9) 3-card units are included in each plastic box with 4 boxes
Lo a set. T:ve :.au and notch device on these laminated cards makes them self-

\correcting. "Position" words can be matched with their corresponding
as well as matching sentence cards.

47. Boo;:s. "Perceptual Learning and UndersLanding Skills".
AuLnor Fitzhugh, Kathleen andFitzhnO, Loren
Level 5-3 (Elementary Educational Council) (1968)
Description 'this is a set of 7 books dealing With,perceptual motor concepts
and spatial perceptions including- positional relationships and distance.
relationships. Emphasizes self, instruction with programmed material.
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48. Captioned filmsrips, ".,;ursery Rhymes and ()intr. Stories': and "Series on Reading ".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Captioned Films for tne Deaf)
Destription --mese 2.captipned filmstrips, "Nursery Rhymes and Other Stories"
(including 'Little Red Riding Hood') and "Series on R&.ading", starring real
children can be snown,zimoltaneously to.illustratethe differences between
'real' and 'imaginary' or, 'fantasy'.

.49. Instructional Materi-al. "Nesting BlocksT.
Level - Ages 3-6 (Dick Kick)
Cost,- $12.40/set.

Description - 5 graduated sized blockskof hardwood that can be stacked -

vertically or nested together. Has round holes in,the sides. Useful for
putting blocks together in graduated size and inside pne,another.

50., instructionalpaterial. "Hula Hoop".
Level - Ages 4\and up (Special Education Materials, Inc.)
Cost - $1.00 -

DescriptOn 7 A nula_hoop is a round piece of plastic tubing approximately
1 yard in diameter. All activities that can be done with,a hula hoop are
donq.on!the 'inside'.

51. FilMstelo. Nhat's.inside? What's Outside?".
Level Ages 5-10 9 (iludsori Pho,toiikaphic Industries)
UeSCri2tiod Illustrates without captiOns .00ects that are "ia.side" and
'objects tnat are "outside ". Encourages student responsdv

52.' xit. "Classification Activity Kit".
Lever - Ages 4-6 (R.H. Stone Products)
Cost - $6.95
Description This table top kit-consists of stand-up pet, -toy,foodland
clothing, "shops" and 48 object cards to classify by placing in appropriate
play store. Teacher guide included. Can be used individually or with a small
group.

53. Filmstrip. "Concept Ordering and Discrimination".
leVel Ages 4-7 . (Classroom :laterials, Inc.)

"DeAcription IhiS filmstrip contains pictures of iLems which can be classified
according to the following categories --toys, animals, clothes, and transporta-
tion. the cio, es are further subdivided into foot through head categories.,

traasport,ti,q category can be regrouped according to highway transporta-

S)
54. Filmstri,): "Project Life Perceptual Thinking Activities" (Level 1, Set 1, Jo. 3).

Level - Ages 5-10 (cneral Electric)
Cost - S7.00

Des,ri-)tion this is a filmstrip cont_ining 30 framds of a variety Of objects.
A chile is shoh qeries of 3 objects with a 4th object that has to be
added ";:le [1,1:3t f,..lec,C that object that gods with the other three.

Possible-choices a-re given in each frame.

tion and water c ansportation.
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Project Life Perceptual Thinking Activities" (Level 1, Set 1,
o;.

_Wes 5-13 (General Lleccric)

InIs is a filmstrip containing 40 frames of a variety of objects
coliu must select that soape which most closely relates

to toe soopo of tae given picture.

"Proict Life - Perceptual Thinking Activities" (Level 2, Set 3,

Aves 3-11) (General Electric)
uo,t - .1. f

J-- leis is a filmstrip containing 30 frames of a variety of objects.
of odjveLs is preseoted accompanied by 3 pos'- 1 items that may

be IAC.U,20,i in Li,e givea set. The child must select the 1 appropriate item
Fro r to,se 3 pos iOilitic:f.

"Classifying".
Lye: u-IJ (McGraw-:hill Films) (1970)

23 minutes lomm film optical sound
P,;i, film illustrates that objects can be classified into gro-ps

oly,e1N,,,,lo properties. Also shows that depending on the needs and wishes
to,: classifier, the same group of objects can be classified in a variety

of ,.ifferent ways.

6roupin1 Thinps in Science".
Ltve Ages 6 2 . (Coronet Instructional Films) (1969)
Golor 11 minutes lomm,film optical sound

This film discusses the groups and shogroups science uses for
thines,'and why they are used for showing relationships.

9 "F.'oz,:tig Program for the Developnent of Visual Perception".
vs 3 up (Follett)

Co t _ $10.30, complete Frosi-ig Remcdiation program
$96.01

icf,-tion illustrating the concept of same-different with the
teacoer'%; g,uidc ate contained in the basic standardized kit. Available in

, iateir.'odiat,and advanced picture and pattern books with cones-
toicat_r's guide for developing visual perception skills.

a

,O. 1'.1-- tart ::oucept :'aster Sheets".

(Scott, For an)

))/tict of 1)- dc4coroanying 1Zeading Seltes.

lcet contains 4 objects - 3 of which are the same and
L IL dl-;n't Toe child must put an Z. on the picture that doesn't

tw! toe t,L,

41. .t rust :oterial. "Association Picture Cards III".______ _ __ _______ _. ,

1., tk( I A''s 4-/ - (Developmental Learning Materials)

,_o_ c.,, rHtion - Contain,, 30 ,ards with 4 objects on each card. One of the
.....

objects on ea:o card .I not in the same category as the other t e. ,The
,

Ic:Iiid must sort out the iiproper object.

.....=agamiar===asone
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62. "Project Life Percept. h1 Thinking Activities" (Level 1, Set 1,
ao. 7).

Lev, 3-1r) (General Electric)
Cort

Jescrl2tion isi -; filmstrip contains 30 frames depicting some visual absur-
dities. faere is, a cuoice witnin each frame wnereay the child must find what
is wrong with the picture.

63. idirl-;tri. . "Pioj,ct: Lift Perceptual Thinking Activities" (Level 2, Set 4,
.;o, 9).

Level - 5-19 (General Electric)_
Co,,t -

jeIcri.)tioa filmstrip contains 30 frames of a variety of objects. The
enild is presented with a stimulus picture under which are four otner pictures.
Tie chila na.,t determine wnat object does not go with the stimulus picture.

64. InsLructro.ril_Moterial. "Find a Pair".
Level A4es 4-7 (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Lost

- Caese, cards may be used to play many games to test a child's
perceptioa. May be used individually or with groups of 2, 3, or 4 childrea.
Contains 4 boxes of look-alike pictures which challenge the child to find the
differences amon;-, them. Each box has 24 pictures which look similar. There
are 1.2 pairs.

65. instructional Material. "Scan".
Level - .1;es 4-3 (Parker Brothers)
Co.st

oescrintion - 24 pairs of large, color game cards plus holder. This speed
matcning game helps to build tae ability to quickly match pairs of designs,
wades, patterns, colors, and positions.

66. Instructional Material. "Pick - Pairs Card Game ".
4level - ,\ees 4-3 (Milton Bradley Co.)

Cost - $3.73

-_his lastructional material helps to develop matchLAg skills,
strengthen listening; skills, emphasize work in left -to- right progression,
and relates verbal descriptions with visual material. 108 cards present 54
pairs of everyday objects. Includes a plastic tray.

67. Filmstrtn. "Project Life - Perce1ptual Thinking Activities" (Level 1, Set 2,
1(4).

Level 1J (General Electric)
Cost - "?7.)

Oecrl':Lion - each of tne 40 frames in this filmstrip, the child is
preseat,d .4i:a a ,timulus dicture and a :)1.110,. Below are three possible
pictures w,lee 'maid "go, with" the stimulus picture in the blank. Tne
calid Lao coicet Me, thus completing Like pair association.

68. Instruc, -nal "liereward Matching Cards Set".
_

Level C-1,

Cost - io

bescriTtion L!. 2' sidare cards can be matched into 12 pairs. Each
pair differs only in minor detail from tne other 11 pairs. 12 box set,
graded in 3 l-:veil of difficulty.

(Lakeshore Curr. Materials)

J.
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69. Instructional Material. "Spin and 'ee Games".
Level - Ages 6-10 (Milton Bradley Co.)
Cost $4.30

Description - 3 different games in one kit involving matching pairs of pictures
to pictures, pictures to wort's, and words to words. Excellent material for
developing visual skills.

70. LIstructional Material. "Knobless Cylinders .

Level Ages 4-6 (J.A. Preston Corn.)
Cost - $45.00

Descrintion- These are various wooden sized cylinders which can be used for
activities involving small and large correspondence and grouping according
to size relationships.

71. Instruc'ion,; Material. "Size acid Shape Puzzle".
Lever - g.f:: 4-6 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Co-lt

Description - 3 objects given in 5 sizes each and consisting of 2,parts
each. TaL! 30 pieces iri all fit into specified depressions. Excellent for
discrimination of large and small as well as pairing parts of objects to,
form a wnole.'

72 kit. "Invicta Sorting and Order Kit".
Level - Ages 4-8 (Invicta)
Cc,t $19.95

DescriptiOn - This kit includes 3 sorting trays and extensive sorting
material:, In a variety of shapes and colors including beads, snapes; squares,
pegs, discs,and half-squares,

73. Filmstrip. "What's WI-Ong".
Level - Ages 6-6 (Encyclopaedia Britannica Films)
DescriTtion - This filmstrip contains approximately 20 frames showing

objects or scenes in which a part of an item is left out or in which there
is something wrong. The child must point out "what's missing" or "what's
wrong".

''"?

74. Instructional Material. "Same or Different Size Card3". .

Level - Ages 4-6 (Developmental Learning Materials)
C t - $1.2-3

'.,

De,:cripLion Set of. 30, 4 1/2" x 2 3/4" cards with pictured objects <2 per
card).. Inc objects on the cards are the same but are different sizes. Can
also be used for size discrimination activities.

75. Instructional Mrterial. "Shape Analsis Matching Cards".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Lakeshore Curr. Materials)
Cost - $3.2o
Description Cards snowL.ng randomly placed shapes must be mat he to cards
which show the same shapes in a composite figure. 36 pairs of 2 3/4" x
3 1/4" cards are included.



76. In.,(tructivaui "llotor Lxpressive Language*Picture Cards I and II".
--7Level -

/ (Developmental Learning Materials)
,

Set LL
Descriptjoa laclu!c, 30 %Terds. in each set. Each set can be used for
nsiotioo and v)sit-lonal relationships be0Jeen 2 items.

77. instructional "Sorttng Box and Accessories",
Level - Ag(2 4-7 (Jevelopmental Learning ilaterials)
cA:,t - i.oj

oescrior.coa group matchia a,d manipulation. Sorting box has a slot
at Lie t4ir for positioning t1i'ee code strips. Information on code strips

eac_a eu Cie tea sldts on the to of the sorting box. Kit includesr'
7 tLles.

eolot,matching, number sequencing, number one-to-one
matcaiuY,.

73. FL r t rL;. "Pro ec L i fe - Perceptual 1:tiking Activities" (Level. 2, Set 3,
,0.

Level - A ;es 3-iu (General Llectric)
Cost

Descrintlea la'; contn:ns 3() frames waico deal Witt geometric
-7-4(
LL1.11-V, ,n fram2 requires a child to select the Lgure toat will complete

pzcu:livd ov 2 otter figures. Ihe child is presentee with a
r.21 it,I.o.1-1,1 or L,:o mo:LA tigures. toe t.lird figure, ne must -(elect
. oir:,1 ,t(re tlat will DC aaologous to toe relat..ionship presented by the
mo(12L

79 at,,rikil. "Category Cards".
Level gc 10 (Developmental Learning :laterials)
Descri9tio:i Thi.3 rat,,ri,1 allows eilldren to dra..,, cards from other

±e form "000...- of to._ Caturics, T.1. L.aLegOriCS included
,Ids, tcuiLs, clotnes, tools, vegetables, hardware

.1(_.,sorte muoital iastrument;, and sports eqtOpment.

30. 'th Lonitive Srills in Young Learners".
Level - 6-.1; (1,ducational Activities)
Co,;t or / for $4).0()

ti I ac,e Color filmstrips introlluce fundamental intellectual

v,tozying and ioierring, and many samd and different
or.cet categori,2s.

di. 1a.r.11t12a.:1)_-_der;ai, "1( ScLne Sequence Cain.:'.
Le%,e1 )- (:lilton Bradley Co.)
Co,:t -- i)

b, orie': 011 3" r cards. Stories
dk I oth( r f lmi Lay activities. Useful
for aid brealuttn, outcome;.

62. Instruct:)n,1 r',11. '12 Sce.,e Sequ2nc,, Card,1".
Lval (:YA 1 t on Bradley )

Cost e)

oescrilt:ma o: oap a6 ,olor ( irds in .5" 3" si :e. Coded for sel f-
checv.in;,. ,,e , toting, t ave , soi ind seasonal
activit,JL. .1,-(;a, are fur group or individual disciissionIM
activit-os.
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"Visual Categories discovdry Set(s)".
"(Eastman Kodak Company Available through

AECT)
Co;t ,

Dc_scriu 7 Set(sY consist of packets of.lamliated, colored pictuie cards
dealing wito a wide raat;e of subjects. Card: can be used individually or
collectively. L. J as a ,:eliminary to storyboarding as well as sequencing
and logical. tainking..

S2ecial Adaptation - Caa be adapted for use any lavel:s bringing in appro-
:riate.la: uage to go with 'the visuals.

d4. Poster Gards. "Scene Sequence Posters".'
Level - Ages u-IJ (Milton Bradley Co.)
Cost -
Deserip_tin - shirty 11 1/2" x 14" full color cards provide ten 1.,3 step

stories. Sequent_.-) cmpnasize left-to-right progression, eye cooruination,
and an understanding taat events have a beginning and an end.

85. lastrect,aal :taterial. "Reading Readiness Picture Cards" (Set No. 3).
Level 4' Ages 5-o (Beckley-Cardy Co.)
Cost -
De_,;cpot_Len Fhis is a set of picture cards wuich show how action is built
up through .equeace._-.1;.0D be used for predicting outcomes as well as
sequencing acti-ities.

86.'\ Pobter-t.ards. "Book I Writi.ng Stories with Julie and Jack".
, i*Level - Ages t

; (St. John's School for the lied°
Lott - $3.25
Dewrietion This is a set of 20 four-part stories on 8 1/2" x 11" papers.
IaLludes 1,) page teacoer's manual. Can be used for_predicting outcomes in
storie-;, ,,equeocing, and story telling.

37. Fil',str:. "Kim's Bunle Bath'.
Ivi AFes 0-1(1 (Learning Arts)

!,=7.0')

14:.terio1101 color f.1:1,;trip is a 10 fame picture story sequence.
After tot, eo11,6 V1Cw t.de;,e fran.ls, hs,e must t. ink of pn ending to the

story.

88. In3lructi000l MAtorial. "Picture Sequence Cards",
Level - (-10 (ilton Bradley)
Cost'- $1. I)

ciaterial contains combined groups of 4 scenes depicting
action 'hee. It 1:,cludes, t -et of Cl) 2 3/4".,x 1/4" cards,. Group

lre included.

89. ".-)ecidencing JuIlv, Jack and Friends".
Ages 11 School for the Deaf)

Gost.-
Jescriotin - ) 2" x 1'' piccure stories printed on tagboard. Includes

exercises tor ,.-Jelopl,1 ilik,toquencing, story telling. Teaching
suggestions m,..! add tor groiP or individual instructions.

\ 1
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,J. JJtructi.opal "Cuisenatre gods ".
Level 's 3 sus up (Cuisenaire)
Cost - cies room kits -

sescri.st.ios Cuisenaire Rod- are rt, lti-colored and come in various sizes.
Can be used issr sequencing acs'viti s as well as unuerstanding math concepts
(addition, suotraction, multiplicat on, and division).

A

91 instructional Material. "Sequeltial Picture Cards 1".
Level - Ases 4 -C (Developmental Learning laterials)
Cost S3.25
Desceintioo This inutructionilit material contains 5 sequences of 6 cards

The pictures depict tse time sequences involved in plant Ouwth,
seasonal caaases, passage of d ily U.:me as related't6 people's activitien,
the 4+ hour cycle of daylight darkness, and steps in a production
sequence.

92. Instructional Material. "Sequential Picture Cards 1T''.
Level - Ages 4-0 (Developmental Learning Materials)
Cost

Deisristios_T Thi, material consists of 10 sets of 3 cards each which make up
simpie sequence patterns. This series is Weal for beginning sequence work
with tae young cnild. The sets of pictures are 6"x 5 1/2 and are heavy,
v:-.rnisnea,and colorful.

93. Kit.. "Le..'s Learn Sequence",
Level - A;;es 4-10 '(Instructs)
Cost - !?3.50

Description - Children practice sequence through story building by placing
three or six picture cards in order. Il=lustrations include favorite stories,
nursery Tssrles,asd everyday experiences.

94. Filmstrin. "Developing aementary Concepts - Set i" (10(305F).
Level - Ages 4-6 (Eye Gate) (1974)
Descristies Tai filmstrip "Order: First Always Comes Beford Last" is
dosiF,aed to insure the Jact tsat the child understands this concept as a
common U-16k-L for sound understanding and communication. The first part is
an ar,u;Inr: tiiination sraphically'demosstrating the meaning of the concept.
In the se,on'l a,11.f, one of characters from the situation re-explains
briefly tut.: meaning, of the concept employed.

95. In,:_ructioaal 'interim. "Sec Quees Circular Pn..e.:.!:_s".

LAvc1 (Harnett's)
7,)

Ot--wription are of triangular pieccq which fit into a
circular or exdcAple; milk - from the cow to container, wood - from

Lroc: Lo Lte LaJR.

96 In,tructio,-at "it::-;Laot insanity"
Lev. 21 - Ay, , toHdnit (Yeacher clade Ttat,.rial)

orAn squsre srid (4 down and 4 across) an construction
paper and l6 sesetric 4c4thisLin;', of 4 squore,i, 4 circles, 4 triangles
and rucLaagl,.; cut. tit,;, cot,strucilon papor of 4 siffersnt colors.
Special ihe csild must arrange shapes on first row of grid

:hint: IL L15. a color Or a across Lao cow or clown.
Tse coils p. ,lair, sis own strategy until Cle srid is covered comsletely.

.....,

h5
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90. (Celt'd) .:acn ni:cor;;A1sae:1 AC must try to uo it again not duplicating
noriontally, vertcally, or on the major diagonals.

97. last ruct io ri hi . "Ci rc Le Sorting Set".

Lf2v,21 es (Invicta)

Descritica Wita tai:; material the child can place attribute blocks on
a s.-et aoe use logic to figure out whica attribute goes on each circle
01 the 10 sa,"r t.

98. "fry,

Level 6-]9 (Lye Uute)

-- lois flii,,strLp centers around situations and experiences familiar
to all estfdien and involves perserverande. A designated frame can be Reid
0h to, scre,2.1 while the class discusses ways of resolving the problem faced
by the caildren in Lae story.

99. Instruct: )111 "reaction Cards",
Level - 6-9 (Developmental Learning Materials)
DeseriPtion Tlis set contains 24 cards which are divided into situations,
i.e.. 0.10 .'.1 e Lard one 3 possible reaction cards. Each reaction card offers

differc.if sotution to the initial problem.

100. L1,trn.ltioaal :iterihl. "Lift Up Puzzle Came - Guess What and Where Series".
Level - (Lakeshore Curriculum Materials)
Cost !?.2.2p/set

1),,scriptioo Pais set contains 10 4 1/2" x 3 i /2" folded cards. In the

Wane and Wacre Seileb", the children must guess the second object after
seelog only the ftrsc object.

101. Book. "Look Again".
Autnor - iioban, Tana

Level - Ayes b -8 ('lacaillan) (1971)

Cost -
Description Through use of photographs, this book takes objects and
reveals a smatl part of them and asks, "What is it?" The 2 pictures that
follow each ,part snow 4he objects from 2 viewpoints. Some of the objects
act a dandelion, an apple, a peacock , and a turtle.

102 Instructiohai _riaI. "Desk Top Attribute Logic Blocks".
Level - Ages i and up (Invicta)

Descriptioo Geometric shapes of varying size and color help to teach
sets, potternini, logical thinking, as well as problem solving.

103. Fil_m_stri._v;. "Ajm; Logical Judgment l".
Level - A;',e ()- (Lducational Activities)
Coat - I. ;;r 1 for ',:t5.00.
Description col )r filmstrips present fundamental intellectual

concept:; crucinl ail 1001 learning. Thinking skills, such as multiple
categori.:atton, Ikelational concepts, viJnal comprehension, and tae ability
to recognize lolcal inconsistencies and logical analogies are developed

in these tilmstrips and will help to increase the students' logical thinking

skills.
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1. Film. "Tae Structure of the Earth'.
Level Ages 8-11 (British Broadcasting Co. - TV)_
Black /Waite 20 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - The earth's surface changing through erosion and deposition
is illustrated in this film. Also shown is the structure and composition of
the earth's surface and the specalation of the earth's inner core makeup.

2. Book. "Water Ail. Around".
Pine, Tillie S. and Levine, Joseph
Level - Ages 7-10 (Mcgraw Hill) (1959)
Description - Various water forms are depicted such as; water they see and
use daily, and water that is seasonal.

3. Book. "The Brook".
Carrick, Carol and Donald
Level Ages 5-7 (Macmillan Co.) (1967)
Cost - $3.95
Description This is a story of a brook from its beginnings in a rainfall
to its meeting with the sea.

4. Flannel board. "Pollution Flannel Aid".
Level - Ages 6-12 (Milton Bradley Co.)
Description - This is a flannel board presentation of the most common forms
of air, laud, and water pollution, along with their origin, their appearance,
and their remedy.

5. Filmstrip Set. "Pollution Series".
Level Adaptable for any age (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description - 7 filmstrips (captioned) dealing with defining pollution,
noise water, air, and ground pollution as well as litter and trash and
garbage disposal.

6. Film. "Pollution".
Level - All ages (University of Southern California)
Color 3 minutes 16mm fi m optical sound - (1961)
Description - This short anima ed film uses music and satire to illustrate
the growing danger of air andwater pollution in cities of the United States.

7-. Collection. "Rocks and Minerals Geological Collection".
Level - Ages 6-11 (Hammetts)
Cost $10.00/set

Description - 30 special rocks and materials in this zoologist collection
fit into various niches which show exactly where the rock can be located
in the strata of the earth's crust.

8. Film. "Mountains - a First Film".
Level - Ages 5-9 (BFA Educational Media) (1969)
Color 9 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - rills film explores ti,c climate, altitude and life that exists
in a desert located at the base of a mountain - to the forests and meadows
on the mountain itself - to the ice and snow on the very peak of the mountain.
Through cause and effect, erosion is explored and also the formation of
streams from the melting of ice and snow.
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9. Film. "Mountains".
Level Ages 5-9 (Indiana University Audio Visual Center)
Color 9 minutes 16mm film optical sound (1967)
Description - This film depicts the differences between mountain ranges,
peaks and systems, and the effect mountains have on the weather and mountain
animal and plant life.

10. iilm. "The Mountains" (2nd ed.).
Level - Ages 4-6 (Arthur Barr Productions) (1956)
Color 10 minute 16mm film optical sound
Description This film explores the plant life and animal life found at various
levels on a mountain. Also chows the importance mountains-have for not only
supplying man with water from its streams, but as a means for recreation.

11. Filmstrip. "The Moon - Our Nearest Neighbor in Space".
Level - Ages 9-11 (Eye Gate)
cost - $6.00

Description - Descripti.ve filmstrip dealing with the scientific approach
to the many facets of the moon such as; its orbit, its phases and formation
theories, etc.

12. Filmstrip Set. 'Wonders the Sky" (Revised).
Level Ages 9-13 (Eye Gate)
Cost set of 9 captioned color filmstrips with
individual filmstrips - $6.00
Description - The history of astronomy from the
scientific technology of the space age today is

teacher's manual - $48.50('

time of cave men to the
illustrated through this set.

13. Filmstrip. "Finding Out About the Sky".
Level - Ages 7-10 (Society for Visual Education)
Cost - $7.00
Captioned

Description - This filmstrip answers some of the things about the sky that
young children may be curious about. It deals with the following: What
things do we see in the sky? What makes a day dark or light? What makes
a day warm or cold? What are star pictures?

14. Film. "The Stars Through the Seasons".
Level - Ages 9-11 ((Coronet Instructional Films) (1970)
Color 14 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - This film shows the stars and constellations changing their
locations with the seasons. Also explains a solar and sidereal day.

15. Film. "The Country Mouse and the Ci'y Mouse".
Level - Ages 5-7 (Popular Science Publishing Co.) (1968)
Color 5 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - This film presents the colorful children's .story of the Country
Mouse and the City Mouse. P

Special Utilization - Can be used to develop language art skills and to stimulate
and encourage imagination and creativity.

wr 1.S;)
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16. Book. "Country Noisy Book".
Brown, Margaret W.
Level - Ages 4-5 (Harper - Row) 1940)
Cost - $3.95

Description - Picture storybook describing a little dog's trip to the
country and all the noises he heard in his trip.

17. Book. "Noisy Book City".
Brown, Margaret W.
Level - Ages 4-5 (Harper - Row) (1939)
Cost - $3.95

Description - Picture storybook descriling a little dog in the city and the
sounds he hears.

18. Film. "Home on the Farm".
Level. - Ages 5-7 (United World Films, Inc.) (1966)
Color 15 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - This is a story of children living on a farm as they help
with family chores and become involved in farm activities. Includes
narratioft and captions. Can also be uses' for a unit on-farm animals,
or cooperation.

19. Filmstrip. Ride in the Country".
Level - Ages 4-b (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description - This filmstrip tells what types of animals this family sees
on their ride through the country. At, the end of the filmstrip is a telt
in which the child tries to identify the animal named in the caption.

20. Instructional Material. "Fart Lotto".
Level - Ages 5-7' (Edu-cards)
Cost - $2.00

Description - Lo'po game with all animals, people, and objects that belong
on a farm.

21. ,F1m. "The Shape We Live With ".'
Level Ages 5-9 '-"Z (William Boundey)
Color 14 minutes 16mm film optical sound.
Description - This film is an introduction to the four basic geometric shapes:
circle, squale, triangle and rectangle. The sphere, cylinder, cone and
cube are also demonstrated.

22. Film. "Everything Has Lines and Shapes".
Level - Ages 5-7 (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description - T1.s captioned film irr/olves the children with finding
geometric shapes in common things in the environment.

23. Filmstriad "What's Round?".
Level - Ages 6-7 (Hsdson Photographic Industries, Inc"

(1968)
Description - Color pictures of everyday objects zooming in on their specific
shape characteristics from various angles with frames asking the question
"What Is Round?". Objects illustrated are gum balls, traffic lights, watch,
wheel, light bulb, orange, .cans, cups, grapes, pencil tope, hydrant, key locks
and garbage cans./
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24. Filmstrip. "What's Square".
Level - Ages 3-7 . (Hudson Photographic Industries, Inc.);

Description - This filmstrip contains numerous colorful pictures of square
things seen in our environment,xe.g.f boxes, windows. It is excellent
for making the child notice the 'Squareness' of objects readily seen about
him:

25. Film. "Plants and Their Importance".
Level - Ages 5-9 (Films/West, Inc.) (1969)
Color 11 minfites 16mm firm optical sound
Description - This film illustrates some of the basic concepts about plants
It also,shows the importance of plants in our daily lives.

26. Book. "Up Above and Down Below".
Webber, Irma E.
Level Ages 4-7 (Young Scott Books) '(1943)
Cost - $3.25
DescriItipn The child is shown the parts of many plants - above and below
the ground. They learn how plant food supports all human and animal life.

27. Book. "Discovering the Outdoors: Investigationssof Life in Fields, Forests,
//and Ponds".

Pringle, Laurence P., Ed.
Level Ages 8-13 (Doubleday)
Cost - $4.95

Description - This is an excellent book for discovering the numerous types
of life, especially plant life in different environments. Excellent
photographs.

28. Film. "All Things Are Either Living or Non-Living" (Basic Concepts in
Science Series - Level I).

Level - Ages 5-8 (Eye Gate)
Cost- - super 8mm color film cartridge - $22.00

/ Description - Tnis particular film cartridge deals with the concept that
all things are either living or not living and how to recognize and make
'distinctions between both.

911-29. Filmstrip Set. "What is: A . ,

Level - Ages 5-8 (Eye Gate)
Cost - set of 6 color filmstrips, 3 records - $46.00, individual filmstrips -
$b.00, individual record - $5.00

Description.- This filmstrip series introduces the natural and physical'
environment to the young child. Depicted are rocks, plants, animals, water,
cloys, and day and night. Alsthough it is a 'film that can be used in a ,

variety of ways, it can also be used as an introduction in distinguishing
the living from the non-living.

30. Filmstrip Set. "The Wonders of Nature".
Level_ - Ages 6-8 (Eye' Gate)

Cost - 10 captioned color filmstrips, 5 cassetts, teacher's manual - $78.75,
individal filmstrip - $6.0n, individual cassett - $5.50
Description - This colorfulgalmstrip set is an excellent introduction to
the natural environment. Some Lubjects depicted in his sere plants,

191
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(Conc'd)

30. seeds, weatner, homes, and around the water, etc. Can also be usedfas7
basis fok ability to distinguish the living from the non-living.

31. Transparencies. "Plants - A Series".
Level k;es 9-13 (Robert J. Brady Co.) (1964)
Description - Although grouped in this section, this set of 6 transparencies

usedcan )e useu in a variety of ways. Included are the topics; "Food Factory",
"Importance to Man", "Plant Conservation", "Plant Motica", "Plant Structure",
and "Types of Plants".

32. Instructional Material. "Root-Vue Box".
Level - Ages 4-5 (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Cost.- $14.95
Description Self-atering planter - 12" long x 9" high, Sturdy redwood box
with a plastic window for viewing the progress of carrots, radishes and
onions. Cj'Imes with growing instructions, soil, seeds, timing marker and
48 page gardenins handbook.

33. Book. "Growing Plants From Fruits and Vegetables".
Sholinsky, Jane
Level - Ages 6 ao,d up ,(Scholastic Book Services) (1974)
Cost $.45

Deseniption This book shows many ways of starting new plants from fruit
and vege ble seeds and cuttings. The book is illustrated wellland easy
to follow in.tyuctions for all ideas are included.

34. Pictbres. "Teachi4 Pictures/Food and Nutrition".
Level - Ages 5-9 (David C. Cook Pub. Co.)
Description - Colorful pictures of basic food groups such as fruits, vege-
tables, etc. Are adaptable for a wide variety of uses.

35. Captioned Filmstrip. "Leaf and Stem Vegetables".
Level - Age 6 and up (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description - This filmstrip shows in clear pictures such vegetables as
lettuce, cabbage, brussel sprouts, cauliflower, broccoli, spinach, celery,
asparagus, rhubarb. Also illustrated are various ways we use each vegetable.
Special Utilization - The concepts can be advanced for the younger child
so the teacher may be required to adapt the language to her group. Parts of
the filmstrip can also be shown to Present only some of the vegetables.

36. Captioned Filmstrip. "Seeds and Other Vegetables".
Level - Ages 6 Jnd up (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description This filmstript shows clearly such vegetables as corn, beans,
tomatoes, pepper,;, cucumbers, pumpkin, squash, etc. and illustrates how
these vegetablerJ arc prepared for consumption.
Special Utilieation - This fil-strip teaches advanced concepts and therefore
could be simplified for use with younger children.

rb

I
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37. Kit. "Peabody Language 4141opmentsKit Level P".
Level - Ages 5-7 (American Guidance Service, Inc.)
Cost $150.00 for basic kit.

. -

Description - This kit eontaias very clear pictures\of foods bdth in natural,
'and prepared states and a tray of plastic fruits and vegetables. Can be
used in a 'variety oF games and activities for identification and classification
of foods.

38. Book. "Life Picture Book of Animals" (rev. ed.).'
Mason, Robert G., Ed.
Level - AgeS 4-5 (Time-Life Books) (1969)
Cast - $3.95

Description.- This is a beautiful,book containing pictures of many animals -
both usual and unusual. The phoidgraphs are all in color, and some are
closeups while others .are distance shots. Some of the animals included
are cheetahs, swan; elephants, moth, tree frog, platypus, monkeys, mandril,
python and viper.

39. Book. "Animals Everywhere".
D'Aulaire, Ingr5. and Edgar
Level - Ages 4 -1 (Doubleday) , (1954)
Cost $4.70

Description - This book is an introduction for young children to the world of
animals in tneir natural living condia.ions from the tropics to the arctic
regions. Give the child the'opportunity to hunt for and to imitate the
cries of each 'animal menti.oned.

.'
,..- :

40. Cook. "Some of Us Wa).k, Some Fly, Some Swim", ,
4

Frith, Michael '

-....

Level - Ages 6-8 (Random)
Cost - $3.50

(1971)
os

. ,
Description -- Because bf its factual information and the clear and colorful
illustrations, this book can also be used as a resource- supplement i an animal

-
unit. i

41. Book. "500 Animals From A to Z".
Gergely, Tibor
Level - Ages 7-12 (McGraw)

seCost 7 $4.95
1/2

.Description - This is a dictiOnary of almost every animal one can imagine.
It contaias a picture of each animal, its name, its size, and some facts
about the animal.

42 Instructional Material. "Animal Dom_nos".
Level - Ages15-8 (Edu-Cards)_
Cost - $2.00/

Description 26 matching dominos in color.

43 Instructional Material. "Ani-Space".
Level - Ages 3-8
Cost - $5.00

(Mead School Products)

Description.- thirty realistic animals in their natural stance (eight farm and
seven zoo types) fit into four 8" square frames to stand erect. Eacti animal
3/16"ithick in four colors.
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44. Book. "A-Dozen Little,Plays".
Jarvis, Sally; Walker, Barbara;-:SPpiling, Lguis;and Rhodes,!,--4ateS,.-Level'-, Ages 779

(Scholstic'BpO'k ServiCes) (1971) , 71:A.Cost - $1.00 --. 1 . :, , w "'i . . . , .45;aription - The plays included are sliortaid
easily'costumed'ad.performed 0

. ,

and part'icul'arly related to anipals.' Many 4,47.re a moral.. Can.aisobeiisle
'for manylanguage develbpthent activities.

,.....
i . .

-,
.45. Captioned'F4m, !!Zob FaUilies": -0 . . .

4-

Lerti -,Ages 3-8r* 'f(Captionee .for'or the Dean'
Description y The3film

1

s'ff

shows a variety 61. baby and adult-io0 animals and
illustrates thejlabits and characteristics and needs of calitire animals:

,, .
.46. ,BOOk. "If You Were an;Eel,\how/Would You Feel ?''..,..-

--SimOn, Mina . , ,
. '..

. .. Level -,Ages 4-8
(Folfett)-.. - 4,1963)s4 Cost $3.95 .1

, .- ..
.

,

of .

, .- Description( - 11-4e book pits the reader in the place ot many,,,animals,,,
including an eel, bear, tortoise, bat, clt,and seal. It discusipi what ,.' it is like to be that amimal.and how it is,dieferent from being hum

.
47. Flannel Board Set. ",lake a:Funny StiAy".

',,Level - Ages 5 9 - (Instiiicto) !
Cost - $4.95

. - .

,

Description - This set contains 16 half animals, 8 places Eo livd, lb things
to eat,,and other objects needed to build a story. Excellent aid for
dL:Velopment: ,

48. Book. .:'Elf 0v4".,

Buff, Mary and'Conrad
Level -Ages 7-10 ,---

(The Viking press) ,
Cost` - $3.50

" 0.1

(1958)
.

-Description - This, book gives us a birdseye view of the worldof a little owlin a wildlife. Community of an' American desert. : .

t49. fiooka"What'is a Cow".
.

.N..iiay,

Level --8 -8________ -

'Cosi. - $2.40. .

Ascription - This book'de1-nicts a cow's exis, terice and his basic needs anti-?. f;'0'unctions.` , ' : '

.
50. Filmstrip Set. "Animals and Their Ways".

-:-
Level - Ages'9711

' (F,,e Gate)
Cost - set'of9 cattioned'color filmstrips with ,5 ,:cassettes and teacher 'manual - $731'T0', individual filmstrip - $6.00,-individual cassette - $5.50De Iri:ptiata This set'is designed to sriot4,the relationship of animals to.man along with,the protection and'care of animals.4

t

.,
.

.

51. Captioned Film. "Animal li6meS".
, Level.- Ages 3-8

(Captioned Films,f8r the Deaf)
.

.

(Benefic Press)
% I.

(1963)

. Description - This film shows where various animals'live, i.e., above ground,N in the ground, and in the water and'explains why these animals live where' theydo.
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52. Book. 'Everybody Has aHome and.Eve076ody Eats". '---- ...

,

..', Green; Ma* ki.
. .1.5vel - Agcs 4-7 . - (Young'Scoti Bo9ks)- 411'.(1961. t'e0° .:

Cost, $3.95 --
. - _

417v it 1.
,Dascripetot - This book depicts the variotiritiormand needs of certain .

' .':' i', animals. it is an excellent resource supplement for an pfMal unit.(

81'3. 8

O. Bcok.; "'A Fish Out4pf Water".
. T5,1'.., Helen '''

i LeVel - Ages 4-8 '(Begidner Books)
Cost - $2.50 _.

%

.

, e

Det4crivtion - This -is an easy' to'readtbook/that tells an -Aims ng story about '
a goldfish named Otto and. where he liv9s, and what happens w n.he'keeps

growing and growing.

. A .
.Fe. Book- "Over "in the Meadow":

.

Langstaff, John and Rojankovsky, Feodor
Level --Ages 5.'D-8 --,

Cost - $3.95

Descri tiCn%-- This i ,a beautiful poem about the existence of turtles,
muskrats, fish, salamanders, frogs, etc. It is beautifully illustrated -

-by Ezra Jack Keatp. Cad be used in a variety of classroom experiences.

1

(1961)

(Harcourt, Brace and Jovatovich) (196.7)
w.

rn

,-
...,, / . ' %..

1,5 .Book. "Li9n9 in the Grass".,
- .

,

Busch, Phyllis S.- ,;, .

Level -'Agps 5-8 '4 (The-World Publishing Co.)
Cost - '4.95

Deacciption = The'ay lions'live and their environment are depicted ,in this
treautifully illustrated book.

(1%8) .;'

56. Instructional Material,
Level"- Ages 5 -b

:Cost - $2.00 ,

Description - 24 colorful and clear two puce
animals and their homes. 'Can,also be used in

'.. activities.

"Playskc;ol M4chups

(Playkool
- Animal Homes". .

Manufacturing Co. Inc.).
'

interlocking puzzle pitturvs of
structuring parts to whole

57.E Filmstrip Set. "Friendly Animal FaIllies".
,' 'Tlevel , Ages'6-10 , . (Troll Associates) ",/

- ifora

Cost - $7.00each or set of 4Afor $28.00 ,---7--- :. ., . ,.

Desciription Set'of.4 colorful filmstrips which encodrage classroom '

discuasion'activities about animals and.where-they live. Filmstrip titles
include; "Forest Families", "Jungle Animals ", "Baby Birdd High and Lo4",

i"Farm Babes Wakt Up ". t
, .i

4

!

. 58. Book. "Wonders of the..Owl Worid".
. .

Lavine, Sigmund A. ..- Pr"

Level - Ages .8-12 , (Dodd) ,' (1971)
...

.- $...Coat ,- $3.95

. 'Description - E;ccelient photographs introduce owls in natural
surroundingi. ,

.
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59- 'Ca t oned,Yilim,"tcology": A Community Beneath the See

;

.. .t. .

.
. Lev -'Age S and up 44 (baptieile'd'Filu for .tire be;f) ',.. ,-color .

. , 1
-..., , ,color 9 minutes

,..
,

...,-...

1 .

.
I

,

- di,DescriRaoit - Liottle narration in this film,3encourages.the viewer to
1

,observe the behaViors of living creature& in a community under the e 4... 4 , 5" . .sea.
- . ?.,* . .

.
.

,Botk. "Boho's
Alexandet,,Martha
Level - Aged 4-7 It

9

, ..

(The Diel.PiessA; (1970)
.Cost.- $3.50

*

.

,..
. .

t
. Description'- Tis:1i a

,

story of*e small dog is dream about himself,
and Nis-master,' Can be.very useiful im dealing with. the care and

,..,lo as the child putshimaetf in the little dog's pace.

ci

. / .
. %
-,..

- -

'61 . Picture's. "Pets". 1 '. f

Level - -Ages -3 ;7 (Educational Reading Service)
Cost - $3:do . . ,

,

Wripkion - 12 full-Color pfCtures and 12 hilpfulresource sheets
which suggest questions and activities.' tie pictures help the child-. .

,-4reh le - bout keeping.and caring for pets.
.

. (yard. ."DomWstie Animals and Pets". . , y
-

$

1.

. .

. Flanne
9 'Level - -Agi; 5-6 e (Milton Bradlq)

Cost - 3.25
'Deg.& gt on ,-:Prop.gr care and handling Of gets, and animals is illustrated
to th child with thAs material. Cdritains full-color figbres of many.tv,
well-known animals and peti witfi food, water, cages and aquariulp,

A

63.7 Filmstrip Set': "Our
evel - Ages'
ost - 9 capt
p3.50-OndiVI
Description - All4

develop love and care
ren's peisk,

Pets".

(Eye gate) .

or filmstrip with 1 Oildsetts t ed teacher's manual
mstrip $6.00 ; indivi4parcassette - 0.50.1 .

eie filmstrips be used as instruments to
of pets and for classroom disculsion-of the child- ..

64. Insftuctional=Material. "Adimals an.drIbeir Young".
Ages 3=6 (8Xlei-Cardyt:Company)

Cost .7 $2.95 ,..2.,_

baby
.

:' Descjiptiori -- se 9r (2- part)- puzzles match a b animal.to its,mothet.
.

.

65. Captioneil.Film "Farm'Babies and Their Mothers".
Level-- Ages, 3-8 ' . -Cootioned Film's forthe Deaf) '

*Description This film develops concepts of animal families by showinf .

the adult,animal with its baby, identifies, seven specific fari animals,
,.spows''hov animals help us,?and brings out charapteristics of each animal.

66.,4 Instructional Materi01:- -"Mother and Baby Animali". (Teach-a-Chalet)
Level - Age.3"andid0

4
s

,(Eye Gate)
.

Descriplion This set contains 7 (22 1/2" x 17") large colored pictured,
of farm animals. They'are diicks, hens, turkeys, goat, horse, pig and
lamb`. Each picture shows the mother animal with offspring. Information
(adilanced_scieuce facts) is available for older children on the back of
each yicture. sf
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Jastructional Material. -"Animal-gpd Their YbOng" past(sr cards.

. Level - Ages 5-8 (Educatienal. Reading Service),.

Cost - $3.Q0 , . . , '
;

.
,

. Description, - These postei
is

cards are-divided into .:.wosets., One set-..----s

;. ,ilas full-color iIlustratiohs:of adult and-young animals. Tile. other.ser
.... ,anmes.the anitgals. ..13'y mtchingsthe.picturd cards and name cards,- the

child 1.fui1ds-,a ,ocabulary of-30 animal names., 30 cards, 11 1/4" x 14"
1on tagspock4
, .

I I.

,
68. Book. ''Don't Count Your Chicks".
v D'Aulaire. 'ilagri and'Edgar,

Level..- Ages'5-8 N (Doubleday)
.. .-)Cost - $44 95. . -% .

G , Description -*An amusing v.ory of.farM'aAimals and farm life is
pictured in this storyef.an old womanA.Tho counted her chicks before.
they we'lelitched. ,

-.
K. p ,

69'.. Book. "All Kinds of Babi" ) . ..r.'.

.

. es .

.1 - Selsam, Millicent E.
(

. .
4evel - (Ages 5-8 . . (Schocl:Book Services) (1969):

,

' - Cost:4 - $3.75'- .

, -.
.

,. -,--...

' Descri cion - Beautifully and realistically drawn pictures of all
tyep animal babies anP. their parents inclUdihg cais2 snakes,
giraffe , camLs, porcupines'chimpenzees,-*frogs; butterfly eels;

'crabs, d cks, bear's and finally- a human baby. The text 1.& very
, simple-and.give4 the'damet of. the animals and speeksabout how some

animals look'like'eheir parents when they are babies 'and some 'do not.
/

, .

,

.

, - 70., Inst'rucfional Materiel. "PlAnt Growth.
. .

.

-

Level - Ages 5-7
-

(Milton Briley)
4...Cdst -.$3.25 ,

. ..

Description -. Illustrates'plant growth, from seed,to mature plant., -,

_liariTus types of .plants and plant sections. Separately,printed agues ;

of pants and flowers Included: ,
,

. ': . * .

,

. .

. 71. Intrlictional Material. 'Let's Discover", .,
. :

- Level.- Ages 5-:8, - ___ (Guidance Associat
.

.

es)
Deseription.- 'A multi-media ,regdurce for actively involving children. t

in ehewonders:of seed germination, nlant and animal life and
ecological inte4actions. IrtclUdes actual materIali for vowing,

. almstrips, 9(As and recerdA .... ' '''''

.

.

.. .

72: Book. "The little Chestnut Tree Story". (* '
Weil, Lisl

, .'
l'i \ .

Level - Age 5 arid iciwtr /(S.tholastic Book Service)
,Cost.- $.45 .

.

.,

Description.- This is- the story of the life pf a tree. It grattin'the
country and a city was built around it. FixfalIy, the tree'cias chopped

,

r -down. but a sera is brought to the coUntry,to begin again.
-

c

AP
.

73. Instructional. Material. "See-GrotSee&Germination".
Ldyel - Age "8 and up .(Special Ed.-Materials, Inc.)
Post -'$3.95.for 10 .student pack _,

Description - This kit contains soil -less medium seeds, development
'domes, nagnifyints,glass, assorted tools for preparatibn, instruction
1 bboklets and indi'vid'ual instruction sheets. Other set sizes available.

4
ti
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74. Film. "Mr.. and Mrs. Robin's Family".

.

75. Filmstrip Set.
Level - Ages -6

Cost - set of
,'Description

"Trees Grow",
Grow" and "We

e

B-3.11,
sr 4

Level - Ages 5-1.141. (Captioned Films fbr the Deaf)"
Descripition - An 11 minute color, film presents the activities of a
family of robins froM.early.spring,untal It,shows the
development of the.robin'from conception to maturity.

4
'

J.

"Growing Things Filmstrip 'Set".
-10

tcel
alEducatfon Msterials,

7 filmstrips - $4.00
This is a set of 7 filmstrips titled: "131:anks Grow ;
"Butterflies GrOw",:"Toads .erow",''=Birds Grow"? "Rabbits
Grow". kExceldess4-aid.for plan-rand animal growth

processes.
, ,

" e

76. Book. "A Bird is Born".
Guilcher.'J.M. and Bosiger,
.4 A2I - Ages 6-10

Description - This is the s
prior to.birth to birth.'

77. Book. "The Wonderful Egg%
Schloat, G. Warren, Jr.
Level - Agr. 6 and over

,Cost -

t,

E. .

(Sterling Publishing Co.) Inc)r (1968)
pbry of bird delielopment from the period

,

,

Scribners Sons)

Description The development\of anegg is shcw in this book. 'Ex-
cellent for units in lifespocesses of animals.

1. 1.

(15?

78. Book. "The Birth of Supset's Kittens".
Stevens, C4rla
Level - Age:A8-12 (Young Scott,Books)
Cost - $4.95
Description The book follows a cat, SUnset, through Wle.birth of her
five kittens. Good photographs.

79. Book. "How Babies Are Made ".

Level - Age 8 and pver (Time-Life Books) \

Cost $4.00 f
A. i .. -

Description - The book is done with paper-olde picture,. It'is.organ-
ized and presented beautifully, ingreat'detail for young children
althoughlrecommendg4 for fairly mature groups. Includes reproduction
processes of flower's, chicks, dogs and humans. Alsp emailalite Jo kit
containing filmstrips and books. ' . ,

80. Instructiona l
-<

Material. "Large Body Puzzle". -

Leyel. - Ages ,3-5 (Developmental Learning. Materials)
CAT - $5.00 ,

,
.

.

Description -.A:large puzzle containing31,pieAts and made -of healry .'

board. Is 4 feet tall when completed. Useful for naming body parts as
eacks piece is assembled.

81. 40paptioned Filmstria. ."Show me,
Level - Ages 3-5 (Captioned Films for the Deaf)
Description - This filmstrip serves ps'a review of parts; of the, face
and other parts of the body. The teacher\can expand on the-ideas shown

on the fr .
is _OS
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81. (Continued) \

Description - This filmstrip serves as a.review Sf parts of the face
and other parts of the body. The toachet, can expand on the ideas shown.

' on ,framesthe
//` i

.

,

4 .
- .f J '

82.. Flannelboard' ''Human Body Parts". -, ,

. dLevel - Ages 3-5 (R. H. Stone Prd.ducts) i

4

Cost - $4.00

Description - May be used to help identify body parts on de'flartnelboatiii\
t .This flannelboard 'contains heads, arnis legs and bodies' clothed for

summer and winter. _UsefuI-fdr teaching the identification of body,
as well as proper seasonal 'clothing. N

.

4
ti

f83. motioned Filmstrip. "Hands'.,
Level - Ages 3-7 - .(Captioned Films for the Na,,E)
Description - This captioned filhStrip iden.tiAlie* hands and:ihi various
activi es they perform in the natural'course'ofeveryday livi4g-such as t_
holding dings, wasilingopetting, waving, thr6wfng, painting, etc. .

84. Book. "Follow Your Nose". .

c' <-*
. .Showers, Pahl

. 6.

., vel - Ages 5-8 (Thomas/. Crowell CO.) (1963)
st*-- $3.75

tcription.- The book not only identifids the nose but -tells usTbout
ings we smell and how our noses_

5'

wark. Also available. in filMSOW,
With_reeOrd.

.* G,
'

, 85. instructional MatelAal. ' "Animal Puzzles"
.A Level - Ages 5-8 ,(.Altdti Bradley).

' Cost - $4.00

Description - The. puzzles are ,cut, into 10 to 12 meaningful pieces.
(Head, feet, etc:), The child can assemble puzzle piecesstogethier as

b, he names each part and the whole animal. Useful. for comparison of
animal body parts to human "Ind part:to whdle concepts.

.86. Tiansparencies. "Signs df Spring:and Autumn".
, Level .f-,'Ages 5-8 (Eye date).

Cost - $19:90- see

VIK a

Ye'ST:ription - This set, of 14 multi-involved A.94aparencies help children
observe and understand the, causes 'and tieevents of seasonal change;--: '

some topic's are: %"Trees get nevi Leaveep.PWheDays get Longer", 'Birds
N Fly'South", "We Wear Warm Clothes", etd.P,,

87. Flannelboard. "Weather Flannel Aid".u
'Level_ - Ages 5-8 (Milton Bradley Co.)
,Description - Changes in weather, dress and activities
in this flannel aid.- .

.

88. Film. "The Park".
Level - Ages 5-9, (COmmuNicok
GOT 87 7 minutes 16mm. film optical sound
Description - ,Through thv use of mootZ.music and narration including'

Thoreau's Walden, a park is portrayedattom one season to inother.

are illustrated

4

-s

(1970) '4

4 .
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89. Captioned Film. "Winter:/ Story bf survival".
--, _'Level'- Ages 5-12- ( aptioned Films for the Deaf).

dolor . 13 minutes
.

Description n4r- The effects .of wintet on plants and.animals is depicted
through migration, hibernation and those animals, that stay. The
film. ends.with the comina.of spring and the returning' of-animals and
blooMing of planoolife.

..

It .
,.

, ,.90. Film. "What%s.,..the Weather Like ? ". l,.

Level'7 Ages 7 -1Q ,(McGraw -Hill Textfiims)
Color' '10 teiriutes . 16mm. film optical AiDund
Description - This film shows,hoW climates and seasona'affect homes..,, A- and activities of people through the story of,a fami4 that had to:..

changefvacation plans because of the weather.

Insttuctional Material.
Level,:Nis 3-7
Cose.--.$9795.

Description= Solid wood
boat, snap-togethe train
in-thn set. Can .b.f used

:yr. or fo{ playtime.,

"Blockmdbiles". .

(Creative Playthings)

9 . \

(1967)

transport fleet of tem cars, two,trucks, bus,
, thirty peg people and 41ree trees are contained
for identification and uses o.transportation

:, .
, (Captioned Films forThe Deaf) -v,

. DescrgtIbil'- This filtAllustrates land, water and air ttanspostation.
throughaut

..
the world. It relate modes of transportation used in

4iffereht geographical locations. A-It
,

92. Film. "Traftsportation ,Around the World".'
WveL -Ages 5-8

93. Bdok. "The Giant Nursery 36ok of Things That Go".
2affo'gr George t 3,

Level - Ages 5-9 r (Doubleday) (1959)

. .

Cos r- $5.95
. -. .

. t
Description,- Giant picture book of many different moving vehicles and

.

other, modes of transportation.

S
NO,

Caktiooed. Film. "HOW We Travel in the City".
Level - Ages 5-11 (Captioned Films for the Deaf) '
Color 7 kainutes

Desdription - Moving trains,agkomobiles, taxis, buses an4 airplanes
depict the Various modes of transportation used to commute people in
a big city.

95. Book%, "The BigBook of Real Truckd".
Cameron,'Elizabeth
.Levei 3 Ages 6-10 '(Dick Blick)
, Cost - $1.50

Description - This 8 1/2" x 11 1/4" colorful illustrated hard cover
book depicts the,many different types of trucks.

.96. Filmstrip. ".Donald Duck Discovers. Transportation".
Level - Ages 7-9 (Walt Disney) 4

'Description - This animated filmstrip starring Donald Duck explores
the world of transportation including uses, functions and various means
of travel, etc.

9.

I
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97. Book. The Big Book of Real,Traihs".
Duenepald, Doris, ed. 4

Level - Ages 7-12 (Dick nick) . (1970)
Cost - $1.50

Description -*This 8 1/2" x. 11 19'4" 'colorful illustrated hard cover .

book depicts the different types'of trains. .

98. InstruCtioal Matt,cial. "Sand Tools".
Level - Ages 3-6 . (Childcragt Educational Corppration)

4

Cost = $2.50

Natural,woo$1 tools (rake,,hoe, spade) wish 8" handles'are used for
sand pray a2tivitles as 9ell as recognition and iidentifttation of
common garden tool's.

. . .99. nstruction41 Material. "Sand Combs"3. s,

Lev4 - Ages 3-6 (Child-Craft MUCation,CorRoration)
Cost - $i2.50

.1

, Descripdian - For ing swirls, swilles or d'igns in sand. Six
-roc 1/2" x 1/8" wooden cues wItiO ifferent types,"of teeth used for
different designs such as swirls phd swiggles_iri'sand:

100., Instructional Material. ftllorkshop *laity WOrkiBench & Tool Set".

,
,1

. . .

...,Level Ages 5-8.
i

(R2,,, H. one Products)
Cost - piece tool set - $58:75 1.

.,,

t ..4 .

solid maple work bench.- . 5.50 '. ,

libscription'- This sgt is dehigned to give beginners a-straight start.
it developing, handling and, completing ideas iii,a.variety of woods.

.

Bench is 44".long so that three children may4'work atone time.
, .

'

101. Film. "Machine.Help". '1 V

Level - Ages 5-9 (British Breaddasting Co:-TV) (1967) .

Black/White . 20.minutes 4 16mM. film oPtical. sound C

,Description - This filth showsllow work is made-easier airOugh simple
machines sudll as ramps and levers. Also shows, how man invented simple
machines, and that big and coMplicated pachinery.is really made up
of simple, basi*.c machines. -.-.

. .

,,1

,
-.. "k-,

, 02'. Captioned Film. "Machines Do Work". 1 ,', ''. .

Level Ages 5 -12 ' , (Cautioned-Films forthe Deaf)
Description - This 12-minute color fin which.discusses the use of the
lever, the inclined plane, the pulley and the wheel=and-axle; illustrates
how machines help make our work. easier. . .

\-.

A

4)

103. Book. "Mike Mulligan and his Steam novel". --.,

Burton;'Virginia Lee
Le;rel - Ages'5-8 (Hougton Mifflin Company)
Cost - $3.75 . 4.

i
\ .

Description 4 'this is an interesting story about a.stgam,shovel and
how it solves the problem of goIng)out of business bealausenower and
better machines want to replace it.. Can be role-plkyed by children,
simulating the steam shovel's movements. /

104. Captioned Filtstrip
Level - Ages' 5-12

Cost -..$55/set of &

2.01.

s -

Set. "Practicing Goed Health".
(Wale Disney)`

captioned filmstrips,
/

* ."
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104 (Continued)

Description - 8'filmstrips dealing. with five senses in ggierarand
each individually.. Includes the human body and comparison of humarP
body with a machine. EXcellent'for simulating macHine movement.
Special Utilization - Althoughthe captions'are most approperate
for upper primary and above, the 'highly visual. and colorful content
makes these strips adaptable at a lower level.

105. Book. "What is a SimpleMachine.
Darby'

Level - Ages 7 and over (Beneftc Press) ' (1961)
Des'cription - This film can serve' -Is an introduction to, simple
machines such ?s; pulleys, levers, box-car train with wheels, etc.

,106. Lab Kit. "Early Learning Science Kit"..
Level - Ages 3-7 (Special Ed. Materials, Inc.)
Cost - $2.25

Description - Each set contains one large horseshoe magnet 5" x 3",
one magnifying glass, one 4" prism, 2 vinyl magnets, white paper
4" x 6", wire of aluminum and brass, 3"'swatches of satin, burlap
and cotton, I preserved butterfly and one package of pressed

, leaves with wtich the child can explore the wonders of nature. A
comprehensive instruction booklet is provided.

107. Instructional Material. "Giant Magnet'.
Level - Ages 4-7 (Childcraft Education Corp.)
Cost - $2.75

Description - 9 1/2" horsesle magnet is easy to hold and comes with
Keeper bat to lengthen magnet's life. Capable of pulling a' wagon
or lifting a whole string of metal objects'.

1

Instructional Material. "Dapper Dan". ,

level 2'Ages 5-7 (Smethport S9ecialt9 Co.)
Cost - $1.29 (
Description.-An outline of a face,is encased in plastic, with a
sizeable amount of steel shavings. The package also,contains a
magnetic pencilthat is used to make a variety of faces create
eyebrows, beards, mustaches, hats, maaks,.glasses, etc. Some face,
are illustrated so that the child may copy them. 4

109. Book. "dickey's Magnet". ,4
Branley, Franklyn M. and Vaughan, Eleanor K.
Level - Ages 5-8 (T. J. Crowell)
Cost - $3.95

Description - The book tells tie-sto:y of a little boy who has a
problem with some pins. Can be -useitas an introduction to magnets
or problem-solving activities.

/ 108.

S

(1956)

110. Film. "Magnets, Magnetism and Electricity".
Level - Ages 5-12 '(McGraw -Hill Textfilms)

. (1970)
Color 9 minutes 16mm. film optical sound
Description - This film,illustrates the.major uses any' functions
of a magnet including the workings'of ecolupass. Also included is
an animated sequence of electrons in magnets and an electron flow
in an electrical current.

202
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111. Study Prints. 'Picture/Word Concepts Series - Dishes .6..Utensile.

Level - Ages 5-8, . (Instructor Publications)
Cost $5.00
Description - This study print set cotitains picture cards for
younger children and pictuie and'word cards and word flash cards
for oIderchildren of,commen kitchen utensils'' found in the hOme.

F

112: Filmtrip Set., "TheTWonderlAnd of Science',
- Ages 51-12k '''(EyeGate)

Cost -,set of,9 captioned color fiimstriOsf 5 cassettes,Ateacher's
manual - $69.25vinaividuallilmstiip - $5.50; individual cassette -
$5.50.

practical
3

DescriptiOn'- ThtS introduces.a practical and factual' -

application of basic kit4ed Appliances and machines.found'tn.the
home, and provides basic Understanding of inventions that have,
rhangeethe life, -style .of man..

' 113. Filmstrip Se. "The tory of Houses".
Level - Ages 5-8 , (Eye Cat) .

Cost - 9capfioned eolor filmstrips, 5 casettes, teacher's manual -
$73.50; individual,filmstrip - $6.001 indiVidual 'cassette - $5.50
Description - This filmstrip set illustrates many Homes from. the
early cave dwellers to Modern apartment buildings. This set also
stresses why shelter.is one of man's basic'needs.

114. Filmstrip Set. "Understandia,g the Community".
'Level - Ages 5-8 '(Eye Gate)
Cost - set of 6 sound filmstrips, 3 records, _teacpeet'manual.-
,$46.00 (individual items available)

.

Description This filmstrip set explores the typical community
through its buildings and their,functionsand the Similarities and''

, differences all towns have.

115. Instructional Material. "Plalyskol Village".
Level - Ages 5-8 .(,Milton Bradley)
.Cost

X

Description - 97 colored wood p.irts in various shapes, and sizes` and
colors, Yoling'city planners ca:make village on 32"'x 32" vinyl
layout sheet.

116. Poster Cards.:. "Cene/ Around Us Story Posters ".
Level = Ages 6-10, (Milton Bradley)

-Cost - $7.50
,

Itslript1211 -, These 12 colorful story murals provide visual repreSqntation,:,
of familiar buildings in a child's e- tvironment such r: 'grocery store
schoolroom, department store, etc. 1

'14

117. Captioned Film. fEconomics: Workers Who, Build Houses".
Level - Ages 5-8 *(Captioned FilmS for the Deaf)
olor il minutes

- Description - The various stages of the construction of a house are
shown. This includes planning, clearing the land, erecting the
houSe and landscaping the property.,_Also'shown'are the Nfarious and
different machines and building. materials needed to complete-the

9
job.

4
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118. Film. "The Builders". --7
Level - Ages.8-12 -L----*-- --. (American Educational Films)
Black/Whites 20 .minutes 16mm. film optical sound

. .

.Descriptlon - The construction of a building is shown in this film
from the foundation to the last girder on the top fldor.

119. FilmiltriaiSet. "Field Trips Outof the Ordinary".
Level -,A2es 8-13

. (Eye Gate).
-?-% .

Cost -set
s

of 6 filmstrips, 3 records $57.00; individual filmstrip -' $7.50; individual record - $5.00 .

Description - This filmstrip set takes the student on field trips to,
a steel mill, oil mine, and nucieaplant, "etc: which are ;usually_
unavailable to the public for real trips. Notqonly is the student
able to see these inslitutkons but they ateable to discover the
raw ores and materials,which enable manto build and construct.

120:- Filmstrip. "Sr ry of Steel".
. ..

Level - Ages -12 (Society forVisual Education, Inc.)
.,

Description - This filmstrip describes where steel comes from and
what it is used for.

1210, Filmstrip. "A Bridge-Gets Painted".
...Level Ages 7-9 Captioned Films Or the- 'Deaf) .-

Descri?tion - This filmstrip is about the reasons for and methods of
,

bridge painting. .., '

t: .,

122. Filmstrip, Set:- 114 Do We Build 'things"...
Level - Ages 9-12' (Eye Gate)
Cost 7 set of 6,colortfilmstrips, 3,records - $57.00; individual
filmstrip - $7.50L 1ndividU4,1 .record - $5.00 .

.

Description - This,filmsfrip:set invites the student to observe can-
. made structure and recogazgethe planning and construction thatwas

. .

. needed to build these structures.

, ' "v . , ,-e .. '

, 123. Instructional Materials, "Toy Mak`r". ..

Level - Ages 2-8 "(Tinker Toy
"Cost -.81.77

cr
e

/ .

'Description - The child can coustruCtall v ions of. wheel toys
4

using hardwood and plastic. parts.
,-' . .,

124. Captioned Filmstrip. "Wheels". -

v -Level - Ages 4-7 , (Captioned Films for th% Deaf)'
Description - This filmstrip shows'the many varieties and uses of wheels

A in our environment. It shows how the rolindness of whells'are helpful
both at work and at }flay,

. . U '

.125. Filmstrip. ''Bears en Wheels ".

getansain, S. & G.-
..'

,

LeVel -.Ages 4-7 Y (Eye Gate)
.,

Descriplida....-.This-amusing filmstrip illustrates the story f the bears. .','
'riding on different vehicles with wheels of different sizes anenumbers.

-:

4

1I ,

4 -
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'126. Instructional Material. "The Wheels of, Modern Transportation".
Level - Ages 5-8 (Constructive Playthings) '
Cost - $1.00

ies7ripiion -:Brightly colored prints help illustrate modern methods
of transportation as well as identifying the wheels of each. Truck,
bicycle, bus, etc. are included.

127. Film. "What's So Important About a Wheel?"
.Level - Ages 5-17 and above (Journal films)'
Color 10 minutes 16mm. film optical sound
Descri tion - This film follows the history of the-wheel through a
question answer type style as it shows the relationShip of man's
progressto it.

.

128. Captioned Film. "A Wheel is Round".
Wvef Age5 ancrup (Captioned Films' for the Deaf).
Color* 8 minutes

Description - This film,' which is captioned especially ,for the deaf,
explains the concepts that wheels are round and as su0 they roll
easily. Activities shown are pushing, pulling and riding things
with whees'.

(1960)

0.

a
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Appendir8-4.1

`t.

1. Instructional Material. "Wedgie Community Helpers".
Level - Ages 3-6 (Mead School Products)
Cost - $5.40

Description - Six figures depict-the roles of community helpers and
hold the tools of their trades. Included are policemen, milkman,
cirethan, sanitatiAN wc'rker, mailman, Construction worker. All figure's
re easy to grasp and non-toxic.

2. Instructional Material. "Wedgie Transportation Workers".
Level - Ages 3-6 (Mead School Products).

/.Cost -.$5.40 .

Description.- Brightly colored figUres of transportation workers such
as pilot, stewardess, conductor, engineer, captain and sailor help
teach roles of transportation workers in the community. ,

. ,
. 3. IhiStuctional Material. "Pregnant Mrs. Pig and,Family", r

Level - Ages 4-6 / . (Educationsd Design Association, Inc.)
Cot - $6.00 , / . .

.

.

Dedcription - Incltides. Mr. Pig, Mrs. Pig and three interlocking babies
all made put of wood. Can be used in developing the Concept.of roles of
families as well as farm fitting experience and an imtrod4ctiOnto sex
education.

Film. "Families".
Level - Ages 5-8 (E. C. Brown Trust) (197(1)
Color 10 minutes 16mm film optical sound
Description - Excellent film relatitig the interdependencies of all people.
Stresses the sociological concept of the 'extended family' and why
children are necessary for a family as well as why families are necessary
for childrefi. Although the film is graded for primary children, even
the adult can benefit from viewing this film.

5. Film. " Families Are Different and Alike".
level - Ages 5-8 (Coronet Instructional Films) '(1970),
Color 14 minutes 14mm film optical sound
.Description 1. This film illustrates the concept that although many are
different and many are ,the same, each family is important. -

/ . ,
..

. , . ..
64 Flannelboard Kit. "When 7 Grow Up, .1 Want To Be". (SE.1556)

Level - Age '5 and up (Special Ed. MaterealS, Inc.) -
Cost - $7.95 .

. k

Description - Felt: figures to be "dressed" In a variety of occupational'
,1 uniforms of approximately 36 occupations s'ich is: doctor, nurse, poliCe-
man, pilot, artist, astronaut, ballerina,:farner, etc.

J. Poster Cards. 'Community Workers & Helpers PosterCards".
(Milton Bradley)

Cost.- $4.00

DescriptiOh - 15occupations shown on 11 1/4n x 14" cards with 15 addition-
al cards giving loOdescriptions. Useful for matching roles to printed
names and for roleplaying. Also promotes understanding of community lifee
and encourages storytelling.'

x.,* 07
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'8. Instructional Materials. The Job Puzzles". (6100)
Level - Ages 6-7 (Developmental -learning Material)
Description - These picture puzzles 4epict Community Helpers - mailman,
nurse, teacher, fireman, football player, farmer, policeman, house-

,The puzzles are cut in straight lines,on uniquely=contoured pieces
related to natural lines of the figure directing the' child's'attention
to the picture rather than the shape of the piece.-

9. Book. "At the Bakery".
Author - Colonius, Lillian .

Level Ages 6-10
Cbst - $3.00

(Melniont Publishers) . (1967)

Description - Although this book can be used to show the role of the
baker and the bakery in the community, it is excellent for the chile -1
to depict cooperation among' workers as well as machines and the overall

' finished product as a result of this.CooPeration.

10. Film: "Sharing Is Fun".
Level Ages 5-8 ..

. (Family Films,' Inc.)
Color 15 minutes 16mm. film optical sound'

- Description.- This is a story of a young boy who befriends a new boy who
' has polio and who later learns a lesson through sharing and through
. 4cooperation.

11. Book. "The Dessert L4rs' Handbook". .

Level='Ages 4-12. (Borden, Inc.) (1973)
e

fCost - free ,

.r...

Description -,This cookbook can be used with supervison of y_inger
i

children
or without with an older group. Contains reciPti for fudge, pies,.

'c,-,brownies, cakes, ice cream, etc. Excellent for group working projects.

12. Film. "Laughing Gas" (The Dentist). Second Edition
Level - Age 5 and up (Mark Sennett) (1914)
Black/White 7 minutes 16mm. film optical sound
Description Thig classic comedy stars Charlie Chaplin in a silent film .

(with score and sound effects added) as a dental assistant taking over
when the dentist leaves the office.

13. Film. "The ',Iusic Box".

Level - Age 8 and up (Blackhawk Films Erstin- Phelon Corp.) (1932)
Black/White 30 minutes 16mm. film optical sound
Description - A classical comedy film involving Laurel and Hardy as they a
attempt to - deliver a piano to a house.'ulops of a film.

Spacial Utilization - Can be used not only for enjoyment but also in
problem- solving activities.

14. Film.' "Music for Everybody":
Level - Age 4 and up ' (Walt Disney Productions)
Color. 60 minutes 16mm. film opitical sound
D9cription - Walt Disney's animated creation, Professor LudwigVon 1

Drake, as the maestro, introduces the various forms of music such rs
jazz,aamba, opera, ballet and the symphony through animation and live
action. Highlights of tfie film include: Benny Goodman \asld his
Orcheitra; ballet dancers,'Lichine and Riabouchinska and the voices of
pinah Shore and Nelson Eddy.

(1965)



Film.. "Music".
, .

Level - Age 5,and up -(rational Broadasting Co.. TV) '(1970)
Color 53 minutes'' 16mm. film optical sounCt,
Description-= This film is a quick-cute sound and story of music with
little ,dialogue.- Presenti a widp.. range of music from a simple school
orchestra to the Beatles rehearting "Hey, Jude" wittheBach Festival
Orchestra.

---------

16. Book. "Music and Instruments fpr Children to Make":c Vol. I
Au or - Hawkinson, John and Faulhiber, Martha F...

, Level - Ages -£4.? : (A. Whitman) 0 "(1969)
Cost -1$3.50

.t
,.

.

Description - Book includes songs, rhythm patterns andfdirections fdr 7-

, making instruments.

17. 'Film. "Music in Action ". , .

Level - Ages 5-10
, . . (Haih, Grace C.) (1967)'

-- -Color -11 minutes 16 m. fili optical sound
.

Description - Thisfilm show how Children are-involved in all facets of
music during a musical performance such'as performers, composers and , .

listeners. -

1

18. 'Film. "Music Experiences - The Little Train of the Caipira".
c-

Level - Ages:5-10' (.1"o.P. Stevens & Co.) '(1971)
Color 14 minutes 16mm. film optical sound'
Description - Photography and animation introduces Villa-LObos' composi-
tion, "The Little Train of The Caipira Sarte".

.
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AECT

,., 1201' 16th Street, NW

Washington`, D.C. 20036

Aims Instructional Media Services,
Inc.

P.-0. Box 1010

Hollywood, California 90028

American Educational\Films r

9879 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills, California 90212

rican.Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers' Building
Circle Pines, Minn. .55014

.

-

American Telephone and Telegraphf
(Information Dept.)
195 Broadway" \
New York, New York. 10007

Atheneum Publishers
122 East 42nd Strget
New York, New Yo 10017

Arthur Barr Productions
P.O. Bdw
1029,A Alleh Avenue

'Tasadena, California 91104

Beckley -Cardy Colilpar;y

(0/0 Benhfic Press)

Beginner Book.
(C/O Random House)

Benetic Press ,

1190 A. Narragansett Street
Chicago, Illinois 60639

BFA Educational :'edla
2211 Michigan Aven

, Santa nonica, Califo is 90404

Bkackhawk Films East n-Phelan Corp.
m \ 1235 W. 5th Street

N, Davenport, Ia. A2805

Dick Blick Pub. ,Co.
P.O. Box 1267

Galesburg, Illinoib 61431

Appendix C.1

Borden Products, Inc.
Creaf Meadow Road
Concord, ilaine 01742

William Boundey
611 Anson Drive
Simi, California 93065

Milton Bradley. Co.
74 Park Street

Sp+ingfield, Mass. 01101

Robert J. Brady Co.
130 Quest N..
Washington, D.C:'20902

British Broadcasting Co. - TV
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

E. C. Brown Trnsti
3170 S.W. Bith Avenue

- Tbraand, Oregon 97225

Captioned Films for the Deaf !

nedia-Services and Captioned ,Films
,Bur-...au of Education for the I.

Handicapped,
.0.S. Dept.. of Healih, Education and

Welfare.
WAshington, D.C. 20202

CCM films, Inc.
866 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Child Guidance Toys
Bronx, NeW York 10472

Xnildcraft Education Corp.
150 E. 5§th Street

New York,.New York 10022

Children's Digeist nagazine

Parents,nagazind Enterprtses, Inc.
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, Net-York 10017

Classroom Materials, Inc.
93 Myrtle Drive
Great Neck, NewYork 11021 4."
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Communico
1335 N. .Highway Driv
Fenton, Missouri 63.'.06

-Constructive 14kaytnings
1040 East 85tit Street
Kain;a's pity, :11'so 6441.

Daid, C. .Cookr P

Scnool 'Product
Co.',ink

vision
850.N. G ove Avedue
Elgin; inois 60120, -

'.,orcChet Instrcgtional
65 E. Sbuth Water 'Street
Chicago, Illinois 00601

Creative Playthings
if' Jk-tsey 05540

Thomas Y. trbwet.I. Comrany . ..
201 ,Park ',

-NAvenue

South 1 .,

iiew Y-ork ', ew YOrmi.1000
a ..

4. "Ai Cuisenaire Co. of America**
,1.2'- Church Street . , .

1 w Rochelle,' .dewy York 10805-

.Dai*t Iadustries
Airport ."

Orlando (TO.perware)
4\A

Developmenti Lear Ling Materials
35U5 Ashland Avenue
Chicago, Illinsfts 6065:7

The Dial Press
750 3rd Avenuee.
New York, Net York 10017

4

2

Walt Disney - Productions
ational Divilion

e 00 S. Buena Vista Avenue %-
Burbank, California '9410

L-

Dodd, Mead and Company
Madison Avenue

k, crew York 313016

21Z

4,,

C.2

Doubleday and Co. ; Inc.
School and Library Division
,;502 Franklin Avenue
, Garden CiY., Long Island,

New York 11530

Edu-Card Mfg. Co?* '4
(a subsidiary of Binney and Smi
13Sa iLadison Avenue,' ;7\
Ne..7 York , New 1YA 10017w

'Tr

EduaaC`ionarkZtivities
P.O.' Box 392
.0...ee'Port', Long Island,

New York:c 11520

1

Educational Development Laboratory,
Inc.

(a division pf ,McGraw-Hill)
284 Pul.tsk Road r= .1
Huntingron, Long Island, t

New Y/Irk 11748

Educatioii, Design, Inc'.
Edudaeional Resources Division
47 W. 13th Street
New York, 14ew York 10011

Educational Reading Services
.4 ' 64 E. Midrqnd Avenue

Pat'amus, Nesr Jersey Q7652

Eilucatiote'al ,Teac'Laing Aids
159 W. ,Kitizee/Street
Chicago, 69610

I

Encyclopkirlic.\ liritannica kuca. t ion ,
. 'corp.

I\ 45 N. Michigan Avenue
ois 60611

Focyclopedia I ritannica Fi=lms, Inc;
1150 Wilmugete Avenue
cpicago, Illinois 60091

Eye, Gate House, Inc.
146-01 Archer'Avenue

CI Jamaica, New York 11435



Family'Films; Inc.
5323 Santa Monica Blvd.
.Los Angeles, Cakifornia 90038

"FilmsYWest Inc.
1522 N. Van Ness
513 N. La CienigalBlvd.

Hollywood, California 90028
(% 0

Fisher-Price Toys, Inc.
East Adlo.ra, New York 14052

4

Follett Publishing Co. e`

101014. Washington Blvd. io 4,
Chicagb, Illinois 60607 4.

)

General Electric Education Support
PregramL4

GeneYal hletfic Company
P.O.Box 43
Schenectady, New York 12301

Go-Mo Products, inc.
"P.0.0Box 143
Waterloo, Iowa 5

Guidancgssociates
Ca subsidiary of Harcourt, Brace

and Jovanovich)
,41 Washington Ayenuef
Pleasantville, New York 10 70

C.3

Hot!Nton nifflin Co.
(T.iverside Press, CambrfdA0
,Par'. -Street

Boston, ;lass. 02107

Jiudson hotographic industries, Inc.
'Educational Products Division

Irvilv,tbn-on-nudson, New York 10533

Ideal' School SUpPtys

3316 S: Birkhoff.\
.-. 0

. Chicago; Illinois '60620 '

Ip4iana Univ4sisty Audio-Visual -
* '

Centgy

Bloomingto4indiana' 47401

.,
Instructo ProduCt4 qp. e. ,..

. .

i 1635. Ni 55th Str4t
1

0,.

1

Philaielphia, Pa:, 11131 - , .

Hallimark's Children's Editions
C/O Hallmark Cards, Inc.
Kansas City, Missouri 6401

J.L. liaur:ett
fammett.Kace'
Browntree', etass. 02134 2
Harcourt, aace and Jovanovich, Inc.
757 Third Avenue
New York, New Ydrk 0017.

-Harper and Row Plblishers, Inc.
49 E. 33rd Street
Jew Ydfk, New York -10016

H-G Toys, Inc.
790 PArk Place

E. Rockaway, Logg
New York 1152a

/

5i

4

(

Sc

1; g
InstrUctor Cur.riculipn MaterijAls
(see The Instructor Publications,

Inc.)

The Instructor Publicationsf Inc.
, P.0:px 6114' ,

, 4

Duluth, Minnesota' 55306
.

,

\, . r,

Jburnal Films
,019 W. 1Zivrsey Pkwy.

W.cago-,'Illinois 60614
. .

Kalish-Rapp Studios, Inc..

E. 51st Street .5

'Jew York, New,Yoek. 16041`7

Kenworyiy Educati,oaal Services, Inc.

4 ..

A e

P.O. Box 3031W
"

Buffalo, New York 114205 4

Lakeshore Equipment Co,
6036" Claremont .Akenurn

;Oakland, California 946.8.
ez,_

460.

Lduh Enterprises
Philftps Avon, Mains 04966-

'Learding Arts
91,7

, -
'.'Wichita,,KaAsas 67201

7 '

\
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A

, Learning Nagaziu.!

530 University Avuu,s;
Palo Alto, Califoraia

Little Kenny au6licatioas
4707 N. Kedzie
Chicago, Illinois (()u25

The Nacmillan Puolisaing
`466 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10022

C. F. VcCabe, Inc. , Lducatio al
Systems

Prospect Street

Hu9,tington, Long Island,
New y'Ork 1_110'

a

4

C.4

Parerits :',a.gazine Press

Parents Magazine Enterprises, Inc.
52 Vanderbilb Ay'enue

New. York, New York 10017

Barkers Bros. , Inc.

Salem, Mass. 01970

P17ay'skool Products

4 (C/O stilton Bradley Co.)

Popular Science.Publishing 'co.
355 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017

J. A. Preston Corp.
71 5th Avenue

New York, New York 10003
NcGraw-Hill Books and Text 'Film Co..
330 W. 42nd Street
New York, .sew York 1:)03t

Mead Lducxtiolvil Services
245 N. highland Av.pnoef

'Atlanta,,'GeVtgil 30307; '

y "a "la

Melmon0 Publisays h

1224 W.AWI%4Buren ,:)trett
Chicagb, Illinois 60607

;

Nash (Glace
P.O. Box 1753 1'

Scottsdale, Arizofta 65232

Natienal'Brolcasting t:b.;TV
30 Rockdfeller4Piaia -. RooM.914
New York, New'Yo 10020

e k

, New ,leader's ,Press'

(a div ion of: Lawl. LiterAcy

\-

InC.

P.O. Box 131;
Syracuse, New ,York 13210

N.Y.S. Dept. cri-Aiittien
Division of Lduhcalnal

Communicons
Albany, New Aal: 22224

440vo Edue'atiowil Toy Corp..

124 W. 24ta StAt.
New York, caw York 1401,1

4

Random ilduse, Inc.

The l'arrdom House. Building
' 201 L. 50th Street
'New York, Now York 10022

Renewal Products Co.
(a division ,of tip-Learning Aids,.

Group, Inc.)
Minneola, New York 11501

Scholastic Book Services
Divisionof Scholastic'Magazines.
50 W. 44th Stteet
New York, New York 10036

Scott: Fvesman aid Co.
403 East Oile
Chien°, Illinois 60611

'

William R. Scott, Inc..
333 Avenue of the Americas

`-,,eirn; York, New York 10014

qharles Scribner's Sons
597 Filta Avenue
New York, New Y qrk 10017

1

Mack Sennett I

(see CCK Films, Inc. - distributor)

I

ti

Smethport Specialty Co.
Smethport, Pa. 16749



Society for Visual Educatidn", Inc.
1345 Diversey Pkwy.
Chicago,,Illinois 60614

Special Education Materials, Inc.'
484. South Broadway

Tonkers,.New York 107p5

. ,

Stetling Educational Films
P.O. Box 8497

Universal. City, California- 91608

J. P. Stevens ',14)4 Co._

(see AiMOTistructional Media
Services.; InC4 NA distributor)

St. John's School for ,the Deaf
C/0 Sisters of St. Francis of AssiSi
3630 S. Kinnickinnic Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207

R.H. Stone Products
13735 Puritan

Uetroit, Michigan 48227

Time-Life Books
Time add Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New brk, New York 10020

Tinker Toy
(a 'division of Quest() Educational

Products)
Greenwood Street
Evanstoii, Illinois 60201

Troll Associates
320 Route 17
Monwah, NeW Jersey 07430

United WorldFilms, Inc.
221 Park Avenue, South
New York, New York' 10003

University of Southern California-
Dept. of Cinema
university Park
Los Angeles, California 90007

C.5
a

University of Washington Press :
1405 N. t Street
Seattle, a aingtoh 93105

Viking Pre , Inc.

625 liadisnZ Avenue
New- York York 10022

Franklin Watts, Inc.
845 3rd Avenue
Nelf/tkrk, New York' 10022

(-1 ti

Western Publishing Co., Inc.
350 Third Avenue
Nn York7Neld York. ,10022

Albert Whitman and Co.
560 West Lake Street
Chicagoiiklippis 60606

The World NOshing Co.
110 E. 19th Street
New York,. New York 10002

Young Stott Books
(C/0 William R. Scott, Inc.'

Pa.

/
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a
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Appekdix.1)./

DEMONSTRATION CLASS

The demonstration class tape included in the package was.recorded
during a summer school session in 1071 at St: Mary's School for the
Deaf in'Buffalo. The teacher, Judy Spring, used four of her'students
wItose'chronologiLrage,ranged to-I0 years. The students were ,s
in a special class for children with learning and behakriordi problems)
'their academic level ganged ftom preschdoOto primary*(grade 1).

Judy used two segments of Sesame Street, A LiOn Family film. and '-
a problem solving skit in which.Buddy.and JiM have diffiqUlty,i4th
saving iftoney in a piggy bank to introduce her class to some ne4concepts

.

and new vocabulary. (The_demonstration class tape.is thirteen andChalf
minutes long._ This is a result of editing almost twq hours of,Judy's , .

class time that was taped.' .Therefore, although there is-definite con-
tinuitytinuity within the tape,-there was tore-to the Class(es) than:meets the
eye). , - jo,

Following is a copy of Judy!s lesson plan for thiclass.andfor
several that followed.

OBJECTIVES:

Atthe end of these classes the child will be able
1. Recognize the labels .mothe,'father, baby, bank:
2. Associate the label with the appropriate picture;
3. Demonstrate that, the four words lion, mother, father andbaky,,.

are a part of his vocabulary by properly using them in coatext;..
,44:- Demonstrate his knowledge tot/ the concepts of big nd little

by identifying the approprkke object;
5. Demonstrate his knowledge of the concept of saving;
6. Write thi numeral 1, 2 and 3f
7. Recognize 1, 2 and 3 as quantitative values, and;

Associate proper color with each animal bicoloring pictures
of the animals. t,

'LESSON:
A. Necessary Pre-teaching of

1. Words - lion, mother, father, baby, bank.
2. ,Introduce qUantitative values of I; 2 and 3.
3. zoo to point out baby animals, moth r, and father.
4. 'Introduce concept of saving money.

/B. Class
/-

1. View tape of the Lion Family and of Buddy and Jim with the
'Piggy Bank:

2. Point out differences in the mother, father and baby lion.
Using library books and.sketches, show various pictures of lions.

3. Relate concept of'big and li-tle tolions.
a. Introduce cards - big and little. ,

b. Show various pictures of big and little objects.
4. Using real, objects tdped together, count them and classify them

under the correct number (emphasize number 3).
Examples: groups of 2 pencils, 3 lollipops, 3 blbcks, 1 whistle,

. 3 pennies, etc.
C. Follow-up lessons -

1. Color pictures of lions.
2. Write numbers 1, 2 *13.
3. Construct banks from small boxes (Use paint, crayons or,

,

'contpct paper to decorate` them).

b. 2 217
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', 4,. Develop some money values with pennies. .,/ '.)

5. Review: c I .
,

, .-4 a. 1The child can associate the labels - mother, father, baby,
lion with the appropriate animals.

.
.

'b. Given group's of two objects, the child can select the
appropriate term - big; or little -.to describe the size
relationship.

',...,

U. Evaluation - / ,

Evaluation is implicit'in the attainment of thebehaviors
stated in the objctives.

/S ')

MATERIALS:

1. Cards and pictures of: baby lion, father lion, mother lion,
big, little,.1, 2 and 3.

2. Objects such as pennies, pencils, lollipops, blocks, craions,
etc}, (Common objects in the classroom may be used).

4 ,

3., Piggy bank.
4. 'Coloring pictures of lions.
5. Materials for constructing banks.
6. Books -

a. ry First Counting Book, L. Moore, Golden Press.
b. ,y Counting Book, Diane Sherman, RAnd McNally.
c. The Happy Lion, Louise Fatio, McGraw-Hill. ,, °

d. Biz_Lion, Little Lion, Joe Kaufman, Golden Press.
e. Big and Little, Joe Kaufman, Golden Press.
f. The Farm Book, Jan Pfroog, Golden Press.

,

g. The Little Farm, Lois Lenski, Oxford University Press.
h. Farmyard Friends, William Gottlieb, Golden Press.

*While viewing the tape, noti hecontinuitrof Judys lesson.'.
Using the Sesame tape to introduce the leson'and to focus attention,
July follows with materials and" activities which are natural, logical
and desired tangents from tOe,program,

It is interesting to be alert, to at least two other features in,
the demonstration tape.

1. Notice how Judy is aware of'each of the individuals In the
'class and pllows them to mention unique experiences relatid to
the class.

-- 2. Near the end of the Buddy and Jim Segment, note the look and
-posture of satisfaction on ihe.seudents when they solve the
problem before Buddy. does.

This class gives an example.how the Sesame Street segments might be
used to introdude material and for motivation. .Because of eheir brevity-
and of their interesting format, one can easily recognize thiir'valme
in using for drill and reinforcement, as well as a culminating technique
to summarize a lesSon..
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Ins ructions for db actives Grid

, (Appendix E)

-t.
.

Appendix E is a list of.Childrenip Te: .4sion Workshop objectives
acchosen by the originiD 1971;sumMer worm hop participants for use with

..

this videotapet package,: rn addition, this year'; participants wrote
,, < idditional objectivesyhichare also included in the grid. 'Mese are .,... --.,,N -.

, --....i entified by an asterisk,( *). d
f;)

Tile grid also includes related-acEivities, re],ated.materials, and .

t.

theiappropriat Mini Show(s) to which each objective has been coded. ' e

... , .
.

-,

Underfr4ated activities; all appropriate activities for that

objective are isolatei For example'the objective "Given-a priihed

: -

letter; the child can select the identical letter froida yet of printed
, 4'

p
. letters",zthe related, aFtivieies listed in:9e::ihd are [A-1, 4-7].

. - . ,. .

......,

(A,1).refers ta, Appendix A-1 - Symbolic Repreteritation;' (4L refers tov
-Activities C4 (Alphabet Match, #5 (Sorting'utters), 116' (Letter Bligo)V ' _

dr#7 (Color by teiter).
,. .,

.

.
.

Under related materials, -all appropriate,maierials for that:object-
.%

ive,are isolated, For the,sime ()Wee eve as above, the rel. ted materials.

- , -N:- -.listed in Ole grid areABlik; 4-6]. ,,-1) referd to Appendix, B-1 -
... o A ,

Symbolic geprekentatida; (4-6) refers to Materials #4.(J4Mh6 Alphabet),

115,Igu4ber S Alphabet); and-C6"(DLM Alphabet' Cards).-.._
iamp

:. . -- .

. ' 1 Under theolumn heading Mini Show(s),'the first number in the

Arentheilis refers to t-e Mini Show while the Aecpnd'number refers to
-

..9.4. ,,..,

'the Bailment withit.that Mini Show to whiChthat objective is relevant
,

, ? .
, ...

in. For ,exiile, (6-4) raersfto the fourth segmentin the sixthMinih , A*lk, J
1p .

1 Show.
1

..

: : ...,

ck,

.1 S.
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ubjecume "III ha 1. Related Aettv.i.tie4' Related MatehigtAa

I.

.

..,

.

.
.

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION
- .

.

The child can recognize such basic symbols as
letters, numbers and geometric forms, andcan
perform rudimentary operations with these

symbols.

.

fr

-
.

kg, 1-127

.

.

B- 1-106

.

. ,

'

.

A.

,

,

LETTERS
(Note: For most of the following goals,
the training will focus only,upqrf.41

limited number of,letters. The entire
alphabetAwill bd'involved only in Con-
ndction with recitation).

1. Given A set of symbols, either' all
letter or all numbers, the chad knows
whether those symbols are used in
reading or in counting,

.

.

,
.

A-1, 1-3 B-1,

,-

'

1-3 ''

.

?

.

.

.

.., ,--

2. ,Given-a printed letter th,el.Child'can.

"seitct the identical letter from a
set of printed letterS.

, .

; '

A-1, 477

.

4

.

B-1, 4-6

.

. .
*

.

3. Given a printed letter the childcan
select its other case version.from a
set of printed letters. .

Al,- 8-11

.'

B-1,

.

7-10

'

-

4

. t

4.., Given a verbal label for certain
- letters the child can select the ap-'

propriSte letter from a set of printed
letters.

(

A-1, 12-15

.

-8 -1,

.

11-13

.

.

.

.

.
.

..

.

....

'5. Giveli-A printed letter the Child can
provide the verbal label:

. .

_

, . .

Al,-- 16-18

,

,

B-1,

.

i
14-15

.

.

.

q,-
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. .

. .

LION

ize such basic symbols as '

geometric lorms,.and can
opecations with these,

:.

/

-

..-

,

AEI, 1-127

.

B-1
'
1-106

A00,01W---"
,

(1-1) (2-1) (2-5) (3-1) (4-3)
(4a-3) (5-1) (5-4) (6-1) (7-1)
(7-3) (8-1) (9-4) (10-1) (11-1)
'(11-2) (12-1) (12-4) (12-5)
(13-1) (14-1) (15-1) (15-2)
(15-4) (17 -5) (18-4) (18a-4),
(19-3)

-,-

----
-

...

..

Q

of the following goals,
.11 focus only upon a
of letters. The entire
.e involyed ally in con-
citation).

N

of simbols, either all
11 numbers, the child knows

symb4s. are used in
,n counting. .

r

,

A-li 1-3
%'--,

.

B-1, 1-3

.

. .

7

.

(4

(1-1) (7-1) (9-4) (19-3)
.,

. .

ted letter the child can ,,
dentical lettek from a
ed letters.

.

1,-1, 4-7

.

B-1, 4-6
. ,

(1-1) (4-3) (4a-3) (7-1)
(9-4) (11-2) (12-4) (19-3) '

,.
,

ted letter the-child can
they ease version from a
edjetteis7 ,,., .

.

.

-

A-1, 8-11

,

,

. ,

B-1, 7-10

.

(4-3) (4a-3) (7-1) (9-4)
(12-4)

al Ifbel for certain
child can select the ap-
tter fioM a set of prinked

.
.

A-1, 12-15

/ ,
.

B-1, 11-13

--,

(1-1) (3-1) (4-3) (4a-3)
(5-4) (7-1) (7-3) (9-4)
(12-4) (18-4) (18a-4)

' / ' ,

ted letter the child-'can' .

verbal label:
. r

,

.

.

.

).

.

,.

-A-1, 16-18

,c, ,

B-1, 14-15

.

(1-1) (3-1) (4-3) (4a-3) .

(5-4) (7-1) (7-3) (9-4)
(14-1) (15-1) (18-4) (18a-4)
(19-3)



Objectkve /WAY Related Ac timitizA Reatell mate/aria

.

.

.

6. Given a series of words presented
orally, all beginning with the sane
letter, the cnild can make up another
word or pick another word starting.
with the same letter.

-- .

A-1, 19-24

i

.
.

c

,

'''

BA; 16-20

.

.

7. Given a spoken letter the child can
select a set of pictures or objects
beginning with-that letter.

A-1,25-31

,

B-1, 21-25

8. The child can recite the alphabet. A-1. 32-16 ' a-1, 26-29

*9. The child will be able to form such
basic symbols as lettprs.

. '

A-1, 37-43 B-1, 30635 :

.

*10. The child can recognize and identify
such basic symbols as letters by.touch
alone. .

A-1, 44-47

ti

.

. .

B-1,
.

36-39'
.

.,
1

.

B. NUMBERS

1. Given a printed numeral the child can
select the identical printed numeral
from a set of printed numerals. s

t

A-1, 48-51

.

B-1,

.

40-43

,

2. Given a spoken numeral between 1 and
10'the child can select the appropriate
numeral from a, sdt of' printed ,numerals.

. *

,A-1, 52-55

.,

,

.

B-1,
. .

44-46

...-

3. Given a printed numeral between'l.and
10 the child can provide the ver8a1
label. .

kg, 56-58

.

11-4,

1

47-50



d Acti.viti.e6')Attatid Mate/cid:a Mi

P

ob

es of words presented.

beginning with the same
child cart make up another
'another word starting
letter.

B-1, 16-20

S

(1-1) (3-1) (5-4) (7-1)(7-3)
(9-4) (13-1) (18-4) (18a-4)
(19 -3)(

en.Letter the child can
of pictures.or ohjects
th that letter.,

. A-1. 32 -36 (3-1) (5-47-1) (7-3)
(18-4) (18a-4)

11 be' able: to 'form sucH

s- as letters.

A,1, 37c43, .8-100-35

..A-1, 44-47

ted' numeral thechild can
dentical printed numeral
f' printed n4Trals. (.

) (2-1)(2-5) (5-1) (6-I).;
(8-i)

In numeral between1 and
can select the appropriate
a set of printed numerals.

ted numeral between and
can provide the verbal

0

A-1, 52-55 (2-1) (2-5) (5-1) (6-1)
(8 -1)*(11-1)' (17-5)

.

A-1, 56-58 '1-1, 47-50 (2-1) (2-5) (471) (674)
(8-1) (11-1) (17-5)



Objective Reta ed A gvitiu Related Matekiat4

.

.-

4. Given two unkual sets of objects each
containing up,to live members the child
cad-select a set that contains the num-

. ber requester by the examiner.

A-1,

e

59-61

.

.

B-1, 51-54

5., Given a set of objecti the child an
define a subset containing up to 10.

A-1, 62-64 B-1, 55-60

# .

6. The child can counts to.10.

.

.

.

65-71

.

B-1,
.

.

.

61-65

.

. *7. .The child can speech read .the-numbers
.

4 -10.
.

. A-1,

.

7215

,

.

0
.

.

8. Given otlarting point.undet ten,:the
child b dn count from that nutber`to

. any given number up .6? ten.

A-1, 76-77 B-1; 66-67
,

.

e

.

st'

°I .

*9.

*

The child will be able to form suchs
, .basic symbols as numbers. .. ,..

.

.

A-1,

.

78-84 A-1,

-

68-69

.,

*10. The creild can recogOize and identify
h basic symbbls as numbers'py. touch

alone.
-:

.

.---

A-1, 85-88 B-1, 70-71

..-+

b .11. The child can recogniielthat the last
number reached in counting is the total
numbeein the set.

.

.

A-1, 89-90 8-1, 72-73,

,

,

12. To use the phase "One less th '

appropriately to discriminate rh ming
. words. .

.

/
,

A-1, 91-93

,

B-1, 74-75 .
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:
&

(5=1) (8-1) (17'5)
.

.

.equal sets of objects eaph
up to five mesobirs the child.
a set that contains'the num-
ed by the examiner.

A-1, 59-61

0
.

B-1,"51-54

'..%"*'

of objects the chi can
..set containing up to 10.

A-1, 62-44 B-I; 55-60 (2-1)

(17-5)
(5-1) (8-1) (11-1)

an countcount to 10. 1-

.

A-1, 65-71

s .

B-1, 61-65 (2-1Y
(11-1)

(2-5) '(5 -1) (6-1)(8-1)

(15-2) (15-4) (17-5),
,

an speech,read,the numbers
. .

Al,- 72-75

.

.

.

.

.

(2-5)

e

(8-1)

rting 'pointlunder ten, the
ount from that number to
umber up to ten.

. .

.Arl, 76-77 B-1, 66-67
x

(2-1)

.

(6-1)

I
,

11 be able to 'form such
is as numbers. ': .

. A -1, 78-84 B-1, 68-69 (2-4) (8-1)

recognize, and identify
= ymbols as numbers by touch

A-1, 85788
.

B-
t

0-71 '- (2-1) (8-1 )
.

,

/

recognize that 'the last
ed in counting is the total
e set.

A-1, 89-90 . B-1., 72-.773 (2-1) (5-1) (6-1) (8-1)
.

e

.hrase "One less than"
y to discriminate rhyming

7

:.A-1, 91-93

.

.

15-1, 74 -75 (15-2) (15-4)

,
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,
.

.

13. To identify sets of two.

.

.

A-1, 94-97 ' B-1, 76-,7
-r
1

:-.,

.

%

.

.

. -

14. -Conservation of Number. The child
,

.. can. match sets of equal number re-
gardle4s !.q. configuration.

.

-,p0

A-1,,,98-100

../

I

,-

.

4,

it-1, '78-80',
...mk . -,

.

15. Numeral/Aumber Correspondence. The
child can assign the correct numeral

.to sets or differing numbers.

. -1, 11:0-1t4.

,.

- -
(

i w

xis-1, 81-84'-

.

*2

..,,,t.

. ,

i
.

16. The child can perform the appropriate.
operations needed to balanze an A'',
equation. .

T
1,

1-Idi 146.:is," .A- , - ,..,

-1 .

.4 -' ,s/.,

,w

k.

, B-1,.45487
, , t '

\ . 4

. C. GEOMETRIC

1. Give

.
,rir
ca
out

FIGURES
4

a drawing or a'cut -out of a 3.:,

e, square or triangle, the chip..
select a matching drawing, cdt-
o object froni a set.

t.

-1:

, 444 I"'

A:- :V1,0 -gi--1,
1:r

.

.

,

.,
i

,?..

; A.,
4".6./ *

B-1, 8893'
.

.

.

- ,
,

2. Given the verbal ,label, 6circle",'
"square" or "triangle"the child
can select the appropriate drawing,
cut-out or object from a set.

A-1, 112-116
,..4 .

. 8-1, 94,;-98 A

,

9

*3. The child will be able to form:such
basic geometric shapes as a citcle, a
square, a triangle or a rectangle..

.

A-1, 117-123 B-1, 99-103

...._

*4.. The child can recognize and identify
.

such basic geometric shapes as a
circle, a square, a triangle, or a
rectangle, by touch alone.

. -

A-1, 124-127 B- 1,'104 -106
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101104

'
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81-84
.
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.

. :41,`perform the fpproprrare
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. .

I

, A-14 105-106
,'`

4"

B-1,
.

85,-87

,

i (2-1) (5-1) (6-1) (8-1)
.

.e...a--`
,

,
.

1

%

ng or a cut-o..* of a .

re or triangi.e4 the child
matching drawing, cut-

t from a set. -1.,

4

-

I.
e..

A-1; 1074-111
..

L 1 .

B-1,
4

88-93
,

I

N;rs.,

(12-5) t

,

rbal label, "circle",
."triangle", the child
he apprdpriate drawing,"
bject from a sett .

. .

A- 1,1112 -116

'-.

'

---13 - 1 ;

1

94%-98 (10-1) .-
\

,

.
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ric shapes as a circle, a
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.

A-1, 11,7-123

..,

B-1,

..

.

99-103
.
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.

.
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i' touch alon....

A

A-1, 124-121 B-1, 104-106, (10-1) /(12-5)
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II.

.

COGNITIVE PROCESSES .

.

.
.

The child can deal with objects and events in
terms of certain concepts'of order, classifi-
cation and relationship; he can apply certain
basic reasoning skills; and he possesses cer-
tain attitudes conducive to effective inquiry
and problem solving. '

.

.

.

A-2, 1-99

.

?

. .

.

B -2,

4
. i

,

. 4

.

1-1034 (
, (

.

q.

.

,

A. PERCEPTUAL DISCRIMINATION
o

1. Body Percepts. The child can identify
and label such partsof the body,as 4
the elbow, knee, lips and tongue.

A-2, 1-5

.

N
.

:

8-2, 1-5
,

,rte

,

2. Visual DidcrImination
.

.

a. The child can match a given Object
or picture to one of a varied set
of objectsor pictures which is
similar in form, size or position.

,

A-2, 6-7

N.,

,

.

.

B-2, 6

,

.

-

.

=
b. Given a form, the child can find

its counterpart embedded is a
picture or drawing.

A-2, 8-10 B-2, 7

N.

.

e

.

c. To namh forms and to identify char-
'f aoteristics of forms.

.

A-2, 11-12

\ .-,

..-

.

B-2,

,

8-9,

0
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Live to...effecti/4 inquiry, ,
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.

.

,

.

.. .

,

f

A-2, 149

-

s4

.

4

B-2, 1-103

(1-2) (1-3) (2-2) (2 -4) (3-2)L4-2)
(5.-2)(6-2)(6-3)(7-2 4)

(8,3)(8-4)(9-1)(9 -2) 10-2)
(10-4)(112)( 4) (12-2)
(13-2)(14 14-2)(14=4)(14-s)
{15-2)(16- (16-3)(16-5)(17-3)
(17-0(18a41)(18-1)(18a-2)(18-2).
(18a-5)(18-5)(19-1)(19-0)(214-2)
(29.4)

..

..

,

1/41 WI ON ,
4. °Me chi14 can identify
ch Paris o(the body as -

nee; lips and) tongue.

. 1 . .

,f

l
A-2, 1-5

,"

.

B-2, 1-5

.

. ..

(3-3) (16-5) (17-3) .

.'-

e
, .

.,

iminatiOn.

.

d: can match 'a given object

re to one of a varied set

ts or pictureswhich is *
in form, size -or position./

,

.

A-2 6 7

.
.

.

B-2, 6
,

,. ,

,

(4-1) (4a-I) (6 -3)

.(4
.

.

irm, the child can find .

terpart embedded in a
or drawing. ,

. .

A-2, 8-1
,ie
0 ,

.

B-2, 7
ti

t

4-1) (4a-1) (14-1) (14-5)
.

.

.

.

forms and tovidentify chat-
ics of forms. ,

.

.

.

Al2, 11-12
.

,

..

/

...

13,2, 8-9

s ,
,

,

j"''-' -

---

.

el:l.'s'

.1

..

(6-2) (14-

4

.

; '' -

. .
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. ,
..

d.. Labeling. Given a draWing, cut-out

.
or object in the shade of 4 circle,
squa1re or rectangle, the child can
ovide a'verbal label for that shape.

., .

.

A-2, 13-14 B-2; 10-12

r

, e. Recognition. Given the verbal label
. "circle", "square, "triangle" or
"rectangle ", the child can select

.

the appropriate drawing, gut-out or
mollect from a set,
-'

A-2, 15

.

.

B-2, 13 -14.

..r?

.

f. The child can structure parts into
a meaningful whole.

,

'

:A-2, 16-19

.

B-2; 15-19

.

g. To match or to relate a particular
view of an object with the entire
object.

A-2,'20-21

-

B-2,

.

.

20-24

.

<c

k

3. Auditory Discrimination
. ,,-

. ,

a. Initial Sounds. The child can
match .words on the basis of common
initial sounds).

A-2, 22-23
.

B -2,

'

25-30

ips

4 %

b. Sound Identification., The child
can associate giveri sounds with
familiar objects or an'nials.

A-2 , 24-27

.

.

B-2,

.

31-35

.

.,

k

..:

A

c. Copying Rhythms. The child can copy
a rhythmic pattern.

14.

/

. _0
...

. - ,

. .

%.,
..

.

A-2 28-32
/

'

4

0

.

B-2, 36

.

. .

1 1
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Given a drawing, cut -out
t in the shape of a'circle,

rrectangle, the child can
a verbal label for that shape.

Re Bated Activitie4 Retated Matektat4 Mira Show(4j 2:10

A-2, 13-14

ion. Given the:verbal label
, "square", "triangle" or
le"; the child !scan select

opriate drawing,, cut-out or
rom a sat,

(

A -2, 15

d can structure parts into
gful whole.",

c.,

or to relate a particular
an object with the entire

A-2, 16 -19

A-2., 20-21

v.

crimination

Sounds. The child can
rdsion the basis of common
sounds.

A-2, 22.-!-23

y

entification. The child
ciate given sounds with\
obje6ts or animals.

Rhythm's. The child can copy
c pattern.

A-2, 24-27

A-2, 28-32

B -2, 10-1T

B-2, 13-14

8-2, 15-19

B-2, 20-24

B-2, 25-30

B-2, 31735 .

8-2, 36

. .1

(4-1) (4a-.6 (6-4)

(4-1) (4a-1)

(4-1) (4a-1) (4-2) (4a-2)
(7-2) (8 -4) (9 -2) (1445)

(16-1) (16-2) (18-1) (18a-1)

(17-4) (18 -1) '(18a-1)

11

(10-0 (13-1)

(10-2) (10-4) (14-2) (16-1)-

(16-1):
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B.

-

REL4TIONAU CONCEPTS .

,

1. Size Relationships.. Big, bigger, big-
gest; short," tall; skinny, little;'etc:

.

.

.

.

.

,

A- 33-35
. .

,.j.

.

.

.

.,..

.

. Bif2;

.

-41

.

.

.

.. .

.. . i

2. Positional Relationships. Under,00ver,.,

,on top of, beneath, above, below, etc.

-A-2, 36-40.

,

8-2;
.

.

42r46,

.

. ,,

3. Distance Relationships. Near;. far'-

away, close to.11,#xt to, etc.

, , .

.

° A.4, 41
1

.

B-62,
s

. .

47,

:.- , ,
, .

4. To differentiate, between real an4 ,
,, . -4

e,..imaginary. .

: ..

.
A-2,-4Z-43

.

,

,

.

.

48

,
/

....

.

S. To place an obtect on "inside" on
-----

printed or verbal command.
.

.

e
g

.

A-2,'44 B
9

,.

.),

49-51
.

, .

%

.
.

\

.

'

C.

,

CLASSIFICATION
. ,

. ,
.

.

1. Gilien,at least two ,objects that define
the basis of grouping, the child can
select an additional object that "gOes
with them" on the basis of:
-Size: HeightElength r
-Form: Circular, square, triangular
-Function: To ride in, to eat, etc.
-Class: Vehicles,' animals; etc. (

1

.

. .-.

.A-2 45-49
r '

:

v
\

.

.... ,

., .
-..

'B-2,

J.,

:

.

r

)

.

.52r58-

.

.

,

.

2. Given, four objects, three of which have

an attributd in common, the'chil d can
bsortout thd inappropriate object on

the basis Of:
-Size: ,Height, iangth
-Form: Circular, square, triangular
-Function: To ride in, to eat, etc.
-Class:. Vehicles, animas, etc.

\- ,

,-A-2, 50-52
., ?

.

-

v- ,

.

.

..

,

.

.

- 11-Z,

.

59 63

.

.
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.. .

;
.. . -

ships.' Big, bigger,,big,
tall; skinpy, little; etc.

A-2, 33-35

.

B-2,

.

37-41

.

.

(2-4) (17-4)

- .

lattionshilis. '-,Under, over,

iath, 'above, below, etc:
. .

A-2, 36-40

.

.

B-2, 4Z-46 - 3-3) (8-3) 1-3) (17-3)

. 7

..
,

tionnhips. Near,far
o, n, :,.t. to, 'etc. '

A=2, 41 B-2, 47

.
.

(17-4) .

. '

.

tale between real -

. -

A-2, 42-43
.

:, B-2,

.

48 % 4-4) (4a-4)

.

i
object on the:."insile" on

rbal command. -

A-2, 44 B-2, 49-51 (11-3)
.

st two objects,that 'define
grouping, the child can

ditiona1,44,-ject rat "goes

n the basis of: .

t, '.,Irength

ylar, square, triangular
To ridein, to eat, etc.
:ties, animal, etc.

. --

, .

, 45-49
4,

.

B-2,

.

.

52-58

.

.

.

. .

,

(11-2) (13-2) (16-3) .418 -5,,°

(18a -5)'
t

. .

,,

.

a.
.

bjects, threg of. which have
in common, the child can
idappT)priate Object on

---..._

t;' length
Oar, square, triangular
to ride in, to eat, etc. ,

icles, animalst r.tc.

..-,

r

-A-2.!50-5-.

k

-----

r

B-2,

.

59-63

-

(1-2) (5-2) (6-2) (7-4)
.

(14-4)'(15-2) (19-3) (20,3)

%
,,

.
.
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3.- Given 2 or more pairs of objeCts, the A2, 53-56 872,.64-69
. child can group the.,pairs approxi-

.

cutely,.

. .

, k. :

4. Given'objeptand containers of differ- A-2, 57-60 B-2, 70-71
./, ent sizes, the child can make approbri-

. .-.
. ate correspondence:

, a
. .

. .
.

N ' \
..

5. The child can verbalize.the basis for A-2,.61-62 B-2, 72-73

o grouping and sorting. , ,..,,:

,

......_.

6. To group by same and different. A-2, 63-68 B-2, 74-75

;
.

2. Same/Different. This concept under- A-2, 69-70 .B-2, 76-80
lies all of the following relational

.

concept categOries; size, quantity, .

, position, liktance, t Ace. L.

' . .
.

-
.

D. ORDERING
....

,

earliest
1.

-1. GiVen pictures of the earliest and he A-2, 71-73 B-2, 81-82

latest of five events in a, lo4iCally
ordered temporal sequence', the child, :

can Insert pictures of the Intermed-'r --,,
../

.../
. `..0te'event.s in their proper

1
order. - .

,

, . i

.

. .

E. REASONING AND PROBLEM SOLVING
. /

.,..
(

. .

1. Inferences and Causality
- it

N. R. Given a situation,, the child Can A-2, 74 :76 B-2, 83-84
v inferp.robable antecedent events. .

.

b. Given a situation, the child can A-2, 77-81 . 4-2,'.85-87
< infir probable consequent events. 1

1

.

%
.
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.re pairs of objects, the
oup.the pairs approxi-

.

A-2, 53-56

'''

,,

.

.B-2, 64 -69

,

.
,

(1-3)
,

.

s and containers of differ-
he child can make appropri-
.dence. ._-

,

A-2, 57-60

.

.

.

,

.B-2, 70-71

,
s

(1 -3)
,. .

.

.

.

p verbalize the basis for
sorting.

.

A-2, 61-62-' 1P-2, 72-73 (1-2) (5-2) (9-1) (16-3)
(18-5) (18a-5)(19-3) .

same and different. A-2, 63-68 B-2,.74-75 . (1-2) .(20.73),

.

.

nt. Thip concept uu.der-
the following relational
gories; size, quantity,
stance, sequence. ,

A; 2, 69-70

,

8-2, 76-80

. . .

.

,(2 -4) (4-1) (4a-1)- 1

(

. .

,

.
,

.

.

-

es of the earliest and the
ve,events in a logically .

oral sequence, the child
ictures of the intermed-
in their properorde'r.

. .

A-2,

.

.

71773

.

.

A,

B-2, 81-82

.

.

(3-2) (9-1)

' .

.

,

OBLEM SOLVING: .-.

,

.

,

d Causality.

situation, !the child .can

obable antecedent events.
..

I

A-2,
.

74-
-

.

-..

B-2, 83-84

,

,

(11-.412-2)4
1

.

.

#1

s .

situation, the. child can
obable consequent events.

. ,

. ..

A-2,

.

.'

7711..
'11111111

B-2, 85-87;
,

.

.

(1-3)
Q
-2) (11-3) (11-4),

(12-21-A13-2) (19-1)

% ,,,,! ,,,
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.

c. To order a series of pictures so

.
that they tell a logical story.

A-2, 82-83

. /

/B-2, 88-89

d. To teach se4uence. A-2, 84-87 B-2, 90-93

-

Y

e. Ordering on the basis of causality.
Given two or,more events which are
'causally related, .the child can
place them in their appropriate
causal order.

A-2, 8 8 //

/

/

B-2, 94-95

..

,

2. Generating and Evaluating Explanations
and Solutions.

a. The child can suggest multiple
solutions to simple problems.

.

A-2,

.

89-90 B-2,

.

96

i

b. Give set of suggest solutions
to a simple problem, the can
select the most relevant, complete
or efficient.

. A-2, 91-92 8-2, 97

,

,

3. Attitudes toward Inquiry and Problem
Solving

a. Persistence. The child persists
in his efforts to solve problems
and understend events despite early
failures.

A-2, 93
.

B-2,

.

98

b. Reaction to lack of knowledge.
The child exhibits no undue frus-
tration or embarrassment when he

; must admit to a reasonable lack of
knowledge or when he must ask

,

questions.
,

A-2, 94 8-2, 99
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s. .
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.s to simple problems. (19-1)

.

,

. ,

set of suggested solutions A-2, 91-92 B-2, 97 (1-3) (2-2) (11-3) (12-2)
mple problem, the child can (13-?2) (16-3) (18-2) (18a-2)
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.
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fforts to solve problems (17-3) (18-2) (18a-2) (20-2)

rn

-rstand events despite early

.
.

4

to lack of knowledge. A-2, 94 84, 99 (3-3) (12-2) (17-3)
d exhibits no undue frus-
or embarrassment when he
t .to. .a reasonable lack of

:e or when he must ask
s.

..

,-_
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. .

c. Impulse Control. The child under-
stands that reflection and planning
may pay off-where premature problem
attack will not.

A-2,

,.----

.

95

/

B-2, 100

.

P
.

d. To formulate hypotheses on the basis
.

of partial information.

A-2,

.

96-97 B-2, 101 1

.

e. Generating Explanations and Solutions.
Given, a familiar problem, the child
can provide adequate explanations
and solutions to that problem.

4-2, 98

.

S-2, 102 1

.

..

.

.

, .

f. EvaluatingExplanations and Solutions.
'Given several possible explanations
or solutions to a problem, the child
can evaluate these solutio4s in

realit/ (trial and error) or'in his

.
mind (pretesting). When presented
with alternative solutions he can
select the best one.

.

A-2,

.

.

99

.

.

B-2,

.

.

.

10 1

.
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(3-3) (12-2) (17-3)
z

,
.

' 4'

No ti4,

.

Control. The child under-
hat reflection and planning
off where. premature problem
ll not.

A-2, 95
.

B-2, 100

,

.

.
l.

ate hypotheses on the basis
al information.

-2-,

.

96-97
.

.

B-2, 101

u
,

.

(4-2) I4a-2)
.

,

-

....,

.

ng Explanations and Solutions.
familiar problem, ,the chtra
ide adequate explanations
tions to that problem.

A-2, 98
.

B-2, 102 (11-4)

.
-

i..

. ,

ng Explanations and Solutions.
veral possible explanations
ions to a pOblem, the child
mate these #olutions in
trial and error) or in his

etesting). When presented
ernative solutions he can
he best one'.

A-2, 99 B-2,403 (11-4)

",

,

.

E
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III. THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

239 Retated Activitie4 Related Mate/Ciata'

The child's conception of the physical world
should include general information ?about

natural phenomena, both'near and distant;,
about certain processes which occur in nature;
about certain interdependencies whichrelate
various natural phenomena; and about the ways
in which man explores and exp?oits the natural
world.

A-3, 1-120 .8-3, 1-128

A. THE NATURAL ENVIRO*IENT

1. 'Land, Sky and Water..

a. The child should realize that the
-earth is made-of land and water,
and that the earth's surfaced differs
in various places.

A-3, 1-7 8-3, 1-6

r
b. The child can identify mountains

and, iocks although they differ in
size and. shape. 1

A-3, 8-11 8-3, 7-10

c. The child can identify and give
salient facts about objects seen
iu the sky.

A-3, 12-16, 8-3,\11-1(4

2. City and Cpuntry

a. The child can distinguish the en-
vironment and natural life of the
city from that of the country.

A I

A-5, 17-21 1 8-3, 15-20

*b. The child can recognize and find
such basic geometric forms as
circles, squares, triangles or

'rectangles in his envirpnment.

A -3, 22 -24 11-3,"21-24
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Him

on of the physical world
al information about
oth near and distant;

ses which occur in nature;
ep6ndenCies'which relate
omena; and about the ways
s and exp?.oits the natural

.

.

A-3, 1-120
,

,

,t

.

B-3, 1-128

.

(1-4)(2-3)X2-4)(3-3)(4i-4)
(4-4)(-3)(5-5)"(6-4)(8-2)
(8-s)(9-3)(10-3)(12-3)(13-1)
(13-3)(14-3)(1573)(16-2)(16-4)
(17-1)(17-2)(17-3)(17-4)
(18a-3)(18-3)(19-2)(19-4)
(19-5)20-1)(20-4)(20-5)

. i

...

,

.

ROSIC47

d Water.
.

d should realize,that the
made of land and water,
the earth"!-.surface differs

us places.

*ft*

AT3, 1-7

,

f:=-;

"

'.-

B-3, 1-6 .

. .

,

(4-4) (4a-4) (132.'3) (17-1)

(17-4) (20-5)

-

.

d can identify mountains

although they differ in
shape.

A-3, 8-11 B-3, 7-10

,

(17q) (17-4) (20-5)
.

.

can identify and give
acts about objects seen
y.

A -3, 12-16
. .

8-3, 11-14 (17-1) (17-4) (20-5)

try

can distinguish the en-
and natural life of the
that of the Country.'

A-3, 17-210 B-3, 15-20

. .

(15-3) (16-2) (17-1) (20-5(

,7

can recognize and,find
c geometric forms as
hquares: triangles or
_4 In his environment.

A-3, 22-24

_

B-3, 21-24 ,(6-4 ) (12-5)

)
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-....' .

:

,..-3--Piants and Animals..

( .

,

a. The child can classify a group of
objecti as plant'S although they
differ in size, shape and appear-
ance.

.

%,

\

,

.,

.

\\A-3,

40

.

25-29-,

.

.

B-3, 25-27

.

.

b. The child can tell the difference
between living and non-liVing things.

. .

A-3, -33

.

.

,
z).-B-3,'28-30

.

.

,

.

c. The child can tell that plailts area

living things'and that they require
sun and water to grow and live.

A-3, 34-3 -' 8,1.3, 31-33

. 1

d. The child can name some plants that
are grown and eaten by man.

.

A,3,

.

40-44
1.

4-

,.

B-3, 34-37

e. ,The child can classify a group of
objects as animals although they
vary in size, shape and apperance.

.

A-3,

.

45-53 B-3, 38-44

.

,

f. The child cah tell that 'animals

are living things and that they
need food and Water to grow and
live.

A-3,
.,.,

54-57
,

.

B-3, 45-50

.

.

g. The child can associate certain
animals with their hots.

4,

A-3, 58-63 B- 3,.51 -59

..

. , h. To enjoy and handle animals with
care. * .

.

.

.

,
. .

y

. A7-.3,

, .,,,

\

.

64-67

.

.
7F

B73, 60-63

,

.

. .

,

.

.

.
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imals.

can classify a group of .

*
s plants although they . .

size, shape and alipear-

.E .

A-3,
,

25-29 .

,

B-4;

, . ;

:25-27 .,

,...."

-- Sr-VP ,

(5-3) (16-2) (17 1) (20-5)

can tell the difference
iving and non - living things.

.A-3, 30-33 13-1,
.

28-30

.

(4-4) (4a-0.

\ ,

can tell that plants are "`

ings and that they- require
aver to grow and live.

i-3, 34-39

.

13-3,

.

31-33

r
.

. (5-3) (16-2) 417-1.) (20-5)

,

can name some plants that .

and eaten by man.
A-3, 40-44

,

.,

8-3, 34 -37k

,

(16.2) (17-1) (20-5)
.,

.
.

can classify a group
,

of

s'animals although they
ize, shape and appearance.

'0.-A-3, 45-53

,

4

,B-3, 38-44

,

t

(2-3) (2-4) (4-4) 6a-4)
(5-5),(10-3) (12-3)
(16-4) (17.711 (18-3) (18a-3)
(19 -2) (19-4) (19-5) (20-1)
(20 -5)

can tell that animals
g things an1 that they
and water to grow and

4

A -3,

,

4

.

;' B -3,
,.' .

45-50
. .

(2-3).(2-4) (5-5) (10-3)
(12-3) (16-4) (17-1) (18-3)
(18a-3) (19-2) (19-0.(19-5)
(20-1) (20-5)

can associate certain.
ith thei homes.

't . I,
,

A -3,

',.

58-63

.
.

,

.

473i
/.,

4

.-.

t

51-59

.

(2-3)-2-4) (4-4) (4a-4) (5-li
(10-3) (12-3)(16-4) (17-1)
(18-3). (18a-3) (19-2) (19-4)

'l (19 -5). (20 -1) (20-5)

(2,3) (19-4) (19-5)

..

,

*

__._
and handle animals with

.

f -,

A-3, 64-67

.

'

/
B-3,

1

\

\

60-63

.
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.

4...' Natural Processes 4nd Cycles.,

, %.

a., Given pictured of various kinds of.
young, thepild can tell what
they will',4e when thy grOTPup.

,.. k n

.

0,.

. .

A-3, 68-20
'4-

.

B-3, 64-69

.

t

b. The child. okan identify such see s
. .

, as corn, aporn,lkeAn and knows that
after one of these\has been plant-
ed,.anew'plant wrlYgrow.

r...

.

A-3, .71-73
.

,

B-3
t
70-73

.
.

...

c. The 'child can identify birth.,-.

growth, aging and death as stages
° in the life process of individual

1

. plants andanimals.
-

..

,

074-77

r

B-3, 74-79

.

...,)

.

.d. The child can identify and label-
'such parts of the body ls the
'elbow, knee, lips `and tongue.

. ,

. .

A-3, 78 -82

.

.

B-3, 80-85
.

,

1 ,, '

5. Weather and SeaS'Ons. _....

a.' The'chiid cOl describe the wedther
and activities Which are associated
with summer and winter.

.

A-3, 83-87

..

1:

.B-3, 86-90

.

.

-

B. THE MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENT

,:"--,
1. Machines.

c
......

a. The child can identify automobiled,
trucks, buses, airplanes and boats,
and can tell where and how each is
used. ...

.

.

A-3, 8g-92

.

_

,P

B-
,

3, 91-97

i
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' ,

esses and Cy'cles.

ptures of various hands of
he child can tell what
1 be whenthey,grow up.

t

A-3, 68-70 8 -3, 64-69:

-------- . ,

.

. ,,

(13-1) (17-1) (20-4) (20-5)

.

,

.

.d 'can identify such seeds

acorn, Lean and knows that
e of these has been plant-
w plant will g'r'ow. .1

.

A-3, 74-73

-

B-3, 70-73,.

,

. .

(17-1)4 (20-5)

.

t
.

e

d can identify birth,
aging and death as stages

life'process of individual
nd animals.

.v *

A -3, 74-77

.!.:,.

B-3, 74 -79 (17-1) \(20-5)
, ,

can identify and label ,

tsiof the, body as the

nee; lips acrd tongue.
I f

,

,

A-3,-78-82,

i

:

.

. _B-3,*'80-85

.

(5-15) (16-4) (20-1)
*

.

o
. '

.

TAL-
e . s ,

V
... , 1SeasonS.

., .

.4
,-.

n,de4,cci8e the wyather
vi les wIlit:n are associated

er and winter. -,

4,

.

, 83-e.
4,, .

.

. t.
.

,

. -8-3, 8679

.

.

,
,

1 t

,..

(13 -3)
.

.

.
.

.

IRONHENT ,

-

,

d can identify alutomoh--i*\es,

buses, airplanes-and boats,
tell where and how each is

.

.

_
.

,

A-3, 88-92.

.

.

,. .

.,

8-3d, 91-97

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

(114) (8-2) (8-5) (9-3)
(14 -3) (17-2.

. .

.' .,
.

-44

,

.
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.

.

.
b.

)

The child can identify such common
tools as a'hammer'and saw, and can
tell how each is used.

.

A-3,

.

93,7.96
.

,

.

/1=-3,

"
,

98=102

o

,
.

-*c. Tile child can simulate the move-
meats of commoh machines.

t

A-1,

,

97-100 B=3, 103-105

.
.

.

*d. The child can identify the uses
and functions of magnets. ,

A:.-3, 101=104 8-61, 106-110

, .

.

.

,

e. The'child_can identify basic
appliancts such as refrigerator,
recOrd,pllyqr and stove, and can
tell how each' is used.

A-3, 105-107
.

'B-3, 111-112'
.

,

.

2. Buildings and Other Structures.
,

.

.

. .

.

a. The 'child'can identify some of the
, different types of building which

serve as family homes, scf,00ls and
stores. ,

A-3, 108-110 B-3, 113-116- -

.

b. The child can idenAfy some of the
materials used in bpilding such as
bricks, wood and concrete.

A-3; 111-112. B-3, 117-120

c. The child can identify asan-made
such structures as bridges, dams,
atreets,and roads. ,

'

A -3,

-

113-114 B-3,

'

121-122

..

d. The child can identify wheels in
man-made objects.

.

.

A-3,

, ,

:

115-120 B-3, 123-128
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A-3, 93-96
i

e

.

'

, A.-3, 97-00 :

.
. .
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B-3, 98,, -402

.

A

,

B-3,,P3-105

0. .

.

Mira. Show(4)

(3-3) (8-2)

.

(8-9
(17-2)117-3)

s 4

(9-3

.

_

o .

d cam identify sivh-common
..a hammer and saw, and can,

each is used.

.1 il
v '

d ckan simulate the dove-
cam& machines!

. .

%.:-.3) (8-2) (8-5)

(17-3)
(1.7-)

,

,

da

d can identify the uses
tions Of magnets.

.

A-3, 101404 : B-3, 106 -110

', ;

(8-2) (17-2)
.

.

.

,

d can identify 'basic

es sp/as refrigerator,
ayer and stove, and n
each is used.ed.

. -

1

A-3,

.

.

105 -107;

.

8-3, 171-112 (8 -2) (8-5) (14-2)

.

,

.

.

.

Other Structures. -

,

d ientl,fy'some of the
1 ',:s-of building which
fal?ily nbmesi schools

A-3, 108-110

, ,

B-3, 113-116 (6-4)

,

,

.

.

, .

d can identify some of the
s used in building such as

, wood and 'concrete.

.

A-3, 111-112 ,B-3, 117-120 (6 -4)

,

.

,

d can identify as man-made
uctures al bridges, dams,
and roads.

A-3, 113-114
,

B-3, 121-122 (6-4)

.
,

.0----

d tah ident.:ify wheels in
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.

.'

.

A-3, 115-120' B-3, 123-128
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.

r

,
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IV.
.,

IRONMEqTHE SOCIAL EN'

The'child can identify himself and other famil--
iarindividuals in terms of role-defining

characteriStkics He is familiar with forms
and functions of institutions which he may,en-,,--
counter. He comes to see situations from more
than one point of view, begins to see the
necessity for certain'social rules, particularly
those insuring justice and fir play.

/

,

AL4T 1-19 ,

.

B-4, 1-180

114

,

A. SOCIAL UNITS

1. Roles.
_...-

, -

a. Gived t e na:.ie of certain roles
.

from t e falilyneighborhood, ...

// - city or town, the child can
enumerate appropriate responsibili-

. ties.
.

-------/

A-4, 1-6

.

.

,

.

B -4, 1-8

1 .

4'

4

/
B. SOCIAL IaTERACTIONS

. .

1. Cooperation.
.

a. The 'child recogniies that, in ceir.
s-, tain situations it is beneficial

for two or more indiViduals to-

work together toward a common goal.
---

,

A-4, 7-10

.

B-4, 9-11

:

J,

b. To- develop a sense of huMor in
humordus situations. Humor in
terms of: inconsistent responses,
incorrect responses, irony.

. A-4, 11-12 8-4, 12-13

c. lo enjoy.
r

.
,

A-4, 13-19 B-4, 14-18 .

1

1

-__

d. To enjoy music.

*Teacher-made Objectives
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ify himself and other famil-
terms of role defining
e is familiar with forms
stitutions which he may en-
to see -situations fiom more
iew, begins 'to see the
n social rules, particularly
ice and-frir play.

_ _

A-4, 1-19 B-4, 1-18

Iften-r-------

(9-3)(2-4) (4a-2) (4
u

(10 -3) (11 -4)

.

e name of certain roles
'family, nei0bornood,
toWn,.the child- can

to appropriate responsibili

A-4, 1-6

1

B-4, 1-8
.

(2-4)

(10-3)
iv-

(4-2) (4a-2)

(11-4)

1...

(9-3)

ONS

--,

d ccognizes that in cer-
uations, it is beneficial

or more individuals to
ether ward a common goal.

A-4, 7-10

,

B-4, 9-11 (11-3)

-

.

(19-1)

op asense of humor in
situations. Humar_in
inconsistent responses,

t responses, irony.

A-4,
,

11-12 E-4, 12-13 (12-2)

A -4, 13-19 B-4, 14-18
(12-3)

.-

,.....

music.
,

(16-1)

*TicbAnN.I.....mn,L. ALS


